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ABSTRACT
Obedience Across Romans: Tracing A Book Wide Theme and Illustrating Obedience with
Greco-Roman Literature
This dissertation seeks to reconsider the meaning and context of the phrase "the
obedience of faith" (ijTraKofjv moxeoiq) and the theme of obedience in Romans. By investigating
how obedience language functioned within the Greco-Roman world, particularly in the discourse
of the Roman Empire, it will allow us to more fully understand how some in Paul's audience
may have understood the language of obedience. This will also have the further corollary of
illumining Paul's purpose(s) in Romans. Second, this work hopes to draw further attention to
obedience as a recurring theme of Romans. Paul's use of obedience language, both at the
beginning (1:5 exordium) and end (15:8 peroratio) of Romans, serves as rhetorical bookends and
signals a theme that runs throughout the letter. Our thesis is that fresh light is shed on the phrase
"the obedience of faith" by studying the Greco-Roman use of obedience language during the
Empire; and in particular, that it shows that this phrase would not have seemed odd or alien to
the Gentile Christians in Rome. Attention to the way obedience language functioned in Greco-
Roman contexts will help us understand how Gentiles in Paul's audience may have heard the
terms and images relating to obedience.
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1CHAPTER ONE:
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction and Theoretical Framework
This dissertation seeks to reconsider the meaning and context of the phrase "the
obedience of faith" (ujraKofiv nxoxeoiq) and the theme of obedience in Romans. By investigating
how obedience language functioned within the Greco-Roman world, particularly in the discourse
of the Roman Empire, it will allow us to more fully understand how some in Paul's audience
may ha\ e understood the language of obedience. This will also have the further corollary of
illumining Paul's purpose(s) in Romans.' Second, this work hopes to draw further attention to
obedience as a recurring theme of Romans. Paul's use of obedience language, both at the
beginning (1:5 exordium) and end (15:8 peroratio) ofRomans, serves as rhetorical bookends and
signals a theme that runs throughout the letter. Our thesis is that fresh light is shed on the phrase
"the obedience of faith" by studying the Greco-Roman use of obedience language during the
Empire; and in particular, that it shows that this phrase would not have seemed odd or alien to
the Gentile Christians in Rome. Attention to the way obedience language functioned in Greco-
Roman contexts will help us understand how Gentiles in Paul's audience may have heard the
terms and images relating to obedience.
The historical background for understanding the obedience language in Romans is
primarily limited to the Hebrew scriptures and the Jewish literature of the Second Temple period.
' The purpose(s) of Romans is a notoriously problematic issue. C.f. Karl P. Donfried, ed. The Romans
Debate: Revised and Expanded Edition (Peabody: Hendrickson, 1991); A. J. Guerra, Romans and the Apologetic
Traditiom: The Purpose, Genre, and Audience ofPaul's Letters (New York: Cambride University Press, 1995); A. J.
M. Wedderbum, The Reasons for Romans (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1988); A. Andrew Das, Solving the Romans
Debate (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2007); Richard N. Longenecker, Introducing Romans: Critical Issues in Paul's Most
Famous Letter (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 201 1 ).
2That is certainly important for understanding what Paul means by the ujiaKofiv TiiOTeax;.^
However, an understanding of the Greco-Roman background is equally important for grasping
how some of his non-Jewish audience would have been familiar with the concept of obedience.
It is surprising, given the attention to the historical situation of the letter to the Romans, that an
understanding of the Greco-Roman background of obedience has not been pursued.^
One purpose, therefore, of this dissertation is to investigate the socio-historical dimension
of the obedience language from the particular viewpoint of the Gentiles in the Roman audience
to bring added nuance to Paul's call for obedience in Rom 1:5.'* In Romans, such avenues have
been pursued by Peter Oakes who attempts a reading of Romans 12 from "ground level."^ Both
the works of Peter Oakes and Peter Lampe show that a historically informed reading of Romans
offers fruitfiil avenues for understanding the letter within a first-century Greco-Roman context.
It is worthwhile to briefly mention some examples of a particular "Gentile reading" before we
engage the primary sources in chapters 3-6. Drawing on the work of Peter Oakes, we may
^
Examples ofworks rooted in the Jewish hterature are Glen N. Davies, Faith and Obedience in Romans: A
Study in Romans 1-4 (Sheffield: Sheffield, 1990); Don B. Garlington, The Obedience ofFaith: A Pauline Phrase in
Historical Context (Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1991); James C. Miller, The Obedience ofFaith: The
Eschatalogical People of God, and the Purpose ofRomans (Atlanta: SBL, 2000). As Karl Donfried has recently
stated, "By stressing the Jewishness of Paul one must not deny the validity of the Greco-Roman context for Paul's
apostolic activity" as one who, "interacts with the pagan culture in partnership." "Paul's Jewish Matrix: The Scope
and Nature of the Contributions," in Paul's Jewish Matrix (ed. Thomas G. Casey and Justin Taylor, Rome:
Gregorian & Biblical Press. 2011), 48. See also his edited work Karl P. Donfried and Peter Richardson, eds.,
Judaism and Christianity in First-Century Rome (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998).
^ One thinks of historically-oriented works such as Peter Lampe, From Paul to Valentinus: Christians at
Rome in the First Two Centuries (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2003). A more recent work on Paul is Neil Elliott and
Mark Reasoner, Documents and Images for the Study ofPaul (Minneapolis: Fortress, 201 1). Although even in this
work, little attention is given to the obedience language. As Edward W. Said has importantly noted, "Texts are tied
to circumstances and to politics large and small, and these require attention and criticism. . .We cannot deal with the
literature of the periphery without also attending to the literature of the metropolitan centers." Cf Edward Said,
Culture and Imperialism (New York: Vintage, 1994), 318.
The task of my work is very similar to some recent treatments of the Pauline letters. See Joseph H.
Hellerman, Reconstructing Honor in Roman Philippi Carmen Christi as Cursus Pudorum (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2005); James R. Harrison, Paul and the Imperial Authorities at Thessalonica and Rome: A Study
in the Conflict ofIdeology (Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 20 11).
^ Cf. Peter Oakes, Reading Romans in Pompeii: Paul's Letter at Ground Level (Minneapolis: Fortress,
2009). Oakes' work focuses on four hearers of Romans from various social types. This understanding of Romans
from the viewpoint of non-elite first century people aims to show how Romans might have been understood by a
diverse audience in Rome, attempting to understand how Romans would sound "to people at ground level" (179).
3imagine Romans being heard by such persons as a slave, a freedperson, a poor stoneworker, or a
migrant worker.^ How might certain sections of Romans sound to them? What images or
contexts might Paul's argument evoke? Awareness of how Gentiles like these might have
understood the images and language of obedience will open up fuller avenues for understanding
Romans (ch. 7-9).
A few examples of obedience language from Greco-Roman literature will suffice before a
fiiUer treatment is undertaken in chapters 3-6. In the Aeneid, Virgil poetically remarks, "But,
Rome, it is thine alone, with awful sway, to rule mankind, and make the world obey" {Aen,
6.852). Likewise, Polybius states, "The Roman conquest, on the other hand, was not partial.
Nearly the whole inhabited world was reduced by them to obedience (uTifiKooq): and they left
behind them an empire not to be paralleled in the past or rivaled in the future" {Hist, 1.2.3).
These references are a small sampling of the substantial evidence of obedience language within
the Roman Empire. Before we look at the historical evidence, a survey of the previous
scholarship on Paul's obedience language is needed to situate this project.
Literature Review
We can briefly lay out the two primary avenues for understanding Paul's obedience
language. The first avenue is the missional strategy. This approach analyzes Paul's calling
and/or missional activity. Obedience is understood within the framework of Paul's self-
understanding of his task and vocation. Within this approach, one often finds ethical treatments
of Paul's obedience language that attempt to understand obedience within Paul's theological
scope and aims for his congregation(s) or the larger enterprise of early Christianity.
A second avenue is the exegetical approach. This approach operates on the historical-
grammatical method and seeks to interpret the phrase in light of its grammatical features and
* Oakes, Reading Romans, xii. For more specifics on the makeup of this audience, see chapter six.
4then place the terms within an appropriate historical background. This avenue attempts to
understand Paul's language of obedience within Romans and attempts to situate Paul's language
within its appropriate contexts, such as Second Temple Judaism as is often the case, and is rarely
set against a Greco-Roman background. Such an approach is not inaccurate; rather the lacuna
that remains is an understanding of Paul's obedience language within its Greco-Roman context.
Naturally many of the commentaries fall within this third category. This study falls into this
latter approach as well. The following section surveys some of the main examples from the two
main categories mentioned above.
The Missional Approach
Often, Rom 1:5 is treated within monographs that discuss Paul's person�either his call
(Gal 1, Rom 1, etc.) or as part of a description of his missionary strategy. These types of
treatments appear in works concerned with Romans and works on Pauline theology.'' Within
these approaches, obedience language is treated in relation to the person of Paul himself. Kathy
Ehrensperger exemplifies this approach when she notes that Paul's apostleship and his
commission (Rom 1:5) are "inseparably intertwined." In similar fashion, Klaus Haacker
concludes, "Der Ausdruck \)7taKof| Trioxecoq (vgl. 16, 26) fur das Ziel des apostolischen Dienstes
wird durch 10, 14-17 ausgelegt als die positive Reaktion auf das Evangelium."^ Such an
approach typically results in much being said about Paul's vocation and very little said about the
content or meaning of the term "obedience" itself.
' For example the work of Terence L. Donaldson, Paul and the Gentiles: Remapping the Apostle's
Convictional World (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1997). Donaldson falls within this category of missional approaches,
even though his work is not focused on Romans in particular (see pages 81, 100, 183, 342, 360, 361). C.f. J.
Christiaan Beker, Paul the Apostle: The Triumph ofGod in Life and Thought (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1980), 128.
^
Kathy Ehrensperger, Paul and the Dynamics of Power: Communication and Interaction in the Early
Christ-Movement (New York: T & T Clark, 2007), 40. Similar conclusions are drawn by Karl Olav Sandnes, Paul,
One of the Prophets?: A Contribution to the Apostle's Self-Understanding (Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck),
1991), 146-53.
' Klaus Haacker, Der BriefDes Paulus an Die Romer (Leipzig: Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, 1999), 29.
5Jean-Noel Aletti argues in the negative in his discussion of the terms for obedience in the
Pauline letters. He asserts that Paul does not think of obedience as something owed to him as part
of his apostoHc call. He states:
Si Ton examine maintenant la relation d'autorite non plus a partir du
sujet qui a, detient ou exerce I'autorite, mais a partir de ceux qui en
dependent, autrement dit les destinataires, la encore le vocabulaire
paulinien pent porter a confusion, car les verbes UTtoxdaooiiai et
UTiaKouco (ainsi que les substantifs u;iOTayf|, DTiaKof], 7iapaKor|) ne se
rapportent pas directement a Paul, qui ne demande jamais (en ses lettres
du moins) aux communautes de se soumettre a lui et de lui obeir. On a
fait remarquer a juste titre que I'apotre ne lie jamais le terme
�obeissance� a sa personne, a la loi ni a des preceptes specifiques.
Certes, Paul a ete envoye pour amener les paiens a I'obeissance, mais
obeir, c'est obeir a I'Evangile : le mot semble bien avoir la meme
acception et extension que �foi�."'
Aletti 's treatment shows how obedience language is often assumed in this type of approach as
either relating to or not relating to the person of Paul. It raises the issue of the relationship of
obedience to the recipients, the gospel, and Paul himself." Obedience is often left in the
theological abstract, as no attention is given to the meaning of obedience.
Likewise William Bowers' dissertation, Studies in Paul's Understanding ofHis Mission,
argues that:
Proclamation is first and basic in Paul's vocational activity, as his
characteristic terminological summation suggests, but when one attends
to the whole sweep of the evidence it is obvious that Paul's evangelic
mission included for him much more than mere oral activity stage by
stage throughout the world. Beyond the act of proclamation Paul was
demonstrably very much concerned with the results of that
proclamation.''
Jean-Noel Aletti, "L'authorite Apostolique De Paul. Theorie Et Pratique," in L'apoTre Paul:
Personnalite, Stvle Et Conception Du MinisteRe (ed. Albert Vanhoye, Leuven: Leuven, 1986), 231.
" Ernest Best, Paul and His Converts (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1988), 150. Best offers similar, albeit
brief comments, "He [Paul] does not summon the Romans to obey him, but instead to obey Christ or the gospel."
William Paul Bowers, "Studies in Paul's Understanding of His Mission" (Cambridge University, 1976),
84. C.f. Ksenija Magda, Paul's Territoriality and Mission Strategy: Searching for the Geographical Awareness
Paradigm BehindRomans (Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2009).
6Bowers continues, in direct reference to Romans 1:5 that, "In his opening paragraph (i.1-7), Paul
identifies himself to the Romans as one who through Christ has received apostleship 'for
obedience of faith among all the Gentiles.'"'^ Bowers represents the missional approach in
understanding Paul's obedience language. Obedience is kept within the realm of Paul's apostolic
call, as part of his vocation; but little attempt is made to understand what the term actually
means.
Peter T. O'Brien draws similar conclusions after surveying Paul's gospel and mission.
He regards Rom 1 :5 as the "totality of Paul's missionary endeavors" and expresses the "purpose
of Paul's missionary labours."'"' Following Don Garlington's influential work (see below),
O'Brien states that the meaning of ujiaKofiv TiioTecoq is "unique to the whole of pre-Christian
literature."'^
Statements like this are problematic as they are only half-true. Certainly Paul's
combination of UTiaKofiv and TiioTecoq is unique. However, such a statement entirely neglects the
Greek and Roman literature where both terms appear frequently, often near one another in
various passages in the literature of the Greco-Roman world (chs. 3-6). By arguing that this
phrase is not found within pre-Christian literature, such statements have essentially closed off
research for the terms involved, primarily TjTtaKofi. What remains to be undertaken is an
investigation of the obedience language within the Greco-Roman world.
Bowers, "Studies in Paul's Understanding of His Mission", 98. Likewise, Larry Hurtado, also notes, "It
is clear from his letters that Paul understood his calling as requiring him to make obedience to the gospel of Jesus
Christ the sole condition of the salvation of Gentiles and of their admission as fully fledged participants in the
Christian movement." "Paul's Christology," in The Cambridge Companion to St. Paul (ed. James D. G. Dunn,
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 189.
Peter T. O'Brien, Gospel and Mission in the Writings ofPaul: An Exegetical and Theological Analysis
(Grand Rapids: Baker, 1995), 32-3.
'^Ibid., 59.
7We might also mention the work of Sandra Polaski and her monograph, Paul and the
Discourse of Power}^ Polaski sets out to identify obedience in relationship to the person and
vocation ofPaul. Regarding Rom 1:5, she mentions that:
Paul is the active agent, it is Paul who transmits this word, to which the
proper response is the 'obedience of faith'. That is, Paul's readers are
invited to demonstrate their faith in God by obeying what Paul says to
them�all because, of course. Paul has received 'grace and apostleship'.
Here is the discourse of power�Paul positioning himself as a
proclaimer of truth who is to be obeyed, wrapped up in the language of
grace.
Again, obedience is discussed in relation to the person of Paul. The content of obedience
is Paul's instruction. Most likely she has in mind the admonitions ofRom 12-14, although this is
not made explicit. She goes on to note, rightly in my opinion, that, "Yet the power of God's
grace has also granted Paul a unique power to which his congregations, and even his
correspondents in congregations he did not found (i.e. Rome), must be subject."'^ She regards
Rom 1:5 as the "most direct expression of this claim."'' As seen in previous examples of the
missional approach, obedience refers to either the Apostle's position and/or mission. The
question of how a Roman audience would make sense of a call to obedience falls out of the
purview of the argument.
A last example of the missional approach is the monograph of Michael Barram, who
20
bridges both the missional and ethical approaches in his Mission and Moral Reflection in Paul.
Building on the work ofW. Bowers, Barram focuses on Rom 1:5 in light of Paul's mission and
stresses that Paul "describes his visit to Rome in terms of edification.""' Commenting on Rom
Sandra Hack Polaski, Paul and the Discourse ofPower (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1999).
Ibid., 111. Although she does go on to note that Paul says he is subject to a power beyond himself
'^Ibid., 122.
'^Ibid., 122 n35.
Michael D. Barram, Mission and Moral Reflection in Paul (New York: Peter Lang, 2006).
Ibid., 80.
81:5 and vnaKoqv Trioxecoc;, Barram aptly states that this "telic statement . . . seems to point to the
very purpose of his apostolic vocation.""" When he explores what Paul means by this phrase, he
builds on the influential work of D. Garlington. For Barram, the obedience of faith is linked not
only with establishing churches, but the "ongoing nurture of obedient faith communities.""^ This
"ongoing nurture" explains for Barram how Paul is able to write to a church he did not found and
gi\ e the type of instructions he did. Part of Paul's task, then, was not only founding churches,
but also assisting in their ethical development.^"*
I find much agreement with Barram that Paul seeks to do more than found churches, but
fiirther to assist in their ethical development. One issue with Barram 's work is that it is highly
reliant on Garlington's work. Little attention is given to the situations where obedience was
required within the Greco-Roman world.
The approach described above recognizes Paul's obedience language as integral to his
call and mission to evangelize churches. As seen in Barram's work, these strategies for reading
Paul often lead to an ethical understanding of the obedience language. There is an attempt to
order Paul's obedience language as a stage consequent to believing. Once the stage is set for
understanding obedience as "flowing from" believing faith, much attention is given to an ethical
treatment of Paul's obedience language.^^
'Mbid., 81.
^Mbid., 82.
Similar conclusions are drawn by David G. Peterson, "Maturity: The Goal of the Mission," in The Gospel
to the Nations: Perspectives on Paul's Mission (ed. Peter Bolt and Mark Thompson, Downers Grove,: IVP, 2000),
185-204.
C.f John M. G. Barclay, Obeying the Truth: Paul's Ethics in Galatians (Minneapolis: Fortress Press,
1991), 226-7. He identifies this trend within the study of Pauline ethics when he notes, "One of the most important
theological concerns underlying much Pauline scholarship has been the desire to contrast Paul with a 'Pelagian'
theology of self-achieved salvation and to distinguish his thought from all forms of 'synergism'. Not only has this
contributed to a serious misrepresentation of Judaism, as if it were concerned with man achieving his own salvation;
it has also led to many embarrassed attempts to explain the significance Paul attaches to his moral imperatives,
which mostly conclude that Paul saw Christian works as 'evidence' for salvation rather than 'instrumental' in it."
His conclusion, although directed towards Galatians is particularly apt and he even references Rom 1:5: "It is this
constant interplay between the grace of God and the work of the believer. . .which make's Paul's ethics of particular
9One of the strongest ethical treatments of Paul's obedience language is provided by
Michael J. Gorman in his work Cruciformity: Paul's Narrative Spirituality of the Cross
Similar to the works cited above. Gorman views obedience as part and parcel of Paul's
apostleship. Gorman rightly identifies the thematic nature of obedience and the connection
between Rom 1 :5 and Rom 5:19 where obedience reoccurs with the obedience of Jesus. Gorman
draws out the ethical ramifications to show that participation in the life ofChrist (by baptism) "is
a life of obedience.""^
Gorman connects Rom 1:5 and 5:9, and rightly stresses that "to share in Christ's faith is
to share in his obedience . . . accepting Christ's death not merely as the source of salvation but as
\hQ pattern of faith/obedience."^^ He rightly notes that this is re-emphasized in Rom 6:17 where
the Roman congregation is praised by Paul for being "obedient from the heart to the form of
teaching to which you were entrusted." Gorman concludes that, "Obedience is not an option for
Paul, not even a good supplement to faith. . . . The Gospel is not merely to be believed, but
29
obeyedr'^ What all this means for Paul's ethics is that the Roman audience is now released
from their former obedience to their passions to presently obey the gospel.
^'^
Gorman's work raises an interesting issue by noting that the obedience of Paul's audience
is transferred from their former passions to gospel obedience. One can begin to detect a former
area of obedience that is now replaced by gospel obedience. Other areas are worth exploring to
see how gospel obedience affects the social context(s) of Paul's audience.
interest. It accords with his complex understanding of faith as response, reception, trust, decision, and obedience (cf
Rom 1.5; 10.16, etc)."
Michael J. Gorman, Cruciformity: Paul's Narrative Spirituality of the Cross (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
2001).
-^Ibid., 32.
-'Ibid., 133.
^' Ibid. He goes on to note that "obedience and faith are essentially synonymous" citing Rom 10:14; 16 as
evidence.
A point of fundamental agreement with Barclay, Obeying the Truth: Paul's Ethics in Galatians. Gorman
cites him, Cruciformity, 134.n30.
10
Not all, however, agree that Paul's obedience of faith language is tied to ethics. One
example of such a phenomenon is Otfried Hofius, who in his Paulusstiidieu argues that:
Paulus die ttIotk; auch als �Gehorsam� als UTtaKofi bzw. als ein
UTtttKoueiv ICO euayyeXlto - bezeichnen. Der Begriff des �Gehorsams� ist
dabei selbstverstandlich nicht ethisch gemeint, und er hat in diesem
Zusammenhang auch keine ethischen Implikationen.^'
Clearly, the better argument lies with Gorman as he comprehensively shows the interplay
between obedience and faith in Paul's letter to the Romans.^^ Given the recurrence of the
obedience language throughout the letter, and specifically the disobedience of Israel in Rom 9-
11, something more than simple belief is meant by Paul. If Paul did not mean to convey such
ethical implications, he certainly could have chosen a better word than the ethically oriented term
of obedience.
The Exegetical Approach
The exegetical approach utilizes the primary source literature to understand Paul's
obedience language within the matrix of his contemporaries. Such an approach is laudable. In
the following section, I show there is much agreement with the previous works on obedience.
My only qualification to my agreement with this approach is that there remains the need to
situate the language of obedience within the matrix of the original audience, and that this
necessitates an investigation of the literature of the Roman Empire which remains entirely
lacking in many works.
Rom 1:5 and the "obedience of faith"�if not neglected in the commentaries�often
receives only a brief grammatical treatment before the authors move on to the more pressing
Otfried Hofius, Paulusstudien, 2 vols., Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen
Zum
(Tubingen: Mohr, 1989), 156.
"
Gorman, Cruciformity, 28. 32, 96, 101, 133.
11
concern of the thesis statement (1:16-17).'' In his Romans commentary, Samuel Benetreau
exemplifies the typical treatment when he simply notes that, "En meme temps, I'expression
souligne I'ampleur de son ministere, tel que I'apotre le con9oit."'^ Benetreau offers no
background to UTtaKofiv Tiioxecoc;, and simply moves on to Rom 1:6.
Such laconic treatments of the "obedience of faith" are found frequently in the
commentaries that focus on either the Christological formulation of 1:1^ or discuss Paul's
"call" in light of his mission to the Genfiles.'^ When Rom 1:5 receives extended treatment, it
often entails the nature of Paul's apostleship and very rarely refers to the content (uTiaKofiv
TTioTecoq) of that mission to the Gentiles. This is also seen in Rudolph Pesch's Romans
commentary, where he briefly remarks, "Das Evangelium �uber seinen Sohn�, durch das Pis
See Ernest Best, The Letter ofPaul to the Romans (Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 1967), 1;
Karl Barth, The Epistle to the Romans, trans., E.C. Hoskyns (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1968), 31-2; Ernst
Kasemann, Commentary on Romans (Grand Rapids; Eerdmans, 1980), 14-5; Paul J. Achtemeier, Romans
(Louisville: WJK, 1985), 32; C. K. Barrett, The Epistle to the Romans: Revised Edition (Peabody; Hendrickson,
1991), 22-3; Joseph A. Fitzmyer, Romans (New York: Doubleday, 1993), 237-8; Peter Stuhlmacher, Paul's Letter to
the Romans: A Commentary, trans., S. J. Hafemann (Louisville: WJK, 1994), 19-20; Stanley K. Stowers, A
Rereading ofRomans: Justice, Jews, and Gentiles (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1997), 43-4; Thomas R.
Schreiner, Romans (Grand Rapids; Baker, 1998), 34-5; Christopher Bryan, A Preface to Romans: Notes on the
Epistle in Its Literary and Cultural Setting (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), 62; Luke Timothy Johnson,
Reading Romans: A Literary and Theological Commentary (Macon: Smyth & Helwys, 2001), 23-4; Charles H.
Talbert, Romans (Macon: Smyth & Helwys, 2002), 33; Phillip F. Esler, Conflict and Identity in Romans: The Social
Setting ofPaul's Letter (Minneapolis; Fortress, 2003), 137; Ben Witherington, Paul's Letter to the Romans: A Socio-
Rhetorical Commentary (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2004), 34-5; Leander E. Keck, Romans (Nashville: Abingdon,
2005), 45-6; Thomas H. Tobin, Paul's Rhetoric in Its Contexts: The Argument ofRomans (Grand Rapids: Baker,
2005), 49; Craig S. Keener, Romans (Eugene; Cascade, 2009), 21; Frank J. Matera, Romans (Grand Rapids: Baker,
2010), 30-1; Arland J. Hultgren, Paul's Letter to the Romans: A Commentary (Grand Rapids; Eerdmans, 201 1), 50;
Hermen C. Waetjen, The Letter to the Romans: Salvation as Justice and the Deconstruction of the Law (Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic, 2011), 45; George H. Parke-Taylor, "A Note on
' Eig 'YitaKofiv Hvoiecoq' in Romans 1.5 and
Xvi. 26," Expository Times 55 (1943-1944): 305-6; Udo Schnelle, The Letter to the Romans (Leuven; Peelers,
2009). Entirely missing a treatment of the phrase is Neil Elliott, The Rhetoric ofRomans: Argumentative Constraint
and Strategy and Paul's Dialogue with Judaism (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1990); Hendrikus Boers, The Justification of
the Gentiles: Paul's Letters to the Galatians and Romans (Peabody; Hendrickson, 1994); Giorgio Agamben, The
Time That Remains: A Commentary on the Letter to the Romans, trans., Patricia Dailey (Stanford; Stanford
University Press, 2005); Sylvia C. Keesmaat, "Reading Romans in the Capital of the Empire," in Reading
Paul's
Letter to the Romans (ed. Jerry L. Sumney, Atlanta; SBL, 2012), 47-64.
Samuel BQnQXxQa\x,L' Epitre De Paul Aux Romains: Tome I (Seine: Edifac, 1996), 49.
"
For example, Donaldson, Paul and the Gentiles; Francis Watson, Paul, Judaism,
and the Gentiles:
Beyond the New Perspective (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2007).
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aufgrund der empfangenen Gnade des Apostolats," before pressing on to other concerns in 1:1-
y 36
Exceptions to the treatments mentioned above are rare. The few commentaries that note
the importance of the phrase/theme do so without demonstration of the evidence.'^ Robert
Jew ett comes closest to our purposes in raising awareness of obedience in the larger Greco-
Roman world by providing a single example. He notes that, "Paul's expression addresses a
central feature of the honor system in the Greco-Roman world, because obedience carried the
"stigma' of slavery and even the Emperor preferred to phrase his directives 'as suggestions and
advice.""^ Jewett then cites Cicero Inv. 2.66 as his example. Although Jewett is primarily
relying on the work of J. E. Lendon, he nevertheless highlights an impetus for fiirther research
into the primary source literature for further investigation of this topic.''
C. E. B. Cranfield and N. T. Wright are two exemplary commentators who draw attention
to the recurring theme of obedience, yet without discussing the social context of obedience.'''^
Cranfield remarked that, "The equivalence for Paul of faith in God and obedience to Him may be
Rudolf Pesch, Rdmerbhef(Wurzhmg: Echter Verlag, 1985), 25.
Here we include works that give more attention than most to the phrase but still fall short of
understanding its thematic element and / or situating the phrase in the Roman sources. See James D. G. Dunn,
Romans, 2 vols. (Dallas: Word, 1988), 1:17-8; G. Segalla, "L' 'Obbedienza Di Fede' (Rm 1,5; 16,26) Tema Delia
Lettera Ai Romani?," Rivista Biblica 36 (1988): 329-42; Douglas J. Moo, The Epistle to the Romans (Grand Rapids;
Eerdmans, 1996), 50.n67; Haacker, Der BriefDes Paulus an Die Romer, 29; Katherine Grieb, The Story ofRomans:
A Narrative Defense of God's Righteousness (Louisville; WJK, 2002), xix, 3. 102; Brendan Byrne, Romans
(Collegeville: Liturgical, 2007), 40; Colin G. Kruse, Paul's Letter to the Romans (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2012),
50-3.
Robert Jewett, Romans: A Commentary (Minneapolis: Fortress. 2007), 108-11. "Cicero "placed duty to
officials under the rubric of 'respect": 'The duty of respect requires us to reverence and cherish those outstanding
because of age or wisdom, or office, or any other claim to prestige'" (Cicero, Inv. 2.66). Howe\ er in the footnote he
shows that he is primarily relying on Lendon's work.
J. E. Lendon, Empire of Honour: The Art of Government in the Roman World (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1997).
Also Dunn, Romans; Witherington, Romans.
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illustrated again and again from this epistle.""*' However. Cranfield provides no background for
understanding obedience.
N. T. Wright
N. T. Wright briefly highlights the recurrent theme of obedience throughout the letter to
the Romans in his unpublished doctoral dissertation in 1980. He states "Rom 1.5 and 1.16-17 are
programmatic statements of this outworking of Paul's Christological gospel, which thus holds
together Rom. 2 and 8 with 3-4, 9-10."^" Nevertheless, this theme of obedience is not pursued
fiirther.
He offers fiirther comments in his 2002 commentary on Romans, noting:
a more prominent theme in Romans than elsewhere in the NT. . .It serves
as a shorthand both for the total work of Jesus the Messiah, over against
that of Adam (5:19), and the sphere or realm into which, or under the rule
of which, Christians come through Baptism (6:12-17). Paul can again use
it as a summary of that which he seeks to bring about among the nations
(15:18; cf. 16:19) and in a concluding formula that closely echoes this
opening one.""
He rightly notes that the obedience language is connected to Rom 5 and 6, and connects the
phrases at the beginning and end of the book. However, given the limits of the commentary,
Wright is only briefly able to discuss the theme of obedience in Romans. Further, no attention is
devoted to the primary sources as a background for obedience.
Wright's Paul and the Faithfulness of God (PFG hereafter), however, takes a more
detailed approach to the phrase v)7iaKofiv moxeayq.'^'^ Wright offers the novel idea that, "A case
C. E. B. Cranfield, The Epistle to the Romans: A Critical and Exegetical Commentary, 2 vols.
(Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1980). Although Cranfield only mentions 1.8; 10.16; 11.23, 30-31; 15:18.
^- N. T. Wright, "The Messiah and the People of God: A Study in Pauline Theology with Particular
Reference to the Argument of the Epistle to the Romans" (PhD, Oxford University, 1980), iii.
�'^ N. T. Wright, "Romans," in The New Interpreter's Bible : Acts-I Corinthians (ed. Leander Keck,
Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2002), 420. Contra A. B. du Toit, "Faith and Obedience in Paul," Neot 25 (1991):
65-
74. du Toit fails to grasp the significance when he states, "Coming back to Romans 1:5 it would be too bold
to
assert that the phrase. . .is programmatic for the whole of Romans" (69).
N. T. Wright, Paul and the Faithfulness ofGod, 2 vols. (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2013).
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can be made, in this Ught, for allowing Paul's remarkable phrase 'the obedience of faith'
hypakoe pisteos, to resonate closely with the Shema: this is the 'obedience' within which the
'hearing' takes place, namely pistis.""^^ In his discussion of Rom 8:28, Wright argues that the
phrase "to those who love him" is an echo of Israel's Shema. He argues that Paul is not
arbitrarily creating a new group of people known as "those who love God," but that this phrase is
descriptive of the "experience" of a people. Those who love God are those who obey the
greatest of the commandments, the Shema. Although Wright notes that "a case can be made,"
there does not appear to be a place in his magnum opus where this actually occurs. The closest
Wright comes to defining the obedience of faith is "loyalty to Jesus as Messiah." This stands in
contrast to loyalty to God, the law, or even the land.^^ One wonders, however, at the connection
between the Shema and hypakoe pisteos, and the degree to which it can be proven.
Later in PFG, Wright comes close to the purpose of this work in his discussion of the
cross. After nofing that crucifixion was the punishment of choice by the Romans, Wright
remarks, "their rulers have now been defeated through his death, and they and their people can
be summoned to 'faithful obedience'" (italics mine).'*'' The idea inherent here is the transfer of
obedience from one ruler to another. The people who were once obedient to Rome are now
obedient to Jesus, the gospel, and faith. Sadly, Wright moves on to other pressing matters and
48
does not investigate further the implications of such obedience language. What is interesting is
that Wright's statement raises the inherent political implications of such a transfer of obedience.
Still, there remains a marked silence on what exactly the ramifications of such a transfer might
Ibid., 2:722.
Ibid., 1 .407. Also on this point is B. J. Oropeza, Jews, Gentiles, and the Opponents ofPaul: Apostasy in
the New Testament Communities (Eugene: Cascade, 2012), 199.
^'Wright, PFG. 2:911.
Wright connects obedience language to the Kyrios language which he notes from Rom 1:5 onwards,
that
this refers to the "sovereign rule of the Messiah. . .in charge of the nations" {PFG, 2: 1066).
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be. Further, Wright's statements assume, rather imphcitly, that obedience is something that
Rome demanded or even sought. My worlc will provide a context for how obedience may have
been understood within the Greco-Roman world with specific examples.
Douglas Campbell
Another insightful work is by Douglas Campbell in his work, The Quest for Paul's
Gospel.'^'' Campbell draws attention to seeming inter-changeability between faith and obedience.
By drawing attention to the social reality of the terms, Campbell notes, "It is also clear from this
rich social context that pistis in the sense of 'fidelity' also overlaps significantly with notions of
'obedience,' and not merely with the senses of endurance, loyalty, and trustworthiness. He
points to the social reality of faithfiil clients who are able to be trustworthy in various tasks and
are described, not only as obedient, but as submissive and compliant. He notes that, "Hence, we
find pistis, when used in this basic sense, sometimes placed alongside notions of submission and
obedience."" '
Campbell is also aware of the theme of obedience within Pauline literature. His
comments are thus insightful when he notes:
Obedience as a theme per se is of course readily apparent in Paul. And
even Christ is explicitly described as obedient to God in certain important
texts (Rom. 5.19; Phil. 2.8; and 2 Cor. 10.5?!). The overlap between these
two semanfic fields in Paul is possibly indicated by Rom. 1.5 and 16.26,
where a genifive links pistis and hupakoe, and also by 9.30-10.4 and
10.14-21, where the cognate verbs interchange (cp. the same phenomenon
in 2 Thess. 1.8 and 10). There is also the curious related phenomenon of
the rejecfion of the gospel being equated with disobedience. In Rom. 10.1-
4, the Jews are zealous for God but not in accordance with understanding,
ignoring the dikaiosunne that is from God that leads to dikaiosune for all
believers, and not submitting to it. Such disobedience is spoken of further
Douglas Campbell, The Quest for Paul's Gospel (New York: T&T Clark International, 2005). Cf.
Douglas Campbell, The Deliverance of God: An Apocalyptic Rereading of Justification in Paul (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 2009).
^� Campbell, The Quest for Paul's Gospel, 187.
^' Ibid.
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in V. 16, and elaborated through the quotation of Isa. 65.2 in v. 21,which
speaks of a disobedient and obstinate people.
Campbell highlights the role that obedience ought to play in such discussions in light of the
social-historical context of the first century. Such treatment highlights the value of placing these
terms, often viewed theologically, within their appropriate socio-historical context(s) to help
understand Paul's message in light of his own environment. A full situating of the obedience
language within its own linguistic environment of the first century falls outside of his scope.
David R. Wallace
One of the striking absences of a discussion of the primary source literature is provided
by David R. Wallace in his work, The Gospel ofGod: Romans as Paul's Aeneid^^ One would
anticipate that in a treatment arguing that Paul's message countered the "symbolism and message
of the Aeneid and its salvific promise for Rome," that we would find a comparison of obedience
language, as obedience appears in both Rom 1:5 and throughout the Aeneid. Especially since
Wallace argues that "the opening verses of Romans negate the main tenets presented in the
Aeneid."^^ Yet, no discussion of obedience takes place within this work. This is surprising, and a
bit disappointing, in a work seeking to offer such a comparison.^^
" David R. Wallace, The Gospel ofGod: Romans as Paul's Aeneid (Eugtne.: Pickwick, 2008).
^"ibid., xiii.
" Ibid., 127. What is striking is that in footnote 29 on the same page, Wallace even makes notice of the
rhetorical section of the letter and notes that the Aeneid includes its main themes in its introduction. Also
disappointing is Guerra, Romans and the Apologetic Tradition, 27. Guerra rightly notes, "when items in the
introductory part of the letter are repeated in the concluding section of the same letter, it is even more likely that a
central concern of Paul has been identified. Thus concerns that Paul voices both in the thanksgiving and the
concluding section of the body of the letter to the Romans merit special attention" (27). Ironically, Guerra does not
mention obedience!
Also missing a discussion is Theodore W. Jennings, Outlaw Justice: The Messianic Politics of Paul
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2013). Although he notes that obedience should be understood as "unswer\ ing
loyalty" offers no attempt to root Paul's potentially political language within a social context.
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Mary O' Brien
One of the most recent treatments of the obedience of faith comes from Mary O'Brien's
2014 International SBL presentation, "The 'Obedience of Faith' in Paul's Letter to the
Romans. ""^^ Building on the work ofHays, Campbell, and Garlington, she seeks to read UTiaKofiv
Trioteco in light of tiIotecoc; 'Irioou in Romans. Quite simply, "the obedience of faith" is none
other than "the faith or faithfulness of Jesus Christ."^' O'Brien argues that an understanding of
the TtioTECoq "Irjoou as a metonym for the passion and death of Jesus is the mystery of salvation,
and that Paul's missionary task is to bring all into this "salvific mystery. The mystery of faith
is the obedient death of Jesus that all of the nations are brought under. Hence, Paul's mission is
entirely Christological within this reading. For O'Brien, obedience (within 1:5) acts as a code
word for the obedience of Jesus, which is represented in his obedient death.
^' One problem with
O'Brien's treatment is that it too narrowly defines the obedience of faith by equating it with the
faithfiilness of Jesus. While Christ's faithfulness provides the paradigmatic example of
obedience (both here in Romans and Philippians), the obedience of faith certainly looks to this,
but most likely means more than this as well.
"
Mary O'Brien, "The 'Obedience of Faith' in Paul's Letter to the Romans" (paper presented at the
international meeting of the SBL, Vienna, Austria, 10, July 2014). 1-12. Ms. O'Brien graciously provided a ftill
copy of her paper for use in my work.
Similar avenues are pursued by Karl Friedrich Ulrichs, Christusglaube: Studien Zum Syntagma Pistis
Christou Und Zum Paulinischen Verstdndnis Von Glaube Und Rechtfertigung (Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2007),
214-7. "Selbst wenn Christus nicht unmittelbar als Instanz fiir den Glaubensgehorsam erhoben werden kann (s. aber
immerhin 2Kor 10,5), kann traditionsgeschichtlich argumentiert werden, dass das von Gen 49,10 nahe liegen kann.
Die Wendung UTtep xou ov6\iaio<; darf jedenfalls nicht unterschatzt werden; hier liegt namlich das Interesse
des
Paulus. Nicht die UTtOKofi (nioxtac,) als solche betont Paulus dessen bedarf es auch gar nicht -, sondem die von
Jesus Christus her zu bestimmende uTtaKofi {niaxzaq) (216-17).
Ibid., 11.
^''Ibid.
^' Ibid., 10-11.
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Paul S. Minear
Moving away from the commentaries, several monographs have been devoted to the
phrase i);raKofiv nicxecoq.^^ We might mention first the works bearing the title "obedience of
faith," such as one of the earliest treatments by Paul S. Minear in his 1971 work entitled. The
Obedience ofFaith: The Purposes ofPaul in the Epistle to the Romans Paul Minear' s title is,
to some extent, misleading. Properly speaking, he emphasizes the different factions that make
up the Roman community(s) and how these disparate groups shape the ongoing argument in
Romans. Minear takes the introduction and ending chapters of Romans as the key to
understanding each major section of Romans. As such, the "obedience of faith" language gets
short shrift in his work, with the key verse of Rom 1:5 only mentioned three times. Minear
gives no attention to the meaning of the phrase, or to how the phrase finds its place within the
overall argument. Minear has only highlighted the problem by neglecting the beginning and
ending of the epistle; and has, therefore, only remedied part of the problem. Minear's
contribution lacks a thorough analysis of the "obedience of faith" language that connects the
initial and ending repetition of the phrase with the entirety of the letter, as well as a social
context for the term.
Glen Davies
In his work, Faith and Obedience in Romans, Glen Davies emphasizes the "continuity of
God's ways of dealing with mankind both before and after the coming of Christ. . .the
appropriate response of men and women to God is always faith and obedience. Paul's concerns
One might also include dissertations, such as the more social scientific oriented work of Ben Holdsworth,
"Reading Romans in Rome: A Reception of Romans in the Roman Context of Ethnicity and Faith" (PhD, Durham
University, 2009).
Paul S. Minear, The Obedience ofFaith: The Purposes ofPaul in the Epistle to the Romans (Naperville:
SCM, 1971), 1.
''Ibid., l;37ff;41.
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for Jews, therefore are that they beheve and obey. Likewise his concern for Gentiles are that
they exercise faith and obedience."*'' Davies maintains that although the role of the law requires
clarification, obedience is expected on both sides of the old and new covenant.^^ Davies then
rightly notes that the goal of Paul's mission is found not only in 1:5 but also repeated in 16:26.
He, therefore, indicates that the phrase is "structurally important for the epistle as a whole."^^
Davies concludes that rather than trying to re-found their faith, Paul wants to "strengthen and
encourage them in their Christian living. It is an ethical dimension, therefore, that undergirds
Paul's desire to visit."^^ Davies emphasizes the obedience side of the phrase "obedience of
faith" as an "obedience motivated by and dependent upon faith."
There is much to commend in Davies' excellent treatment of obedience in Romans. He
correctly stresses the thematic nature of the phrase throughout the book, noting that it is
connected to the notion of the disobedience of the nations in Rom 1-2, as well as to the character
of Abraham in Rom 4. He also rightly emphasizes how the obedience of faith is related to the
Davis. Faith and Obedience, 18. Similar comments are made by James D. G. Dunn, "Paul and
Justification by Faith," in The Road from Damascus: The Impact ofPaul's Conversion on His Life, Thought, and
Ministry (ed. Richard N. Longenecker, Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1997), 90. Contra Roy E. Ciampa, "Paul's
Theology of the Gospel," in Paul as Missionary: Identity, Activity, Theology, and Practice (ed. Trevor J. Burke and
Brian S. Rosner, Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 201 1), 188.
Although see the disagreement noted of Dunn and by implication Davies, by David L. Bolton, "Who Are
You Calling "Weak"? A Short Critique on James Dunn's Reading of Rom 14,1-15,6," in The Letter to the Romans
(ed. Udo Schnelle, Leuven: Peelers, 2009), 595-616. Bolton argues "In summary, then, I would argue that Paul,
while pastorally aware of the traditionalist, Torah-observant nature of the Roman community and openly
commending their obedience (Rom 16,19), attempts to present his own "metamorphised" ([ieta^opcpoco Rom 12,2;
cf 2 Cor 3,18) understanding of the Christian's self-identity that reconfigures the whole question of law observance
as an exclusive form of salvific-righteousness. Thus Paul is at pains to stress "the obedience of faith" (Rom 1,5
NRSV, faith, here, as a pneumatic power that salvifically surpasses, yet practically incorporates, law-keeping) while
saying "no" to any exclusive idea of justification by works (Rom 3,20) and by further highlighting that in the Holy
Spirit the whole community actually fulfills "the just requirement of the law" (Rom 8,4 NRSV) by ''walking [i.e.
being halakhically observant] in love" (Rom 14,15 NRSV). (627).
Davies, Faith and Obedience, 25. He identifies the genitive construction as either subjective or objective
genitive (30). A focus on the grammatical construction is given by Ulrichs, Christisglaube, 56-7; 154; 181; 213-7.
C.f Gerhard Friedrich, "Muss Hypakoe Pisteos Rom 1:5 Mit "Glaubengehorsam" Ubersetzt Werden.," ZNW 11
(1981): 118-23.
Ibid., 27.
Ibid., 28.
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issues to which Paul desires obedience later on in the letter, namely chapters 12-14.� At the risk
of repetition, at no point is the obedience language situated within the broader Greco-Roman
world. Rather, his aims are to present the continuity between obedience in the Hebrew scriptures
and the literature of Second Temple Judaism. As with the works subsequently reviewed, there
remain avenues for further research that would profit from understanding the obedience language
within Greco-Roman literature.
Don Garlington
One of the most focused and influential treatments of Rom 1:5 and the obedience of faith
7 1
comes from Don Garlington in his work. The Obedience of Faith. Garlington sets out in his
work to place this phrase within its historical context. Building on the work of O. Michael,
Garlington understands this phrase as a Pauline creation that functions both antithetically and
polemically against Paul's opponent(s) in Rome. Garlington attempts to place this phrase
within its historical context in order to better understand "the nature of the controversy between
Paul and his counterparts."^' Garlington selects documents that represent "the literary self
74
witness of the Judaism antecedent to and contemporary with Paul."
The essential groundwork for understanding the two principle parts of the phrase lie in their
Hebraic background; Garlington sets this out with clarity and brevity. Garlington summarizes
his own thesis as an understanding of the phrase which was for Paul "fundamentally significant
� Ibid., 27-9.
^'
Garlington, The Obedience ofFaith. Very similar to Garlington's work is the work of Jim Miller, The
Obedience ofFaith. Miller's approach is similar to that of Garlington, although Miller attempts a broader treatment
of 'obedience' within Romans. As it relates to defining 'obedience,' Miller only notes that, "The noun "obedience"
(unaKof)) was not a common term in the New Testament era, probably becoming established through Christian
usage." (pg. 58). This statement is only partially true. A search for the noun will certainly turn up only a few hits on
TLG, however a search of the adjectival form returns with a plethora of references.
Garlington, The Obedience ofFaith, 1 .
" Ibid., 4.
''^
Ibid., 7. Similarly compare with James M. Scott, Paul and the Nations: The Old Testament and Jewish
Background of Paul's Mission to the Nations with Special Reference to the Destination of Galatians (Tubingen:
J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1995).
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for his missionary message" and one that "represented the sum and substance of the apostle's
commission from the risen Christ."^^ The phase not only sufficed to summarize the missionary
endeavors of Paul, but also functioned as a polemical tool to differentiate his message from that
of his "opponents." Within Romans, the phrase is to be understood as one of the "recurring
ideas" in highlighting that the "law of God must now (i.e. in the eschatological present) be
fulfilled on the level demanded by the 'obedience of faith' rather than by Jewish nationalistic
self-definition."^^
In his analysis of Rom 1:5, Garlington restates his thesis that although the actual phrase
"obedience of faith" does not occur before Paul, the "embodied idea" is present within the
Apocryphal writings. He understands "faith's obedience" as the appropriate response of Israel as
God's covenant partner. Paul formulates the unique phrase "cognizant of its roots in these
traditions."^^ Garlington ties the obedience of the Gentiles to the Davidic Christology of Paul
that establishes Jesus as the rightful king; and that, as the king of Israel, he takes the nations "in
78
captive obedience to himself"
Garlington argues that Paul addresses the Romans as though "they were the ancient people
of God" because�and this is very important�they have responded, both past and present, with
"believing obedience."^^ The language of obedience flowing from faith, then, fiinctions for Paul
as sufficient before God so that the "new" faithfulness is seen, not in keeping Jewish practices or
privileges, but in obedience to Christ. Garlington argues that before Paul's conversion he would
have understood "obedience of faith" as "obedience . . . inextricably linked to Jewish identity,"
Garlington, The Obedience ofFaith, 14.
Ibid.
" Ibid., 233.
Ibid., 234. Key to Garlington's understanding of the phrase is a heilsgeschichtliche interpretation of the
first part of Romans. Here I do not find much disagreement, but only note that not all will be persuaded that the
letter should be understood in these terms (Kasemann, et al). See the recent surge in apocalyptic readings in Beverly
Roberts Gaventa, Apocalyptic Paul: Cosmos andAnthropos in Romans 5-8 (Waco: Baylor University Press. 2013).
Ibid.. 242.
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but now the obedience of faith is seen without the Jewish identity.**" Garlington rightly notes that
"the complex of eschatology and Christology has for Paul expanded the horizons of the
obedience of faith."^' Paul radically redefines the "obedience from faith" apart from Jewish
idenfity, privilege, and responsibilifies.**"
Initially there is much to commend to Garlington's work. Not only does he seek to set the
phrase in its historical context, but he also notes its recurrence in Romans. However, no book is
enfirely comprehensive, and this one is no exception. While there is no disagreement with the
Hebraic background for understanding of UTtaKofiv Tiioxecoc;, this is not the only way it could or
should be understood. Specifically, Garlington shows little interaction, or even intention, to
provide a Greco-Roman background for the phrase. This is partially due to the constraints of his
work; but unfortunately, it does not appear in any portion of his work. This is not to critique
Garlington too harshly, but to note the need for fiirther areas of investigation.
More troubling, however, is Garlington's understanding of the "antithetical and
polemical" edge to the phrase in its context. Few have identified "opponents" in Paul's letter to
Rome. Unlike his other letters, there does not seem to be any explicit opponent that Paul is
refuting.^'* This is most likely for two reasons. One, Paul did not found the church; two, he had
not previously visited Rome. As such it would be difficult to identify any "anti-Pauline" factions
within or outside the community (in stark contrast to Galatia, for example). Therefore, I disagree
with the antithetical and polemical nature of the phrase. On the contrary, I understand the phrase
as a unifying one, a phrase meant to "level the field" between Jew and Gentile. Not only are Jew
^�
Ibid., 246-7.
^'
Ibid., 248.
Ibid. Cf. Terrence L. Donaldson, Judaism and the Gentiles: Jewish Patterns ofUniversalism (to 135 Ce)
(Waco: Baylor University Press, 2008).
Tensions yes, opponents probably not, see Stanley E. Porter, "Did Paul Have Opponents in Rome?," in
Paul andHis Opponents (ed. Stanley E. Porter, Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2005), 149-68.
^'^ Although, see Oropeza, Opponents ofPaul, 2: 1 35-203. Compare Douglas A. Campbell, The Deliverance
ofGod: An Apocalyptic Rereading ofJustification in Paul (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2009).
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and Gentile alike under sin, but both Jew and Gentile in this new eschatological situation can
offer the apocalyptic obedience to the God of Israel as inaugurated by the new covenant through
Jesus Christ as Messiah. This, in turn, offers a fundamentally different reading of the evidence
within the letter to the Romans as it reverses the approach ofGarlington.
Another critique is that several of Garlington's phrases such as "Pauline creation," a
"unique phrase," or arguing that the phrase "does not occur before Paul" are quite unhelpful. As
mentioned above, although the explicit combination of the two terms in a genitive construction
does not appear before Paul, this is not nearly the entire story. The terms "obedience" and
"faith" do appear frequently in the Greco-Roman literature (chs. 3-6). Further, just because the
words do not appear together does not mean that the concept is unique. For example, the
genitive construction Ttiaxscoq 'Irjoou is also unique to Paul and does not occur before Pauline
usage. How e\ er, this does not mean that we should neglect studying the concept of tiIotk; in
Greco-Roman literature because we don't find TriaxK; linked with 'Irjoouq. In a similar way,
Garlington's statement that the phrase UTiaKofiv Ttioxeccx; is unique has no bearing on the study of
both concepts in the related Greco-Roman literature.
One further problem is that Garlington offers no substantive treatment of obedience within
the latter part of Romans. He is only able to undertake a study of the phrase within its immediate
context of 1:1-8. This is somewhat offset by his subsequent work that traces the phrase through
Romans, but oddly only through chapter 7.^^
It is obvious that there remains room to offer a reading different from the one Garlington
offers of Rom 1-7, and also to extend this study to the rest of Romans. Indeed, it is odd that one
can draw conclusions on Paul's view of obedience or the law without a discussion of Rom 8:1-4
Don Garlington, Faith, Obedience, and Perseverance: Aspects ofPaul's Letter to the Romans (Eugene:
Wipf & Stock Publishers, 2009).
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and Rom 10:4. Further, as much as Garlington has offset the weaknesses of Minear by rooting
the phrase in its Hebraic background, space remains to situate the term within Greco-Roman
literature in light of how a Gentile audience may have been familiar with obedience language.
Mark Nanos & Michael Theobald
Mark Nanos also sets out to understand UTiaKofiv Ttiaxecoq within Romans in his 1996
work. The Mysten' ofRomans: The Jewish Context of Paul 's Letter}^ He offers the tantalizing
thesis that the "obedience of faith" language used in Rom 1:5 refers to the requirements of the
apostolic decree in Acts 15. Nanos argues that Paul preached the apostolic decree as part of his
missionary efforts to e\'angelize Gentiles, and that this decree was not a repudiation of Torah, but
a confirmation of the essential aspects of Torah-keeping for non-Jews. Nanos coins the term
"Torah for Gentiles" that includes the purity issues from the Acts 1 5 decree, ethical issues from
the Decalogue, household tables, Judaic law and customs, baptismal creeds, and "the law of
Christ."^^
Although considerable arguments are put forth to prove his point, in the end there does
not appear to be enough evidence to prove Nanos' case. One wonders that if the "obedience of
faith" is equal to the Acts 1 5 apostolic decree, then why are there not more syntactical or textual
88
links with the language ofActs 1 5 to indicate this background?
A similar approach for understanding the obedience of faith in light of Acts has been
undertaken by Michael Theobald.^^ Similar to Nanos, Theobald wants to understand Paul's
apostolic mission in light of the early church s struggle surrounding adherence to the law.
Mark D. Nanos, The Mystery ofRomans: The Jewish Context ofPaul's Letter (Minneapolis: Fortress,
1996).
"ibid., 179.
On this point cf. Ben Witherington, "Not So Idle Thoughts About Eidoluthuton," TynB 44 (1993): 237-
54.
Michael Theobald, Der Romerbrief vol. 1 (Stuttgart: Katholisches Bibelwerk, 1992).
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Theobald seeks to set the phrase within the context of early Christianity's "law-free mission" and
the subsequent problems this raised. He states:
Die Tragweite dieses paulinischen Grundgedankens ermiBt man, wenn
man die Kampfe der friihen Kirche um die Verbindlichkeit der
Beschneidung im Hinterkopf hat. Ihre Entscheidung fiir eine
�gesetzesfreie� Heidenmission war ja doch das Resultat einer
schmerzhaften und auch konfliktreichen Entwicklung, deren Verlauf in
den ersten Jahren nach Ostem keineswegs absehbar war (vgl. nur Apg
10!). Was auf dem �Apostelkonvent� (49 n.Chr.) in Jerusalem entschieden
wurde (Gal 21 Apg 15) und dann vor allem von Paulus in seinem
Missionswerk konsequent in die Tat umgesetzt wurde, war vielleicht die
wichtigste Weichenstellung, welche die fruhe Kirche getroffen hat, und
zwar ohne in Worten Jesu eine verbindliche Richtschnur fur ihre
Entscheidung zu besitzen. Das machte die Sache ja auch so schwierig.^�
While both Nanos and Theobald are right to assume that some sort of teaching lies
behind this term (cf. Rom 6:17) and certainly the tensions of early Christianity are to be taken
seriously, both fail to persuasively identify the core of that teaching. Further, both works suffer
from the following weaknesses: no sense of rooting the term within the argument of Romans,
too narrowly defining the background of the obedience language (Acts 15), and no interest in
exploring the Greco-Roman sources.
Cynthia Kittredge
Cynthia Kittredge 's work, Community and Authority: The Rhetoric of Obedience in the
Pauline Tradition is the publicafion of her 1996 Harvard dissertation of the same title.^' In this
work, Kittredge defines the language of obedience as those discourses in Paul's letters to
churches that refer to obeying and submitting, and that "this language of obedience depends
upon . . . social relationships."^^ Kittredge shows how obedience language not only occurs
within relationships, but also constructs social relafions as well. Obedience is essenfially a social
^"Ibid., 35.
Cynthia Briggs Kittredge, Community andAuthority: The Rhetoric ofObedience in the Pauline Tradition
(Harrisburg: Trinity Press International, 1998).
Ibid., 5.
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term found in certain social contexts of the early Christian symbolic universe, such as marital
relations, parent-child relationships, and slavery. For Kittredge, obedience language is situated
in the social environment of the "kyriarchical family" whereby the early Christians sought to
understand their new identity from within the existing social framework of the surrounding
culture.
The primary aim of Kittredge 's work is to understand Paul's obedience language within its
historical and rhetorical contexts. One aspect that stands out from her treatment is her attempt to
build a semantic domain, similar to my attempts, for the term "obedience." She primarily focuses
on the words UTiaKOueiv and UTioxdooecGai. Her treatment begins by engaging the faulty
assumption of a previous generation of scholarship that one could decipher the authenticity of
Paul's letters on the basis that u;iaK0U8iv and its cognates were more frequently found in the
undisputed letters and that the UTioxdoosoGai and its cognates were more typical of the disputed
letters.^^ She situates the obedience language in the Pauline letters by understanding Paul's
obedience language in light of other Greco-Roman authors such as Plato, Aristotle, Epictetus,
Dionysius ofHalicamassus, and Jewish writers such as Philo and Josephus.
Building on the influential work of linguist James Barr, she argues correctly that in the
construction of a semantic field for the term "obedience," the study of a single word for a single
meaning is insufficient.^"^ Rather, the term "obedience" is "expressed by a range of words with
various connotative and associafive meanings and tensions between figurative and literal
meanings."^^ The study undertaken by Kittredge emphasizes the importance of obedience within
the social context of early Christianity. She notes, "Once one moves away from viewing
For her examples, she cites Kasemann quoting Gergard Delling (Kasemann, Romans, 351). Kittredge,
Community and Authority, 37. She notes several exceptions to this "rule" by noting how u;ioTdooeo8ai appears in
the undisputed letters (Rom 8:7, 20, 10:3, 13:1.4; 1 Cor 14:32, 34, 15:27, 28, 16:16; and Phil 3:21).
'�^ James Barr, The Semantics ofBiblical Language (London; Oxford University Press, 1961).
Kittredge, Community andAuthority, 39-40.
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i)7raK0i3eiv as an exclusively theological word with a theological meaning, one can begin to see
the various social contexts in which obedience language is at home."^^
The conclusion of her study of the two terms, UTiaKousiv and UTtoidooeoGai, shows that
there is substantial overlap betw een them in the works of Greek authors. Further, as my own
research will show (chs. 3-6), her exploration of both terms indicate that the terms for obedience
occur in military, political, philosophical, and domestic subjugation.'^ Kittredge shows that both
UTTttKoueiv and UTtoidooeaGai are within the same semantic field of obedience. She then applies
her conclusions to Philippians and Ephesians.
Much is to be commended in Kittredge's work. First, she is one of the few who attempt to
situate Paul's obedience language within its Greco-Roman context. She rightly shows how such
a background illuminates Paul's discourses. A few issues differentiate Kittredge's work from
my own. Primarily, the focus of her work is on Philippians and Ephesians, although her
conclusions are helpfiil for Romans (here thinking of the implications for Rom 13:1 which uses
UTiOTaoaeoGco). More so, instead of focusing on UTroidoasoGai, my contribution to the semantic
field of obedience will be to show the importance of the verb TteiGcb and its cognates for an
understanding of obedience alongside UTiaKoueiv and its cognates. Further, her work engages, by
my count, roughly forty-five primary source references, whereas my research included a survey
of over 1,200 references.
Ibid., 41.
Ibid., 50.
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Neil Elliott and the Political Turn
One of the most recent works to discuss UTiaKofiv niaTeoiq is Neil Elliott's 2008 work,
The Arrogance ofNations: Reading Romans in the Shadow of the Empire, which builds on his
OR
previous work. The Rhetoric of Romans. Elliott offers an anti-imperial and Marxist
interpretation of Romans. He draws on post-colonial theory to arrive at what he describes as a
better understanding of Paul's historical situation, engagement, and even protest of Roman
imperial ideology, and then to offer a contemporary Sachkritik. Insofar as Elliott wants to allow
Romans to speak to the theo-political world of today, he is to be commended; however, as we
shall see, his understanding ofRomans is overdrawn at certain points.
The Arrogance of Nations begins by noting that Paul's demand for his audience and
purpose of his apostleship (Rom 1:5) is to secure the transfer of the obedience of the nations
from Nero to Christ, the rightful ruler.'' Elliott holds that unoKofiv niaxecdc, is a counter-imperial
term used in opposition to the obedience demanded by the Emperor and that it is "politically
evocative." He states that i)7raKof|v TtioTeox; is:
a guide to the purpose of the letter and an indication of the political
dimension of Paul's rhetoric. Because the obedience of the nations was
the prerogative claimed by the Roman emperor, we must situate Paul's
rhetoric in a wider field of discourses, across different social locations,
in which coercion and consent, obedience and subjection were aligned or
opposed to each other.
Drawing on figures such as G. E. M. de Ste. Croix and James C. Scott's "hidden transcripts,"
Elliott argues that Paul's letter contains a hidden transcript standing in opposition to Nero's
Elliott, The Rhetoric ofRomans; Neil Elliott, The Arrogance ofNations: Reading Romans in the Shadow
of the Empire (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2008). See also Neil Elliott, Liberating Paul: The Justice of God and the
Politics of the Apostle (Maryknoll: Orbis, 1994).
^' On the notion of nations in Paul's thought, much recent work is dependent on Johannes Munck, Paul and
the Salvation of Mankind (Richmond: John Knox, 1959). One recent political treatment is given by Davina C.
Lopez, Apostle to the Conquered: Reimagining Paul's Mission (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2010). Although much
of her work on 'nations' within the Roman system is illuminating, the gender-critical approach skews much of the
insights beyond credibility.
"'� Elliott, Arrogance ofNations, 25.
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hidden transcript. He argues that Rom 1:13-15 and Rom 15 indicate an oppositional stance
between the rule of Christ and the Roman Emperor's right to rule the nations. Elliott spends the
majority of his work situating the obedience language in the "hidden transcript" of the Emperor.
He offers a political reading of Romans that understands Paul's message as one shaped by the
Neronian context in an effort to prevent non-Christian Jews and their Jewish Christian
counterparts from playing the role of subjugated people, and to warn Gentiles against treating
Jews in this way. However, Elliot believes Paul himself is not exempt from the persuasive
nature of power. According to Elliott, he suffers "ideological constraints" as he replaces one
''kyriarchal" program for another."^'
One of the primary problems with Elliott's reading is that it fails to come to grips with the
major features of the text itself. Elliott seems to have made the minor notes the major ones. It
would appear that, even on the most positive reading, Elliott attempts a massive re-reading of the
text that lacks the needed social, historical, and cultural knowledge necessary for such a massive
overhaul. While Paul is certainly concerned with the Roman Empire, perhaps with good reason,
we cannot limit his concem(s) to this alone. Further, we cannot foist upon Paul the post-
enlightenment concerns of Hegel, Marx, and Freud without undue anachronism at every turn.
We must pay attention to the variety of problems and situations that Paul faced that may not have
had anything to do with the questions or focus of the Roman Empire.
Although Elliott represents one of the most strident attempts to read Paul politically, he
certainly is not alone. A detailed and thorough interaction with the current political readings of
Ibid., 56. Finding similar conclusions is Rick F. Talbott, Jesus, Paul, and Power: Rhetoric, Ritual, and
Metaphor in Ancient Mediterranean Christianity (Eugene: Cascade, 2010). Talbott argues that "the pivotal motifs
surrounding Paul's rhetorical use of power hinge on questions concerning his "authority" as a self-declared "apostle"
(Gal 1:11-12) and . . in the context of his language of "obedience," "submission," and 'slavery" all serve Paul's
"kyriarchical domination" Ibid., 115. He further attempts to argue that, "No doubt Paul played a central role in the
communities' resistance to imperial ideology and order - and used his power and authority to resocialize these
groups to that end. Paul provided the ideological framework for these communities with his overarching political-
theology of Christ's lordship for the nations (Rom 1:5)" (125).
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Paul falls outside the scope of this section. A full-scale treatment of political readings in the NT
and Paul is in chapter two.
Summary of Secondary Literature
As the survey of the secondary literature has shown, with the exception of Cynthia
Kittredge's and Neil Elliott's work, little attention has been given to the Greco-Roman sources
for an understanding of obedience. This neglect is all the more surprising because in a letter to
Rome, the Roman sources have not had an influential role for understanding UTcaKofiv TiloTeooc;.
The first task of this thesis, then, is to draw attention to the Greco-Roman sources that have been
neglected in a discussion of the obedience language (chs. 3-6).
Further, past studies of Romans have failed to give adequate attention to a central theme
of obedience as a thematic concern of the entire letter (chs. 7-9). Therefore, the second task of
this thesis will be to argue that obedience is a central theme of Romans and to trace the
obedience language through the letter to show its recurrent nature. For example, a quick survey
shows that obedience is, in fact, a pervasive theme. It is found in Rom 1:5; 2:8, 14-15, 25, 27;
3:23, 31; 4:1-8, 15; 5:14, 19; 6:12-17; 7; 8:4, 13; 10:16-17, 21; 13:8-10; 15:18; 16:19, 26.'�^
Some of these references are more explicit than others, and some we will attempt to argue for in
chapters 7-9.'�^ However, even if the study is limited to the most explicit references, the theme
of obedience occurs throughout Romans. To repeat our thesis, fresh light is shed on the phrase
"the obedience of faith" by studying the Greco-Roman use of the obedience language during the
This includes the inverse of the obedience language - disobedience.
These passages include the language concerning fulfillment of the law - Rom 2:14-15, the character of
Abraham - Rom 4:1-15, and any references to slavery language also entail a discussion of obedience, and Rom 8:1-
4. One could also make the case for the language concerning sin / transgression / death amounting to the term
'disobedience' but for now the latter terms fall outside the limits of this research.
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Empire; and in particular, it shows that this phrase would not have seemed odd or alien to the
Gentile Christians in Rome. '""^
The purpose of this study is twofold. First, to situate Paul's obedience language within
the broader Greco-Roman literary and epigraphic environment to produce a fuller understanding
of UTiaKor]. As the literature review has shown, much of the discussion of Paul's obedience
language, if not neglected entirely, has been oriented around Jewish literature. Again, this is not
so much a problem as it is a one-sided deficiency. Situating the obedience language within the
Greco-Roman literature provides a fiiUer understanding of obedience in the world of Paul and his
audience. To date, very little attention has been directed to this area; and, therefore, there
remains several fruitful areas for investigation, primarily in the Greco-Roman historians (chs. 3-
5 ) and philosophers (ch. 6) that offer numerous examples of how obedience functioned in the
Greco-Roman world.
Second, obedience formed a main part of Paul's theological and practical mission with
his work in Rome as reflected by its usage in Romans. Theologically, obedience fiinctions as an
identity marker of God's people both past and present. Obedience also functions as an
eschatological marker of the in-breaking of God's kingdom reign and rule as signified in the
prophets by the inclusion of the Gentiles into the people of God.'"^ Pragmatically, obedience
language serves Paul's purposes for constructing communal life that reflects the righteousness of
God as creatures of God's new creation in Jesus Christ. Obedience, far from being ancillary to
Stanley Porter acknowledges this, "The Gospel that Paul introduces in 1.1-5 leads not just to forgiveness
and justification but to obedience among the nations (1.5) and the salvation Paul mentions in Rom 1:16 is unpacked
not merely in the first four chapters of that letter, but in the letter as a whole" ("Paul's Theology of the Gospel," in
Paul as Missionary: Identity. Activity, Theology, and Practice (ed. Trevor J. Burke and Brian S. Rosner, Edinburgh:
T&T Clark, 201 1), 1 86.) However, his article is bent towards a different purpose than the one here.
See Seyoon Kim, "Paul as an Eschatological Herald," in Paul as Missionary: Identity, Activity,
Theology, and Practice (ed. Trevor J. Burke and Brian S. Rosner, Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 201 1), 9-24.
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Paul's modus operandi, is central to the life of Paul's communities and the outworking of the
suayyeA-iov ofGod for the world.
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CHAPTER TWO: METHODOLOGY
Methodology and Structural Design
Currently in NT studies and in Pauline studies specifically, a revoludon is underway in
regard to the nature of the relationship between the NT and the Roman Empire. The discussion
has focused on the ability to detect anti-imperial messages within NT. The rise of this trend is
demonstrated by the proliferation of books, monographs, journal articles, and conferences
devoted to the topic'
Recent political readings of the NT and Paul found their genesis in two main sources: 1)
Krister Stendahl's clarion call to NT studies in his influenfial article, "The Apostle Paul and the
Introspective Conscience of the West,"" and 2) the socio-political situation beginning in the
1960s where former imperial powers divested their control of colonized nations prompting the
'
Take, for example, the SBL section Paul and Politics. Numerous works have been published as a result of
their session meetings and related discussions. For a short bibliography see the following works: Christopher Bryan,
Render to Caesar: Jesus, the Early Church, and the Roman Superpower (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005);
Richard A. Horsley, ed. Paul and Politics: Ekklesia, Israel, Imperium, Interpretation (Harrisburg: Trinity Press
International, 2000): Richard A. Horsley, ed. Paul and the Roman Imperial Order (Harrisburg: Trinity Press
International, 2004); Scot McKnight and Joseph B. Modica, Jesus Is Lord, Caesar Is Not: Evaluating Empire in
New Testament Studies (Downers Grove: IVP, 2013); Jeffrey Brodd and Jonathan L. Reed, eds., Rome andReligion:
A Cross-Disciplinary Dialogue on the Imperial Cult (Atlanta: SBL, 201 1); Theodore W. Jennings, Outlaw Justice:
The Messianic Politics ofPaul (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2013); Jacob Taubes, The Political Theology of
Paul, trans., Dana Hollander (Stanford; Stanford University Press, 2004); Marcus J. Borg and John Dominic
Crossan, The First Paul: Reclaiming the Radical Visionary Behind the Church's Conservative Icon (New York;
Harper One, 2009); Warren Carter, The Roman Empire and the New Testament An Essential Guide (Nashville:
Abingdon, 2006); Seyoon Kim, Christ and Caesar: The Gospel and the Roman Empire in the Writings ofPaul and
Luke (Grand Rapids; Eerdmans, 2008); Richard A. Horsley, Paul and Empire: Religion and Power in Roman
Imperial Society (Harrisburg; Trinity Press International, 1997). An early conference was the "New Testament and
Roman Empire: Shifting Paradigms for Interpretation" conference, hosted by Union Theological Seminary in New
York on October 29-30, 2004 that resulted in a series of articles published in the Union Theological Review. C.f
Hal Taussig, "Prologue: A Door Thrown Open," USQR 59 (2005): 1-5; John Dominic Crossan, "Paul and Rome;
The Challenge of a Just World Order," USQR 59 (2005): 6-20; Jean-Pierre Ruiz, "Of Walls and Words: Twenty-
First Century Empire and New Testament Studies," USQR 59 (2005): 122-30; Elizabeth Schussler Fiorenza,
"Empire and Christian Studies," USQR 59 (2005): 131-9; Margaret P. Aymer, "Empire, Alter-Empire, and the
Twenty-First Century," USQR 59 (2005): 140-46; Susan M. (Elli) Elliott, "Reflections on 'New Testament and
Roman Empire'," USQR 59 (2005): 172-6; Davina C. Lopez, "Epilogue: Beyond the Threshold," USQR 59 (2005);
177-86.
' Krister Stendahl, "The Apostle Paul and the Introspective Conscience of the West," HTR 56 (1963): 199-
215. Richard Horsley points to Stendahl in several of his books on Empire and NT studies see Horsely, ed. Paul
and the Roman Imperial Order; Horsley, ed. Paul and Politics.
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rise of post-colonialism and post-colonial studies in the fields of sociology, anthropology, and
psychology.^
Krister Stendhal's work marked a noted shift in Pauline studies which anficipated much
of the later emphases by nearly twenty years.'* One of the primary components of Stendahl's
work is his emphasis on the profound uniqueness of Paul's first century context. Stendahl's
argument is that the relationship between Jews and Gentiles was the issue that shaped Paul's
thought more than any other. It is this primary issue of Paul as Apostle to the Gentiles in this
specific historical situation to which Stendahl draws awareness. By drawing attention to this
first-century situation, NT studies were set on a trajectory toward anti-imperial readings. By
refocusing Pauline studies on the concrete historical situation of Paul and his first congregations
rather than on abstract theological ground, more attention was given to the reality(s) of the first
century. Although the first outworking of Stendahl's challenge would primarily still relate to
theological terms such as justification, attention would soon turn toward other areas of
investigation.
The earliest studies of anti-imperial readings came out of SBL's Paul and Politics group
chaired by Richard Horsley who aimed to take up the mantle of Stendahl's concerns.^ Drawing
on the works of rising third-world voices and post-colonial interpreters, these scholars sought to
^ Here is a short bibliography on post-colonial studies: Edward W. Said, Beginnings: Intention and Method
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1985); Edward W. Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage, 1979); Bill
Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin, The Empire Writes Back: Theory and Practice in Post-Colonial
Literatures, 2nd ed. (London ; New York: Routledge, 2002); Homi K. Bhabha, The Location of Culture (London ;
New York: Routledge, 1994). For a short overview of post-colonial studies and biblical studies see Stephen D.
Moore, "Paul after Empire," in Paul the Colonized Apostle: Paul through Post-Colonial Eyes (ed. Christopher D.
Stanley, Minneapolis: Fortress, 201 1), 9-23.
�* Some of Stendahl's insights had of course been anticipated earlier but had fallen on deaf ears. Stendahl
himself admits this in the preface to his work, and adds that he was highly influenced by J. Munck his former
teacher. C.f Johannes Munck, Paul and the Salvation ofMankind (Richmond: John Knox, 1959); W. D. Davies,
Paul and Rabbinic Judaism: Some Rabbinic Elements in Pauline Theology (London: SPCK, 1 948).
^ These resulted in the two works: Horsely, ed. Paul and the Roman Imperial Order: Horsley, ed. Paul and
Politics. Of course these works were preceded by others such as Walter Wink, Naming the Powers: The Language
of Power in the New Testament (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1984); Dieter Georgi, Theocracy in Paul's Praxis and
Theology, trans., David E. Green (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1991).
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situate Paul and his communities as subjected peoples underneath the sway of an imperial power.
By focusing on Paul's language of kiirios, euangellion, ekklesia, and soter. terms that were also
used by the Roman Empire to describe their rule and rulers, they sought to understand how
Paul's message as an individual under an oppressive regime would be understood.
As with any new trend, there is always the initial surge of the movement where a variety
of ideas are put forth as the field emerges. After this initial flurry of ideas, protest and critique
emerge. Then, as always, the field coalesces and the more outlandish attempts are shrugged off
as a consensus begins to develop.
It is not known where the anti-imperial movement will end up at this point. At the
current time, the first waves of critique have begun to appear and make in-roads, but it is not
clear what effect they will have on the anti-imperial readings of the NT.^ In an effort to distance
my own work from Empire criticism, this section is an attempt to show my points of agreement
and concern with the anti-imperial readings of the Pauline corpus, and to clarify my own position
regarding this matter as some of the findings from my work could be used as evidence of support
for anti-imperial readings of Paul.
Empire Criticism: Arguments and Counter-Arguments
According to Empire crifics, Paul's gospel confronts the ruling Caesar at various levels.
There are open and flagrant criticisms such as in 1 Thess 5:3 where Paul apparently co-opts an
imperial slogan for his own purposes, directly flouting the imperial conventions and slogans.^
There is also Paul's "shared terms" such as his use of�i)ayyeX,iov, where it is argued that Paul is
' See Brodd and Reed, eds. Rome and Religion; McKnight and Modica, Jesus is Lord. Cf. Jeremy Punt,
"The New Testament and Empire: On the Importance of Theory," Studia Historiae Ecclesiasticae 37 (2011): 91-
1 14; J. Albert Harrill, "Paul and Empire: Studying Roman Identity after the Cultural Turn," FC 2 (201 1): 281-31 1.
Harrill's article works at deconstructing the vocabulary of Empire critics on the level of 'culture,' 'Empire,' and
'propaganda.'
^
Harry O. Maier, Picturing Paul in Empire: Imperial Image, Text, and Persuasion in Colossians,
Ephesians, and the Pastoral Epistles (New York: Bloomsbury, 2013), 38." Paul develops and appropriates that
form, including its leading metaphors and vocabulary, to suit his ends."
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contrasting the "gospels" of Christ and Caesar directly. Or as another example, when Paul
declares Jesus as "Lord" (Kupioq), it is claimed that he is "de-throning" the reigning Roman
Emperor. From here, the field splinters with various critics providing their own anfi-imperial
reading of the NT by essenfially engaging in a comparative literature project. Indeed, the charge
of "parallelomania" is near at hand in many circumstances.^ Some have rightly wondered, "Are
we reading Rome and Caesar into the New Testament or are we reading what is actuallv thereT^^
The Imperial Cult
Many anti-imperial readings of the NT consist of comparing and contrasting the rise of
the imperial cult with the rise of Christianity. Subjects for comparison range from persons such
as Caesar and Christ, to the imagery used to convey identity and power, to the language
employed for descriptions or titles. One of the often quoted sources on the imperial cult is S. R.
F. Price's Rituals and Power ^^'^ His 1984 work is cited ubiquitously in current works on the NT
and the imperial cult. For example, Richard Horsley cites Price as a significant contributor to
our understanding of the Roman imperial cult. Horsley rightly notes that some NT interpreters
undervalued the imperial cult as a "set of empty political gestures" rather than as an expression
of "serious religious expression."" Horsley emphasizes the contribution of Price in dispelling
the often held notion that the imperial cult was simply a measure of political expediency. There
is no area of disagreement on this front with either Horsley or Price's conclusions.
^ Samuel Sandmel, "Parallelomania," JBL 1962 (1962): 1-13. "We might for our purposes define
parallelomania as that extravagance among scholars which first overdoes the supposed similarity in passages and
then proceeds to describe source and derivation as if implying literary connection flowing in an inevitable or
predetermined direction." As Sandmel goes on to say, the key aspect is "extravagance" (1). One example of this
extravagance is Dieter Georgi who suggests that Paul borrowed some of his principal imagery and terms from the
Roman Emperor cult (savior, lord, and faith). C.f Georgi, Theocracy in Paul.
' McKnight and Modica, Jesus is Lord, 17; John M. G. Barclay, "Paul, Roman Religion, and the Emperor.
Mapping the Point ofConflict ," in Pauline Churches andDiaspora Jews Tubingen: Morh Siebeck, 201 1).
'� S. R. F. Price, Rituals and Power: The Roman Imperial Cult in Asia Minor (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1984).
' '
Horsely, ed. Paul and the Roman Imperial Order, 1 6.
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What has been missed by many, and is vitally important to note, is that Price did not
conclude his publications with Rituals and Power in 1984. Like many others, Price continued to
produce more monographs and journal articles. Sadly, many within the NT guild have cited
Price's 1984 work authoritatively and have not kept pace with the Price's own thoughts on the
matter. For example, in the Cambridge Ancient History' on the Augustan Empire, Price
contributes the article, "The Place of Religion: Rome in the Early Empire."^^ Price offers further
thoughts on the role of the imperial cult amidst the diversity of the Roman religious environment.
His comments deserve full quotation. Price begins by noting:
The relations between Rome and her empire, to which we now turn briefly,
reinforced the transformations visible in the religious system of Rome itself.
These relations are normally analyzed specifically as the spread of the
imperial cult throughout the empire. That is, the worship of the Roman
Emperor is seen as the cement of empire. In fact, there was no such thing as
'the imperial cult', and in some important contexts imitation of the
transformed system of Augustan Rome was offar greater significance than
* � 1 3
direct worship of the emperor (emphasis mine).
Although Price does recognize that the civic space was transformed, he notes that this should not
be the entire picture:
The religion of place was adapted to accommodate the figure of the emperor,
Augustus, seen as the second Romulus, and he expressed his religious position
through the traditional priesthoods, through temple building, and through the
celebration of the Secular Games. Though the individual elements had earlier
parallels, their combination was novel and resulted in a new and remarkably
coherent system centered on the emperor. The religion of place was now
restructured around a person.''*
S. R. F. Price, "The Place of Religion: Rome in the Early Empire," in The Cambridge Ancient History:
The Augustan Empire, 43 B.C. A.D. 69 (ed. Alan K. Bowman, Edward Champlin, and Andrew Lintott, Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1996), 812-47.
'Mbid., 841.
'^Ibid., 846.
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However it is Price's next comments that most scholars have missed:
But it is misleading to categorize this as 'the imperial cult.' The term
arbitrarily separates honors to the emperor from the full range of his religious
activities, and it assumes that there was a single institution of cult throughout
the empire. Within Rome, honors to the emperor have to be seen in the light
of his holding of religious office, while outside Rome it is wrong to look only
for honors to the emperor. In the context of the army and colonies, real clones
of Rome, the copying of other Roman religious practices was at least as
important. And when, as in Greek towns, religious honors to the emperor were
of considerable significance, they were not replications of Roman honors.
Indeed the Roman system was not designed to be replicated (except in the
army and colonies). Its principal features were specific to the site of Rome,
and the growing emphasis on those features served to distinguish Rome from
other towns and to express the peculiar position of Rome as the capital of the
empire.'^
Despite the many quotations of Price's Rituals and Power by NT scholars, his own work
seems to have been misappropriated by drawing forth conclusions with which Price would not
agree. Many have taken Price's insights on the sincerity of those involved in the imperial cult
along with the spreading nature of the imperial cult, but have separated this from the wider
Roman religious system which incorporated the imperial cult. The balance of Price's
observations have been lost on many who use his work unilaterally without consideration of his
wider argument and subsequent work. When the author of the work cited so authoritatively to
prove the centrality of the imperial cult expresses disagreement, we may begin to wonder if we
have read and used him properly.
S. R. F. Price is not the only classicist to express reservations regarding the use of Empire
studies within the NT guild. Another classicist, Karl Galinsky, has expressed considerable
reservations regarding Empire-critical studies in the NT. Between 2008-2009, SBL and the
Society for Ancient Mediterranean Religions organized a cross-disciplinary dialogue that
resulted in the 20 1 1 publication of Rome and Religion: A Cross Disciplinary Dialogue on the
'-Ibid., 847.
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Imperial Cult}^ In his plenary address, "The Cult of the Emperor: Uniter or Divider," Galinsky
offers his own point of view on NT studies as an outsider looking in. He expresses his surprise
at this new discovery by NT scholars, something he�as a classicist�seems to find little interest
in, as it is one of the many religious "phenomena" of the period. He crificizes the un-nuanced
approach to the imperial cult that presents the imperial cult as "more monolithic and
undifferenfiated than it was in actuality."'^ He cites in agreement the work of Beard, North, and
Price, who argue in a standard reference work on Roman religion that the forms of the imperial
cult "are very di\ erse, because they were located in very different contexts. That is, there is no
1 Q
such thing as 'the imperial cult. Moreover, Galinsky repudiates any attempt to "superimpose
an alien matrix and speak of concepts like 'imperial theology' and 'the gospel ofCaesar.'""
Sev eral ofGalinsky' s conclusions are critically important for anti-imperial investigations
of the NT. First, the cult of the Emperor was often worshipped alongside other gods, so that
there was not an exclusivity attached to worship of the Emperor. Rather, in the polytheism of the
ancient world, the Emperor was set alongside the panoply of gods for various Roman devofion
and worship. There were, of course, exceptions to this. One thinks of Ephesus, for example,
and Galinsky is naturally aware of this site and others where the Emperor cult was more
prominent.'' However, Galinsky stresses the embedding nature of the Emperor cult where, in
cities from Pisidia to Alexandria, both inscriptions and offerings are made to both the Emperor
Brood and Reed, eds. Rome andReligion.
' Karl Galinsky, "The Cult of the Roman Emperor: Uniter or Divider?," in Rome and Religion: A Cross-
Disciplinary Dialogue on the Imperial Cult (ed. Jeffrey Brodd and Jonathan L. Reed, Leiden: Brill, 201 1), 2.
Mary Beard, John A. North, and S. R. F. Price, Religions of Rome, 2 vols. (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 199H), 1:348. Galinsky, "The Cult of the Roman Emperor," 3. Galinsky notes his surprise how
little both Religions ofRome and the Cambridge History to the Augustan Age are cited in these discussions.
" Galinsky, "The Cult of the Roman Emperor," 3.
For example see the decree from Cyzicus to Gaius Claudius in 37 CE that honored Claudius as the "new
sun God" and in discussing the reign of the Emperors note that they "share the rule with such great deities." In
LACTOR 1 9, M46, pg. 270- 1 ; Smallwood 40 1 .
^' Noted by Galinsky as well is Steven J. Friesen, Twice Neokoros : Ephesus, Asia, and the Cult of the
Flavian Imperial Family (New York: Brill, 1993). Galinsky also cites the examples of Aphrodisias, Athens, and
Petra.
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and one or more traditional gods (Zeus, Apollo, etc.). He is quick to caution against isolating
the Emperor cult as an easier target of opposition or polemical partner for early Christianity.
Galinsky is certainly firing on all cylinders when he notes that the primary opponents for Paul in
Acts 19 are the followers of Artemis and not the cult of the Emperor.^^ If ever there was a time
for the NT to be forthright in its criticism of Empire, Ephesus would certainly have been a good
place to make the case, but the evidence points in a different direction.
One consequence of embedding the worship of the Emperor within the broader religious
spectrum is that it brings out important implications for the oft-repeated anthem of resistance.
Galinsky argues that this embedded nature of the Emperor cult means that "resistance cannot be
isolated as resistance to Rome or the imperial cult alone, but to a whole nexus of phenomena."'^''
One blurs historical lines by separating the Emperor cult from its broader religious matrix, a
religious matrix that the imperial cult was indebted to and built upon. Galinsky rightly wonders,
"could you take on just one aspect . . . like the imperial cult, without rejecting the remaining
network?""^ From a NT perspective, the implications are clear: the resistance to the imperial cult
is part and parcel of Jewish monotheism, and Caesar is no worse an idol than Zeus or Mars."
Disagreement may arise with this general assessment that the NT's critique of Empire is
only at the level of a critique of polytheism by noting that Zeus was never a human being.
Furthermore, the only two recent human beings that ended up being worshipped in the NT era
were Jesus and the Emperor.
The first century brought many unprecedented changes in religion, and the Caesars are
not exempt. However, the complexity of the first century needs to be fully considered. Two
Galinsky, "The Cult of the Roman Emperor," 4-5.
Ibid., 5.
Ibid., 6.
Ibid., 7.
Here the conclusions are not very different from Bryan, Render to Caesar.
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issues are worthy of note. One often neglected feature of first century imperial worship is that
Livia, Augustus' wife, was declared a goddess under Claudius' reign and had priestesses
dedicated to her, as seen in the inscriptions at Neapolis, a port of Philippi."^ Furthermore, an
epigram of Honestus provides a helpfiil anecdote concerning Livia. It reads, "Twin torches for
Peace she lit for every nation . . . her genius was the whole wide world's salvafion."^^ Such a
reality in the first century should caution us against "male-centric" vision of imperial worship. A
second feature should also caution us from limiting divinization to the Emperors. The recent
work of Cole Spencer has drawn attention to the attempt of Cicero to turn his recently deceased
daughter into a god.^' Such an attempt by Cicero had a precedent in his earlier works where he
attempted to divinize the Republican elite of first century BC Rome. The work of Cohick and
Cole show that the divinization project underway during the first century comprised far more
than just the Emperor, but included his family, as well as other notable figures of repute in the
first century.
One final aspect of Galinsky 's work that bears on our study here is the appropriation of
imperial terminology. Galinsky rightly notes that the early Christian movement did have
experience with the Imperial cult and that it engaged with the Roman Empire. However,
Galinsky, by inference, critiques the monolithic approach that equates appropriation with
subversion. That is, when the NT writers use terms and symbols that are also used by the Roman
Empire, they are assumed to be intentionally subverting those terms. Classic examples include
"peace and security" from 1 Thess 5:3, citizenship language from Philippians, and references to
As noted by Lynn H. Cohick, "Philippians and Empire: Paul's Engagement with Imperialism and the
Imperial Cult," in Jesus Is Lord. Caesar Is Not: Evaluating Empire in New Testament Studies (ed. Scot McKnight
and Joseph B. Modica, Downers Grove: IVP, 2013), 169-70.
Honestus, 21. As cited in LACTOR 19, 153. She was also declared as "mother of the world" in Anticaria
(modem day Baetica, Spain) in 14 CE (EJ 123).
-'^
Spencer Cole, Cicero and the Rise of Deification at Rome (New York: Cambridge University Press,
2013).
^"Ibid., 1-4.
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ekklesia. He seeks to offer more depth, or to use his own words, "to enlarge the horizons" as we
consider the relationship between the usage of similar terms.
Galinsky's first point is that appropriation is not restricted to the NT authors, but that it is
a definitive aspect of Greco-Roman authors and texts of the time. A prime example of this
appropriation is Augustus" own biography, the Res Gestae. Galinsky notes that in the very first
sentence of one of the most important documents in the Roman period, "every phrase" is
appropriated.'' Augustus has shaped his own biography to appropriate images from Alexander
the Great to Cicero and Pompey. The key question is rightly pondered and answered: "Is
Augustus' appropriation here oppositional? Hardly."^" More examples of appropriation abound
from Greco-Roman literature such as Horace declaring himselfprinceps, a title Augustus clearly
preferred, to poets like Virgil portraying himself as a triumphator.
In each of the three cases�Augustus, Horace, and Virgil�the point is not opposition,
but "juxtaposition."^^ The conclusion is that these terms were not under the exclusive domain of
the Empire, and that Paul's audience could and would make several associations with these terms
depending on their backgrounds.
Galinsky's arguments suggest important conclusions for my work on obedience within
the Roman Empire. As will be shown in what follows. Paul uses some of the same terminology
and ideas for obedience that Rome expected from the nations under their control. Galinsky's
insight help to show that appropriation of the terminology of the Empire does not necessarily
entail outright opposition or subversion. Consequently, several possibilities exist for
understanding the obedience language. Juxtaposition is certainly a possibility, whereas the
^'
Galinsky, "The Cult of the Roman Emperor," 1 1 .
" Ibid.
" Ibid., 11. If ever there was a politically charged title or role, the princeps and triumphator would be two
of the more oppositional roles.
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obedience Paul seeks carries similarities with Roman obedience, but transcends such language
with its eschatological flavor. Rom 1:5 is an example. In this scenario, human obedience only
leads so far. The obedience of faith, thinking along the lines of Rom 5-8 themes, is now an
obedience of a new degree that can be offered (see ch. 8). We could also suggest that obedience
was given to various client kings throughout the Empire, and that this, of course, provoked no
degree of opposition to Rome (see chs. 3-6). Further, as we will see in chapter 5, philosophers
engaged the question of competing loyahies to gods and to Rome (cf. Epictetus). Getting ahead
of ourselves a bit, a case could be made, reading Rom 1:5 and Rom 13:1, that no problem exists
for Paul when it comes to giving obedience to Jesus and to Rome, but that together these form a
web of obedience (see ch. 7,9).
Hidden Transcripts and Rom 1:5; 13:1-7
Another area of anti-imperial readings that deserves comment is the argument for "hidden
transcripts." A common refrain among Empire critics is that not all subversion of Empire is
open and flagrant. Rather, subversion can take place through "hidden transcripts." Drawing on
the influential work of James C. Scott, several scholars have applied his model to the Pauline
letters, and specifically Rom \?>?'^ The public transcript is a production of the powerful that is a
"flattering self-portrait" and attempts to show that the ruler governs on behalf of his subjects'
interest.^^ In the public transcript, the powerful conceal their exercise of power through the
language of benefit, benevolence, and virtue, all the while masking the true notion of
exploitafion of the powerless.
James C. Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance: Hidden Transcripts (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1990). Cf. Neil Elliott, The Arrogance ofNations: Reading Romans in the Shadow of the Empire
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 2008), 25-58.
Scott, Domination, 18.
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One immediate problem is that by Scott's own argument the hidden transcript of the
powerless or subjected groups is "irrevocable for all practical purposes."^^ The only access to
their transcript is what Scott says has been "introduce[d] in muted or veiled form into the public
transcript." Other problems exist as well, one theoretical and the other historical. First
speaking to the theory behind "hidden transcripts," to what degree can Scott's work among the
modem poor Malayan peasants equate to the first-century context of ancient peoples? At what
point do we engage in an anachronistic endeavor when comparing ancient and modem persons?
Certainly some similarities do exist among subjugated peoples across time, but deciphering these
similarities is another issue entirely. The second problem is historical, as complaints are often
noted in historical sources where a subjugated people is not happy with the mle and reign of
Rome and this is not met with bmtality. Sometimes Rome relents and even accommodates the
concerns of its subjugated people. It is worth noting the numerous accommodations of the
Jewish people by both Julius Caesar and Augustus.
A fiirther historical problem accompanies adopting Scott's "hidden transcripts" approach
for an ancient Roman context. To put it bluntly, political elites seem to know how to decipher
hidden transcripts whether actually present or not. One only need rehearse the sordid history of
King Herod of Judea to note the degree of bmtality one could encounter when one was merely
"suspected" of conspiracy. Further, it appears that the Emperors possessed the needed detection
skills to perceive "hidden transcripts."^^
An example from the Roman historian Cassius Dio about Mamercus Scaums, a
playwright under the reign of Tiberius, is particularly relevant. Dio records:
^Mbid., 138
" Ibid.
C.f. Richard A. Bauman, Impietas in Principem: A Study of Treason against the Roman Emperor with
Special Reference to the First Century A.D (Miinchen,: Beck, 1974).
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Mamercus Aemilius Scaurus. on the other hand, who had never governed
a province or accepted bribes, was convicted because of a tragedy he had
composed, and fell a victim to a worse fate than that which he had
described. "Atreus" was the name of his drama, and in the manner of
Euripides it advised one of the subjects of that monarch to endure the folly
of the reigning prince. Tiberius, upon hearing of it, declared that this had
been written with reference to him, claiming that he himself was "Atreus"
because of his bloodthirstiness; and remarking, "I will make him Ajax," he
compelled him to commit suicide.^'
Whether or not Scaurus had actually intended this to be a hidden transcript is beside the point;
although if he had, he had not hidden his elements well enough. What is clear, however,
regardless of Scaurus 's intention, is that Tiberius is able and capable of detecting what appears to
him to be a hidden transcript maligning his rule.'**^
Tummg to Paul's letters, bearing in mind the difficulties with appropriating a modem
theory of hidden transcripts, I would suggest that the notion of hidden transcripts fails to offer a
valid avenue for understanding Paul's letters (see ch. 8). Undue anachronism skews our
interpretation of Paul and his challenges. More importantly, it fails to come to grips with the
historical situation of the first century that offered more social mobility than in past generations.
Rather than attempting to decode Paul's letters, more attention should be given to understanding
the complexity of the first century than unduly foisting paradigms on the past which are
inappropriate to the situation.
Summary of Empire Criticism
As the first waves of criticism have begun appearing for Empire criticism, the field
continues to be shaped and the outcome of such change is unknown. However, enough is known
Cassius Dio, Histories, 58.24.3-4
Criticism on this point has also come from those who are sympathetic to the anti-imperial movement. For
example, Maier notes, "Scott bases both notions [public and hidden transcripts] on hundreds of hours of field
research of peasant society; with only Paul's letters available as evidence it is methodologically unsound to posit the
apostle 's teachings as analogous to such peasant forms of resistance other than in a highly tentative and
hypotheticalfashion (emphasis mine, 36). C.f Maier, Picturing Paul, 36.
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to be cautious regarding an uncritical assumption of an anti-imperial methodology for reading
Paul's letters. One of the positive features of a surge in interest in imperial studies is that it has
shown that the first century was far more complex and interesting than it first appears.
Classicists have shown the need to exercise caution regarding the "subversive" nature of early
Christianity and its development under the guise of the Roman Empire. As such, this
dissertation will not adopt an anti-imperial or post-colonial framework for its undertaking.
Method for the Dissertation
The historical-critical method is employed throughout the dissertation. I attempt to
describe the relevant ancient sources to construct a perceived environment from within which
Paul calls for the obedience of the nations (Rom 1:5). This will occur by first considering the
socio-political environment of the first century beginning with Augustus' rise to power and
continuing through the reign ofNero, as this time period is most relevant for a study of Romans
(chs. 3-6). Sources from both earlier and later times will be provided as admittedly our data is
limited. Chapters 3-6 will focus on providing a survey of the most relevant events, literature,
and non-literary evidence for understanding obedience from within a Roman framework.
A LINGUISTIC FRAMEWORK FOR OBEDIENCE
In Rom 1:5, Paul uniquely combines the terms VTiaKofiv and Tiioteax; leading some, as
mentioned in chapter one, to say that Paul coins a "unique phrase.""" This statement is as true as
it is misleading. It is certainly true that before the time of Paul we have no evidence of a writer
combining the specific term u;caKofiv with nioxeoic, in a genitival relationship. However, this
hides the very important fact that we do have passages in ancient Greco-Roman literature where
the two terms occur in very close proximity and convey the same concept. In dealing with Paul's
Don B. Garlington, The Obedience ofFaith: A Pauline Phrase in Historical Context (Tubingen; J. C. B.
Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1991), 3.
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phrase, UTiaKofiv Triotecoq, I argue that more attention needs to a broader range of terms for
obedience in the Roman Empire. To do this we must, in some sense, go beyond Paul's terms, to
build a semantic range for the notion of obedience from his predecessors and contemporaries in
order to provide a broad backdrop with which to compare Paul's terms. The following section
attempts to show the process that this project has undertaken to provide a range of terms for
obedience. Given the limits and scope of this work not every term will be able to be pursued. An
exhaustive list of Greek and Latin terms is compiled and appears in Appendix 1 at the end of this
work.
The support for researching terms other than u7iaKof| is the simple linguistic fact that
there is never a singular word used to convey a singular meaning.
"
Language is simply too
complex for this to occur. To limit my research specifically to the noun UTraKor) would result in
two important deficiencies. For one, the corpus where VTiaKof] occurs is relatively small.
Second, by limiting the notion of obedience to UTraKof], we would not have come closer to
understanding obedience within the Roman Empire. The Greeks and the Romans simply used
multiple words to convey the concept of obedience. Therefore, my research, although limited in
scope, had to include terms other than UTraKor). Our research, however, is placed on a better
linguistic foundation when we can show that the terms we focused on are also used by Paul. The
farther we move from Paul's specific terms, the larger degree of uncertainty we entertain,
although, such investigations are necessary in all linguistic work.
Given the parameters of this work, my efforts focused on investigating a few specific
terms to aid our understanding of obedience in the Greco-Roman world. This work is not an
exhaustive attempt to search each and every term for obedience as such a task would span
multiple works. Rather, my goal is to show how certain terms, previously neglected, can aid our
James Barr, The Semantics ofBiblical Language (London: Oxford University Press, 1961).
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understanding of obedience. The following terms provided a large database of citations in TLG
and have built the backbone of this research (see Appendix 1 for full list). First, I focused upon
the noun UTtaKofi that Paul uses in Rom 1:5; 5:19; 6:16; 15:18; 16:19, 26. As mentioned above,
the places where the noun occurs is relatively small, however, I also investigated the adjective
UOTiKOoq which appears quite frequently in the ancient sources. Both U7iaKof| and UTifiKooq where
chosen as they provide the closest parallels to Paul's exact terminology for obedience in Rom
1:5. Although Paul does not use the adjectival forms of UTrrjKooq, it is in close enough proximity
to the noun to warrant further research. Likewise, I also investigated the verbal counterpart in
umKouco which Paul also uses in Rom 6:12, 16-17; 10:16. I have selected these terms to
investigate because they are the terms Paul actually uses.
By surveying the usage of u7iaKof|, i)Kr\Kooq, vnaKovco in the primary sources we are in a
better position to understand how those in Paul's audience would understand these specific
terms. The results from such an investigation of the noun, adjectival, and verbal forms ofU7iaKof|
/ UTittKouo) revealed a large number of citations that will help us illuminate obedience from a
Greco-Roman perspective.
A further insight occurred when searching the noun and adjectival forms of UTiaKof]
within Greco-Roman literature. In contexts where a person or group of people could be
described as vnoKox], one often finds the verb root nsiQ occurring with a high degree of
frequency, even more so than UTtaKouto. In certain contexts, the one who was "obedient" had
been "persuaded to obey" (neiQ root). Therefore, a new line of research was undertaken to
discover how the neiQ root contributed to an understanding of obedience (see Appendix 1 for
specific terms used). Support for investigating the kgiQ root is that Paul also uses this verb in
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Rom 2:8, 19; 8:38; 14:14; 15:14 in ways similar to how the root is used in the Greco-Roman
sources.
Other terms that were initially pursued but showed little promise included fi|isp6co and
(puXaKxeoq that also appeared in some of our Greco-Roman sources. These terms were not
investigated with the same degree of depth as the previous terms for two reasons. First, these
terms occur primarily in Jewish texts (ie. Josephus and Philo) and fall outside the scope and aim
of this dissertation. Second, neither of these terms are used by Paul in Romans (although Paul
does use (puX-ctooco in Rom 2:26). Likewise, given the limits of our work we were unable to
include otKouco as the database for these term is incredibly large and could constitute a stand
alone project on its own. Further, previous work had been done on this term in the works that
investigated the Jewish-literature and many commentaries note the diversity of this term in both
Jewish and Greco-Roman sources and cite examples. Therefore, I did not pursue this angle,
although as I note in the conclusion, there could be potential future work investigating this field
of terms.
My research also focused on the inverse of obedience language and I showcased some
important examples of disobedience. For that reason, I have also included some terms for
disobedience including TiapaKouco, ;rapaKp6aais, 7iapaKpodo|_iai, 7tapaKof|, TcapaPaivco, dTTeiGEco
/ dTtsiGoco, and amiQr\q (for a full list of terms see Appendix 1). One idea that has guided this
dissertation is that obedience was, for the most part, the "norm" of the Empire. It seems that the
Empire went along, day by day, without too much dissent from nations that had been defeated by
Rome. It stood to reason, therefore, that one possible angle that might better serve the aim(s) of
the dissertation was to look at places where the normal procedures of the Empire were
upended�the thought being that, if groups primarily obeyed Rome, this would probably go
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without comment by the historical sources. What would register, however, would be those places
where the normal practices were violated; these would by nature stand out for comment. By
including some temis for disobedience we are able to construct a more complete picture of how
obedience was thought about and documented in the Greco-Roman world, by looking at its
inverse.
Although not every term for disobedience could be fully investigated because of the limits
of this work, some terms proved more beneficial than others. For example, although TiapaKouco
and TiapaKpoaois do appear, their occurrences are primarily in Jewish literature and were not
investigated to the same degree as the other terms. Other terms such as 7iapaKof|, dTreiGeco, and
d7isi6f|<; proved quite beneficial for several reasons. Not only are these terms used throughout
Greco-Roman literature, but Paul also uses the same terms in Romans. Paul uses 7rapaKof| in
Rom 5:19, d7i8i0r|q in Rom 1:30, and dTteiGeco in Rom 2:8; 10:21; 11:30-31; 15:31. As
mentioned above, our linguistic foundation is stronger when we can show a direct link between
the terms used by Paul in Romans and other Greco-Roman authors.
In chapter four, the Greek terms mentioned above were also supplemented by Latin terms
for obedience from Roman authors (see the full list of terms in Appendix 1 ). Certainly such an
approach is somewhat theoretical because Paul's letter to the Romans is in Greek and we cannot
determine with as much certainty the equivalent terms for obedience in Latin. Investigation of
the Latin literature was necessary as without it we would close off a large portion of ancient
thought and consequently limit our understanding of obedience by only having a partial
understanding of the concept in the Roman world. In terms of our emphasis, our primary
emphasis is on the Greek terms and ideas related to obedience as these are closest to Paul's own
formulation(s). Therefore, the Latin sources (ch. 4) should be viewed as an important supplement
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to the Greek sources. Ahhough we are not arguing that those in Paul's audience were Latin
speaking, it would be naive to assume that persons in the Roman house church(s) were not
familiar with Latin. By including Latin terms for obedience, we are able to construct a broader,
and eventually more accurate, background for obedience in the Roman world.
We acknowledge that by using the Latin terms that we are engaging in a procedure that
has a certain level of subjectivity. Such subjectivity is offset by an important factor. We are not
unaided in our attempt to understand some of the Latin equivalents of Greek terms for obedience.
In fact several of the Geek and Latin historians narrate the same events in their accounts. These
accounts were then analyzed to see which terms for obedience were being used and how the
Latin authors were translating the Greek terms for obedience. For example both Polybius and
Livy cover an episode involving the Volscians and both use terms for obedience in their
accounts. We discovered the importance of the verb pareo and the noun obsequium in their
parallel accounts. Likewise in contexts where the terms obsequium and obsequens were found,
one also usually encountered the verb pareo (in similar ways to the TielG root with UTiaKofi or
i)7triKOO(; in the Greek sources). Of importance for our study was that obsequium and obsequens
was often used to translate the Greek terms for obedience or obedient. Such a link provides a
connection back into the term that Paul uses in Rom 1:5. This provided the initial database of
terms (and cognates) to search.
Our survey of the Latin literature was limited to the following terms: oboedio,
obsequium, obtempero, pareo, and recuso (for a full list of the Latin terminology for obedience,
see Appendix 1). These terms provided key examples of obedience or persons who obey in the
Latin sources. Such parallel terms aided our understanding of the appropriate Latin equivalents
to the Greek terms we used in chapters 3, 5, and 6.
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Our usage of Latin terms for obedience can also be confirmed by showing how similar
concepts are at work in both the Greek and Latin understandings of obedience despite different
terms. Such was the case in ch. 4 where we show how Latin historians reflected on obedience,
and particularly with the deditio, in similar ways to their Greek predecessors and contemporaries.
Similar findings also took place with both Greek and Latin philosophers, where obedience
appears in similar social context(s) such as the home, citizenship, and moral progress. Despite
the different languages at work, I am able to show how similar notions of obedience are present
in the various contexts, despite different terms being used.
Not e\ ery Latin term for obedience could be pursued given the limits and scope of this
work. Our aim was to provide a sampling of the Latin terms for obedience and not an exhaustive
treatment of the topic (see Appendix 1). The examples we have selected show the varied ways
the terms were used, both in historical and philosophical contexts throughout the periods periods
surrounding Paul's letter to the Romans. One Latin term that was not able to be pursued in this
work, was the audio root. The rational for not including this term is similar to our reasons for
diKouco. The database for these term is incredibly large and could constitute a stand-alone project
on its own. Therefore, we had to limit our investigation of Latin terms to make such a project
manageable.^^
'
Likewise, largely falling outside the scope of my research was the Greek term nxoxxc, and its Latin
counterpart fides, as citations of these words are quite frequent and would require an entire work dedicated to such a
task. At important points, however, I show where obedience and
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CHAPTER THREE:
THE GREEK LITERARY SOURCES
Polybius
We begin our survey of obedience language within the Roman Empire with an
investigation of obedience in the work of Polybius, the Greek historian of Rome's rise to power.
Polybius is one of the few Hellenistic historians with a substantial amount of his writings to
survive antiquity and, consequently, is a key source in documenting the early years of the Roman
Empire.' To put this in perspective, for the 300 year span from the death of Alexander the Great
to the Battle of Actium (321-31 BCE), there were over 600 known Greek historians, of which
only three have survived, including Polybius! As will be shown below, the groundwork for
Rome's relationships with other nations is set on new trajectories in Rome's early years.
In the introduction to The Histories, Polybius sets out his main concern: "To know by
what means and under what system of polity the Romans in less than fifty-three years have
succeeded in subjecting (ernKpaxriGevTa) nearly the whole inhabited world to their sole
government�a thing unique in history" (1.1.5). Polybius's own purpose is to track Rome's rise
to power and to understand how, and in what ways, Rome came to dominate most of the known
world. Remarking on Rome's dominance, he highlights the role of obedience. "The Roman
conquest, on the other hand, was not partial. Nearly the whole inhabited world was reduced by
them to obedience (uTifiKooq) and they left behind them an Empire not to be paralleled in the past
'
OCD, 1209; DNP 11:497-502. Roughly 1/3 of this source is extant. Polybius maintained a close
proximity to the events he reported as his friendship with the Roman general and statesmen Cornelius Scipio
allowed him to travel to various locations and events. On reliability see F. W. Walbank, Polybius (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1972); Donald Walter Baronowski, Polybius and Roman Imperialism (London:
Bristol Classical Press, 2011); John Thornton, "Polybius in Context: The Political Dimension of the Histories," in
Polybius and His World: Essays in Memoiy ofF. W. Walbank (ed. Bruce Gibson and Thomas Harrison, New York:
Oxford University Press, 2013), 213-30.
^ A Companion to Greek and Roman Historiography, ed. John Marincola, vol. 1 (Maiden: Blackwell.
2007), 1. The other two being Diodorus Siculus and Dionysius of Halicamassus.
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or rivaled in the future" ( 1 .2.3).^ The parameters of Roman domination were to bring the world
into obedience, not merely conquest. The rest of Polybius's work sets out to describe in detail
how this reduction to obedience took place."* Throughout his works he refers to groups that have
been subjected or "made obedient" by Rome or by groups prior to Rome that serve as a model.^
Polybius's connection between nations and obedience is set out as a standard trope in his work
(cf. Rom 1:5).
Polybius recalls several episodes to narrate the unfolding process of how the world
became subject to Rome. In 3.3.9, he notes that these events "will enable us to perceive how the
Romans dealt with each contingency and thus made the whole world obedient to them CPcoiiaToi
Tiaoav 87ioir|oavTO Tf|v oiKOU)isvriv i)7tf|Koov auioic;)." The victories of Rome had succeeded in
sending out a compelling message, so much so that Polybius noted, "For the period of fifty-three
years finished here ... the growth and advance of Roman power was now complete. Besides
which it was now universally accepted as a necessary fact that henceforth all must submit to the
Romans and obey (TisvOapxeTv) their orders" (3.4.2-3). Again the obedience of the nations is set
out as a Leitmotif {cf. Rom 1:5). The purpose of such advancement by Rome was not only for
crushing their adversaries; but, as Polybius states, to understand the condition of the subjects
after they had come under the rule of Rome. His reporting of past events is not for historians'
^ See also Hist. 1 .2.7 where he notes, "But the Romans have subjected (ij;tf|Koov) to their rule not portions,
but nearly the whole of the world and possess an empire which is not only immeasurably greater than any which
preceded it, but need not fear rivalry in the future." He also repeats his thesis in 3.3.9, "The one aim and object,
then, of all that I have undertaken to write is to show how, when, and why all the known parts of the world fell under
the dominion (u7tr|Koov) of Rome."
'* Obedience language also occurs with people obeying orders from either the senate or another political
group in power, see Hist. 2.23.1 1-14; 4.22.4; 5.2.10; 6.12.2; (to parents) 7.8.9; (satraps to a king) 1 1.34.14; 15.20.7;
18.53.6, 54.2; 20.4.4-5; 21.22.8; 22.4.10; 23.1 1.4; 24.9.9; 30.9.18, 32.8; 32.8.6, 9.4; 36.4.6 (Polybius own statement)
36.1 1.2, 4. Obedience language appears in reference to various laws or aspects of a treaty see Hist. 2.58.7; 3.24.1-6;
6.4.4-5; 7.5.1: 8.35.1; 15.2.2; 22.12.3; 24.8.4, 6, 9.2; 24.12.1-4; 29.27.13; 30.13.9, 23.2-3, 31.8. 31.20. Obedience
can occur in contexts where it is refused see Hist. 4.53.4; 5.30.1; 6.57.8; 15.1.2, 4.1-3, 25.13; 22.10.8; 23.3.3; 24.8.4,
9.1; 24.9.14; 25.2.11; 30.8.1, 30.3; 36.9.16-17. A few examples of obedience language fall outside these categories.
Two examples refer to the obedience of animals. Hist., 3.46.7; 12.4.5. One occurrence of obedience is metaphorical.
Hist. 33.17.2.
^ Some examples are Hist. 1.10.5; 2.1.7; 2.18.1; 3.22.12; 7.9.5, 7; 9.34.3; 10.4.7; 15.5.13; 31.1.1.
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curiosity alone, but has a present and future fiinction. He wrote, "The present generation will
learn from this whether they should shun or seek the rule of Rome and future generations will be
taught whether to praise and imitate, or to decry it" (3.4.7).
Frequently within the Histories, obedience language occurs within military contexts
between soldiers and their generals.^ One of the best examples comes from Polybius's
highlighting ofHannibal's ability to obtain obedience from his soldiers from various nations:
He never broke up his forces and dismissed them from the field, but holding
them together under his personal command, like a good ship's captain, kept
such a large army free from sedition towards him or among themselves, and
this although his regiments were not only of different nationalities but of
different races. For he had with him Africans, Spaniards, Ligurians, Celts,
Phoenicians, Italians, and Greeks, peoples who neither in their laws, customs,
or language, nor in any other respect had anything naturally in common.
Nevertheless, the ability of their commander forced men so radically different
to give ear to a single word of command and yield obedience to a single will
(ctKOusiv Kttl |iia TTslGeoGai) . . . Therefore we cannot but justly admire
Hannibal in these respects and pronounce with confidence that had he begun
with the other parts of the world and finished with the Romans none of his
plans would have failed to succeed (1 1.19.5-6).
Hannibal's skill shines in his ability to command obedience from a variety of disparate groups.
Polybius goes out of his way to indicate that these groups held nothing in common. By obtaining
obedience from factions who were enemies with one another, Hannibal's leadership is
admired�even by his Roman rivals. Such language parallels Rom 1:5 and 12:3-15:23 regarding
bringing about obedience from a variety of people from various nations.
Of primary interest in Polybius's Histories are two areas of focus. One is his phrase "the
faith of the Romans" CPcoiiaicov Tiioxiv), which is repeated throughout the work. Second, his
analysis of the treaties with Carthage form a large part of the Histories and provide a closer look
at how Rome subjected their opponents and required obedience. We begin first with a digression
* On the obedience of soldiers see Hist. 1.43.11, 67.4, 87.5; 2.10.1, 34.14; 3.44.12; 4.64.7, 72.4; 6.21.2,
55.2; 8.37.4; 10.14.11; 11.22.5, 30.4; 16.37.3; 21.6.3.
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on surrender or deditio within this period, before turning to look at the instances of the "faith of
the Romans'" in Polybius, which will then immediately lead into a discussion of the treaties with
Carthage.
Digression on Deditio
The recent work of Paul J. Burton, Friendship and Empire: Roman Diplomacy in the
Middle Republic (353-146 BC) explores the four main ways Rome entered into international
partnerships during the Middle Republic.^ The importance of this work is not for the middle
republican period alone. As we will show in the work of subsequent historians, this process of
deditio is important for subsequent interactions. Burton's study concludes that Rome entered
international parmerships (amicitia) "through military cooperation, diplomatic exchanges,
unconditional surrender (deditio) performed voluntarily for the explicit purpose of receiving
Roman protection, and unconditional surrender (deditio) following military defeat by Rome
(which I will call "surrender under duress" to distinguish it from the voluntary kind)."^ The first
two categories of military cooperation and diplomatic exchange were not as frequent as the
deditio categories. The final two categories of surrender (deditio) are important as they include
the majority of references to obedience language in the work of the historians that comprise this
chapter.
Friendships (amicitia) with Rome were often initiated through deditio or surrender,
whether voluntarily as a means of protection or involuntarily as a result of the outcome of war.
^ Paul J. Burton, Friendship and Empire: Roman Diplomacy and Imperialism in the Middle Republic (353-
146 Be) (New York; Cambridge University Press, 201 1).
*
Ibid., 79. Burton sites the work of both Gruen and Rich in defining the term deditio. In the words of
Erich Gruen. a deditio was the process by which "A state that sought Roman assistance and was accepted into fides.
.would henceforth be judged an amicus. Even former enemies, once defeated in war and agreeing to terms.
.would take on the new status" {The Hellenistic World and the Coming ofRome, 2 vols. (Berkeley; University of
California Press, 1984), 55.). Or as J. Rich has argued, "deditiones were made not only by communities under
attack, but also by those seeking to avert attack and sometimes by communities voluntarily siding with Rome" in
"Treaties, Allies, and the Roman Conquest of Italy," in War and Peace in .Ancient and Medieval History (ed. Philip
De Souza and John France, New York: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 62.
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According to Burton, there was a shared cultural assumption whereby "both the Greeks and the
Romans appear to have had a shared intersubjective conception of the ritual acts and
comportment appropriate to surrenders, which pushed the victor in the direction of exercising
leniency and mercy, and pulled the dediticius towards ritual displays of humility and gratitude."'
Burton draws out the important ramifications of the deditio process for international
peace. The humble state of the party offering surrender would exert moral pressure on the
victorious general towards "merciful and lenient conditions" and thus "served to mitigate the
violent anarchy of the Mediterranean system by imposing a trip wire on aggressive conduct,
thereby contributing to the construction of a more collective-security-oriented international
system."'^ Friendships were never equal. As Billows notes, "The Romans always viewed
themselves, rightly or wrongly, as the superiors in the relationship, the ones to whom gratitude
and its accompanying officium of deference were owed.""
In the case of voluntary surrenders. Barton concludes that this is how most of Rome's
international friendships were established. Nations would seek assistance from Rome for
protection from either an impending war or to ward off potential threats. The issue offides, or
the faith of the Romans, is directly tied to these appeals. Rome was "trusted" to hold up their
end of the bargain, whether surrender was voluntary or under duress. Who would enter into the
"faith of Rome" if this faith was known to be hollow? Barton highlights the role that fides
played in these international relationships:
'
Burton, Friendship and Empire, 1 18.
'"ibid., 119,21.
" Richard Billows, 'International Relations' in The Cambridge History of Greek and Roman Warfare:
Greece, the Hellenistic World, and the Rise ofRome. ed. Philip A. G. Sabin, Hans van Wees, and Michael Whitby
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 1:320.
An actual historical deditio was found on an inscription from Alcantra, Spain and dated to 104 BCE. Cf.
Burton, Friendship and Empire, 1 19.
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There can be no question that the Romans were gradually earning themselves
a reputation in the region as preservers of fides: a stater issued by
Epizephyrian Locri, probably in 282 BC, depicts the goddess pistis (= fides)
crowning the goddess Roma. At some point in the 250s/240s, the Romans
monumentalized the worship of the goddess Fides, a cult of perhaps great
antiquity, with the establishment of a permanent stone temple to her on the
Capitoline. The timing is probably no great coincidence: the temple was a
public-relations ploy designed to advertise Rome's fides to the world, and
perhaps, by implication, to denigrate the perfidy of her Carthaginian foe . . .
the Romans took their fides quite seriously, especially towards surrendering
states, and could be expected to respond in some positive fashion to the moral
pressure being exerted.'^
Likewise, as will be shown below, the breaking of such treaties described as "entering
into the Roman faith" was not termed as a violation of a treaty, but contained moral overtones
that resulted in language such as "breaking //Jei' and violating the bonds of amicitia.'"^^
The Faith of the Romans
The phrase, Tconaicov tiiotiv, first appears in Histories 2.1 1, where Polybius notes:
For Demetrius, being in disgrace with Teuta, and afraid of what she might do
to him, had been sending messages to Rome, offering to put the city and
everything else of which he was in charge into their hands. Delighted at the
appearance of the Romans, the Corcyreans not only surrendered the garrison
to them, with the consent of Demetrius, but committed themselves also
unconditionally to the Roman faith ('Pcofiaicov Tiioxiv); believing that this was
their only security in the future against the piratical incursions of the Illyrians
(2.11.5).'^
Several things ought to be noted in this first occurrence of the phrase 'Poojiaicov tiiotiv. First, in
light of Demetrius 's fear, he seeks correspondence with Rome for assistance�a voluntary
surrender. He offers to provide all that lies within his control to the disposal of the Romans.
When the Romans appear, the Corcyreans not only give up their garrison, but give themselves
"unconditionally" to the faith of the Romans. The aftermath of surrender requires obedience
'Mbid., 132-3.
Ibid., 139. Dionysius of Halicamassus uses the precise language of "breaking faith" (see section below).
Cf David Potter, "Old and New in Roman Foreign Affairs: The Case of 197," in Imperialism, Cultural Politics, and
Polybius (ed. Christopher John Smith and Liv Mariah Yarrow, New York: Oxford University Press, 2012), 135.
On 'Pconavcov tiiotiv see 3.18.6-7 (of the Ilyrians); 3.30.1 (of the Carthaginians); 10.34.6 (of the Edetani);
10.40.2 (of the Iberians); 18.38.5 (of the Thebes).
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over the long term to Rome's demands. Whether defeated through war or acquiesced through
treaty, as subjects, they now serve on behalf of Rome's commands when their services are
required (3.12.5-6). A frequent theme within Polybius's work will be Roman dominance issuing
in the unconditional obedience of the defeated party.
One of the most explicit references to obedience occurs in Book 16 where Polybius
rehearses the relationship between Rome and Philip of Macedon around 200 BCE. Polybius
notes that Roman legates were in Athens and requested that Philip refrain from attacking any
Greek state. Rome laid out the terms of their request as follows: "If he [Philip] acted so, they
added, he might consider himself at peace with Rome, but if he refused to obey (TieiGeoOai) the
consequences would be the reverse" (16.27.3). Polybius repeats the same phrase three times,
noting, "If he acted so he would be allowed to remain at peace, but if he did not at once obey
(TreiGapxEiv) these terms he would find himself at war with Rome" (16.34.4), thus stressing the
importance of the decision to obey.'^ The terms of the agreement are clear: obedience results in
peace and disobedience to Rome's commands result in war. Disobedience leading to destruction
is also found in Rom 6:20-23.
The notion of Roman Pea, or "peace," is not entirely equivalent to our modem concept.
Carlos Norena offers a helpful definition of Roman peace in relationship to conquered nations.
Peace has a two-fold meaning. Within the city of Rome, peace often meant the absence of civil
war and is closer to our modem concept of peace. What Norefla calls "civic peace" is often
linked with issues of concord and justice. Noreiia wams that we should not confuse civic peace
with the peace that Rome had with subject peoples. She notes "This 'militarisfic pax' originally
referred to 'a pact' concluding a war ... but which came to take on the more general meaning of
capitulation to Rome, was the product of foreign conquest and depended on the military ririiis of
Other occurrences Hist. 16.27.3, 34.7.
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the Roman soldiers and generals who had brought it about."'
^
Peace (pax) in Rome did mean the
absence of hostilities, but peace in a country that has been conquered or voluntarily surrendered
meant something closer to "pacification." In the following examples, peace with Rome must be
understood within this militaristic context. Continued obedience was paramount to securing this
lasting accord with Rome. We might contrast such a paradigm with Paul's statements in Rom
5:1 that bear out the inverse relationship.
Submission to the faith of Rome often entailed misunderstanding. Polybius highlights this
in recounting the Aetolian episode in Book 20. After losing several battles, the Aetolians seek a
peace treaty with Rome. Polybius recounts that:
After a long discussion on various details, the Aetolians eventually decided to
leave the whole matter to Glabrio and commit themselves without reserve to
the good faith of the Romans ('Pcoiiaicov tiIotiv). They had no comprehension
of what this really involved; but they were misled by the word "faith" into
supposing that the Romans would thereby be more inclined to grant them
terms. But with the Romans for a man "to commit himself to their good faith"
is held to be equivalent to "surrendering unconditionally" (20.9.10-12).
Polybius provides a working definition for the "faith of the Romans." The faith of the Romans
results in unconditional surrender or obedience. The definition and application of obedience
shocks the Aetolians:
Having come to this resolution, Phaeneas despatched legates with Valerius to
announce the decision of the Aetolians to Acilius. On being admitted to the
presence of the Consul, these legates, after once more entering upon a plea of
self-justification, ended by announcing that the Aetolians had decided to
commit themselves to the good faith of the Romans ('Pco|iaio)v Tiiaxiv).
Hereupon Glabrio interrupted them by saying, "Is this really the case, men of
Aetolia?" And upon their answering in the affirmative, he said: "Well then,
the first condition is that none of you, individually or coUecfively, must cross
to Asia; the second is that you must surrender Menestratus the Epirote . . .
Why, I might if I chose put you all in chains and commit you to prison!" With
these words he ordered his men to bring a chain and an iron collar and put it
on the neck of each of them. Thereupon Phaeneas and his companions stood
" Carols F. Norena, Imperial Ideals in the Roman West: Representation, Circulation, Power (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 201 1), 127.
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in speechless amazement, as though bereft of all power of thought or motion,
at this unexpected turn of affairs (20.10.1-5, 8-9).
The outcome of submitting to the faith of Rome results in directives to be obeyed, seen in the
commands of Glabrio that the Aetolians can no longer cross into Asia, they must turn over an
enemy to Rome, and then the absurd show of power of being placed in chains.'** The last
requirement seems to show the depths to which obedience must be rendered, even to the most
shameful of actions."
With different groups, the results of entering into the Tcoiiaicov moxiv carried various
requirements for maintaining peace. Violating or disobeying such stipulations meant running the
risk of incurring the wrath of Rome. Certainly some of the demands of Rome were sure to raise
objections, however, such as in the case of Aetolians being put in iron collars. Polybius raises
such objections himself, and then answers the problems in offering obedience to Rome towards
the end of his work in a discussion of the Roman treaty with the Carthaginians.
Book 36 relates the details of the Third Punic War between Rome and Carthage.^�
Although Rome and Carthage had a formal treaty, Rome was looking for a pretext for war with
Carthage. One such justification was found in the rumor that Carthage was raising an army in
violation of their treaty with Rome. Rather than risk war with Rome, it appears Carthage chose
the "lesser of two evils," to use Polybius's own words. They chose to surrender to Rome
'** The details of such acceptance of Roman faith are reiterated again in Polybius' discussion of the
campaign in Italy against the Decietae around 154 BCE (33.10.1 1).
So also Billows, Cambridge History of Greek and Roman Warfare, 324. He notes that after such an
experience the Aetolians had no trust any longer in the Roman faith.
There are notorious issues with the various translations of the 36th book of Polybius' Histories. Most
notably, and bearing importantly on this section, the insertion of the word "faith" at various places where the
existing manuscripts lack such word. The Loeb edition has recently had a revision in 2012 by renowned Polybius
Scholar F. W. Walbank to remedy some of the deficiencies of the original volume. Weaknesses still remain
including Walbank's retention of the original translator's (W. R. Paton) mistakes including four references to 'faith'
in Book 36 when no form of pistis is in the Greek manuscripts. See the helpful review by Liv Mariah Yarrow,
"Book Review (Review of Polybius: The Histories Books 28-39. Translated by W. R. Paton. Revised by F. W.
Walbank and Christian Habicht)," Histos 1 (2013): 1-5.
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unconditionally (36.3)."' At this point in Polybius's narrative, he reiterates one aspect that he has
repeated throughout his work, the meaning of surrender:
I have spoken before about what this implies, but 1 must in this place also
briefly remind my readers of its import. Those who thus surrender themselves
to the Roman authority, surrender all territory and the cities in it, together with
all men and women in all such territory or cities, likewise rivers, harbors,
temples, and tombs, so that the Romans should become actual lords (eivai
Kupiouq Tcoiiaiouq) of all these, and those who surrender should remain lords
of nothing whatever (36.4.1-3).
Although the phrase T(0|iaicov maxiv does not appear in this section, all the formal features
mentioned above in accepting the Roman faith, primarily the aspect of ultimate surrender, are in
play here. Polybius notes that Carthage agreed to these terms, but that the Praetor added one
further condition: that they must send 300 hostages from the Carthage Senate "to obey
(7rsi0apxr|ocoaiv) whatever commands the consuls of Lilybaeum might request" (36.4.6). At this
point, Polybius includes a speech by the statesman Mago Brettius ofCarthage who mentions that
Carthage had:
. . . put themselves at the mercy ofRome. Once they had done this they should
be clearly aware that they must accept any order unless it were flagrantly
oppressive and beyond expectation. In the latter case they must again
consider if they should expose their country to war and its terrors, or not
daring to face the attack of the enemy, yield unresistingly to every demand.
But as they all, owing to the war being close upon them and owing to the
uncertainty of the future, were inclined to obey (TteiGapxew) the orders
(36.5.3-6).
Surrender to Rome is couched in terms of obedience to Rome's demands, however drastic they
might be. The aftermath of disobedience is clearly portrayed. To disobey is to provoke war with
Rome.
^' On the long and complex relationship with Rome see John E. Lazenby's article, "Rome and Carthage" in
Harriet I. Flower, The Cambridge Companion to the Roman Republic (New York: Cambridge University Press,
2006), 225-41.
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At the end of Book 36, Polybius notes that even within his own day, controversy
surrounded Rome's attack and defeat of Carthage, given their treaty and Carthage's obedience to
all of Rome's demands (36.9.1-5)."" Commenting on Rome's political program, he notes, "For
at first they had made war with every nation until they were victorious and until their adversaries
had confessed that they must obey them and execute their orders (7t8(0eo9ai ocploi Kal Tioietv to
7rapaYYe^>^6|ievov)" (36.9.6). No surprise confronts the reader with the linking ofRoman faith to
surrender and obedience as this has been the modus operandi throughout Polybius's work.
Polybius notes two alternative views of the affairs. The first view places blame firmly at the feet
of the Romans:
Now they [The Romans] had struck the first note of their new policy by their
conduct to Perseus, in utterly exterminating the kingdom of Macedonia, and
they had now completely revealed it by their decision concerning Carthage.
For the Carthaginians had been guilty of no immediate offense to Rome, but
the Romans had treated them with irremediable severity, although they had
accepted all their conditions and consented to obey all their orders (Tiav
uTiofievovTcov Jioifjaeiv to ;rpooTaTT6|isvov) (36.9.7-8).
The second view of the affairs lays the blame on Carthage:
In fact, after the Carthaginians had of their own accord committed themselves
to the faith of the Romans and given them liberty to treat them in any way
they chose, the Romans, being thus authorized to act as it seemed good to
them, gave the orders and imposed the terms on which they had decided, what
took place did not bear any resemblance to an act of impiety and scarcely any
to an act of treachery; in fact some said it was not even of the nature of an
injustice (36.9.13) . . . For having received from a people who consented
willingly full authority to act as they wished, when this people refused to obey
(ou TTSiGapxouvTcov) their orders they finally resorted to force (36.9.17).
At this point we enter into the causation of the Third Punic War, a topic of no considerable controversy
within scholarship on Polybius. We face several problems, one being the reality that only fragments of books 36-38
exist and are at a considerable loss of valuable information. Donald Baronowski has argued that there were two
stages of the war. He argues that, "The inception of hostilities, culminating in the surrender of Carthage, marks the
first stage, and the subsequent decision of the Carthaginians to resist, which ultimately led to the destruction of their
city and the annexation of their country by Rome, constitutes the second stage." The paragraphs immediately above
discussing Polybius' definition of surrender and the speech of Mago Brettius would correspond to Baronowski's
first stage. See Donald Walter Baronowski, "Polybius on the Causes of the Third Punic War," CP 90 (1995): 16-31.
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Given the fragmentary nature of Books 36 and 38, and because Book 37 is entirely
missing, it is hard to judge exactly which position Polybius would have chosen in the debate over
Rome's actions with Carthage. However, Donald Baronwoski argues that "Polybius believed
that Rome's decision was motivated by aggressive considerations. He judged the Romans to be
ultimately responsible for the Third Punic War."' In our view, however, Polybius goes out of
his way to clearly define the concepts of obedience and surrender several times in his work. It
would seem that the second view proposed by Polybius, where Carthage at some point resisted
and disobeyed Roman orders, would align closer with Polybius's own views on the matter for the
cause of the Third Punic War.
The relationship between Carthage and Rome bore on Roman identity. Even though the
defeat of Carthage was in the distant past, it still had profound ramifications for Polybius's
Rome. Even for subsequent writers in the Augustan period, the rise of Rome was inextricably
linked with Punic Carthage. Polybius's influence on subsequent historians and his descriptions
of Carthage are important for the subsequent building of Roman identity. As Richard Miles has
noted about the educated elite, "To be Roman was to know the city itself. To know the city of
Rome required knowledge of Punic Carthage. This was a discourse which was still strikingly
relevant to Roman authors writing many generations after the re-foundation of Carthage as a
Roman city."^"* The story highlights the importance of obedience and disobedience to Rome by
the nations (cf. Rom 1:5).
Ibid., 30. This he maintains is, "From the very beginning of the Histories, Polybius' general statements
and detailed narrative assert the aggressive character of Roman policy. His explanation of the Third Punic War is
therefore consistent with the judgment of events expressed throughout his work" (30-3 1 ). One must agree with his
overall outlook that Polybius portrays Rome as aggressive in character.
^'^ Richard Miles, Rivalling Rome: Carthage, ed. Catharine Edwards and Greg Woolf, First paperback ,
2006. ed., Rome the Cosmopolis (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 129.
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Summary and Conclusion on Polybius
Concluding our survey of obedience in Polybius, it is evident that obedience occurs
primarily in the relationships between Rome and foreign nations. Whether this refers to a king
or a nation, obedience is expected to fulfill the expectations of one's side of a treaty with Rome.
Obedience is the mechanism by which peace with Rome is obtained and maintained, while
disobedience violates treaties and alliances, and can provoke war with Rome. We also
demonstrated that obedience language largely occurs within social relationships, such as a
general and his soldiers, as well as between a city and their negotiations with Rome itself.
Most intriguing and illuminating was the relationship between the faith of Rome
(T(0|iaicov TiioTiv) and obedience, where obedience is the outworking of entering into the faith of
Rome. Key to Rome's history and rise to power was the role that "subject" peoples played in
Rome's dominance of its ever-expanding Empire. Obedience was essential to Rome's Empire
and expected on behalf of those it had subjected to retain peace and avoid war. This was in
keeping with the "good faith" of the Romans.
Reflecting on Paul's letter to the Romans, I am not suggesting that Paul has drawn on
these accounts or even the language. The previous section is part one ofmy major argument in
constructing a background for "how" obedience language appeared in Greek and Roman
literature. Certainly, there are parallels ideas with Paul's language in Romans, such as the
language about obedient nations and the discussion of enemies, but the primary emphasis is in
understanding how those in Rome might have recognized obedience language within their social
context.
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Dionysius of Halicamassus
We continue our survey of obedience language within the Roman Empire with an
investigation of obedience in the work of Dionysius of Halicamassus, the Greek historian of
Rome's early Republican period."^ The Roman Antiquities comprised twenty volumes that
traced Rome from its mythical beginnings to the start of the First Punic War (264 BCE).^^ The
value of Dionysius of Halicamassus is that his work, like that of Polybius, remains one of the
very few historians to survive antiquity."^
The Roman Antiquities begin with Dionysius's preface stating the intention of his work.
His aim in comparing Rome to previous Empires is to "determine which of them obtained the
widest dominion and both in peace and war performed the most brilliant achievements" and
concludes unsurprisingly that "the supremacy of the Romans has far surpassed all those that are
recorded from earlier times, not only in the extent of its dominion and in the splendor of its
achievements . . . but also in the length of time during which it has endured down to our day"
(1.2.1). His tour of ancient history relates the downfall of various Empires from the Assyrians
up to the Macedonians. Of particular note is the Persians who Dionysius singles out for not
reducing various nations to "submission" (uTtriYdyovio) (1.2.2). Likewise, the Macedonians are
castigated for they did not "subjugate (utitikoov) every country and every sea" (1.2.4).
Naturally, the failures of previous Empires are avoided by Rome itself, with the logical
conclusion that, in light of the failures of Persia and Macedonia to subjugate or make obedient
their neighboring countries, Rome has done so. As Dionysius notes, Rome now "mles every
country" and the boundaries of Rome's dominion are the rising and setting of the sun (1.3.3).
As a resident of Rome, he published his historical work twenty two years after the end of Rome's civil
wars. Cf. OCD, 478. Of the twenty books only eleven have survived antiquity, the first ten in their entirety, book
eleven is incomplete, and books 1 1-20 exist in fragments.
^*Z)yVP 4:482
A Companion to Greek and Roman Historiography, 1 .
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The entire passage indicates the parallel between Rome's dominion and the obedience of other
nations in contrast to the previous Empires."** Dionysius states this explicidy in 1.3.4, noting
that, "For from the very beginning, immediately after her founding, she [Rome] began to draw to
herself the neighboring nations, which were both numerous and warlike, and continually
advanced, subjugating every rival (6ouX,ou|i�vri to dvTiTca^iOv)." Rome made rival nations into
its slaves. Sections like Rom 5-6 seem to indicate that slavery language was an apt metaphor for
Paul's audience. This is all the more true if some of his readers were from ethnic groups
conquered by Rome, and may indicate that this is one of the primary ways persons in Rome
understood the concept of obedience.
In the Roman Antiquities, obedience language appears in similar settings as those we
found in Polybius. Obedience language is predominately featured in discussions of Rome's wars
and treaties.^' In 3.6.1, Dionysius focuses on two groups, the Veientes and Fidenates, who had
gone to war with Romulus but lost, and were "forced to become subjects (uTiriKooi) of the
conquerors." His description of this subjugation bears similarity to the deditio under duress.
However, as time passed, these groups grew in population, wealth, and prosperity, so much so
that "they again aspired to freedom, assumed a bolder spirit, and prepared to yield obedience
One of the unique traits of Dionysius' wort: is the rehgious tinge that accompanies such obedience
language. For example see Decius' speech in Ant. rom. 7.43.1. Though unique to Dionysius's work, the rehgious
character of battle and treaties were integral to the Roman system through the administration of the fetiales who
were priests that oversaw the treaty making process. Cf Richard Billow's article "International Relations" in
Cambridge History of Greek and Roman Warfare, 315. He notes, "The fetiales, as overseers of Rome's
international relations also oversaw the making of treaties. The decision to make a treaty, and as to the precise terms,
was taken by the Roman authorities, but it fell to the fetiales to formalize the treaty by giN ing it religious sanction.
Again, one of the fetiales was nominated pater patratus, and he then swore an oath on behalf of the Roman people,
recited the terms of the treaty, and, striking a sacrificial pig with a special flint, called on Jupiter to smite the Roman
people as he was smiting the pig, if the Romans failed to fulfill and abide by the terms just recited by the priest. The
representative of the other community was present for this oath and sacrifice, and committed his people to the treaty
in his own way at the same time" (315).
Obedience and disobedience language frequently appears in the language of oaths, laws, and treaties and
if these are upheld or violated. C.f Ant. rom. 1.20.2; 2.26.3 (of children), 40.1; 3.23.3 (refers to a command itself);
3.34.1 (of cities); 4.5.3, 45.2, 70.5; 5.54.2; 7.14.5, 23.1, 56.4; 8.16.2, 35.2, 81.3; 9.37.2, 41.1, 60.1; 10.5.3, 18.3;
11.4.2 (of senators), 32.1, 43.2 (of soldiers); 15.7.2; 16.4.1; 20.13.3. See also 1.23.4; 2.3.6, 8 (of Romulus); 3.3.4,
34.3 (not obeying the rule of the Romans); 3.51.1-3; 5.63.1, 71.1-3; 6.89.4; 8.36.4, 68.2; 1 1.56.1-2; 12.13.2.
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(dKpo(b|ievoi) to the Romans no longer." These actions led to grounds for war as Dionysius
alleges, "The grounds he alleged for the war were that this people, being called upon to justify
themselves in the matter of the plot that they had formed against the Romans" and that by
"taking up arms, shutting their gates, and bringing in the allied forces of the Veientes, had openly
revolted" (3.23.1).^� We see similar themes as we saw in Polybius: loss in war results in a nation
becoming obedient to Rome and over time that obedience must be maintained. Likewise, the
notion of obedience�or lack thereof, in this case�closely resembles Polybius's definition of
obedience as unconditional surrender (deditio) evidenced by the giving up of arms and cities.
Particularly important is that Tullus considers the actions of the Fidenates as "breaking faith"
(syKaTe^iiTiov 5e to npbc, r]\iaq ttiotov) (3.28.2).^' We ought to note Paul's language in Rom 2:8-
9 and certainly 2:25-27 that operate on similar conceptions of obedience and disobedience.
The idea that other nations were destined for obedience and that the Romans were
destined for freedom is explicitly raised in the latter part of Book 3 in a speech by the Roman
King Tullus Hostilius.^^ Embarking on the war with the Fidenates, Tullus charges his soldiers to
"promptly obey (uTiripeTouvTaq) orders . . . remembering that we are not contending for liberty
upon the same terms as other people, who have been accustomed to obey others and who have
received that form of government from their ancestors" (3.23.18). Rather, Tullus champions,
"For we are freemen descended from freemen, and to us our ancestors have handed down the
tradition of holding sway over our neighbors as a mode of life" (3.23.19). From the preceding
On the disarmament of Rome's subjects see P.A. Brunt's, "Did Imperial Rome Disarm Her Subjects? in
Roman Imperial Themes (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990), 255-66. Contra Ramsay Macmullen who
argues that there was a universal disarmament by the Romans of their subjects in Roman Social Relations: 50 B.C.
To A.D. 284 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1974), 35ff
^' On violations offides see Burton, Friendship and Empire, 250ff.
Many references to obedience simply refer to countries which are obedient to Rome or another nation.
Cf Ant. rom. 1.9.2, 35.1; 3.4.1, 23.9; 4.9.2; 6.18.2, 19.4, 75.3, 76.1, 91.4; 8.68.3, 70.2, 77.2, 3; 9.5.2, 59.5, 6, 69.3;
10.21.8; 15.5.1, 2, 7.5, 8.4; 19.10.2; 20.1.5. See the one important example where nations are explicitly referred to
as ai Tcbv uTcrjKocov (8.83.3).
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section, Roman soldiers obey orders so that nations who are destined to be ruled may be
conquered. Roman obedience leads to their right to rule (cf. Rom 1 :5).
Quelling internal disputes and ending foreign wars was a perennial problem in Rome.
The political move required to quiet the dissension would be advanced by the consuls who
attempted to divert the dissatisfaction of the people to a foreign war with the Volcians (6.23.1).
The raising of an army would be required for such a task. At the consuls' demand that all
military-aged men take the military oath, the plebeians, "though repeatedly summoned to take
-JO
the military oath, would not obey (uTifiKOuov) the consuls" (6.23.2). The immediate task of the
Senate was how to respond to the disobedience of the plebeians. One side sought to be lenient
towards the disobedient (dTreiGouvicov) and to encourage rather than compel the plebeians
(6.23.3). Others sought a different course of action, noting that the plebeians had not yielded
"prompt obedience" (xaxecoq UTtripexrioeidv) to their commands before (6.24.2). At the same
time, the Senate noted that there was an obedient group among the patrician youth and that this,
combined with the Roman Senate, the "great weapon", would "subdue the plebeians"
(eTtiKpaxfjaoiiev xcov 5r||ioxiK�v) (6.24.3). For the first time, obedience is regarded
metaphorically as a weapon. A similar concept occurs in Paul's language in Rom 6:12-13;
13:12 with regard to "weapons" of obedience.
The disobedience of the plebeians only added to the problems facing the Romans. The
adverse circumstances were mounting, as Dionysius notes "in a short time the city was ftiU of
disorder and tumult. And as the sedition increased in the city, the preparations of the enemy for
overrunning their territory increased." Adding to these pressures, "ambassadors came from all
the peoples who were subject to the Romans (Tcdvxcov xcov 'P(0|iaioi(; utit^kocov), asking them to
" On the military oath see J. B. Campbell, The Emperor and the Roman Army, 31 Bc-Ad 235 (New York:
Oxford University Press. 1984), 19-32.
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send aid, since their territories lay in the path of the war" (6.34.3). The phrase TtdvKov tqv
'Po)|iaioi(; U71t|k6cov can be translated as "all those who were obedient to the Romans." The
request for help by Rome's obedient territories only exacerbated Rome's problems when
combined with the internal dissension and external threats by their enemies. Such monumental
dilemmas were not lost on Titus Larcius. In his speech, he notes:
If we do not soon put a stop to them, they will prove to be the causes of the
utter overthrow and ruin of the commonwealth. I refer to the disobedience
(ciTteiGeia) of the plebeians, who refuse to carry out the orders of the consuls,
as well as to our own severity against this disobedient (to dvf|Koov) and
independent spirit of theirs. It is my opinion, therefore, that we ought to
consider nothing else at present than by what means these evils are to be
removed from the state and how all of us Romans with one mind are to prefer
public to private considerations in the measures we pursue. For the power of
the commonwealth when harmonious will be sufficient both to give security
to our allies and to inspire fear in our enemies, but when discordant, as at
present, it can effect neither (6.35.1-2).
A clear point is made by Dionysius with his rehearsal of Rome's early history. Roman
disobedience is as grave a threat to the Roman way of life as are the external threats by Rome's
enemies. A similar point will be made by the philosopher Seneca the Younger (see chapter 5).
Both the disobedience of Rome's citizens and Rome's enemies have the capability of bringing
Rome to ruin. Such examples intersect well with some of the themes we identify in Romans (see
chapters 7-8). Namely, the seriousness of quelling internal disputes in Rome adds context to the
importance ofPaul's admonition in Rom 13:1.
Unrest within Rome continued to be a problem in the Early Republican period.^'* The
unrest between the patricians and plebeians came to a head when an army again needed to be
enrolled for war against the Tyrrhenians, who were about to revolt, and the Ardeates, who "no
longer gave obedience (uTiriKooi) to the Romans" (1 1.54.2). As seen in previous examples, the
On unrest in rome see Ant. rom. 5.59.1-75.3; 6.23.2-3, 35.1, 56.5, 91.4; 7.19.2, 27.1, 46.4; 8.87.3; 9.3.2;
10.4.4,33.3,43.2 ; 11.45.2.
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disobedience of both the Tyrrhenians and the Ardeates was a cause for war. Dissension at home
could not be tolerated in the midst of the pressing need to quell revolts and defend cities loyal to
Rome that lay in the path of conflict. The unrest at Rome began with the consuls being
instructed "to inflict any punishment on the disobedient (dTiEiGouvTwv)" who failed to take the
military oath (11.54.3). In view of these problems, Gaius Claudius lays out an ominous threat:
"All who attempted to disturb the established customs and to corrupt their ancient form of
government, he said, \\ ere aliens and enemies of the commonwealth (dX.^OTp{ou^ Kal noTx^iiovq
Eivai Tf\q TioXeox;.)" (1 1 .55.2). In an alarming move, Claudius proposes that even the residents of
Rome who stir up unrest or disobey should be declared enemies ofRome.
Another episode indicates that the Romans' conditions for obedience could be too much
to bear for certain nations. In similar ways, misunderstandings�almost always on the part of the
conquered�could result in the termination of a treaty with Rome. The Samnite Wars provide an
example. Confusion begins almost immediately as "the Samnites, having listened to the
ambassadors, were indignant and declared in their own defense, first of all, that they had not
made the peace on the understanding that they were to count no one as their friend or enemy
unless the Romans should bid them to do so" (17/18.2.1).^^ The Romans respond by insisting
that the treaty with Rome was contingent on their obedience to whatever orders Rome might
issue. The Roman response was "that subjects (uTiriKOOuq) who had agreed to follow them and
had obtained a termination of the war on that condition must obey (TielGeoGai) all orders of those
who had assumed the rule over them, and threatened to make war upon them if they did not
voluntarily do as they were ordered" (17/18.2.2). Such conditions proved too difficuh to
entertain any longer for the Samnites. They regarded the "the arrogance of Rome as intolerable.
These residents are termed TrapaPaivcooi or disobedient.
See parallel account in Livy 7.30. Iff
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ordered the ambassadors to depart at once, while, as for themselves, they voted to make the
necessary preparations for war both jointly and each city for itself (17/18.2.3).
This episode from the Roman Antiquities is important for several reasons. First, it shows
the dual understanding, especially on the part of Samnites, that disobedience was a cause for war
with Rome. Second, it clearly shows that there was little to no room for negotiation with Rome
on the terms of obedience, regardless of how they were perceived by the opposing party, whether
justly or unjustly. Third, such a text is important for it shows the linguistic relationship between
the adjective UTifiKooq and the tteIGco root. The group that is "persuaded to obey" (nsiGeoGai) is
described by their actions as "obedient" (uTiriKoouq). Such a connection between persuasion and
obedience is also seen in Rom 2:8-9.
Summary and Conclusion on Dionysius of Halicamassus
By way of summary, this survey of obedience in Dionysius of Halicamassus's Roman
Antiquities shows that obedience occurs primarily in relationship to foreign affairs with Rome, as
was the case with Polybius. "Obedience" is a term that is applied to persons or nations that
Rome controls or exercises power over. Unique to Dionysius's portrayal of obedience in the
early Roman period is the degree of unrest in Rome that is described as disobedience and the
threat that this provides to the Empire's security and future. In contrast to the previous section
with Polybius, Dionysius includes an episode where obedience to Rome does not forestall the
impending destruction of a city (12.13). Likewise, we find obedience in the social relafionships
between generals and soldiers, especially obedience to the military oath, as paramount examples
of obedience. The trope that is now beginning to be familiar re-emerges in Dionysius' accounts
of Rome. Obedience to Rome and her demands leads to peace, while disobedience invites
Rome's wrath.
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Cassius Dio
The third Greek historian of the Roman period is Cassius Dio, the Greek Senator and
author of an eighty-volume work.^^ His 'Pto|aa(Kfi 'loxopla traces the history of Rome from its
foundation to 229 CE. Of the original eighty books that comprised his history, only Books 36-
60 and 78-79 survive. They describe the periods of 68 BCE-47 CE and 216-218 CE,
respectively.
'*"
As one of the few remaining Greek works on this period. Books 36-60 are an
inv aluable source of insight into the Imperial period.
Dio's thirty-seventh book spans the career of Pompey the Great through the
establishment of the First Triumvirate of Crassus, Caesar, and Pompey.^' In chapters 10-14,
Cassius rehearses the demise of one of Rome's most formidable opponents, the King of Pontus,
Mithridates.^" During the last throes of his Empire, Mithridates sets out to invade Italy while
Pompey was warring in Syria (37.11.1). This was a historically unwise move given the
dwindling prospects of Mithridates 's success, as his soldiers began to mutiny and faith in his
leadership was crumbling. Dio offers this penetrating critique: "Mithridates ... did not
recognize the fact that neither arms nor a multitude of subjects (uTtriKocov) is of any real strength
to any one without their friendship; on the contrary, the more subjects a ruler has, the greater
burden they are to him, unless he holds them faithful (Trioxd)" (37.12.2).
The importance of this text is that it is one of the few texts within Greco-Roman literature
to combine both vnaKox] and maxic, in a close context that exemplifies the relationship between
obedience and faith. Subjects of a king are described as obedient, and the aim of any Empire or
"
OCD, 299.
DNP, 1171; Martin Hose, "Cassius Dio: A Senator and Historian in the Age of Anxiety," in .4
Companion to Greek and Roman Historiography (ed. John Marincola, Maiden: Blackwell, 2007), 463.
Pompey is mentioned twice with reference to obedience. He subdues the sea (36.37.3) and also perishes
on the sea he subdued (42.5.3).
On the notorious problems with Mithridates see Catherine Steel, The End of the Roman Republic, 146 to
444 Be: Conquest and Crisis (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2013), 140-7.
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kingdom is to hold those obedient subjects faithful. Faithfulness or continued obedience is the
ongoing position that is expected from the subjects of a ruler. The inherent problem with a large
kingdom, whether Rome or Pontus, is that the more subjects one has the increased chance for
disobedience or rebellion. The art of ruling is to keep those subjects obedient.'*' We might
compare such interchangeability between i)7iaKof| and Tiiaiiq with certain sections of Romans,
namely 1:5, 6:16 (i.e., obey the report), and 13:1.
As Dio's narrative rehearses the rise of the first triumvirate, many occurrences of
obedience language appear within the military campaigns of Caesar, Pompey, Antony, and their
soldiers. One such occurrence is noted by Dio when Caesar "feared his soldiers might perchance
refuse obedience (dTieiGfiaavxeq)" (38.35.3). Caesar's speech shows that the soldiers' obedience
to him was paramount in keeping Rome safe, as "not that we may take our ease or neglect our
duties, but for the purpose ofmanaging rightly the affairs of our subjects (uTtriKocov), preserving
in safety the property of those bound to us by treaty, repelling any who undertake to do them
wrong, and increasing our own possessions" (38.36.5) (cf Dionysius of Halicamassus 6.35;
1 1.54; Rom 13:1). This ability for Rome to "rightly manage" the obedient subjects is rooted in
Roman identity as Caesar continues, "When, accordingly, in the face of these facts, anybody
declares that we ought not to make war, he simply says that we ought not to be rich, ought not to
mle (dpxeiv) others, ought not to be free, ought not to be Romans" (38.40.8-9). Caesar's point is
clear: being Roman means mling over obedient subjects.
^' On obedient nations see R.H. 36.36.4, 47.2; 37.25.4; 38.10.1, 41.5; 40.30.2; 41.55.2, 57.3, 59.4; 42.3.4,
20.4, 44.1; 43.9.2; 44.44.2, 45.2; 45.9.2; 47.22.3, 24.2, 39.3; 48.49.1; 50.16.1; 50.33.2; 51.18.1; 52.5.4, 19.2-3,5
21.8, 27.1; 53.5.4, 10.5, 19.5, 26.3, 32.5; 54.9.1, 32.1; 55.34.5; 56.25.6, 33.4, 41.4; 58.25.1; 59.21.3; 60.9.5; 68.14.3,
5,23.1; 69.5.3; 70.30.1.
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Dissension and disobedience within the army was a constant refrain and always a cause
for concern on behalf of Roman generals/" In Book 41, Caesar's army begins to splinter into
mutinous factions and Caesar must once again inspire the obedience of his soldiers. He praises
the obedience of most of his soldiers, but singles out the disobedient among the group for
concern: "Most of you obey (jteiGeoGs) my orders very scrupulously and satisfactorily and abide
by your ancestral customs, and in that way have acquired so much land as well as wealth and
glory; but some few are bringing much disgrace and dishonor upon us" (41.28.2).^^ The same
values of honor and glory also appear in Rom 2:6-8. The few who are attempting to mutiny
receive the main focus ofCaesar's speech:
Now I do not believe it a good thing in any case for a ruler to be overridden
(fiTxaoGai) by his subjects, nor do I believe there could ever be any safety
(acoxfipiov) if those appointed to obey (u7tr|p8Tsiv) a person attempted to get
the better of him. Consider what sort of order would exist in a household if the
young should despise their elders, or what order in schools if the scholars
should pay no heed to their instructors! What health would there be for the
sick if the afflicted should not obey (jieiGapxmoi) their physicians in all points,
or what safety for voyagers if the sailors should turn a deaf ear to their
captains? Indeed, it is in accordance with a natural law, both necessary and
salutary, that the principle of ruling and of being ruled have been placed
among men, and without them it is impossible for anything at all to continue
to exist for even the shortest time. Now it is the duty of the one stationed over
another both to discover and to command what is requisite, and it is the duty
of the one subject to authority to obey (uTTOTexayiievcp TisiGapxeTv) without
questioning and to carry out his orders (41.33-2^).
Several aspects of Caesar's speech are important for our study of obedience. The first
aspect to note is linguistic. "To obey" is conveyed by the two verbs uTrripeTEO) (whose root is
UTioTdaaco) and TieiGap/eco that indicate the synonymous nature of the terms. Such varied usage
of terms within one context points to the multi-faceted linguistic nature of obedience where one
Even into the later Empire with Trajan and obedience of his soldiers (69.5.2).
''^ Obedience in Dio's work is often directed towards various persons R.H. 36.46.2 (to Lucullus); 38.47.1;
40.5.3 (to Caesar); 40.62.4 (Pompey disobedience); 46.50.6 (to Senate); 47.39.2; 52:42.1-3; 56.19.1 (to Augustus);
57.15.8 (to Tiberius); 60.22.4 (to Messalina); 69.22.2 (to Hadrian).
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term is not sufficient to convey the complete concept of obedience. Second, and more
importantly, the person who is subjected to the rule of another, conveyed by the verb
i)7toT8Tay|isvcp or the noun UTiaKofi, has the duty to obey without questioning. Those who are
subject are expected, even demanded, to obey. We can compare and contrast such language with
Paul's own in Rom 2:8-9; 13:1.
The three social metaphors that Caesar uses are also key in conveying the importance of
obedience. The examples of household, education, and health outline the "natural order" of
things. The use of these examples argues that without obedience, society as a whole is opened to
disastrous consequences. In each of the metaphors, the person in the dominant social position is
given obedience by the social inferior. By use of the social metaphors, Caesar weaves obedience
into the social fabric of the polis and communicates the naturalness of obedience to social
superiors. The use of such metaphors in moral discourse is seen in Cicero and Seneca the
Younger (see chapter 5) as well as in Rom 6.
One might object that this context speaks only of soldiers, friends, or allies, and not
Roman citizens. However, Caesar makes clear in his speech that the requirement of obedience is
not for soldiers alone: "Do not think, now, that, because you are soldiers, that makes you better
than the citizens at home; for you and they alike are Romans, and they, as well as you, both have
been and will be soldiers" (41.31.1). Obedience is expected by all within the reach of Rome,
solider and cifizen alike.
The result of Caesar's speech is important as well. The punishment for the disobedient
and rebellious was death by execution through the casting of lots (cf. Rom 6:16). The most
flagrant of the disobedient were executed, whereas the rest of the disobedient were dismissed
and, after repenting (iieTavofiaavxeq), rejoined the campaign (41.35.5).
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After Caesar's death, Dio includes the summary of a funeral speech given by Antony
extolling and praising the qualities and character of the deceased ruler. After discussing his
lineage (44.37.1-6) and private affairs (44.39.1-5), Antony turns to discuss his public activities:
First of all, then, this man was praetor in Spain, and finding it secretly disloyal
(uTtou^coq), did not allow the inhabitants under the name of peace to become
unconquerable . . . since they would not willingly change their course, he
brought them to their senses against their will, and in doing this he surpassed
the men who had previously won glory against them in just so far as keeping a
thing is more difficult than acquiring it, and reducing men to a condition
where they can never again become rebellious is more profitable than making
them subject (uTtriKoouq) in the first place, while their power is still
undiminished (44.41.1-2).
Antony praises Caesar's leadership by noting that it is far more difficult to keep people
obedient than to merely conquer them. The harder political task is not the military campaign but
the governmental affairs of keeping day-to-day operations running. The easier task of a ruler
who sets out to conquer a nation is reducing that nation to obey the terms of a treaty. Long-
lasting obedience, where the people do not desire rebellion, is far more worthwhile for a leader
(44.41.2). Antony praises Caesar for holding Spain accountable for hiding their disloyalty and
eliminating their rebellious desire by force. Although the rhetoric may be a bit hyperbolic, and
history certainly showed Spain would continue to be a problem for Rome, the point of the value
of long-term obedience is clear."*"*
Several notable features stand out in Antony's speech. First, we get an indirect witness to
the inner-working of conquered groups who, although they externally conformed to Rome's
terms, were actually not loyal to Rome and her interests."*^ Second, Caesar is directly praised for
Martin Goodman states that, "The continued stationing in Tarraconensis of three legions (one after AD
63) for the next 150 years may suggest something less than total pacification, let alone Romanization." See 'The
Iberian Peninsula' in The Roman World: 44bc-Adl80 (New York: Routledge, 1997), 197-202.
^" Dio relates another story of the Atrebatians who likewise feigns peace making, "Before any terms were
made, however, he was wounded by one of the Romans, who surmised that it was not his real intention to make
peace; but he escaped and again proved troublesome to them. At last, despairing of his project, he secured for his
associates unconditional amnesty for all their acts, and pardon for himself, as some say, on the condition of his never
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his abihty to root out disloyalty. Third, force is certainly one means that Rome used for
obtaining obedience. Antony's speech makes this explicitly clear when he says that Caesar
"brought them to their senses against their will." The speech indicates that those in Spain would
not willingly change ()ieTe|ieA.ovTo) their course. Given the choice to be loyal to Rome, Spain
refused. The term (iETe|i8>.ovTO from the root |ieTa)ie>.o|iav refers to repentance or a change of
conduct or purpose (cf. Rom 2:4�5). Since they would not willingly relent, Caesar was
compelled to force them back to their "senses" (eococppovioev). Disloyalty to Rome in this
context is characterized as aberrant or abnormal behavior.
Shifting to the reign of Augustus, Book 52 is comprised of one long deliberative speech
by Agrippa, Augustus' advisor. He counsels Augustus on various aspects of his rule, such as the
handling of private affairs or concerns. After encouraging Augustus to take as few private
requests from citizens as possible and to resolve them quickly, Agrippa wams:
It is most important to restrain the rash enterprises of communities, and if they
are attempting to coerce others or to go beyond their capacity or means in any
undertaking or expenditure, to forbid it, even though in their petitions they
invoke blessings upon the empire and pray for your welfare and good fortune.
It is important also to eradicate their mutual enmities and rivalries, and not
permit them to assume empty titles or to do anything else that will bring them
into strife with others. And all will readily yield obedience (TreiGapxricrouoiv)
to you, both individuals and communities, in this and in every other matter,
provided that you make no exceptions whatever to this mle as a concession to
anybody; for the uneven application of laws nullifies even those which are
well established (52.37.9-10).
Agrippa' s speech is revealing. Groups that were suspicious to the Emperor were those
deemed "rash" and those that went beyond a socially acceptable category or had plans that were
too expansive. Agrippa advises the dissolution of these groups despite the fact that they offered
signs of support such as blessings or praying for the good of the state and future of the Empire.
appearing again within sight of any Roman. So these foes became reconciled on these terms, and later the rest were
subdued, some voluntarily and some when conquered in war; and Caesar by means of garrisons and punts and levies
ofmoney and assessments of tribute humbled some of them and tamed (fmepooaE) others" {R.H. 40.43.1-3).
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He singles out groups that seek to upset the social order by coercing others, or are factious and
run the risk of strife with others (cf Rom 12-15). The similarity here to early Christianity
should not be missed (Rom 13:1-7; 1 Peter 2:13-17). The eradication of strife, even potential
strife, is of grave concern for the running of the Empire. What is at stake is the upholding of
justice by enacting the laws equally to all. If this is done as Agrippa admonishes, obedience is
the reward for the fairness of the legal and political system (cf. Rom 13:1).
On January 13, 27 BCE. Augustus entered the Roman Senate to give a speech and
returned the entire Roman state to the Senate and the people."*^ Midway through his speech,
Augustus recites some of his achievements that bear striking similarity to his Res Gestae (see
chapter 6). Augustus enumerates the various military campaigns of Galatia, Pannonia, Moesia,
Egypt, Juba, and the Britons�among others�noting that these "deeds were more important than
any previous Roman had accomplished" (53.7.1). The various nations are all aligned under the
single theme of victory, although each nation is given a different verb to describe this victory.
Augustus states that Galatia was "conquered" (aXoooiv), Pannonia was enslaved or made a slave
(5oTjX,a)aiv), Moesia was subjugated (xeipcooiv), and Egypt was "overthrown" (KaiaoTpocpfiv).
Although different verbs are used, they all bear testimony to the fact that these regions were
under Roman control.^^
In describing the power of Rome itself, Augustus notes that Rome overpowered "as
enemies all who resisted, but sparing as friends all who yielded; therein setting an example, so
that if it should be fated that our city should ever again be afflicted, one might pray that it should
C.f. Erich S. Gruen, "Augustus and the Making of the Principate," in The Cambridge Companion to the
Age ofAugustus (ed. Karl Galinsky, New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 33-54.
Myles Lavan has drawn attention to the use of slavery language to depict Roman rule and notes the
unique contribution of Cassius Dio who repeatedly describes "Roman conquest as enslavement" and "constitutes a
break with the representation of Roman rule in earlier Greek historiography." See his Slaves to Rome: Paradigms of
Empire in Roman Culture (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 108.
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conduct its quarrel in the same way" (53.7.2). Augustus terms two groups as either friends or
enemies on the basis of whether they resisted or yielded to Rome (cf. Rom 5:3-1 1). Given our
previous examples of obedience and treaties (deditio), along with Rome's process of navigating
international contexts, this indicates that although obedience is not explicitly mentioned it clearly
forms the background to such a statement. Confirmation of such a theory comes a few lines later
in Augusms' speech when he notes that both "Rome and allies" are devoted to him (52.8.1) and
when "at a time when there is no longer any foreign enemy making war upon me and no one at
home is engaged in sedition, but when you are all at peace, are harmonious and strong, and,
greatest of all, are content to yield obedience (7rsi9apxouvTcov)" (52.8.2). Obedience, whether
from foreign nations or Roman citizens, is part of the themes of victory, harmony, and strength
that Augustus' lists as facets of his accomplishments.
In a move that surprised many senators, Augustus did not assume the position of sole
ruler of the Empire (53.11.1). In a politically advantageous move, he divided control of the
Empire between himself and the Senate and gave them the provinces that were weaker on the
basis that they were "peaceful and free from war." Augustus took the more powerful provinces
on the basis that they were "insecure and precarious and either had enemies on the borders or
were able on their own account to begin a serious revoU" (53.12.2). Dio argues that there were
more subversive intentions on the part of Augustus as now the Senate had provinces that were
unprepared for battle, while he maintained the provinces that were ready for war (53.12.3).
Another way of viewing Augustus's division of the provinces is through an obedience
and disobedience lens. Given the nature of the treaties Rome made with foreign nations.
Augustus' proposal was in essence a division of the provinces on the basis of obedience.
Nations that were already obedient or subject to Rome are given to the Senate; Augustus retained
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those nations that were under suspicion of disobeying (cf Res Gestae 26.1). That obedience and
disobedience played a part in the division of the Empire between the control of the Senate and
that of Augustus is made clear in the following chapter of Dio's work. Augustus "promised to
reduce them to order (KaTaaTfjoeiv) within this period, and boastfully added that, if they should
be pacified (fniepcoGfi) sooner, he would the sooner restore them, to the Senate" (52.13.2).
Pacification of the provinces means nothing less than reducing them to obedience as stated in
Augustus' own recounting of his deeds in the Res Gestae 26.1.
Augustus also sought obedience in the social realm. The Augustan period was well
known for the various laws enacted for the upholding ofmorality and marriage.'*^ Karl Galinsky
has noted that "Augustus was the prime mover behind this unmistakable legislative program. It
was central to his reign.""*' The Augustan laws on marriage were part of the larger legislation on
morality passed in 17 BCE, and were designed as a remedy to the perceived problem of men's
reluctance to marry. One particular law, the Lex lulia de maritandis ordinibus required marriage
and remarriage for men and women between certain ages and included penalties for failing to do
so.^� Tax relief was also available for those who obeyed the law. Although gauged in moral
terms, clearly the aim of such legislation was to fulfill a practical necessity of the growing
Empire�the ability to have a supply of soldiers for the army as well as future administrators
(consequently, many of the laws were aimed at the wealthier classes and freedmen).^'
Such significant legislation provoked numerous protests and hostility in Rome. Augustus
addressed the resistance to the laws in a speech in 9 CE with the equestrians, where he raises the
Obedience or disobedience of laws or treaties is also frequent R. H. 39.60.1; 40.65.4; 41.11.2; 47.13.2;
48.2.4; 50.17.5 (Antony); 53.1.13 (Augustus); 54.19.2; 60.6.7 (Claudius and Jews).
""^ Karl Galinsky, Augustan Culture: An Interpretive Introduction (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1996), 128.
Ibid., 130; CAH 10:888. See also Beryl Rawson, "Marriages, Families, Households," in The Cambridge
Companion to Ancient Rome (ed. Paul Erdkamp, New York: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 93-109.
CAH 10:889.
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specific issue of obedience and disobedience to the laws on marriage. "I, now, have increased the
penalties for the disobedient (ctTieiGouaiv), in order that through fear of becoming liable to them
you might be brought to your senses; and to the obedient (TieiGapxouoi) I have offered a more
numerous and greater prizes than are given for any other display of excellence" (56.6.5). Such
concern for penalties and rewards related to the laws points to the degree of dissatisfaction many
in Rome felt towards the legislation. The anger towards the new laws was such that Dio
remarks that their introduction was the beginning of conspiratorial plots against Augustus
(54.15.1)."
Since the Roman ruling class was the target of such legislation, the ramifications for
obedience and disobedience to the "new laws" of Augustus had profound implications.
Establishing peace and tranquility at home was integral to establishing peace abroad, both
literally in the necessity of producing males to become soldiers�hence the laws on child-
bearing�and more figuratively in preserving the status of the ruling class�hence the laws on
marriage and adultery. The new laws aimed at the running of the state were focused on stability
and would require obedience. The importance of a text like this one is that it shows how
obedience was expected and how it functioned at "ground level" in Rome itself and among its
inhabitants' daily lives.
One of the most catastrophic events in Roman history was Varus' defeat by the Germanic
tribes and the loss of the Roman standards in 9 CE. Such a significant event also provides an
opportunity for an important discussion of obedience. Beginning in Book 56, the Romans held
Dio also relates the advice of Livia to Augustus to rule mercifully, "Gentle words, for example, cause all
one's inflamed passion to subside, just as harsh words in another case will stir to wrath even the spirit which has
been calmed; and forgiveness granted will melt even the utterly arrogant man, just as punishment will incense even
him who is utterly mild. For acts of violence will always in every instance, no matter how just they may be,
exasperate, while considerate treatment subdues / tames (rmepoOoi) {R.H. 55.17.3).
" CAH 10:94.
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small portions of the area. These districts had been subdued (xeipooGevxa) by the Romans
(56.18ff). Under Augustus, Rome had been campaigning in the Rhineland from 17 BCE to 9 CE
in an attempt to extend control as far east as the River Elbe.^"* These areas had been stationed
with soldiers and Roman cities began to be built.
Commenting on the local inhabitants, Dio remarks, "The barbarians were adapting
themselves to Roman ways, were becoming accustomed to hold markets, and were meeting in
peacefiil assemblages. They had not, however, forgotten their ancestral habits, their native
manners, their old life of independence, or the power derived from arms" (56.18.2). Slowly, the
barbarians were adapting themselves to the Roman way of life; however, with the hindsight of
history that Dio possesses, he notes the underlying suspicion that they had not truly given up
their "old life of independence" (auTov6|iou Siaixric;). He continues, "So long as they were
unlearning these customs gradually and by the way, as one may say, under careful watching, they
were not disturbed by the change in their manner of life, and were becoming different without
knowing it" (56.18.3). The process of Romanization seemed to be underway.^^
Such a gradual process may have continued apace if it weren't for the actions of
Quintilius Varus, who although he had been a good administrator for Rome in both Syria and
Africa, failed rather quickly in Germania. According to Dio, when Varus became governor, he
sought to change the barbarians "more rapidly" by not only "issuing orders to them as if they
were actually slaves (5ou?t�ijouoi) of the Romans, he exacted money as he would from subject
(uTrriKOcov) nations" (56.18.3^). Varus' treatment of the barbarians like a conquered nation was
not amenable to the leaders of these regions, who, as Dio notes, "were in no mood to submit, for
Goodman, The Roman World, 217.
" On Romanization see Ramsay MacMullen, Romanization in the Time of Augustus (New Ha\ en: Yale
University Press, 2000), 85-123.
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the leaders longed for their former ascendancy and the masses preferred their accustomed
condition to foreign domination (ak'kotpvX.ov SeaTtoxeiac;)" (56.18.4).
Given the current state of Roman troops in the region, rather than outright revolt that
would surely result in loss, the barbarians employed a different tactic. They embarked on an
ambitious program of covert deception whereby "they received Varus, pretending that they
would do all he demanded of them, and thus they drew him far away from the Rhine into the
land of the Cherusci, toward the Visurgis, and there by behaving in a most peaceful and friendly
manner led him to believe that they would live submissively without the presence of soldiers"
(56.18.5). Varus is led out into the densely wooded forest on the pretense of obedience to his
commands and the commitment to live submissively (SouX^ueiv) as obedient subjects. At the
opportune moment, "they came upon Varus in the midst of forests by this time almost
impenetrable. And there, at the very moment of revealing themselves as enemies instead of
subjects (umiKOcov), they wrought great and dire havoc" (56.19.5).
The failure of Varus to understand the deteriorating situation is offset by an important
consideration relating to obedience and loyalty. Given the past history of the Germanic tribes'
accommodation to Roman ways and the current offer of obedience by those who led Varus into
the forest, there was no reason to suspect any dissidence on behalf of the tribes. Their previous
stability and their past obedience seemed to indicate no concern for their future obedience.
Further, although Dio notes that Varus' advisors informed him of a conspiracy (56.19.3),
the conspirators, Arminius and Seifmerus, were two of Varus' closest associates (56.19.2). The
status of Arminius' loyalty to Rome should not be underestimated. J. S. Richardson has noted
that the overthrow was "masterminded by a man who himself represented the extent to which
Roman ways had been adopted by at least the upper echelons of German tribal society." He had
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not only become a Roman citizen by participating in earlier campaigns, but was even a member
of the equestrian order.^^ Dio's account of this infamous disaster is punctuated with the language
of enemies and obedience. Rather than continuing to be obedient subjects, the barbarians
revealed themselves to be enemies of Rome (cf. Rom 5:1-1 1).
In this case, the important point made in this account is that the opposite of obedience is
not disobedience, but being declared an enemy of Rome. Rome's enemies are characterized as
disobedient. This episode leaves the stark impression that persons who harm Rome's stability
and progress are regarded as not just disobedient, but Rome's enemies. In light of this
discussion, Paul's phrase, "while we were yet enemies" in Rom 5:8 is of clear relevance. Paul
shares the similar idea of disobedience equating to enmity. Further, such a context brings added
understanding to Paul's admonitions in the direction of submission in Rom 13:1 because
disobedience could identify the house churches as enemies ofRome.
Moving from the reign of Augustus to the reign of Tiberius, we find another helpfiil
example of obedience. The transition from Augustus to Tiberius, although easier than some
subsequent transitions, was not without complications.^^ According to Dio, it was Germanicus
who had the "good will of absolutely all the Romans as well as of their subjects (ujiriKooov)," but
who refused the role (57.6.2). It was at this point when "no further news of any rebellious moves
came and the whole Roman world had acquiesced securely in his leadership, Tiberius accepted
the rule" (57.7.1). Tiberius' acceptance entailed both the loyalty and favor of every Roman who
had been devoted to Augustus. A rather interesting feature takes place with Tiberius. Dio notes
that it was custom every New Year's day for the public to renew the oath to the Emperor,
however Tiberius refused to receive this for himself and directed it, instead, to the deceased
J. S. Richardson, Augustan Rome 44 Be to Ad 14: The Restoration of the Republic and the Establishment
of the Empire (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2012), 183-4.
" See C.-l// 10^:198-209
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Augustus. This was an oath which he himself took (57.8.4-5). T. E. J. Wiedemann has noted the
importance of the oath:
The oath to protect him and the rest of the domus whose paterfamilias he
had now become, [was] taken as soon as they heard the news by the consuls,
and the prefects of the praetorian guard and of the com supply, and then
administered to the Senate, the equestrian ordo and the Roman people.
Similar oaths were subsequently swom by communities elsewhere in the
empire; a copy of an oath to Tiberius and his whole household taken by the
cities of Cypms surv iv es. This oath illustrates the dependence of groups as
well as indiv idual magistrates on the head of the imperial family as the
source of patronage, honour and decision-making. But�unlike the
sacramentum, the military oath taken by a soldier to the emperor as his
commander-in-chief�its force was private and personal, not public or
constitutional.^*"
Several copies of these oaths survive (see chapter five) and provide a unique glimpse into
the obedience expected at ground level to the Emperor and his family throughout the Empire.
Tiberius' attempt to direct such loyalty to his successor was no doubt political nuancing at such a
critical juncture of transition between leaders.^' The point bears considerable importance for our
reading of obedience in Romans, particularly our attempt to understand how a Gentile audience
in Rome would understand a call to obedience, as this was a primary way the residents of Rome
would have understood a call to obedience.
Following the death of Germanicus, Dio notes a marked shift both in the personality and
practice of Tiberius, whereby he drifted into vice (57.13.16).^� As the despotism of Tiberius
Ibid., 10:203. On his ascension to Emperor, in 41^2 CE a coin was minted intending to show the
loyalty of the Praetorian guard to Tiberius Claudius. The reverse of the coin shows Tiberius Claudius holding hands
with a long haired soldier holding a shield and legionary eagle bearing the inscription, "PRAETOR RECEPT" (the
praetorians received) The coin was meant to show Tiberius Claudius accepting the loyalty of the Praetorian guard.
See LACTOR 19, J 12b, pg. 179. Another very similar aureus minted at the same time shows the "battlements of the
praetorian camp at Rome in which a solider stands holding a spear and next to a legionary eagle {aquila)" bearing
the inscri|Dtion IMPER RECEPT (the victorious commander welcomed) on the reverse. See RIC Claudius 7.Velleius Paterculus notes the potential for disorder at this time and that the posting of a large number of
troops at Augustus's funeral seems to confirm (1 1.124).
The Tabula Siarensis, fragment b, column II lines 1-19 notes the "loyalty of Drusus Caesar." lines 20-
31 note, "the loyalty of all orders towards the Augustan household an the consensus of all citizens in honoring the
memory of Germanicus Caesar." Cited in LACTOR 19, J8G-H. These eulogies were to be inscribed in public places
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grew, he was more incUned to hear charges of any crime and became more cruel in his
punishments. Such despotic rule is captured in Tiberius's remark, "Nobody willingly submits to
being ruled, but a man is driven to it against his will; for not only do subjects delight in refusing
obedience (TievGapxetv), but they also enjoy plotting against their rulers" (57.19.1b). Tiberius's
own view seems to be that the default position of his subjects is disobedience. The subjects must
be compelled or forced (ouvs^auvetai) against their will to be ruled.
Two final examples of obedience from Dio's history will conclude our survey. Both
come from the reign of Claudius. It is well known that Claudius was not well liked. Most
ancient sources depict him as foolish. For example, Seneca's Apocolocyntosis, written only
months after Claudius's death, depicts him as full of fear, rife with stupidity, and cruel.^'
Claudius became Emperor in 41 CE after the brutal murder of Caligula by the Praetorian Guard.
As the recent work of Josiah Osgood suggests, Claudius inherited a unique problem from his
predecessors. Osgood writes, "The principate was supposed to draw inspiration from the
institutions of the Republican past, and Claudius, as a historian, was attuned to that. Yet at the
same time, Rome was now a world Empire, and must try to dispense justice based on humanity
to all of its subjects, not just citizens."^^ Such a dilemma leads Osgood to explain the hostility
towards Claudius from the ancient (senatorial) sources like Cassius Dio. Dio includes hostile
remarks such as, "Hence he [Claudius] had acquired none of the qualities befitting a freeman,
but, though ruler of all the Romans and their subjects (uTirjKocov), had become himself a slave
(86s5ou?iO)To)" (60.2.5).
around the Empire. Cf. David S. Potter, "The "Tabula Siarensis," Tiberius, the Senate, and the Eastern Boundary of
the Roman Empire," ZPE 69 (1987): 269-76.
CAH 10:229. Modem accounts of Claudius have not been kind either, Edward Gibbon declared that
Claudius was "the stupidest of emperors" The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, vol. 1-6 (New
York: Penguin, 1996), 1.33.
Josiah Osgood, Claudius Caesar: Image and Power in the Early Roman Empire (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 201 1), 18.
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Dio signals that although Claudius was ruler over all of Rome, the combination of his
upbringing by his grandmother out of the political light, and his vices of "drink and sexual
intercourse" render him a slave, obedient to those vices; therefore, he was "incredibly easy to
master" (60.2.6). Obedience to the passions (sometimes deemed vices) was a frequent refrain of
the philosophers (see chapter 5) and Paul (Rom 6:12). This example shows the moral qualities
of obedience that play out in the practical realm. In a rather unbefitting move, Claudius who
ought to have commanded obedience from all Roman citizens and conquered subjects is "worse
than these" for failing to live up to the stature of his position.
In 43 CE, during Claudius's third consulship, one of the most remembered aspects of his
reign occurred, the annexing of Britannia. Dio records that the cause of war between Rome and
Britannia was the slaying of 80,000 Romans. Adding insult to injury, the loss came at the hands
of the female general Boudica (62b. 1.1). At the start of the war, Dio records a speech given by
Boudica to her army of 120,000 declaring the Roman rule injurious to the British way of life.
Her entire speech revolves around the issues of freedom and slavery and decries the "alluring
promises of the Romans (sTiaycoyoTc; 87iayys>w^aoi twv 'Pto|iaicov)" (62b.3.1) which may allude to
a deditio. After rallying her army, she sacked two Roman cities and wreaked havoc on those
Romans inhabitants (62b.7.1-3).
The Roman general Paulinus, absent from Britannia at the time of its sacking, returned to
do battle with Boudica. Paulinus sought to rally his troop. In a speech to the third division, he
argues that this battle will simultaneously show Roman clemency and wrath. He remarked:
Choose, then, whether you wish to suffer the same treatment yourselves as our
comrades have suffered and to be driven out of Britain entirely. . .or else by
conquering to avenge those that have perished and at the same time furnish to
the rest of mankind an example, not only of benevolent clemency toward the
obedient (TisiOap^oOv), but also of inevitable severity toward the rebellious
(62b. 11.2).
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Paulinus 's charge to his soldiers contains several important points. First, the battle has
global ramifications as it serves as an example to the rest of the world of how Rome deals with
disobedience. Rebellion is equated with disobedience and incurs the violent backlash of Rome,
whereas obedience results in "benevolent clemency" (suiisvoui; 8;n8iK8laq) to those who are or
remain obedient. The speech by Paulinus reaffirms what has been seen throughout this study:
disobedience to Rome invokes Rome's wrath, whereas obedience results in clemency and
benefits. The importance of these events and examples are that they occur roughly a decade
before the writing of the book of Romans. Similar statements on mercy occur in Rom 1 1 :30-32;
12:1.
Paulinus would, of course, conquer Britannia and this would serve as one of the
highlights of Claudius's lackluster reign as Emperor. Such an accomplishment should not be
underestimated for the Roman program, as the island of Britannia held a "symbolic importance
for Romans: its conquest would indicate that not just the whole world, but even lands beyond the
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edge of the world, were subject to the dominion of the Roman people." The subjugation of
Britain had eluded the Romans since the time of Julius Caesar; but now, through Claudius's
efforts, Roman expansion had finally seized this elusive island. The crowning jewel of
Claudius's reign would be known throughout the Empire, whether through celebrating the
triumph in Rome itself, or stamped on coins, and finally epitomized in the Arch of Claudius in
51 CE.
CAH \0:235.
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Summary and Conclusion on Cassius Dio
In our survey of Dio's Histon' of Rome, we showed similar references to obedience as
those found in Polybius and Dionysius of Halicamassus. Often "obedience" is a term used to
describe a people or nation under the control of Rome (cf. Rom 1:5). Likewise obedience
language often occurs within military contexts, like speeches to soldiers. However, even in
speeches to soldiers, the citizens of Rome are not far off, as Caesar explicitly makes clear. The
clear ftinction of such examples is emulation. Obedience was also key to Augustus's reign, as
epitomized in the introduction of his marriage laws, showing how obedience language
functioned outside a military context and intersected with the life ofRome's citizens. Obedience
was also seen in the oaths the Roman people took to the Emperor. Certainly, obedience also
formed part of the collective memory of Rome in one of the darkest chapters of Roman history,
the Varian disaster.
Obedience also appears in a speech by Tiberius that shows how the Emperor viewed
obedience and his subjects�a condition that, according to him, did not come naturally. Finally,
despite all of Claudius's perceived or real faults, none could debate the importance of securing
Britannia under Rome's mle. The pinnacle of Claudius's reign involved important battles where
obedience and disobedience were central. Such a momentous event would not go unseen; many
throughout the Empire would see the victorious campaign commemorated on coins or through
the triumphal arches that documented the victory in Rome and abroad. Despite the changing
nature of this growing Empire, obedience still formed part of the Roman identity, both for its
own citizens as well as for those under Roman control.
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Select Examples from Other Greek Authors
Although we have primarily focused on the Greek historians in this chapter, obedience
language appears outside the three major Greek historians of Rome's rise to power, most notably
in Strabo and Plutarch (see chapter 5).^'^ This, of course, does not include much of the early
sources of the Greek period.^^ The following section will briefly explain an important usage of
obedience in both Strabo and Plutarch, as it is similar to the usage in the historians.
Strabo
Strabo's Geography is immensely valuable for understanding the geography of the
Augustan period. Comprising some seventeen volumes, his work provides critical data for the
expansion of the Roman program.^^ Frequently throughout the Geography, the standard usage of
obedience language refers to conquered nations and regions under Roman control, as we have
seen in the historians.
^ C.f. Other important examples include Appian Libya 240.4; Bell. civ. 1.5.42, 11.101; 2.4.33; 3.8.63,
11.82; 5.3.21, 6.57; Dio Chrysostom Orat. 1.13.5; 2.75-76; 2.77.1; 3.5.6, 40.5; 6.51.3;14.8.4; 23.12; 35.14.6; 56.6.1,
10.2; 57.1-3; 62.4.4, 5.3; 76.5.4; 80.3.2
Some examples of obedience language in these sources would include Demosthenes Meg. 23.6; On the
Accession of Alexander 14.2; 17.1; Cor. 167.7; 1-2 Aristog. 1.20.8; 21.2; 26.1, 27.1; 2.25.2; 1 [2] Boeot. 13.9;
[Macart.J 6.5; 72.10; [Olymp.] 27.4; [PolyJ 65.9; [Theocr.J 49.5; Diodorus Siculus The Library ofHistory 1.27.2;
2.21.5; 3.6.3, 49.3; 4.11.1.4, 16.2, 31.5; 5.8.2; 7.12.2; 11.65.2; 12.16.3, 26.3, 29.2; 39.5; 14.6.2; 16.8.1; 17.5.4.
65.4,104.4: 18.59.3, 63.3; 19.61.3, 84.6; 20.57.2, 5, 111.1-2, 4; 21.21.11; 29.22.1; Herodotus 1.24.11, 126.4-5;
1.141.1; 3.73.10; 4.15.15-16. 137.4; 5.29.2 -5.30.1, 33.4, 91.3, 98.10; 6.12.4, 20, 35.13, 41.15; 7.16.6; 8.69.10,
1 10.4; 9.53.6; Homer //. 1.274, 295; 12.238; Od 2.27; Thucydides History of the Peloponnesian War 5.9.9; 7.73.2;
Hist. 1.35.3; 6.22.1; 7.20.2, 57.4; 8.64.1, 5; Xenophon Hell. 1.6.6, 8; 2.2.22, 3.34; 2.4.23; 3.1.13; 6.1.1; 7.1.8, 5.19;
Oec. 5.15; 13.5-10; 21.4-5; Mem. 1.2.34; 2.2.11; 3.3.8-10; 3.9.11; 4.4.13-17; Apol. 20.2; Anab. 1.3.6, 9.5; 6.6.20;
Cry. 1.1,2-3, 8, 6.13-14, 20-22, 26, 42; 2.2.8, 3.8, 4.22; 3.1.18, 20, 3.9, 70; 4.1.3, 4.8; 5.1.1 1, 3.6; 7.5.69, 70; 8.1.3-4,
29, 3.6, 6.2;^ge5. 6.4.6.
''^
For introductory issues see Strabo and Duane W. Roller, The Geography of Strabo (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2014), 1-34. Cf. OCD, 1447.
" See Strabo Geogr. 5.3.2 (2x), 4.1.12; 5.3.4; 6.1.13, 2.10, 4.2; 5.3.4; 7.1.4, 4.3 (2x), 4.4; 8.4.1; 9.1.20, 5.5;
10.2.13, 4.11, 5.19; 11.2.3, 10-11 (2x); 12.3.28; 12.3.34. 6.2, 7.3; 8.9; 15.2.7, 3.12; 16.1.18, 24. 2.14, 4.21. Strabo
can describe the process ofmaking other nations obedient as 'subduing' or 'civilizing.' A good example of this is
early on in Strabo's work, "yet even the regions of poverty and piracy become civilized (fmepoiJTai) as soon as they
get good administrators. . The Romans, too, took over many nations that were naturally savage, .also taught the
more savage how to live under forms of government (7to>.VTiKd)i; ^fiv eSiSa^av) (2.4.26). Other examples include
Strabo Geogr. 3.4.13; 4,6.6; 6.3.9; 9.3.12. Obedience of animals in Geogr. 5.1.9.
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One important example of obedience language from Strabo's account is Pompey's
installation of Archelaus as ruler in the region of Comana in Asia Minor. Strabo relates Rome's
policy of indirect rule as. "Pompey took over the authority, he appointed Archelaus priest. . . and
ordered the inhabitants to obey (jieiGapxeiv) his rule" (12.3.34). The importance of this account
for our study of obedience is that the authority of client kings were the way most outside Rome
and the Italian provinces would have experienced Roman rule. Often, inhabitants of the Empire
would exchange one form of rule for another in the ever-changing political landscape.''^ Strabo
relates such an incident earlier in his work while discussing the Athenians who:
. . . had, preserved the democracy until the Roman conquest. For, although
they were somewhat oppressed by the Macedonian kings, and were even
forced to obey (uTtaKousiv) them, they at least kept the general type of their
government the same . . . For although this man [Cassander] is reputed to have
been rather tyrannical in his dealings with all others, yet he was kindly
disposed towards the Athenians, once he had reduced the city to subjection
(uTrpKoov) ... be that as it may, the Romans, seeing that the Athenians had a
democratic government when they took them over, preserved their autonomy
and liberty (9.1.20).
The Athenians are first subjected to and made obedient by the Macedonian kings. In turn,
they are conquered by the Romans and come under Roman rule. Rome preserves their form of
government, but they are dependent and obedient to Rome. At ground level, obedience is not the
exclusive prerogative of Rome. Rather, citizens of a vast number of cities, at least from the time
of Alexander the Great, had seen a change in their way of life. They were now subordinate to a
foreign ruler and obedience to the new regime was expected. Such a scenario may be compared
closely with Paul's call for obedience to Christ as Lord (1 :5) and his admonitions in Rom 13:1.
See Geogr.. 4.1.5; 6.4.2; 15.3.23-24. See P.A. Brunt's "Romanization of the Local Ruling Classes" in
Roman Imperial Themes, 267-77. One should also note the statement of Claudius to athletes in 46 CE, where he
notes that on sending their victory crowns to him, he received them as a "perpetual symbol of your loyalty to me."
{Papyrus ofLondon 3.215, as cited in LACTOR 19, N21, pg. 298.).
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One example from Plutarch will finish our survey of obedience in the Greek sources.
Although obedience language appears frequently in Plutarch, these examples are worth citing in
fiiU (cf chapter 5).^' Plutarch discusses the art of insfilling obedience in his biography of
Lycurgus and his description of the Lacedaemonians. Previous examples have simply stated that
a nation was obedient or disobedient; however, this passage investigates the process whereby
obedience is instilled at ground level. Plutarch ponders:
Wherefore, I for one am amazed at those who declare that the
Lacedaemonians knew how to be ruled, but did not understand how to
command, and quote with approval the story of King Theopompus, who,
when someone said that Sparta was safe and secure because her kings knew
how to command, replied: "Nay, rather because her citizens know how to
obey (7iei0apxiKOU(;)." For men will not consent to obey (dKOueiv i)7to|ievouoi)
those who have not the ability to rule, but obedience (;isi0apxia) is a lesson to
be learned from a commander. For a good leader makes good followers, and
just as the final attainment of the art of horsemanship is to make a horse gentle
and tractable, so it is the task of the science of government to implant
obedience (euTcelGeiav) in men. And the Lacedaemonians implanted in the rest
of the Greeks not only a willingness to obey (euxcelGeiav), but a desire to be
their followers and to be obedient (unaKoueiv) {Lyc. 30.3-4).
This example from Plutarch highlights several important features of obedience language.
First, we see the semanfic range of obedience language represented in this text by the usage of
7i�i9co verb and the UTiaKoueiv infinitive being used synonymously. Furthermore, obedience is
predicated on the ability of the ruler to rule well, something that the Romans took seriously (see
chapter 5).
In Plutarch's estimation, obedience is something that is not naturally inherent in
humanity, but it is a quality that is developed. Plutarch issues two metaphors to illustrate his
See Plutarch Aem. 3.7.3; Ages. 1.2.3, 28.3; Ant. 40.5, 61.2; Arat. 9.5-6; Arist. 5.2.5; Caes. 15.2; Cato.
Maj. 12.1-2; Cat. Min. 1.4-5; Cic. 21.5.5; 36.2.1; Comp. Lys. Num. 2.3.11; Cor. 16.4-5; 18.1; Demetr. 15.1; 38.8;
Fab. 4.3.3; Flam. 12.11.1; Luc. 29.6; Lvc. 15.2; Mar. 14.2; Num. 6.2, 20.1, 3, 8; Per. 29.6.2; Phoc. 24.3; Pomp.
6.2.2: 12.4.1; 13.2; 31.1; 41.1; 54.4; 59.2.1; 65.1.4; 70.1-3; 75.2; Publ. 11.4; Sert. 3.2; Sol. 8.3.4; Sull. 16.4; Ti. C.
Graech. 3.1; 10.8; Tim. 10.1. For philosophical works see Amat. 753E; [Apoph. lac] 2\9A; 236E; Cohib. ira 455B;
Comm. not. 1060D; Fort. Rom. 322F; 325D-E; Gen. Socr. 581F; 592C; [Reg. imp. apophth.] 192D-F; Her. mal.
863D; Princ. iner. 779A; 780B-C, F; Quaest conv. 618C; 620B; 708A; Sera 550B; Vit. pud. 529E.
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point: the military metaphor of a solider learning from a general and that of a horse obeying its
master. The imagery is appropriate as obedience language often occurs within a military context.
Apparently from Plutarch's employment of the metaphors, he can take for granted that his
readership would understand the parallel and grasp the metaphors. Plutarch argues that it is the
task of government to instill this quality into its people, a requirement of the ability to rule. He
holds up the Lacedaemonians as being exceptionally adept at such a task because of their
effectiveness in training the Greeks to willingly obey them and become their followers.
Two issues are of note for our reading of Romans. First both Plutarch and Paul assume
the ability of a ruler to govern well (cf. Rom 13:1) and this is tied to the obedience of subjects.
Second, we see again the metaphors from a martial context are applied in moral discourses and
provide apt metaphors that are sure to be understood by the audience.
Summary of Obedience Language
Concluding our survey of obedience in the Greek sources, we can now offer conclusions
on the research undertaken thus far. First, it is explicitly clear from Polybius to Plutarch that the
adjective utttikooc; is the preferred term for describing those territories and peoples that are
subordinate to Rome. Such use of a term highlights the central role of obedience in Rome's
process of describing and identifying those within its Empire. Paul's usage aligns with such a
characterization (Rom 1:5) that nations obey.
Second, from the survey of literature, the obedience of subject territories or nations to all
that Rome demands is central to a relationship with Rome. The consequence for disobedience is
a cessation of peace and can provoke war with Rome. Continued obedience to Rome was the
prerequisite for maintaining peace and avoiding destruction. Polybius would describe this as
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entering into the "faith of the Romans." One enters the faith of the Romans and then obedience
is expected.
Third, perhaps not surprisingly, obedience language appeared in military contexts in the
speeches of generals to their soldiers. Whether referring to Sulla or Julius Caesar, the ability of a
commander to obtain the loyalty of his soldiers was indispensable for the success of any
campaign. The relationship between soldiers and commanders and the larger citizen body of
Rome is seen in that citizens often became soldiers and vice versa. Likewise such contexts
provided metaphors for obedience in moral discourses (see chapter 5).
Fourth, obedience was key to stability. From the peasant to the solider to the upper
classes, obedience was required for the continuation of the Empire. The periods of unrest within
the city of Rome exposed it to more significant dangers from the outside. The ability to
guarantee the loyalty or faithfulness of one's subjects is seen as the primary task of any
Emperor's relationship to his people. Further, such disobedient groups are labeled as enemies.
As previously mentioned, such accounts bear important consideration for Paul's exhortation to
submit to the governing authorities.
Fifth, and finally, we ought not to disregard the way Rome's history would have
impacted its citizens. Rome was a cosmopolitan city that saw massive waves of immigration
into its urban landscape. Those who immigrated to Rome would have experienced Rome in one
way or another even before coming to the city. The relationships Rome had maintained or
eliminated were sure to have had an impact on the cultural memory of its new residents. Since
Rome characterized its history in terms of obedience and disobedience, many coming into the
capitol city would have experienced Roman benefits or punishments firsthand and would have
been acutely aware of the importance of obedience in Rome's success. Such a survey offers a
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fuller understanding for how the Roman communities would have experienced and received calls
to obedience, such as Paul's exhortation in Rom 1:5.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
THE LATIN SOURCES
Livy
We continue our investigation of obedience language in the Roman Empire by turning to
the Latin literature. We will survey the concept of obedience as found in the work of the
historian Livy. Livy's work, Ab urbe condita libri {Books from the Foundation of the City), is
characterized by a "phenomenal expansiveness" covering Roman history from the period of
Rome's origin to 9 BCE.' Livy's work, like that of many Roman historians, relies on literary
sources rather than eyewitness accounts." At points, it is clear that Livy has followed Polybius in
his narration of events, but that he adapted his narration for a Roman audience with various
additions.^ Livy writes from a clearly Roman viewpoint, chronicling Rome's rise to power,
beginning in Italy and�finally, by his time�conquering most of the Mediterranean. Livy does
not interrogate issues of Rome's right to rule; but, like Polybius, he is more interested in the
process of acquisition. His praise of Brutus, Cassius, and Pompey shows that, although he
shared Augustus's values, he was not merely a spokesperson for the Empire."
'
OCD, A Companion to Greek and Roman Historiography, ed. John Marincola, vol. 1 (Maiden:
Blackwell, 2007), 283. Cf. Jane D. Chaplin and Christina Shuttleworth Kraus, eds., Oxford Readings in Classical
Studies: Livy (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009).
^
Charles W. Fomara, The Nature of History in Ancient Greece and Rome (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1983), 47-90.
'
OCD, 878. On some of the problems with Livy vis a vis other historians see Ronald T. Ridley, "The
Historian's Silences: What Livy Did Not Know�or Chose Not to Tell," JAH 1 (2013): 27-52; H. Trankle, "Livy
and Polybius," in Oxford Readings in Classical Studies: Livy (ed. Jane D. Chaplin and Christina Shuttleworth Kraus,
New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 476-95.
"
OCD, 878-9.
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The preface to Livy's work notes that the foundation stories of any city are always
fraught�or to use his term, "mingled"�with both "poetic legends" as well as "historical proofs"
(1.7).^ Even so, Livy permits that:
if any people ought to be allowed to consecrate their origins and refer them
to a divine source, so great is the military glory of the Roman People that
when they profess that their Father and the Father of their Founder was none
other than Mars, the nations of the earth may well submit {gentes humanae
patiantur) to this also with as good a grace as they submit to Rome's
dominion {imperium) (1.8).
Livy attaches little importance to these stories (1.9), but provides a moral tone, stressing the
importance of "what life and morals were like; through what men and by what policies, in peace
and in war, empire was established and enlarged" (1 .9). The examination of the past fiinctions as
a mirror for current reflection for Livy's audience (1.10-12).^
Obedience also occurs in Livy's description of "disturbances in Rome" at the same time
as a war that broke out between the Volscians and the Aequians (2.58-9).^ Appius Claudius was
sent to deal with the Volscians. Appius had problems, however, with securing the obedience of
his army. As Livy notes, he "harassed [them] with ruthless discipline" (2.58.6). Even his
military tribunes advised him that his authority "depended on the goodwill of those obeying
(oboedientium) it" (2.59.4). Although in the short term Appius would disregard the insolence of
his troops, his anger would not be suppressed for long. Livy relates that those who had defected,
by throwing away their weapons and losing the standards, were scourged and beheaded, and that
one-tenth of the standing army was selected by lot for punishment (2.59.1 1).
' On the importance of Livy's preface see J. L. Moles, "Livy's Preface," in Oxford Readings in Classical
Studies: Livy (ed. Jane D. Chaplin and Christina Shuttleworth Kraus, New York: Oxford University Press, 2009),
49-90.
Such of course is standard ancient historiography practice see Polybius Hist. 2.61.3; Tacitus, Ann. 3.65.
'
On the obedience of plebes or citizens see Livy, 1.41.5; 2.18.8-11 (2x); 3.69.4-5; 5.2.8-10, 13-14; 6.36.3;
7.18.6; 23.7.9; 43.14.2.
* On the obedience of soldiers see Livy, 4.26.13; 5.6.16; 7.13.1-2; 7.16.7; 7.36.7; 8.8.1; 8.34.7; 9.32.5;
10.19.14; 22.29.7-9; 23.35.7-10; 25.38.7; 28.43.3; 28.24.10-11; 29.25.10; 32.3.7; 35.35.5; 37.43.3; 42.35.2; 44.42.7.
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Livy contrasts the disobedience of Appius' s soldiers with the pleasant circumstances
afforded to Quinctius's army who was sent to deal with the Aequians (2.60.1). The primary
contrast, howev er, is not the resultant actions of the armies, but the disposition of the generals
themselves. Quinctius is held up as the better example for his milder character, which not only
resulted in a more amenable army, but in victory in battle and honor (2.60.3). Obedience is far
easier to achieve by some, based on the moral qualities of the person requesting it. The
conclusion of the comparison is that obedience is certainly, as Livy states, "based on the
goodwill" of persons, but that goodwill can be embittered or encouraged by the temperament of
one's leader. Such conclusions are offered by Livy himself in 3.29.2-3 when Quinctius is
awarded a triumphal procession, noting that "such obedience (oboediens) did men in those days
pay to authority when ably and wisely exercised" (3.29.3).' Similar features are at work in Rom
13:1, although from the inverse angle. Paul's admonition to the Roman communities to submit
to the governing authorities is based on the type of government in view, namely one that upholds
justice and does not inspire fear in those who do good.
The Samnite Wars provide another insightful glimpse into obedience within the Greco-
Roman world. Livy provides an important parallel account to the descriptions of obedience,
surrender, and friendship that we saw in Polybius in the last chapter. Rome's ever-growing
friendships with new nations could lead to problematic relations with their older allies. Such is
the case with the Samnites, who Livy notes were "united in friendship and alliance {societate
amicitiaque)" with the Romans at the time when the Samnites attacked the Campanians (7.29.6).
With their options dwindling, the losing Campanians reach out to Rome for assistance, albeit
against one of Rome's allies. (7.29.7). Events like this indicate a deditio under duress, to use our
categories from the last chapter. The Campanian ambassadors seek a perpetual friendship
On obedience to generals see Livy, 8.7.2-8; 10.24.8; 14.39f; 21.4.3, 34.3; 24.23.6-7; 29.20.11.
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{amicitiam in perpetuum) with Rome (7.30.1) and acknowledge the embarrassing fact that they
had not sought friendship before the unfortunate turn of events that now place them in a dire
position. In a rhetorical move of immense proportions, the envoys argue that if they had sought
friendship when "equals," they would not have been as accepting of the terms as they are now
(7.30.2).
One advantage that the Campanians can offer the Romans is their geographical position
as a defense against Rome's enemies, the Volscians and the Aequinians (7.30.7). Another
benefit that the Campanians offer the Romans is furthering their own territory. The ambassadors
remark that. "When once you have subdued these nations {subactis his gentibus) that lie between
our boundaries and your own�a thing which your valor and good fortune guarantee will
speedily come to pass�your rule will extend unbroken all the way to our frontier" (7.30.8). One
final offering of the Campanians is a pragmatic one. Campania will end up being one of Rome's
friends or enemies, and the envoys exploit this feature before the Senate, noting that, "Defend us,
and we are yours; desert us. and the Samnites will possess us. Consider therefore whether it be
your preference that Capua and all Campania augment Rome's power, or that of Samnium"
(7.30.9-10). The Campanians offer their own territory as an "augmenf to Rome's power and a
decision that they ought to make in their own self-interest. The increase of power of the
Samnites, by acquiring Capua, also functions as a threat against Roman interests and, thus, an
impetus for siding with the Campanians. The final offering of the Campanians is the obedience
of their colony:
The shadow of your help therefore is enough to protect us, and we shall
regard whatever we have, whatever we are, as wholly yours. For you the
Campanian soil shall be tilled, for you the city of Capua shall be thronged;
you we shall regard as our founders, our parents, yes, even as gods; there is
not a single one amongst your colonies that will surpass us in obedience and
loyalty {obsequio erga vos fideque) (7.30.19-19).
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The Campanians end their appeal to Rome in terms of a competition for obedience and argue that
their obedience will surpass that of all the other Roman colonies. The ambassadors frame their
appeals to Rome in terms of military assistance against Roman enemies, extending the
geographical reach of the Empire, their own self-interest, and finally, in terms of surpassing
obedience.
The inifial response of the Roman Senate is negative. They cite their previous friendship
with the Samnites as preventing them from entering into a friendship with the Campanians. The
Senate remains firmly committed to their treaty of friendship with the Samnites and requests that
the Samnites not attack Capua. Next, the politicking of the Campanian envoy kicks into high
gear. Knowing that Rome will defend what is theirs, they willingly surrender themselves to
Rome (deditio), saying. "Wherefore we now place under your sway and jurisdiction. Senators,
and that of the Roman people, the people of Campania and the city of Capua, its fields, its sacred
temples, all things human and divine" (7.31.3). The Senate is "deeply moved" by the actions of
the envoy, and Livy notes, "It at once became a matter of honor that men who had formally
surrendered themselves should not be left to their fate, and it was resolved that the Samnite
nation would commit a wrongfiil act if they attacked a city and territory which had by surrender
become the possession ofRome" (7.31.7).
The Romans then dispatched envoys to the Samnites requesting that they not attack the
territory ofCampania. The Samnites' friendship with Rome would legally entail that they follow
Rome's request and not attack a territory, however new, under Rome's control. Such a request
outrages the Samnites who immediately send their army to ravage the Campanian territory
(7.31.1 1). The Samnite disobedience to Rome's request results in Rome declaring war against
the Samnites (7.32.1-3).
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The cause of the Samnite War shows the importance of obedience to Rome's requests,
even when those directives go against a nation's own self-interest. '� Rome's interests appear
paramount regardless of the complexities of international conflicts. Certainly the Campanian
envoys masterminded a politically savvy move to defend themselves. Despite the problems this
created for the Samnites and their interests, Rome expects the Samnites to obey their request.
Such an account indicates the seriousness with which the Romans took the obedience that was
due to them from various nations (cf. Rom 1 :5).
The Roman relationship with the Volscians provides another important example of
obedience language that parallels our findings in the Greek sources. In Livy's descripfion of the
consulships of Crassus and Veno, he notes that ambassadors from the Volscian people came to
Rome seeking an alliance or, literally, to solicit faith (fidem reciperentur) from the Romans.
Livy describes the terms that the Volscians seek, namely for the Romans to defend them against
Samnite aggressions. In doing so, the Volscians continue to offer their faith and obedience to the
Roman people {imperio populi Romani fideliter atque oboedient) (8.19.2). The Senate sent their
ambassadors to direct the Samnites to refrain from attacking these territories, and they agreed,
"not so much because the Samnites were desirous of peace, as because they were not prepared
for war" (8.19.3).
As we saw in the Greek sources with Polybius, Livy's description of these events utilize
the equivalent Latin terms {Romani fideliter atque oboedient). Roman faith is entered into by
friends of Rome on the condition of their continued obedience." Those already indebted to
Rome, in this case the Samnites, are expected to obey Rome's demands. Livy provides an
internal view of the relationships between Rome and her allies and shows that not all obedience
'"On obedience of nations or enemies see Livy 6.4.-5; 8.13.16-18; 9.36.7; 28.16.11; 29.15.2-3; 38.16.10;
38.43.1-6; 39.42.16; 39.53.1 1; 45.31.9-10.
"Cf Livy, 32.8.8-10.
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was enthusiastic. Pragmatism often won the day rather than one's own interests. In this case, the
Samnites' ability to resist Rome is outweighed by their inability to prepare for the war that their
disobedience would provoke. The relationship between faith and obedience is important for our
study ofRomans and Paul's usage of similar Greek terms (cf Rom 1 :5).
Livy's recollection of Rome's battles with Hannibal also provides important examples of
obedience in his History-. The campaigns of Hannibal certainly produced anxiety for the Roman
allies in these regions. Hannibal used his allies to attack various territories, and Livy recounts
how the Numidians "wrought great havoc and spread dismay and terror" (23.13.10). However,
Livy mentions that "this terror, even though all the country blazed with war, did not cause the
allies to waver in their loyalty {fide socios), assuredly because the rule under which they were
governed was just and temperate, nor did they refuse�and that is the only guarantee of loyalty
(fidei)�to yield obedience iparere) to their betters" (23.13.11). In spite of the terror and
pressures from marauding Numidians, the faith and obedience of the Roman allies is highlighted.
Livy emphasizes that faith exercises itself in yielding obedience to one's superiors (cf Rom 1:5;
13:1).
In Book 27, the themes of obedience and disobedience form a central feature of Livy's
account of several dissident outbreaks in the Roman colonies. The exhaustion from battles,
levies, and defeats caused no small dissent among Rome's Latin allies. Among the thirty
colonies that comprised the Roman state, the consuls needed their continued loyalty to ward off
Hannibal (27.9.8-14). The Consuls thus prepared speeches to the Senate urging them to rebuke
those colonies that were disobedient rather than permit their infidelity to continue. The Consuls
endeavored to advise the Senate, telling them that "the other colonies would maintain their
allegiance ifide), and continue in their former state of dutiful obedience {officio), and that those
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very colonies who had renounced their obedience {officio), would be inspired with respect for the
Empire, if ambassadors were sent round to them to reprove and not entreat them" (27.10.1).
Again, we can see a combination of faith and obedience language (cf. Rom 1 :5).
The findings of the Consuls were read aloud before the Senate. Eighteen colonies were
"publicly thanked in the Senate and before the Assembly" for their "aid to the republic"
(27.10.8). The interesting aspect of Livy's account, however, is not who is praised, but the
colonies that are silently passed over. Livy notes, "Of the other twelve colonies, which refused
to obey {detractauerunt) orders, the Senators forbade any mention to be made; their legates
should neither be dismissed nor detained nor spoken to by the consuls. That silent rebuke seemed
most in keeping with the majesty of the Roman people" (27.10.10). Within the context of lines
7-9, it is the colonies that are obedient that are praised, even though the term "obedience" is not
used. We should not miss the pedagogical function of Livy's selection in his account to praise
the colonies who obey. What might those hearing or remembering this account learn from such
an episode? The import of such an account for Livy's audience is paradigm setting: Be like the
obedient colonies!
One of the best examples of obedience in Livy's work comes in Book 30 with the end of
the Second Punic War. Scipio 's defeat of the Carthaginians provides an excellent example of
obedience and Livy's narration of events mirror Polybius's description of the same event. This
example is important as it shows the crossover between Greek and Latin terms for obedience.
In 30.16ff, Livy narrates the events that led to the surrender of the Carthaginians.
Following their defeat, the Carthaginians:
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now listening no longer to any who advocated war, they sent thirty of their
principal elders as deputies to solicit peace . . . They implored pardon for
their state, which had been now twice brought to the brink of ruin by the
temerity of its citizens, and would again owe its safety to the indulgence of
its enemies. They said, the object the Roman people aimed at in the
subjugation (uictis) of their enemies was dominion, and not their
destruction; that he might enjoin what he pleased upon them, as being
prepared submissively to obey {oboedienter servire) (30.16.2-7).
Given the Carthaginian request for peace, they take the steps necessary to show that they are
serious in their pleas by prostrating themselves (30.16.3) and seeking pardon, but most
importantly by noting that they were prepared to obey (30.16.7).
Scipio' s response bears out the same features we saw in Polybius for a deditio under
duress:
Scipio replied, "that he had come into Africa with the hope, and that hope
had been increased by the success he had experienced in his operations, that
he should carry home victory and not terms of peace. Still, though he had
victory in a manner within his grasp, he would not refuse all
accommodation, that all the nations of the world {omnes gentes) may know
that the Roman people both undertake and conclude wars with justice."
(30.16.9-10).
As we saw in Polybius, Rome issues the demands to be obeyed and peace is dependent
on the subjected nation accepting these terms. One interesting feature, unique to Livy's account,
is Scipio' s statement that he is willing to accept peace, so that "all the nations of the world
[omnes gentes) may know that the Roman people both undertake and conclude wars with justice"
(30.16.9). The global image of Rome is at stake in making this treaty, and it's important that
Rome appear to be just before all the nations. This occurrence combines the terms obedience,
justice, and the nations (cf. Rom 1:5; 16-17).
In Book 38, in a description of the treaty between the Lacedaemonians and Rome, faith
and obedience appear again. The Praetor Philopoemen complains to the Roman Senate that the
Lacedaemonians had broken a treaty with the Romans by attacking the village of Las along the
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Laconian coast that belonged to the Achaeans and should have been left alone (38.31.3-^).
Philopoemen was now demanding that those involved be turned over to the Achaeans and the
treaty considered \ iolated. At this, the Lacedaemonians were outraged:
The principal cause of the terror which struck them was that, if they once
accepted the yoke by obedience {oboediendo) to these first commands,
Philopoemen would turn Lacedaemon over to the exiles, as he had long been
planning. Mad with wrath, then, they killed thirty men of the faction with
which Philopoemen and the exiles had shared any other plans, and decreed
that the alliance with the Achaeans should be broken off and that
ambassadors should at once be sent to Cephallania to surrender Lacedaemon
to the consul Marcus Fulvius and the Romans and to implore him to come to
the Peloponnesus to recei\ e the city of Lacedaemon under the good faith
and protection of the Roman people ifidem dicionemque populi Romani
accipiendam) (38.3 1.5-6).
Livy's description of these events is significant for how he discusses obedience. The fear of the
Lacedaemonians' obedience "to first commands" implies that there would be further obedience,
described as a "yoke of obedience." Entering into terms entails undertaking a position of
obedience. Their refusal to these terms causes them to retreat into the protection ofRome which,
as in Polybius, is described as the "good faith" of the Roman people. It's important to note that
it is the Roman people as a whole, and not merely the Emperor, from whom the Lacedaemonians
seek assistance. Finally, obedience is not optional in any account. The Lacedaemonians at this
point must be obedient to either the Achaeans or to Rome, and they choose the latter. In this
example, we have obedience to one of two rulers and unbridled freedom is not a choice. We
might compare this to a choice of obedience between two rulers in Rom 6:16.
Ultimately, the Achaeans reject this report of the Lacedaemonians and declare war upon
them (38.32.1). Livy's recollection of the subsequent events is important:
Having thus terrorised the Lacedaemonians, they sent them peremptory
orders: first, that they must destroy their walls; secondly, that all the foreign
mercenaries who had served under the tyrants must depart from the land of
Laconia; thirdly, that all the slaves whom the tyrants had set free, and of
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whom there was a large number, must leave by a certain day; any who
remained the Achaeans would have the right to carry off and sell; lastly,
they must abrogate the laws and customs of Lycurgus and accustom
themselves to the laws and institutions of the Achaeans, as in this way they
would form one body and unite more easily in a common policy. With none
of these demands did they obey {oboedientius) more readily than with that
demanding the destruction of their walls, and none roused such bitter feeling
as that demanding the restoration of the exiles (38.34.1^).
What is significant about Livy's description is that the demands of the Achaeans bear striking
similarities to the demands of a Roman deditio. Several features of the demands, such as the
destruction of walls and turning over of key individuals, are similar to Roman demands. Such a
text indicates that international diplomacy and treaty-making entail similar avenues when related
to obedience. The importance of this example is not to draw a direct parallel between Livy's
obedience language and Paul's. Rather, this example shows the broad context for obedience in
the world of the first century and shows that such concerns are not unique to Rome.
The ability for Rome to defend her friends and allies was paramount to securing their
reputation around the known world (cf 30.16.19). As seen in Polybius, with the stater from
Ephizephyrian Locri (282 BCE), the Romans were establishing their reputation in the region as
"preservers oi fides.'" The ability to uphold treaties and offer protection for those that relied on
Rome is raised in Book 42 with Marcus Popilius's attack on the Ligurians. Such an attack by a
Roman praetor in 173 BCE was grounds for another praetor, Aulus Atilius, to offer an invective
against him. According to Livy's accounts, Marcus Popilius had attacked the Ligurians and
brought them to the point of surrender (42.7.1-42.8.1). The Ligurians, having been defeated,
surrendered without stipulating any terms (42.8.1). However, Popilius "immediately took their
arms from them, razed their town, and sold themselves and their effects" (42.8.2). The Senate
deemed Popilius's actions "outrageous," stating:
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that the Statellates, who alone of the Ligurians had not made war on the
Romans, who c\ en on this occasion had been attacked although they had not
begun a war, who had entrusted themselves to the good faith of the Roman
people (deditos in fidem populi Romani), should have been harassed and
destroyed with every form of extreme cruelty, that so many thousands of
innocent persons, calling upon the Roman people for protection, should
have been sold�a fate which established the worst possible precedent and
issued a warning that no one should ever dare in the future to surrender�
and, scattered in e\ ery direction, should, though at peace, be slaves to those
who had once been downright enemies of the Roman people (42.8.4-6).
The Senate is outraged with Popilius's actions as they called into question the purpose of
surrendering to Rome in the first place. Not only had the Ligurians been defeated and sought a
deditio, but they had not made war on Rome! Rather than harassing and mistreating them,
actions the Senate deems an "extreme cruelty," they should have been accepted into the faith of
the Romans and guaranteed protection rather than annihilation. Aulus Atilius draws out the
illogic of Popilius's actions, whereby if Rome always acted this way, who would want to
surrender in the future?
The obedience of a surrendering nation has ramifications for Rome, where it is in Rome's
best interest to honor the obedience of a subordinate group (cf Rom 13:1). Failure to honor the
obedience of a conquered territory or people runs the risk of deterring future surrender from their
enemies. Obedience, therefore, forms a channel of international diplomacy on behalf of the
weaker nation. The Senate sought to rectify the disastrous consequences by issuing a series of
demands to Popilius (42.8.8).
Popilius refused to follow the Senate's orders. Rather, "the same ungovernable temper
which the consul had displayed towards the Ligurians he now showed in refusing to obey
iparendum) the Senate" (42.9.1).'^ Such disobedience towards the Senate was not received well
and he was censured (42.9.6). Livy's account of this event shows that a disobedient praetor acts
On obedience to governmental officials (tribunes, consul. Senate) see Livy, 3.38.13-3.39.1: 4..>.5;
5.12.13; 6.6.8, 18; 8.32.3; 9.4.15-16; 9.34.24 (to laws); 26.36.3; 41.10.7-8.
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disobediently towards other nations. Or, to put it in other words, it appears that the events of
Popilius are narrated first, and Livy's description of his disobedience to the Senate serves to
mifigate his poor choices with the Ligurians.
A final example of obedience occurs in Book 44 during Rome's campaigns against King
Philip of Macedonia and his heir-apparent son, Perseus (Books 41^5).'^ This instance is unique
as it shows how Rome responded to calls for their obedience from other nations. So far, every
example has shown Rome in the superior position, requesting obedience from nations that seek
Roman friendship. In 44. 1 4ff, we find a situation where Rome is not in the superior position.
Instead, they are part of a larger coalition of forces working to end a war. Livy notes that the war
with Macedonia was a cause for concern (41.19.6).'"'
In this build up to war with Rome, the loyalties of several nations were called into
question, especially the Rhodians. By 172 BCE, preparations for war had already begun. In an
effort to avoid war with Rome, Perseus sent an envoy to the Roman Senate. This effort would
prove to be unsuccessful. The Roman general Crassus lost the battle with Macedonia, and
Perseus attempted to offer peace to Rome. Rome's loss was, of course, heralded around the
known world and set off a chain of problems for territories under their control. Perseus sent the
Rhodians, despite their concerns, to be arbiters of a peace treaty between Rome and Macedonia
(44.14.6). Unique to this situation is that Rome is no longer the victor but the defeated party.'^
Such a request or demand to Rome was not lost on many, as Livy notes some of the responses.
In recounting what "other writers say," Livy notes one of the responses:
On obedience to or from kings see Livy, 1.35.5; 36.16.9; 39.25.12-15; 40.21.8; 44.10.1.
"CAH 8:303.
"
Claudius would eventually annex Lycia in 43 CE after disturbances in the region. A milestone from 45 /
46 CE was found in Lycia bearing the inscription in honor of Claudius, "the savior of the their nation: the Lycians,
Rome-loving and Caesar-loving, faithful allies, set free from faction, lawlessness and brigandage through his divine
foresight" {LACTOR 19, N40, pg. 304).
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At the outset of this war the Roman people were informed by no trifling
sources that the Rhodians had entered upon secret plots with King Perseus
against the Roman state, but even had this been doubtful before, the words
of the embassy just uttered have made the matter certain. Frequently
treachery unmasks itself, even if it is more wary at first. And now the
Rhodians pass judgment throughout the world as to peace and war! At the
beck and call of the Rhodians will the Romans take up and lay down their
arms! Now we are no longer to call upon the gods to witness treaties, but
rather the Rhodians! Unless obedience {pareatur) is rendered to them, and
our armies are removed from Macedonia, the Rhodians will see, will they,
what they must do? What the Rhodians will see, they themselves know. But
surely the Roman people, after their conquest of Perseus, which they hope
will take place any day. will see that they repay a suitable reward for the
actions of each state during the war" (44.15.3-8).
Roman anger towards their subservient position is quite understandable. Although this is
in an early period of Rome's Republic, history would show that they would not be in this
position for long. Such an episode offers the revealing look into Rome's understanding of their
position and power. The Romans regard obedience to any other nation as beneath the dignity of
being Roman. In an interesting charge against the Rhodians, the Romans balk at their attempt to
"pass judgment throughout the world as to peace and war" (44.15.4) as it shows the Rhodians
usurping a Roman prerogative and expropriating Rome's place in the wider region. Eventually
Macedonia would fall to Rome, so their obedience to other nations would be short-lived. In the
aftermath of Rome's victory, those who were friends of Perseus would have their own orders to
obey soon. Aemelius would give mandates to the Macedonian envoys and friends of Perseus,
who "were ordered to leave Macedonia and proceed to Italy, and whoever refiased obedience
{non paruisset) was threatened with death" (45.32.6).
Conclusion and Summary of Livy
Given the similarities between Livy and Polybius's histories, several degrees of overlap
can be found with the obedience language. Unrest at Rome, treaties, and war comprise the
contexts for obedience that Livy shares with Polybius. Continued obedience forms a common
1 1 1
refrain in the ancient Hterature. Unique to Livy is the Roman loss to Perseus and outrage at
demands for their own obedience to the Rhodians. Also unique is Livy's description of
obedience and religious cults as seen with the Bacchus cult (39.16.13). As seen in other
contexts, obedience primarily occurs within military and diplomatic domains within Livy's
work. Finally, we also highlight that several examples in Livy include references to faith and
obedience, particularly nations that show themselves faithful by their obedience. Such examples
have consideration for our understanding of Paul's genitive construction in Rom 1:5 (see chapter
7).
Tacitus
Our investigation of the obedience language now turns to the Roman historian Tacitus.'^
Arriving in Rome by 75 CE, his career spanned the reigns of Vespasian, Titus, and Domitian.
By the early second century, Tacitus was at work on his Histories that would cover the years 69-
96 CE and consist of some twelve to fourteen books. The only portions to survive antiquity are
the first four books which bring the narrative up to 70 CE and cover the tumultuous year of 69
1 7
CE with the reigns of Galba, Otho, Vitellius, and Vespasian. Tacitus's second historical work.
The Annals, or more accurately Ab excessu divi Augusti, covers the Julio-Claudian dynasty
beginning with the ascension of Tiberius. The original sixteen or eighteen books were to cover
the reigns of Tiberius, Gaius. Claudius, and Nero.'^
Nearly all of the Roman historians from the Republican Period have been lost. Of the
three great Roman historians, only Livy and Tacitus remain, while the works of Sallust are
entirely lost. Even for the historians that remain, we lack over one hundred books from Livy and
For introductory matters see Andreas Mehi, Roman Historiography: An Introduction to Its Basic Aspects
andDevelopment, trans., Hans-Friedrich Mueller (Maiden: Wiley-Blackwell, 201 1), 136-51.
OCD, 1469.
Although much is lost of Book 5, all of Books 7-10, the first half of Book 1 1, and everything from the
second half of Book 16. Ibid.
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over two-thirds of Tacitus's historical works." Therefore, although Tacitus is a second century
work, his purview is the first century. Given the paucity of historical sources for this period,
Tacitus must be used to construct an understanding of obedience for the first century. The
following section will proceed chronologically and begin with 77?^ Annals before moving onto
The Histories.
The Annals
Book 1 of Tacitus's Annals is a short preface detailing Rome's rulers, rapidly moving
from Rome's early kings, through dictatorships, and quickly arriving at the preceding generation
of rulers from Augustus onwards. Tacitus's own description of his work states that he has
chosen to focus on the end of Augustus's reign and then on the Emperors Tiberius, Gaius,
Claudius, and Nero (1.1). In describing Augustus, Tacitus notes it was Augustus "who, when the
world was wearied by civil strife, subjected it to Empire (sub imperium accepit) under the title of
'Prince'" (1.1). Although Augustus is only briefly covered in The Annals, his subjection of the
world tops the list of remembered deeds (cf. Res Gestae).
As with any succession, Tiberius's ascension to the role of Emperor had potential for
strife. Although he was adopted by Augustus in 4 CE and granted important titles thereafter, no
doubt with the assistance of Livia, his initial balking at the title did little to strengthen public
support for his new role. To this scenario was added his brother Germanicus's control of the
army and vast auxiliary forces at his disposal which also did little to strengthen Tiberius's own
attitude toward his role or the perception of the Roman public. Nevertheless, Tiberius took the
necessary steps to secure his position.
A Companion to Greek and Roman Historiography, 1.
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Tacitus quickly recounts the first responders to Tiberius's ascension, including two
Consuls, the commander of the Praetorian guard, and the holder of the com supply."^ Each of
these three positions would be essential to Tiberius's smooth transifion to power. Tacitus notes
that all four of these men took the "oath of allegiance" (iuravere) and that the Senate, the soldiers
and the people did the same (1.7).^'
The role of obedience and the nations, although certainly implicit in the oath of
allegiance (see ch. 5), is made more explicit in Tacitus's descripfion of Augustus's ftmeral
22
procession. After reading Augustus's will in the Senate that left two-thirds of his property to
Tiberius and one-third to Livia, a discussion of funeral honors was undertaken.^^ Of the
proposals offered, "the two regarded as the most striking were due to Asinius Callus and Lucius
Armntius ... the latter, [proposing] that the dead should be preceded by the titles of all laws
which he had carried and the names of the nations conquered by Augustus (victarum ab eo
''4
gentium vocabula)" (1.8)." In addition to this honor for Augustus, Valerius Messalla "suggested
that the oath of allegiance to Tiberius should be renewed annually" (1.8). Given our detailed
discussion of treaties with Rome thus far, we note that the fiineral procession reimagined those
victories of Rome that were secured and founded on the obedience of the conquered nations that
now preceded Augustus's body.
In a politically opportune move, one of Tiberius's first acts was to write to every
provincial army. The death of any mler provided the opportunity for mutiny and revolt on behalf
On the importance of the Praetorian guard see Sandra Bingham, The Praetorian Guard: A History of
Rome's Elite Special Forces (Waco: Baylor University Press, 2013).
^' On obedience of citizens, plebes see Ann. 3.65; 4.20; 6.10-1 1. Tacitus includes a disparaging comment
on Tiberius relationship to his mother, "For with Tiberius obedience {obsequium) to his mother was the habit of a
life" {Ann. 5.3).
On the obedience of other nations see Tacitus, 4.46, 72; 12.11; 12.54 (Jews); 13.54; 14.24.
" Cassius Dio describes the same event in 56.43.3.
One should also note the triumphal arch of Germanicus that was also constructed in the Circus Flaminius
in Rome next to statues of Augustus. According to the Tabula Siarensis fragment, lines 9-21, "The arch should
include representations of conquered peoples." Cited in Lactor 19, pg. 168.
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of the armed forces (as would be well documemed with other successions). Therefore, key to
Tiberius's ascension was the securing the army. Augustus's death had reinvigorated some of the
poorer sensibilities among those in the army on the Danube and Rhine rivers. T. E. J.
Weidemann rightly notes:
Augustus' death gave the Roman conscripts serving in Pannonia and
Germany an opportunity to express their long repressed resentment at their
terms of ser\ ice. The Roman soldier's oath of loyalty was not only to the
res publica, but to the individual imperator who had called him up for that
particular campaign. This was the first time in almost half a century that
an imperator had died and needed to be replaced by a new one�albeit one
who had seen many years' service both in Pannonia and Germany. It was
an appropriate occasion to demand improvements in conditions of service.
Tacitus describes these events as a complete collapse of discipline, and
maximizes both the moral disgrace and the potential danger to Tiberius.
Within this context, Tacitus records a speech attributed to Percennius delivered to the
army at Pannonia that contains the first explicit reference to obedience in The Annals?^ Tacitus
clearly blames the mutiny of the Pannonian legions on the change of Emperors. According to
Tacitus, it was those under the command of Junius Blaesus who, having heard of Augustus's
death, gave his troops a reprieve from their duties. Such a lull provided fuel for the embers of
dissension that, according to Tacitus, Percennius flamed to his own advantage (1.16). In this
recorded speech, Percennius asks, "in the tone of a demagogue, why, like slaves, they were
obedient {oboedirent) to a few centurions and sfill fewer tribunes" (1.17). Not enfirely
surprisingly, this account links slavery with obedience, and Percennius exploits this point with
his Roman audience. Again, the linkage between obedience and slavery is well established (cf.
ch. 5 and Rom 5-6).
CAH 10:207. Note the Claudian aureus that celebrates Drusus' victories over the Germans between 12
and 9 BC. The coin bears the image of Nero Claudius Drusus wearing a laurel wreath on the obverse and on the
reverse has the image of two shields with two crossed spears and trumpets before a standard, bearing the description,
"DE GERMANIC' (over Germany). Cf LACTOR 19, 159.
On the obedience of soldiers see Tacitus, Ann. 1.19, 21, 28, 35, 40, 65; 2.55; 3.12; 4.18; 6.44; 15.6.
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In his response, Junius Blaesus reprimands Percennius's attempt to stir up dissension
among the troops. Blaesus remarks, "Better imbrue your hands in my blood: it will be less guik
to slay your commander than it is to be in revolt from the Emperor. Either living I will uphold
the loyalty of the legions {incolumis fidem), or pierced to the heart I will hasten on your
repentance" (1.18). Blaesus contrasts Percennius's disobedience with his charge to upload the
loyalty of the legions for the Emperor. In this example, disobedience is equivalent to "revolt
from the Emperor" (1.18)."'
Similar factions plagued the legions on the Lower RJiine, and Tacitus's account focuses
on Germanicus's response to this situation. This is important for several reasons. First, he
certainly could have been a formidable rival to Tiberius had he wanted to be. Second, in his
response, Germanicus connects the oath of allegiance to the Emperor and our topic of obedience.
Third, Germanicus's own dramatic act highlights the importance attached to obedience. We will
take each of these important issues in reverse order.
On hearing of the dissensions and disloyalty of legions on the Lower Rhine, Germanicus
declares that "he would rather die than cast off his loyalty (fidem)" (1.35). Then in a daring
display, he "plucked his sword from his side, raised it aloft and was plunging it into his breast,
when those nearest him seized his hand and held it by force" (1.35). Germanicus's vivid display
drives home the importance of obedience and loyalty. Second, after having his self-flagellation
stayed, Germanicus's speech invokes the memory of Julius Caesar's ability to lead:
"The Divine Julius once quelled an army's mutiny with a single word by
calling those who were disobeying their military oath {sacramentum eius
detrectabant) 'citizens.' The Divine Augustus cowed the legions who had
fought at Actium with one look of his face. . . . You too, in whose faces and
in whose hearts I perceive a change, if only you restore to the Senate their
envoys, to the Emperor his due obedience {obsequium imperatori), to
On obedience to generals in see Tacitus, Am. 1.84; 2.43; 3.50; 15.25. Cf. Drusus' wife Antonia was
signaled out for her "loyalty" (fides) to her husband's love by Valerius Maximus (Mem. Deeds. 4.3.3).
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myself my wife and son, do you stand aloof from pollution and separate the
mutinous from among you. This will be a pledge of your repentance, a
guarantee of your loyalty (id fidei vinculum erit) (1.42^3)
Germanicus's speech to the mutinous legions hinges on invoking the memory of
important figures like Julius Caesar and Augustus to inspire the renewed obedience of the troops.
Germanicus emphasizes the obedience to the military oath and the obedience due the Emperor
from his armies."** Extremely important is Germanicus's charge that by returning their obedience
to the Emperor they show that they have repented and guaranteed their faith. Obedience is the
sign of repentance and faith. The army's loyalty or faith is evidenced by their obedience. We
have another example of faith and obedience language occurring in relationship to one another.
In this account, faith is evidenced by one's obedience (cf Rom 1:5, 3:1; 9-1 1).
In 17 CE. Tiberius would nominate his longtime friend Cnaeus Calpumius Piso as his
legate to Syria. By 20 CE, after his death, Piso's trial would be well underway. Piso's story
covers some eighteen chapters in Book Two. The importance of this trial for Tacitus is seen in
the ten chapters he devotes to it, more than any other trial in The Annals^^ The trial of Piso is
told indirectly through the speeches of Tiberius, the prosecution and defense, as well as the
reading of Piso's letter of self-defense to Tiberius (3.16).^� Although a ftill survey of the events
and trial falls outside the scope of this research, we will focus on a few instances of Piso's story
where obedience forms a central feature of the narrative.
Weidemann notes, "it would be wrong to accept the implication that Germanicus was a rival or a threat to
Tiberius during his lifetime. On the contrary, there is epigraphical and other evidence that Germanicus was
recognized as Tiberius' successor by men who had no wish to show disloyalty to Tiberius himself When Ovid, in
exile at Tomi on the Black Sea, addressed Germanicus as a princeps, he will hardly have assumed that he would be
understood to want Germanicus to be Emperor in Tiberius' place" [CAH 10:208).
No trial occupies more than three chapters and some far less than that see Cynthia Damon, "The Trial of
Cn. Piso in Tacitus' Annals and the "Senatus Consultum De Cn. Pisone Patre": New Light on Narrati\ e Technique,"
AJP 120(1999): 146.146
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Beginning in 3.16, Tiberius reads a note from Piso before the Senate. Piso's letter is
important as it not only represents an occurrence of faith and obedience together, but also fleshes
out the relationship. Tacitus's account of its contents is as follows:
Crushed by a conspiracy of my foes and the odium excited by a lying
charge, since my truth and innocence find no place here, I call the immortal
gods to witness that towards you Caesar, I have lived loyally (fide), and with
like dutiful respect towards your mother. . . . And therefore I pray the more
earnestly that the innocent may not pay the penalty of my wickedness. By
forty-five years of obedience (obsequium), by my association with you in
the consulate, as one who formerly won the esteem of the Divine Augustus,
your father, as one who is your friend and will never hereafter ask a favour,
I implore you to save my unhappy son (3.16).
Piso's forensic defense of himself stresses that he had lived "loyally" or one may say
"faithftiUy," as the root is fides. Calling on the gods as his witnesses, he seeks divine assistance
in effecting his plea. After petitioning protection for his children, he notes his forty-five years of
obedience. The important point is that Piso cites the evidence of his faithfiil life towards
Tiberius by his forty-five years of continued obedience.^' Obedience is the outworking of a
faithful life in this judicial context. Not only does Piso stress his faithfiil obedience, but he also
notes his friendship with Tiberius and the esteem with which Augustus had held him. Although
all of this forensic oratory is aimed at saving his son, we should not miss the way that obedience
and faith work together in this forensic context (cf. Rom 1:5).
A further example of obedience occurs in a speech of the Roman knight Marcus
Terentius to the Senate defending his relationship to Sejanus, the Praetorian Prefect. Tiberius's
absences from Rome allowed Sejanus to rise in importance and consolidate the Roman cohorts
into a single group.^^ His rise in power threatened Tiberius's rule. Consequently, on Oct 18, 31
^' Tiberius accepted other families into formal friendships. See the inscriptions from Lusitania from 31 CE
where Tiberius accept the Quintus family into the "good faith" of himself. Cf. L'Annee epigraphique (1953) 88;
LACTOR 19,M65,pg. 280.
"
OCD, 19.
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CE, Tiberius eliminated Sejanus. Despite the lack of conspiracy, some began to attack those
associated with Sejanus and the memory of Sejanus himself Many of the trials were motivated
by political and personal hatred.
After Tacitus rehearses some of the indictments of those associated with Sejanus, the
Roman knight Marcus Terentius speaks to the Senate. Unlike the others, Tacitus notes the lack
of hypocrisy of Terentius who does not disavow his friendship with Sejanus, but upholds it.
Terentius argues that Tiberius had nominated Sejanus to his role, and that it was up to those of
lesser rank to obey Tiberius's officials. He notes, "Heaven has entrusted you with the supreme
decision of affairs, and for us is left the glory of obedience" (obsequii gloria) (6.8). He
continues that obedience should not be a punishable offense as "let plots against the State,
murderous designs against the Emperor be punished. As for friendship and its obligations, the
same principle must acquit both you, Caesar, and us" (6.8). Again the themes of obedience and
friendship are interlinked. One is friends with Caesar and his officials, and only the "glory of
obedience" to those decisions is left for those of inferior rank. Obedience is expected of
Caesar's friends, both to those he nominates and to his decrees.
The fall of Sejanus allowed several figures to rise in the political vacuum. One of them
was Lucius Vitellius who became an advisor to Claudius.^" In 35 CE, he would be sent to Syria
to nominate Tiridates to the throne of Armenia. Tacitus records:
Vitellius thought it enough to have displayed the arms of Rome, and he
then bade Tiridates remember his grandfather Phraates, and his foster-
father Caesar, and all that was glorious in both of them, while the nobles
"CAH. 10:218.
Also from Claudius' reign is the account in Ann. 1 1 .24ff, where Tacitus comments on the loyalty of the
Gauls. He points to Romulus as an example of how to accept foreigners, as Romulus, "regard several people as
enemies one day and Roman citizens the next." In using this as a illustration for accepting the Gauls, he comments
that since their war, "peace and loyalty has been unbroken. Now that they have been assimilated into our customs,
culture, and even our families."
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were to show obedience (obsequium) to their Icing, and respect for us, each
maintaining his honor and his loyalty (fidem) (6.37).
The significance of this example is twofold. First, the nobles of the region maintained
faith and were still able to show subsequent obedience to their own king (cf Rom 13:1). Second,
and more importantly, obedience to their kings was not in competition or a threat to the Romans
to whom they still showed respect (reverentiam). This shows perhaps most clearly that
obedience could be given to another political figure without questioning one's loyalty or faith.
Perhaps the Roman situation and Paul's call to obedience might be best viewed in this light.
Christians would be allowed to show obedience to Christ and still retain a respect for Rome
without incurring the charge of sedition or subversion (Rom 13:1).
Several other examples of obedience in The Annals are important as they occur during the
reign ofNero and are in the close proximity to the writing of Romans. In 58 CE, Nero's general
Corbulo attacked Tiridates and captured Artaxata. The army of Rome was relentless in their
attack. Tacitus recounts, "Finding that there was no breaking of our ranks from rashness, and that
only one cavalry officer advanced too boldly, and that he falling pierced with arrows, confirmed
the rest in obedience (obsequium) by the warning" (13.40). The failure of one officer and his
death suffices as a negative example and results in inspiring the obedience of others. Such
imagery provides a helpful comparison between the actions of Christ and Adam in Rom 5-6 (cf
Rom 5:17).
Tacitus highlights the person of Boiocalus as a paragon of obedience. After describing
him as "famous among the nations and loyal to Rome" (clarus per illas gentis et nobis quoque
fidus), Boiocalus reminds the Romans that "he had served under the leadership of Tiberius and of
Germanicus, and that to a fifty years' obedience (obsequio) he was adding the merit of subjecting
(subiceret) his tribe to our dominion" (13.55). As seen in numerous examples (cf 3.16ff), one's
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loyalty or faith to Rome is expressed through obedience. Not only is Boiocalus's obedience
highlighted but it is connected with his subjection of his own tribe to the rule of Rome. The
significance of this example is the inclusion of references to nations, faith, and obedience (cf
Rom 1:5).
Relationships with Rome were both artful and precarious. The response of obedience,
accepted with favor by Rome, could be misunderstood as a bargaining chip rather than just the
outright response Rome expected from its provinces. Such was the case during Nero's reign
with Prasutagus King of the Iceni. Smaller revolts had plagued the region and, in response to
this general attitude of dissension, Prasutagus hoped to use his obedience to mitigate the news of
revolt from his province. His feigned obedience resulted in the opposite:
Prasutagus, king of the Iceni, famed for his long prosperity, had made the
Emperor his heir along with his two daughters, under the impression that
this token of obedience (obsequio) would put his kingdom and his house out
of the reach of wrong. But the reverse was the result, so much so that his
kingdom was plundered by centurions, his house by slaves, as if they were
the spoils of war ... as if Rome had received the whole country as a gift,
were stripped of their ancestral possessions, and the king's relatives were
made slaves ... A temple also erected to the Divine Claudius was ever
before their eyes, a citadel, as it seemed, of perpetual tyranny (14.31).
Rather than alleviating the suspicions of Rome by his obedience, Prasutagus made a
target of himself Rome reacted in the opposite manner that Prasutagus had hoped, and
thoroughly subjugated the province. After the death of Prasutagus, such treatment of the
territory would lead to the rebellion of his queen Boudica in 60 CE.^^ Even after Claudius's
success in this region, Britannia would, of course, be a notoriously difficult province for Rome to
manage.^^
''CAM, 10:508.
Tacitus, Agr. 14.1-3 notes Rome had a long established tradition of using the local kings to impose
slavery on their communities. Tacitus highlights Cogidumnus who "remained unswervingly loyal {memoriam
fidissimus mamit) right down to our own times."
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Claudius celebrated his victory over Britannia by constructing a triumphal arch in Rome
in 51-52 CE with an inscription bearing the words "the senate and people of Rome (set this up)
because he received submission (in deditionem) of eleven kings of the Britons, [conquered
without] any loss because he was the first to bring barbarian tribes [beyond Ocean] into the
dominion (dicionem) [of the Roman people]."^' Again, the importance of such an account is its
proximity, some three to five years before Paul's writing of the letter to the Romans. This
example of obedience comes in "recent memory" for those in Rome.
During Nero's reign there were several trials of various Romans for extortion. One such
example was the prosecution of Cretan Claudius Timarchus by Thrasea Paetus who thought that
Timarchus's power had grown too large. According to Tacitus's record, Thrasea was angered
that Timarchus had "repeatedly declared that it was in his power to decide whether the
proconsuls who had governed Crete should receive the thanks of the province" (15.20).
Tacitus's record of Thrasea's remarks in the speech are revealing for our study of obedience:
"Formerly, it was not only a praetor or a consul, but private persons also, who were sent to
inspect the provinces, and to report what they thought about each man's obedience {obsequio^
(15.21). According to Thrasea's recollecfion, during Nero's reign it was the custom for certain
persons, including private citizens, to test the obedience of various officials, most likely to see if
there was any cause for concern for sedition or revolt. What this text makes clear is that
obedience is something that must remain in check, and continued obedience on behalf of the
provincial officials was an important matter. Clearly, in the case of Timarchus, his wealth had
led him to disregard the chain of command and emboldened him to exert power beyond his
position (cf Rom 1:5, 13:1).
" Smallwood 43b; LACTOR 19, N25, pg. 299. LACTOR also notes that the arch displayed battle scenes
between Romans and the Celtic barbarians.
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One final account of obedience will conclude our survey of obedience in The Annals.
The first five years of Nero's reign, known as the quinquennium, refer to the time when Nero
was advised by both Seneca and Burrus. Weidemann, remarking on the quinquennium, notes
that it was "an attempt to explain why so many Senators who later reviled Nero as a monster
38
were prepared to support him for so many years." Such a degree of optimism is also seen in
the famous poet Calpumius Siculus 's Eclogue where one of his characters, Cordyon, praises
Caesar (Nero). "1 beg you, mle this world, govem the nations as our king forever . . . never
desert this peace you have begun" (4.145-6). The peace would quickly desert Nero's reign as
the golden years would come to an abmpt end when Nero killed his mother and Senator Thrasea
Paetus. The death of the latter was the result of his failure to believe the reason for Agrippina's
death. The "official" explanation for Agrippina's death was a conspiracy to replace Nero
(which, ironically, could have been tme). On hearing this, Thrasea Paetus walked out of the
Senate in disbelief and disgust.
In 66 CE. as a result of his building anxieties, Nero began to execute those whom he
feared, including a govemor of Britannia who had consulted astrologers to see how long Nero
would live. Included in this culture of fear was the Stoic-influenced Senator Thrasea Paetus. Of
primary concem for the Stoic Senator was the idea of libertas. He became more outspoken at the
frivolity of the court and the multiplication of honorific titles and statues as such things
distracted from the single-minded pursuit of govemance. From the late 50s to the early 60s,
Paetus had frequently voiced his disdain of current practice and hearkened for a retum to the old
Roman values.^^
CAH, 10:244.
On the obedience of Senators or consuls see Tacitus, Ann. 3.55, 75; 12.47; 14.13.
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Nero could not take up such a charge against a Senator, so this task was left to Capito
Cossutianus, a Roman politician, who had his own axe to grind against Paetus. In a speech,
Capito brought more devastating charges. "Thrasea, he said, at the beginning of the year always
avoided the usual oath of allegiance (iuram/iim): he was not present at the recital of the public
prayers, though he had been promoted to the priesthood of the Fifteen; he had never offered a
sacrifice for the safety of the prince or for his heavenly voice" (16.22). To this, Capito added:
The country in its eagerness for discord is now talking of you, Nero, and of
Thrasea, as it talked once of Caius Caesar and Marcus Cato. Thrasea has his
followers or rather his satellites, who copy, not indeed as yet the audacious
tone of his sentiments, but only his manners and his looks, a sour and
gloomy set, bent on making your mirthfulness a reproach to you. He is the
only man who cares not for your safety, honors not your accomplishments.
The prince's prosperity he despises. Can it be that he is not satisfied with
your sorrows and griefs? It shows the same spirit not to believe in Poppaea's
divinity as to refuse to swear obedience (non iurare) to the acts of the
Divine Augustus and the Divine Julius. He condemns religious rites; he
annuls laws. The daily records of the Roman people are read attentively in
the provinces and the armies that they may know what Thrasea has not done
(16.22).
The reader of the account ought to know that this long list of injurious offenses contains
false charges against Thrasea.'*^ Tacitus's disparaging accounts of both Nero and Capito s
character lend a degree of incredulity toward the charges against Thrasea. Further, Tacitus's
own defense of Thrasea includes him writing a note to Nero to seek out the charges and defend
himself (16.24). Ultimately, Nero called up the Senate, who proceeded to condemn Thrasea. He
was given the penalty of death. The final surviving sentences detail Thrasea's suicide as he cuts
his wrists and prays to "Jupiter the Deliverer" (16.35).
In the closing chapters of the final book that survives of The Annals, Tacitus includes a damning account
ofNero's treatment of those he disliked. Tacitus excoriates Nero noting, "after having butchered so many illustrious
men, at last aspired to extirpate virtue itself by murdering Thrasea Paetus and Barea Soranus" {Ann. 16.21). Nero's
disdain for Thrasea was well known to Tacitus who remarks, "he [Nero] had hated of old, Thrasea on additional
grounds, because he had walked out of the Senate when Agrippina's case was under discussion" {Ann. 16.21). Other
causes for the hatred were singing in a tragedian's dress at Patavium, proposing a more merciful sentence than Nero,
purposefully not giving divine honors to Poppaea, and missing her funeral.
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The final story we have from Tacitus' Annals includes the disastrous destruction of
Nero's quinquennium, revolving around the suicide of Thrasea Paetus who has been charged
with disobedience to Nero. The remaining two years of Nero's reign are lost, but if this last story
is any indication, what followed was the eventual decline of Nero's rule into a rule of terror.
Such recent accounts have considerable importance for Romans and especially for Rom 13:1.
The Histories
The Histories begin by covering the difficult year of 69 CE which saw four Emperors
perish by assassination (1.2).'" Three civil wars would plague Rome until ultimately Vespasian
would rise and retain power. Not only were there difficulties in Rome, but sedition raged across
the Roman Empire. Tacitus sets out his goal to "review the condition of the capital, the temper
of the armies, the attitude of the provinces, and the elements of weakness and strength which
existed throughout the whole Empire" (1.4). Nero looms large in Tacitus's work. As Holly
Hanes has argued, "Nero's influence is written all over this story . . . [his death] opens the
floodgate for all the problems of Empire that the shadow of Augustus previously kept in
check.""^ The death of Nero set off a chain reaction of events among numerous groups,
including Senators, the people, the generals, and the armies.
After detailing the state of the provinces and legions and the rise and fall of various
important figures, Tacitus turns to reflect on Galba, the first of three short-lived Emperors.
Given the rampant disarray across the Empire, Galba decided to hold a council to elect an
Emperor thinking this would quell the dissidence (1.14). Given the advanced age of Galba and
his lack of successors, he proceeded to adopt Lucius Calpumius Piso, modeled on the tradition of
See Martin Goodman, The Roman World: 44bc-Adl80 (New York: Routledge, 1997), 58-66.
Holly Haynes, The History of Make-Believe: Tacitus on Imperial Rome (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 2003), 34.
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Augustus. In the first occurrence of obedience in The Histories, Galba wams Piso that obedience
can be used to soften one's resolve. In a speech from Galba to Piso, Tacitus records:
You indeed will cling with the same constancy to honor, freedom,
friendship, the best possessions of the human spirit, but others will seek to
weaken them with their obedience {obsequium). You will be fiercely
assailed by adulation, by flattery, that worst poison of the tme heart and by
the selfish interests of individuals (1.15).
Galba's waming is that obedience can be used to exert control, and that one must be cautious
regarding obedience. Such an account has important ramifications for the notion of hidden
transcripts (cf. Rom 13:1). Piso was a very unremarkable successor with little polifical
aspirations. The more obvious successor to Galba was Otho.
Otho had many marks in his favor as a successor. He had been associated with Nero's
quinquennium, he had the favor of the Praetorians, and he enjoyed support from the "house of
Caesar.""^ After executing a successfial coup, Galba and Piso were both assassinated on Jan 15,
69 CE. The removal of Galba and Piso did not affect Otho's other competitors for the throne.
Otho still had to deal with Vitellius, Valens, and Caecina. However, one legion after another
would give their loyalty to Otho.
Throughout our study we have seen various references among the historians to the oaths
of loyalty or allegiance to various Emperors; however, the notion of obedience has not been
explicitly described. Tacitus, likewise, includes such oaths, but helpfully elaborates on the
ramifications, particularly the relationship between the oaths and obedience. One early example
of this is at the beginning of Otho's reign. Tacitus records the loyalty of various legions to the
persons vying for the throne, noting, "The first encouraging tidings came to Otho from Illyricum.
He heard that the legions of Dalmatia, Pannonia, and Moesia had swom allegiance to him
(iurasse)" and that "the army of Judea under Vespasian, and the legions of Syria under
*^CAH, 10:265.
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Mucianus, swore allegiance {sacramento) to Otho" (1.76). Tacitus notes, "Nowhere was there
any loyalty or affection; men changed from one side to the other under the pressure of fear or
necessity" (1.76).
After describing such oaths of loyalty to Otho, Tacitus remarks that Africa, following the
lead of Carthage, "displayed the same obedience {idem obsequium^ (1.76)."'' Tacitus makes it
clear that the oath of allegiance or loyalty is also an oath of obedience by use of the
demonstrative pronoun idem. This is one of the first texts that explicitly connects obedience to
the oaths of allegiance; although previously this could be inferred, such an explicit connection is
revealing. The example is important as it contains an explicit reference to the nations swearing
obedience (cf Rom 1:5).
Given the tumultuous nature of the year 69 CE and the various persons vying for the
allegiance of the legions, it is no surprise that the obedience language occurs almost exclusively
within the militaristic contexts. Obedience on the part of the soldiers is as important as other
aspects of battle such as weapons, towers, and walls."^ In recounting the success of General
Vestricius Spurinna, Tacitus writes, "The walls were strengthened, battlements were added, and
the towers were raised in height. It was not only of the implements of war that provision and
preparation were made, but of the spirit of subordination and the love of obedience {obsequium
et parendi amor)" (2.19). This text is important for a few reasons. First, linguistically it
connects the verb pareo to the noun obsequium, showing the conceptual relationship between the
verb and noun in ways similar to the Greek sources with the tcsIGw root and the adjective
One should also note the three bronze tablets found in Northern Italy from 28 CE, that feature a patronal
agreement between Silius Aviola and Siagu. Aviola was a patron of communities in North Africa, he was chief
magistrate of towns with a Punic background. The inscription reads, "Aviola. . .received them and their descendants
into allegiance (fidem) and client-relationship." Cf ILS 6099; LACTOR 19, M64, pg. 280.
On obedience of soldiers see Tacitus, Hist. 1.80, 82, 83-4; 2.27, 97; 3.15, 50; 4.19, 56, 72.
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UTifiKooq. Second, the importance of the physical preparations for battle is equated with the
obedience of soldiers. The love of obedience is as important as walls and towers in battle.
Faith and obedience appear in several other places in The Histories. One of the first
occurrences is in a discussion of Rome's relationship to the Suebi nation, where Vespasian draws
their kings over to his side. Regarding these people, Tacitus remarks, "Their obedience
{obsequium) to the Roman people was of long standing and whose people were more inclined to
remain faithful to Rome than to take orders from others" (3.5)."^ The Seubians's faith is
evidenced by their long standing obedience to the Romans' directives which are showcased in
supplying Vespasian with auxiliary troops (cf Rom 1:5).
A second example of faith and obedience occurs in Tacitus's discussion of the armies
following the death of Vitellius in Book Four. Following a defeat by the German army, the
Romans attacked their commander Gallus and charged him and Hordeonius with treachery.
They beat them and placed them in chains, until Gallus wisely charged Hordeonius with the
crime, barely saving himself Such sedition among the troops was, of course, a problem,
especially at this moment of political upheaval. When the pro-Vitellius legate Vocula arrived, he
suppressed the dissension by killing the leaders of the mutiny. Tacitus comments on the
situation:
Such wide extremes of license and of obedient submission {licentiae
patientiaeque) were to be found in that army. The common soldiers were
undoubtedly loyal {fidus) to Vitellius, but all the most distinguished men
were in favor of Vespasian. The result was an alternation of outbreaks and
executions, and a strange mixture of obedience {obsequio) and frenzy,
which made it impossible to restrain the men whom it was yet possible to
punish. (4.27)
The relationship between Rome and the Suebi was established in 19 CE by the younger Drusus.
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This text is important as it shows the difficulty with transferring loyalty from one leader
to another, especially during times when loyalties were quickly changing. Tacitus records the
soldiers' disposition, which diverged radically between the options of obedience and
disobedience.
One final example concludes our survey of obedience in The Histories. A reference to
obedience occurs in a speech of the general Cerialis to an assembly of the Teveri and Lingones at
Trier around 70 CE after the Batavian revolt had been quelled. After noting that it was their
ancestors who had sought out Rome during a time of duress, and that Rome had intervened to
help both friend (socii) and foe (4.73), Cerilias remarks:
Gaul always had its petty kingdoms and intestine wars, till you submitted to
our authority. We, though so often provoked, have used the right of
conquest to burden you only with the cost of maintaining peace. For the
tranquillity of nations cannot be preserved without armies; armies cannot
exist without pay; pay cannot be fiimished without tribute; all else is
common between us . . . Should the Romans be driven out (which God
forbid) what can result but wars between all these nations? . . . Give
therefore your love and respect to the cause of peace, and to that capital in
which we, conquerors and conquered, claim an equal right. Let the lessons
of fortune in both its forms teach you not to prefer rebellion and ruin to
obedience (obsequium) and safety (4.74)."'
Several features of Cerialis 's speech are worth noting. First, as we have seen in other
historians, Cerilias seems to highlight that the two groups had come to Rome seeking a
friendship under duress from their more powerful neighbors. Rome accepted their surrender and
came to their aid. Second, his speech raises the interesting notion of "maintaining peace" (pacem
tueremur) which, in this context, appears to be paying the armies. Third, Cerilias also wams the
''^
On the obedience ofGaul see Tacitus, Hist. 4.71. Likewise see Claudius' speech on admitting the Gauls
into the Senate in 48 CE. Claudius notes that even though Gaul was a nuisance to Julius Caesar, he contrasts this
with "one hundred years of resolute loyalty (fidem). an allegiance (obsequiumque) which has more stood the test of
many difficult crises in the Empire." See ILS 212. Although Claudius neglects the revolt of Florus and Sacrovir
under Tiberius which is reported in Tacitus, Annals, 3.40ff. Noted by LACTOR 19, Mild, pg. 252. See Tacitus'
account in Ann. 1 1 .24 which also includes a reference to "peace and loyalty."
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tribes that if they fail to uphold their obedience to Rome, then the removal of Rome would resuh
in the cessation of peace. Fourth, Cerilias charges them to love and respect the cause of peace,
the city of Rome, and the conquerors themselves. Calling on fortune, a key Roman theme,
obedience and safety should be preferred to destruction. Obedience is crucial to maintaining
their safety. In this context, it refers to keeping their treaty with Rome by agreeing to continue to
pay tribute. The lack of obedience would result in the removal of peace that Rome has secured
among the various nations and, thus, to the defeat of Teveri and Lingones tribes. Rebellion in
this example is seen as equivalent to disobedience (Rom 1:18-32). Disobedience brings ruin
while obedience maintains peace.
Summary and Conclusion on Tacitus
As we have seen in other Greek and Latin historians, Tacitus conforms to the thematic
aspects of obedience. Obedience is a term that describes the relationship nations have with
Rome and obedience is expected for peace to be maintained. Obedience, especially in The
Histories, often occurs within military contexts where it describes the obedience demanded from
soldiers and armies. Two unique features stand out from Tacitus's work. The connection
between the oath of allegiance to the Emperor and obedience is highlighted by Tacitus.
Linguistically, the connection between the verb pareo and the noun obsequium is established in
several occurrences. Most importantly, faith and obedience appear in close context, where
nations are deemed faithful by showing their obedience.
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Summary of Obedience Language in tlie Latin Sources
The primary examples of obedience in the Latin sources have similar features to those at
work in the Greek sources, particularly with the relationship between obedience and faith. As
seen in both Livy and Tacitus, obedience is the demonstration of faith or loyalty. When one
wants to prove one's faith, one can point to obedience. The Latin sources also bear out that
obedience language occurs primarily in the martial contexts of war and treaties (similar to the
Greek sources). Several examples of obedience in the social contexts of slavery were noted.
Unique occurrences of obedience are found particularly with Tacitus, who provides illuminating
help in his discussion of the oath to the Emperor and the necessity of obedience. Finally, several
examples prior to the writing of Romans show how obedience language functioned around the
time of Paul's call for obedience to those in Rom (1:5).
As stated previously, our aim is not to create parallelomania between Romans and the
Latin sources. Rather, the intention is to construct a broad portrait to show how obedience
functioned as a possible avenue for how those in Rome, or brought to Rome from the provinces,
may have understood the concept of obedience.
In summary, throughout the Latin sources, obedience is connected with the nations and is
the evidence of faith and is the key to securing peace. Likewise, disobedience or rebellion brings
about punishment and destruction. Such themes intersect well with Paul's letter to the Romans.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
THE PHILOSOPHERS ON OBEDIENCE
We continue our survey of obedience language in the Roman Empire, but with a new
focus on the philosophical discourse that permeated the Roman world.' This chapter will focus
on several philosophers whose influence on the philosophical and ethical realm merits further
attention. The philosophers' discourses on obedience form a natural parallel with Paul's own
aims to persuade and motivate communities across the Mediterranean to pursue a way of life that
bears a striking resemblance to the goals of philosophers in the ancient world.^ Our focus will be
limited, given the parameters of this work, and only address the persons of Aristotle, Cicero,
Seneca the Younger, Epictetus, and Plutarch. The aim of this survey is to show the manifold
ways in which obedience language was discussed and used within the philosophical frameworks
of the ancient world. The primary purpose is to see how obedience shaped the thought and ethics
of persons in Paul's world.
'
Kiempe Algra and others, eds.. The Cambridge History ofHellenistic Philosophy (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2008).
^ Abraham J. Malherbe, Paul and the Philosophers (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1989); Wayne A. Meeks, The
Moral World of the First Christians (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1986); John E. Stambaugh and David L. Balch, The
New Testament in Its Social Environment, ed. Wayne A. Meeks (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1986); Troels Engberg-
Pedersen, ed. Paul in His Hellenistic Context (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1994); Troels Engberg-Pedersen. Paul and
the Stoics (Louisville: WJK, 2000); James W. Thompson, Moral Formation According to Paul: The Context and
Coherence ofPauline Ethics (Grand Rapids: Baker, 201 1); Runar M. Thorsteinsson, Roman Christianity and Roman
Stoicism (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010); Tuomas Rasimus, Troels Engberg-Pedersen, and Ismo
Dunderberg, eds.. Stoicism in Early Christianity (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2010); Edwin A. Judge, "Social Distinctives
of Christians in the First Century: Pivotal Essays by E. A. Judge," (ed. David M. Scholer, Peabody: Hendrickson,
2008),
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GREEK PHILOSOPHERS
Aristotle
Our study begins with Aristotle whose influence on subsequent philosophy, politics, and
ethics is unsurpassed. Of the approximately 150 treatises written by Aristotle only about one-
fifth remain today. Most important for our study are the Politics and Nicomachean Ethics (EN
hereafter), although we will draw on more works than these.
Aristotle's twin topics of cities and ethics are intertwined. Malcolm Schofield draws our
attention to the relationship between polis and ethos as "ethics�as its name indicates�is the
subdivision of politics concerned with understanding the habits (italics original) of character
which constitute the moral virtues necessary for human fijlfiUment."^ To restate this, Aristotle's
Politics and EN deal with the same subjects, but from different angles. To use Aristotle's own
words, "the true statesman (dX,fi9eiav rcoXixiKoq) seems to be one who has made a special study
of goodness, since his aim is to make the citizens good and obedient to the laws (tcov voucov
UTiriKooix;)" (EN 1.13). At the outset, therefore, Aristotle's ethics and polifics are intertwined,
and obedience forms an important part of his political and ethical framework.
Politics
In several places in the Politics, Aristotle discusses obedience and its relationship to the
dialectical aspect of polifics�those who rule and those who are ruled. In 3.2.7, he notes, "We
praise the ability to rule and to be ruled (apxeoOai), and it is doubtless held that the goodness of a
citizen consists in ability both to rule and to be ruled well." Key to both aspects of ruling and
being ruled are obedience and justice. Aristotle makes this clear in 1.5.5. "For if the ruler is not
'
Malcolm Schofield, "Aristotle: An Introduction," in The Cambridge History of Greek and Roman
Political Thought (ed. Christopher Rowe and Malcolm Schofield, New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006),
310.
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temperate and just (6iKaiO(;), how will he rule well? And if the ruled, how will he obey
(apx^Tiostai) well?" (cf. Rom 13:1-7).
Both ruler and subjects must possess virtue in order for the political program to be
successful. The virtue of the ruler is highlighted in 8.3.4-5, "Hence in case there is another
person who is our superior in virtue and in practical capacity for the highest functions, him it is
noble to follow and him it is just to obey (;iei0eo9ai); though he must possess not only virtue but
also capacity that will render him capable of action." Likewise, Aristotle states elsewhere,
"Hence it only remains for the community to obey (TisiGsoGai) such a man, and for him to be
sovereign (Kupiov) not in turn but absolutely" (3.12.13). It is persons like these that Aristotle
suggests "all" are required to obey and to make kings "for all times" (3.2.7). Such an account is
particularly important for Paul's discussion in Rom 13:1-7, where Paul likewise assumes that the
ruler is just and that he is administering actual justice, and should thus be rendered submission.
Alongside the virtue of the king, Aristotle acknowledges that this is not sufficient for a
well-run polis by itself Laws are essential to the polis, as is the development of virtue among its
citizens, as "one form of good government must be understood to consist in the laws enacted
being obeyed (TislGsoGa), and another form in the laws which the citizens keep being well
enacted (for it is possible to obey (TisiGsoGai) badly enacted laws)" (4.6.3-4).
Obedience is central to a well run political program; laws are, of course, a necessary
component. The inability of the law to produce obedience is not unique to Paul. Even Aristotle
remarks that "the law has no power to compel obedience (uTiapxovxwv)" (2.5.14). Where
Aristotle applies reason, Paul applies the Spirit. For Aristotle, this opens up the possibility that,
even if one enjoyed a virtuous king and impeccable laws, there remains weakness in the
framework. Aristotle theorizes:
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And there is a difficulty also about the royal power: ought the man who is
to reign as king to have an armed force about him, by means of which he
will have power to compel those who may be unwilling to obey
(TieiGapxeT), or if not, how is it possible for him to administer his office?
For even if he were a law-abiding sovereign and never acted according to
his own will against the law, nevertheless it would be essential for him to
have power behind him whereby to safeguard the laws (3.10.10).
E\ en with a virtuous king and even with the "best laws" (4.6.3), the citizens must be virtuous for
the political program to function properly. The development of virtue within those ruled forms
the focus of Aristotle's EN to which we now turn.
Nicomachean Ethics
In the EN, Aristotle focuses on the life of those living within the polis:
(9) Accordingly we shall need laws to regulate the discipline of adults as
well, and in fact the whole life of the people generally; for the many are
more amenable to compulsion and punishment than obedient to reason and
to moral ideals. (10) Hence some persons hold, that while it is proper for
the lawgiver to encourage and exhort men to virtue on moral grounds, in
the expectation that those who have had a virtuous moral upbringing will
obey (u7raKOUoo|ievcov), yet he is bound to impose chastisement and
penalties on the disobedient (ctTieiOouai) and ill-conditioned, and to banish
the incorrigible out of the state altogether. For (they argue) although the
virtuous man, who guides his life by moral ideals, will be obedient
(TieiGapxrioeiv) to reason, the base, whose desires are fixed on pleasure,
must be chastised by pain, like a beast of burden. This indeed is the
ground for the view that the pains and penalties for transgressors should be
such as are most opposed to their favorite pleasures (10.9.9-10).
For Aristotle, the two types of citizens are the virtuous person and the base person. The
difference between the two is obedience to reason {iTim&xQkc, Xoyw) that marks the "virtuous
man."" Virtue is obedient to reason or the "rational principle." "And Virtue cannot be in
opposition to Virtue; since its very nature is to obey rational Principle (uTielKsiv tco X,6ycp) {[Mag.
mor.] 2.3.13). Wherever this leads, in that direction therefore Virtue inclines." Furthermore, the
one who has the rational principle "thereby judges of evil and good. He who disobeys (dTrsiOwv)
^Ci.Eth. nic. 1.7.13-14. Po/. 4.9.4.
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this right Principle is self-indulgent, while he who obeys (6 TteiBoiievoq) it and is not led by his
desires is self-controlled" {[Mag. mor.] 2.6.18). Obedience is tied to the pursuit of virtue and
self-control (cf. Rom 6:12).^ Obedience, therefore, takes on a particular moral connotation that
is important in the pursuit of virtue.
Not only is the lawgiver or philosopher essential to advancing in virtue, the social domain
of parenthood is a primary location of obedience language in Aristotle. Several times throughout
the EN, the upbringing of children is key, not only to metaphors for obedience (3.8-9), but also
in the effort to provide practical examples of obedience and justice in microcosm.^ A primary
example of this is �.V 10. 1 4 1 5:
Paternal exhortations and family habits have authority in the household, just
as legal enactments and national customs have authority in the state, and the
more so on account of the ties of relationship and of benefits conferred that
unite the head of the household to its other members: he can count on their
natural affection and obedience (euTteiOeiq) at the outset.
The role of the home and the relationship between father and child serves at the most basic level
as a representation of the type of obedience expected at the political level. Just as the natural
world is obedient to the "laws of God" (xoiq ion Gsou TieiGofieva), obedience in the home teaches
one to obey the laws of the state.'
The keeping of laws is also tied to justice. As Aristotle states in Metaphysics 1 1.3.6, "the
just (6 6iKaioq) man is 'one who is obedient to the laws' (TieiGapxvKoc; loiq voiioiq) ... the unjust
man (6 d5iKoq) will not be entirely deprived of the whole definition, but will be 'one who is in
some respect deficient in obedience to the laws' (to TtslGeoGai xoiq v6|ioi(;)." Or, as in Aristotle's
Rhetoric to Alexander, "Doing justice (5(Kaia) means following the common customs of the city
^ Cf. Luke Timothy Johnson, "Transformation of the Mind and Moral Discernment in Paul," in Contested
Issues in Christian Origins and the New Testament: Collected Essays Boston: Brill, 2013), 255-76.
^SeeRhet. 2.12.3,m nic. 1.13.18-9, 3.12.16-7,9.2, 10.12: Soph, elench. 12.2, 15.40ff; Top. 1.14.20.
'
Cael. 400B; 401 A.
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(Tfjq KoXewq eGeaiv eTieoGai), obeying the laws (xoTq vojioic; TielGeaGai), and abiding by one's
agreements" (2.2.24).^ For Aristotle, obedience and justice are linked to the laws and customs of
the city. To break the law, therefore, is to practice a form of injustice and not pursue virtue or
wisdom.^ Here, as in Paul, there is a connection between SiKuioq and obedience, and both bear
on behavior. Indeed, Aristotle regards disobeying the laws as injustice:
And it belongs to unrighteousness to transgress ancestral customs and
regulations (dSiKiaq to ;iapaPaiv8vv tcx TtdTpia eGrj), to disobey the laws and
the rulers (to dTteiGeTv Totq voiioiq Kal xdlq dp^ouoi), to lie, to perjure, to
transgress covenants and pledges (to TiapaPaivsivTdq onoXoyiaq Kal mq
TziaTExq). Unrighteousness is accompanied by slander, imposture, pretense of
kindness, malignity, unscrupulousness (fVirt. vit.J 7.1-5).
Aristotle uses a vice list to detail his definition of unrighteousness (cf. Rom 1:18-32).
Disobedience and unrighteousness are linked and are made manifest in particular vices.
Although not every aspect of Aristotle's understanding of obedience is paralleled in
Paul�nor should that be expected�the importance of Aristotle is that he provides the
foundation and framework for subsequent philosophical and political systems into the time of
Paul. The ideas of justice (d5iKiaq) along with obedience and disobedience within the political
and moral spheres of ancient life would continue to exercise infiuence on subsequent
philosophers.
Epictetus
The Stoic philosopher Epictetus lived in Rome and studied under the renowned Musonius
Rufus until his banishment in 89 CE by the Emperor Domitian. His writings, the Historical
Fragments and The Discourses, come to us through his student Arrian who published them."'
Aristotle also discusses obedience and disobedience to contracts and covenants in Rhei. 1 .25.21-3.
'Cf. Metaph. 1.2.3.
'�
OCD, 532. Cf. A. A. Long, Epictetus: .4 Stoic and Socratic Guide to Life (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2002).
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Obedience appears most frequently in the Discourses and will form the focus of our efforts in
this section.
Early on in the Discourses, Epictetus compares oaths to Caesar with oaths to god. In
1.14.16-18, within a discussion of an omnipresent god, Epictetus remarks that "to this God you
also ought to swear allegiance, as the soldiers do to Caesar" (1.14.15). Epictetus draws a
comparison between the allegiance due to a god and that due to Caesar. However, he is quick to
point out the differences between such oaths. Namely, despite the soldiers being "hirelings,"
they aim to protect the oi OTpaivwiai tm Kalaapi (1.14.15). Epictetus contrasts the dedication of
the soldiers to Caesar with the person who has "been counted worthy of blessings so numerous
and so great" (1.14.15) from god. The blessings from the deity are so great that to reject the oath
would be absurd. For those who take the oath, Epictetus emphasizes the importance of abiding
(e^nsvsvxe) to it (1.14.16). The oath to the deity, although similar to the oath to Caesar, is of a
surpassing quality given the nature of the benefits received.
Epictetus details the parameters of the oath to god as "never to disobey d;i�i0fio8iv)
under any circumstances, never to prefer charges, never to find fault with anything that God has
given, never to let your will rebel when you have either to do or to suffer something that is
inevitable" (1.14.16). It is clear that the oath to the deity is an oath of obedience. Epictetus
concludes this discourse by once again comparing the oaths to the deity and those offered to
Caesar. "Can the oath of the soldiers in any way be compared with this of ours? Out there men
swear never to prefer another in honor above Caesar; but here we swear to prefer ourselves in
honor above everything else" (1.14.17-18). The oath to the deity far surpasses the oath made to
a human ruler, even�or one may even say, in spite of�an oath offered to Caesar.
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Epictetus 's discourse is important for our study of Romans as it provides a near
contemporary explanation of how a person living in the ancient Roman world might manage
loyalty to both God and Caesar. Although an individual does not, in the Pauline sense, make an
oath to God, there are loyalties at stake in some sense (cf. Rom 9:1-3)." Clearly for Epictetus,
these loyalties are not antithetical, even though the oath to God is superior and appears to be the
oath of higher importance. Paul would certainly agree with this conclusion. Such an account has
an important bearing on Paul's admonition in Rom 13:1. Given the current political realities of
Paul's audience, it appears, at least from Epictetus, that an individual could prioritize his oath to
a deity over that of the Emperor. Although not as important at the writing of Romans during the
Quinquennium of Nero, it would certainly become relevant for the Early Christians in the near
future as they navigated the ever-changing landscape ofRome's political leadership.
Another important example of obedience language occurs in 4.12ff in a similar context as
the example above, this time with the language of submission. In a discourse "on attention," he
discusses external disturbances that may distract an individual's focus. His first example is that
of the tyrant. "What kind of tyrant inspires fear (xupawoq cpopepoq)?" (4.12.9).'^ Similar
language appears in Rom 13:3 in the opposite sense, namely ol yap ap^ovisq ouk elalv (poPoq xw
dyaGo) epyco. The tyrant is not an acceptable distraction. As Epictetus notes, "He is not my
judgment, is he?�No.�Why, then, do I care any longer?�But he has the reputation of being
somebody . . . but I have one whom I must please, to whom I must submit (uTioxexd^Gai), whom
I must obey (TieiGeoGai), that is, God, and after Him, myself (4.12.10-1 1).
' '
Perhaps the closes idea is Paul's use of d<Juv0eTou<; (covenant breaker) in Rom 1 :32.
The same phrase appears in Diatr., 4.7.1 and the similar discussion in Diatr., 4.7.30-33 "(31) "Take him
off to prison," says the tyrant about me. "I follow, because that is part of the game." "But your head will be taken
off" And does the tyrant's head always stay in its place, and the heads of you who obey (7iei0o(i8vcov;) him?. . .(33)
Oh yes, but statements like these make men despise the laws.�Quite the contrary, what statements other than these
make the men who follow them more ready to obey (TieiOonevouq ) the laws? Law is not simply anything that is in
the power of a fool."
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The abiUty to pursue submission and obedience to god despite the pressure of a tyrant is
given explanation a few discourses earlier in discourse 4.7, titled "of freedom from fear."
Epictetus argues that despite the natural inclination to fear a tyrant because of swords and spears,
he charges, "1 have considered all this, no one has authority over me. I have been set free by
God (fi>^9ep(0)iai utio xov Geou), 1 know His commands, no one has power any longer to make
a slave of me" (4.7.17). Epictetus's admonition that the person who set free by God cannot be
enslaved by another power is in stark contrast with Paul's admonition in Rom 6:22 about being
set free from sin in order to be enslaved again to God himself (cf. Rom 6: 1 8, 8:1-3).
The importance of this section in the Discourses is the combination not only of obedience
to the tyrant in relation to god as in 1.14.16-18, but the combination of obedience and
submission language. In this example, Epictetus combines the verbs UTioxdaoco and TielGco. Their
order appears important: submission precedes obedience.'^ Certainly such an example bears
directly on Rom 13:1 and Paul's admonition to "submit" to the governing authorities
(Tiepexouaaiq uTroxaooeoGco).
Epictetus also admonishes his students to be imitators (^Ti^coxfiv) of God (2.14.13).
Emulation of the divine is a second stage of development; the first is acknowledgment of God
(2.14.11). In a way reminiscent of Paul's statements in Rom 1:19-20, Epictetus lays out the
first principle, writing, "That there is a God, and that He provides for the universe, and that it is
impossible for a man to conceal from Him, not merely his actions, but even his purposes and his
thoughts" (2.14. 11). Next, the student must "learn what the gods are like" because emulation of
their character is essential to the one who wants "to please (dpeoovxa) and obey
" Cf. Ench,3lA; Diatr., 4.1.15, where in speaking of Diogenes, Epictetus states,"nor would he have
suffered another to yield them more obedience and submission (;tei9eo0av amoiq Kal uTrcKoueiv)."
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(7i8io0rio6|i8vov) them" (2.14.12). Epictetus lists several character traits, such as faithfulness. "If
the deity is faithful (maTov), he also must be faithful (nioxov)" (2.14.13).
In this section of the Discourses we have the combination of the verb dpeoKco and TreiGco,
indicating that obedience is tied to pleasing God. Of importance for our study of Romans is the
verb dpeoKco appearing in Rom 8:8 where those who are in the flesh and Gecp dpeaai ou
5uvavTai. For those in Paul's audience familiar with some elements of Stoic philosophy, this
idea may have sounded familiar. In a similar fashion, Paul posits that those in the flesh cannot
please God because they cannot obey God or his laws.'" However, the inability of those in the
flesh to please God in Paul is because the flesh is "hostile" (e/Gpa) to God and does not submit
to the law of God (xco ydp vofico xou Geoij oux UTioxdoasxai) (Rom 8:7-8).
Another important example of obedience language in the Discourses appears in 3.1.37,
where Epictetus exhorts his students, "Come then, let us obey (7isioGco|i�v) God, that we rest not
under His wrath (Gsox6X,coxo(;)." Although a different word, GeoxoXcoxoc;, a combination meaning
"God-anger," it seems to carry the same connotation as Paul's use of wrath in several places in
Romans (1:18, 2:5, 8; 3:5; 5:9; 9:22, 12:19). Disobedience is connected to divine wrath both in
Epictetus and in Paul. In the Discourses, this disobedience is characterized as a battle with god
and "the wages of this fighting against God and this disobedience (dTisiGeiaq) will not be paid by
'children's children,' but by me myself in my own person" (3.24.24).
This section bears striking parallels to several places in Romans. First, disobedience is
characterized as wages or a debt, such as in Rom 3:23; and second, disobedience is punished "in
the person," as in Rom 1:27. Further, in Diatr. 2.16.45, obedience is contrasted with
unrighteousness and lawlessness. "It was therefore in obedience (TisiGofievoq) to His [god's] will
Cf. Epictetus D/a/r., 3.12.13, 24.43; 4.4.32; 4.12.12; to commands 1.25.14.
On obedience to God in Epictetus see Diatr, 1.29.29; 2.10.6-8; 3.24.95-97; 3.24.111; 4.3.10; to Zeus
2.23.42. Obedience to the philosopher Diatr., 3.1.16-18.
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that he went about clearing away wickedness and lawlessness (d6iKlav Kal dvo|iiav) (cf. Rom
2:8; 6:13, 17-19).'^
Finally, in similar ways to the evidence we saw in chapters 3-4, Epictetus draws on
military and political images to discuss obedience to God. In 1.29.29, he states, "I must obey
(7iei9eo0ai) Him who gives the signal, as I would a general." Likewise in 3.26.29, in a
discussion of obeying God, Epictetus states, "He has sounded the recall? I obey (TiEiGouav), I
follow (dKO>iOuGa)), lauding my commander, and singing hymns of praise about His deeds.""
Epictetus, known for his warm religious language, shows how obedience to God
manifested itself in philosophical thought. Obedience to God is the primary way that obedience
language is used in the Discourses. Epictetus's remarks on loyalties to God and the Emperor are
a helpful parallel for the early Christian communities and particularly for Paul's admonitions in
Rom 13:1 about submission to the governing authorities.
Plutarch
Although we briefly treated Plutarch at the end of chapter three, the focus there was on
select examples from Plutarch as it related to Rome's rule over the nations and the subsequent
obedience they demanded. Our focus here will be broader than that scope. Plutarch is again a
highly valuable resource for the study of obedience language within the first century, not least
for the vast corpus of writings�the most by any middle Platonist�but also for the amount of
writings and their proximity to the New Testament. His corpus comprises rhetorical works,
1 8
treatises on moral philosophy, dialogues, the parallel lives, and other miscellaneous works.
Epictetus is speaking of Heracles and described as a "friend of God."
Obedience to God's commands is also given the metaphor of obeying the laws of the state {Diatr.,
3.24.107).
See the helpful introduction and overview of his works in OCD, 1200-1.
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Given Plutarch's large corpus, our survey will be selective. The usages of obedience are grouped
into two primary categories in this research, The Lives and the Moralia.
The Parallel Lives
Perhaps Plutarch's most famous and greatest literary achievement is his collection of
Parallel Lives. Antiquity has left twenty-three pair of lives with nineteen comparisons attached,
the purpose of which is to represent various virtues and vices. Within the Lives, obedience
functions in various ways and numerous individuals are signaled out for their obedience or
disobedience. For example, Plutarch praises Agesilaus, the son of Archidamus king of the
Lacedaemonians, who obeyed the ephors, remarking that there was never "a fairer example
(7iapd6siy|ia) of righteous obedience (jteiGapxiaq Kal SiKaioouvriq) to authority" {Ages. 15.4).
Obedience to authority is seen as a righteous or just activity and as an example for others to
follow."^
Justice is also connected to obedience in two other places in the Lives. First, in the
account of Camillus, after enumerating the difficulties the Roman tribunes faced, Plutarch notes,
"when confronting a dangerous crisis, to be of one mind in paying obedience (dvuTieuGuvov) to
an authority which is absolute, and holds the scales of justice (SIktiv) in its own hands" {Cam.
18.6). Plutarch links wisdom with obedience to the authority figure that dispenses justice.
Second, in Lycurgus, Thales is praised as "one of the mightiest lawgivers" and for his
"exhortations to obedience (suTieiGeiav) and harmony" (4.2). Plutarch remarks that "people
'"oca 1201.
Obedience is often connected to following commands see Plutarch, Ages. 4.2 (to country 7tsi06nevo(;);
Ant. 34.3 (TtoiEiv); Arat. 35.5 (uTtfiKouoe); Art. 26.5 (urniKoue); Caes. 33.2 (Tteioai); Comp. Bum. Sert. 1.1
(ujqKouov); Demetr. 15.1 (rtEiOeaOai); Dion. \0.\;Fab. 4.2 (ujoikook; xP^P� koI ;tei0Tivioi(;); Galb. 22.4 (dpxEoOai),
22.8 (Ttoirioew); Gen. Socr. 595B (uTraKOueiv); Lyc. 2.3; 16.4-6 (3x, riKpooovTO, EvmiMaq, apxeoOai); not obeying
officers Lys. 10.5; 23.2 (OTeiOovxo); Mar. 14.4 (Ka>.ounevov); soldiers taking oath to obey Vitellius as emperor
Marc. 3.4; 0th. 4.4 (dKoueiv); Pel. 9.4 (uTOKoOoai); Phil. 9.8 (unaKouovtag); Phoc. 10.5 (vnaKOvaaq); Pomp. 41.1
(7ieieeo0ai), 59.2 (uTtfjKouov); Rom. 3.4; Sert. 3.2 (TteiOeoOai); Sol. 8.3; Ti. C. Gracch. 17A (unaKouoeie); Tim. 10.1
(TteiOeoOai).
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[were] justly punished for disobeying laws {(hq dbzam Ttdoxoisv, on ToXq v6|ioi(; otTieiGoijai)"
(15.2).^' In the first account, Thales is signaled out for exhorting others to obedience. Similarly,
Paul's own aims in Romans are nothing less than an exhortation to obedience (Rom 1:5).
Likewise, in the second example, the ideas of just punishment for disobedience, or in Pauline
terms "unrighteousness," is seen in Rom 1:18-32."
We also have examples in the Lives that are similar to the evidence we found in the
historians, namely obedience from the nations due to Rome. In his life of Caesar, during a war
with the Callaici, Plutarch records that Caesar was successful and "overpowered them, and
marched on as far as the outer sea, subduing the tribes which before were not obedient to Rome
(uTraKouovia 'Pco|iaioig 80vr|)" (12.1)." As was seen in the historians (chs. 3-4), Rome's
horizon of victory extended widely to bring the nations into obedience to themselves (cf Rom
1:5).^"
Two final examples of obedience in the Lives merit fiirther attention and both revolve
around the issue of obedient subjects and the character of leadership. Proper obedience for
Plutarch is easily given to leaders who exercise virtue and rule justly. In Lycurgus 30.2, Plutarch
praises Sparta who:
kept Hellas in "willing and glad obedience (sKouoriq Kai Pou>^o|ievTi(;)" put
down illegal (d5iK0U(;) oligarchies and tyrannies in the different states,
arbitrated wars, and quelled seditions, often without so much as moving a
single shield, but merely sending one ambassador, whose commands all at
once obeyed (enoiovv to ;cpooTaao6|ievov), just as bees, when their leader
^'
Persuasion is also tied to obedience in Pomp. 13.2 where Pompey seeks to persuade (sTteiGe) his soldiers
to obey (TteiGeoGai). This again shows the connection between the 7ie(9 root and obedience (see chapters 3-4).
This is further supported in Plutarch, Cor. 16.3 where disobedience leads to destruction (dTielBeiav).
Other examples of obedience nations are seen in Plutarch, Cim. 1.3 where nations obey iino\itvT\v) other
nations, others are persuaded to obey (neioaq), and the leaders goal is to secure "prompt obedience" (EUTieiGeiav).
See also the account in Galb. 4.2 where Fabius hope that the citizens will become more submissive and obedient to
his commands (uTrriKooig �xp&xo Kai 7iei0r|vioi(;) (cf Rom 13:1).
A readiness to obey is seen in Ages. 2.1 (Ei);tei9eig); Arat. 11.1 (eumOeiav); Lyc. 3.7 (of women); on
nature of people Praec. ger. reipubl. 20 (TieiOapxiKOix;).
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appears, swarm together and array themselves about him. Such a surplus
fund of good government and justice (SiKaioouvriq) did the city enjoy.^^
By removing injustice (dSiKou^) in the form of tyranny, Sparta was able to keep Hellas obedient.
Both the ability to rule well on the part of the authorities and the obedience of the subjects lead
to justice (5iKaioauvr|(;) (cf. Rom 6:16).
If the Spartans are Plutarch's positive example of good govemance leading to obedient
subjects, the negative example occurs in his life of Galba. In the aftermath of the death ofNero,
Plutarch remarks, "Many dire events, and particularly those which befell the Romans after the
death of Nero, bear wimess to this, and show plainly that an empire has nothing more fearful
((popepcbiepo) to show than a military force given over to untrained and unreasoning impulses"
{Galb. 1.3^). Plutarch ties this fear to an untrained and disobedient military, saying, "a good
commander or general can do nothing unless his army is amenable and loyal; and he [Plato]
thinks that the quality of obedience (7i8i9apxiKf|v), like the quality characteristic of a king,
requires a noble nature and a philosophic training" (1.3).
The importance of this final example from the Lives is the contrast formed between this
period in Roman history and that of Rom 13:1-4. Such a context shows the importance of
understanding Paul's admonitions to the Roman communities in a historically sensitive manner.
If Paul wrote Romans sometime between 55-56 CE, during the quinquennium Neronis, then
statements such as "for mlers cause no fear for good conduct but for bad" (Rom 13:3) make
appropriate sense of the times. In a span of no less than fifteen years, the situation would be
One should not miss that Plutarch alludes to Virgil's Georg. 4.2. The same line in Seneca Cf. Seneca,
Clem. 4.2-3; Ep. 114.2.
See the further example in Plutarch, Galb. 22.3-4. Then their officers began to fear that their lawless
spirit might issue in revolt, and one of them made this speech: "What is wrong with us, my fellow soldiers? We are
neither supporting the present emperor nor setting up another. It is as though we were averse, not to Galba, but to all
rule and obedience (apxeoQai).
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drastically changed, and Plutarch bears witness to this new situation. In the aftermath of Nero's
death, with disobedient and rebellious armies, there was plenty to fear in Rome.
The Moralia
Plutarch's Moralia contains numerous examples of obedience. Several merit our attention
here.^' Often the terms for obedience occur in contexts of obedience to reason or to laws.^^
Obedience to God is also mentioned {Adul. amic. 25F) and obedience to God and reason can be
combined, such as in De Auditii, "But you have often heard that to follow God and to obey
reason are the same tiling (eTTSoGai Gecp Kai to TieiGeaGai A.6y(p)" (3>1D)}^ Likewise, obedience
occurs within the social contexts of men and women, children and parents, as well as youth and
elders.^'' Obedience to authority is also a repeated theme as is obedience within the structuring
of the political order.
One helpfiil example of obedience occurs in Plutarch's essay. Concerning Talkativeness,
where he takes Odysseus as a moral example of self-control. In building this example, Plutarch
uses Homer's Odyssey as his source material. To emphasize self-control, Plutarch recounts the
One unique occurrence in Plutarch is his reference to a temple that some think is to obedience, "He
[Corilianus], accordingly, built on the Capitoline .the Temple of Fortuna Obsequens, which some think means
"obedient" {nEi9fiviov) and others "gracious" (Fort. Rom. 322F).
On obeying laws see Plutarch, Ages. 1.2 (7iei9r|viouq); Amat. 76 IF (Ttoiei); Brut. 29.4 (jipofioeoGai);
Cam. 17.4 (dKO>.ou9oi5vTE<;); Cat. Min. 8.2 (Enei9eTo); Comp. Ag. Cleom. cum Ti. Gracch. 9.3 (2x, 7i8t9apxETv); of
on obedience to the commands of God [Cons. Apoll.J 11 IE (tieioohevo); oracles Gen. Socr. 578B (TtoirjooiiEvoi;);
[Lib. ed.] IE (7iEi9apxETv); Mar. 29.4 (;i�iGapxricj�iv), 42.3; Quaest. conv. 655D ((tuvetiohevok;); Quaest. rom. 55; of
an inscription Tranq. an. 472C (7tEiG6|aevov); Vit. Pud. 534E (nEl9�a9ai). Disobey Fort. 570D (d;tEi9oTEv);
Z,>'cgl5.2 (d7t�i9ouoi).
On obeying reason see Plutarch, Coheb. ira 453C (uTtriKoov); training curiosity to obey reason Curios. 13
(uTtOKOUEiv); Mm. util. 90C (v)rtf|Koov); Rect. rat. aud. 26E (�i)7t�i9ii); Virt. mor. 445B (toeikovti). Disobedient to
reason Philosophers and Men in Power 777D (6uo7iei9e(;); Quaest. plat. 1008B (i);triK6cp and ctnEiGfj)
^� Cf Plutarch, Sayings of Spartan Women 242B of women (;t�i9Eo9ai); An seni 789E of youth
(TtEiGapxiKov); Frat. amor. 487C to elders (2x, TtEiGapxEiv, ujieiGeioi); Inst. Lac. 237D of young men to fathers
(i)7rr|K6ot)(;);
^'
To authority see Plutarch [Apoph. lac] 236E to a commander (n�l9�o9ai); Inst. Lac. 237E (dpxeoGai);
An seni 797D of a master (n�i9Eo9ai). To the political order see Plutarch, Praec. ger. reipubl. 814F, "However, the
statesman, while making his native State readily obedient (Ei)7iEi6fi) to its sovereigns. . .[must not] bring the reproach
of slavery (5ouA.�{av) upon their country." Cf Praec. ger. rei publ. 815E (;r�i9apxiK0\)(;). Also helpful is 816F, "it
is a most excellent and useful thing to learn to obey those in authority (to ;t�i9apXEiv xolc, fiyounEVOK;), even if they
happen to be deficient in power and reputation."
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death of Odysseus's wife and his abihty to withhold tears {Od. 19.210-12).^^ Plutarch remarks,
"So full of self-control was his [Odysseus] body in every limb, and Reason, with all parts in
perfect obedience and submission (euTieiGfj Kal UTioxelpia), [He] ordered his eyes not to weep, his
tongue not to utter a sound, his heart not to tremble or bark: His heart remained enduring in
obedience {tiz\(sx\ KpaSir])" (506A-B).'''
Several important aspects of this example are worthy of comment in light of our material
in Romans. First, commonplace in ancient ethical works is the use of a moral example�in this
case, Odysseus. We could compare this with Paul's use of Christ as an example of obedience in
Rom 5:15-21 that forms a basis for the Roman audience's own obedience. Certainly some
component of being "in Christ" revolve around the idea of imitation. Second, perhaps most
importantly, Plutarch's connection between obedience and the heart with regard to Odysseus
perhaps comes closest to Paul's praise for the Romans' own obedience from the heart (6:17).
Finally, this is another occurrence of obedience and submission occurring as near synonyms (cf
Rom 13:1).
A final example will conclude our short survey of obedience in Plutarch's work. In his
discourse on Progressing in Virtue, as part of a discussion of controlling the impulses of the
body by reason, Plutarch argues that if the "irrational impulse" has "already been rendered
obedient (euTreiGeq) and gentle by reason" (833) then sleep or illness will not cause the body to
retreat into the irrational. Since the impulses have been rendered obedient, a habit is now
formed. The process of forming the habit is particularly illuminating:
" Plutarch also discusses obedience in connection with the vice of anger, see Plutarch, Cohib. ira 455B
(TteiGeoBai).
" The last line is a direct quote from Homer, Od. 20.23. On obedience of the body see Plutarch, Garr.
503C the tongue (utokouh); Gen. Socr. 59 IE the soul (ujtaKOuei); Tu. san. 123C (uJifjKOOv); Virt. mor. 442 D the
body (uTtOKOuei).
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For if the body by virtue of training is actually capable of rendering itself
and its members so obedient (uTtfiKoov) to its injunctions of indifference
that the eyes refrain from tears at a piteous sight, and the heart from
throbbing in the midst of terrors, and the passions chastely remain
unexcited and undisturbed in the presence of youthful or maidenly beauty,
is it not indeed even more probable that training, by taking hold of the
emotional element in the soul, will, as it were, do away with the
irregularities and vagaries of our fancies and incitements, and carry its
repression of them even into our slumbers? (83B-C)
Plutarch draws an analogy from training the body, something Paul is quite capable of as
well (cf. Rom 12:4; 1 Cor 12:12; 1 Cor 9:27). Plutarch's point appears to be that just as one can
train the physical body, one can train one's impulses by reason and form habits. Of interest for
our study is Plutarch's attention to making one's "members obedient" which is similar to Paul's
point found in Rom 6:12-13, 6:19; 7:5 and Paul's admonition on not obeying the body's desires
and offering one's members to unrighteousness or disobedience. The striking difference
between Plutarch and Paul is obvious. Whereas for Plutarch, reason is the power at work in
bringing the body and mind into obedience, in Paul this is part of the work of the Spirit and
results from having been transferred from the realm ofAdam to the new realm of Christ (6: 19).
Plutarch offers several helpful examples of obedience and its function in both political
and philosophical contexts. His work contains similar conclusions as those of the historians and
philosophers of the first century. Obedience was expected of citizens within the empire and
contributed to the flourishing of a just society; likewise, disobedience resulted in punishment.
Also of immense value are Plutarch's ethical works where we encounter similar language
and topics, such as obedience from the heart and obedient bodies. These provide helpful context
for understanding key portions ofRomans.
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LATIN PHILOSOPHERS
Cicero
The renowned Roman statesman Cicero produced an impressive number ofwritings over
his vast career. A primary source for our understanding of the Roman Republic and a witness to
the Roman Civil War, Cicero provides a valuable glimpse into Roman life.''" Cicero's literary
endeavors were large, but only fifty-eight speeches have survived from antiquity, including
sixteen books of letters, three works on rhetoric, and several philosophical treatises. Given the
vast output ofCicero, our survey here is but a sampling of the evidence from Cicero's works.
Cicero's De Republica is his attempt at a Roman political theory in the tradition of
Plato's Republic. According to Cicero, the safety of the state depends on "the wisdom of its best
men" (1.34).^^ In the selection of the "best men," Cicero argues that according to nature, "those
men who are superior in virtue and in spirit should rule the weaker, but also that the weaker
should be willing to obey iparere) the stronger" (1.34). Such a discussion of weak and strong
resembles Paul's discussion of the similarly named groups in Rom 14:1-15:13. However, this is
where the similarities end. Whereas it may have been "natural" for the Roman Christians who
comprised the "strong" group to overrun the weaker, the moral advice they receive is profoundly
countercultural at this point.
Cicero's De Legibus was a complementary volume to his De Republica and laid out the
laws appropriate to the ideal city. De Legibus begins with a discussion of ius naturae and an
OCD, 1558-64; E. M. Atkins, "Cicero," in The Cambridge Histoiy of Greek and Roman Political
Thought (ed. Christopher Rowe and Malcolm Schofield, New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 477-516;
David E. Aune, The Westminster Dictionary of New Testament and Early Christian Literature and Rhetoric
(Louisville: WJK, 2003), 97-9; C. E. W. Steel, Cicero, Rhetoric, and Empire (New York: Oxford University Press,
2001), 1-20; C. E. W. Steel, ed. The Cambridge Companion to Cicero (New York: Cambridge University Press,
2013).
On obedience to wisdom see Cicero, Phil. 13, 3.7 "I am hearing the voice ofwisdom and would obey as I
would obey (paream) a god." Cf. Resp. 3.15
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emphasis on right reason. Law is identified with right reason and forms the base of the
relationship between humanity and the divine.^' As a result of law, people must share justice as
well (Leg. 1.7). According to Cicero, those who share both law and justice are members of the
same commonwealth with one important addition: "If indeed they obey (parent) the same
authorities and powers" (imperiis et potestatibus) (Leg. 1.7). Authorities and powers, later
described as "magistrates," are essential to the "care" of the state (Leg. 3.2). Obedience is key to
this endeavor. Cicero notes:
We must also instruct the citizens as to the extent of their obligation to obey
(obtemperandi) them. For the man who rules efficiently must have obeyed
(paruerit) others in the past, and the man who obeys (paret) dutifiiUy appears fit
at some later time to be a ruler. Thus he who obeys ought to expect to be a ruler
in the future, and he who rules should remember that in a short time he will
have to obey (parendum). And we must provide, as Charondas does in his laws,
not only that the citizens be obedient and dutifiil (obtemperent oboediantque)
toward the magistrates, but also that they love and honor them (Leg. 3.2).
Obedience to the magistrates and those in authority includes obedience to the laws.^^
Cicero notes, "Commands shall be just (lusta imperia sunto), and the citizens shall obey
(parento) them dutifully and without protest" (Leg. 3.3). Cicero presents the "best case
scenario" as he assumes that the laws are just, and that those laws that correspond to reason (Leg.
3.1).^^ Just laws are required to be obeyed, and disobedience is punishable by fines,
imprisonment, and lashings (Leg. 3.3).""
On Roman law see Barry Nicholas, An Introduction to Roman Law (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1962); O.
F. Robinson, The Sources ofRoman Law: Problems and Methods for Ancient Historians (New York: Routledge,
1997); Dennis P. Kehoe, "Law and Social Formation in the Roman Empire," in The Oxford Handbook of Social
Relations in the Roman World (ed. Michael Peachin, New York: Oxford University Press, 20 11), 144-66.
On obedience to God see Cicero, Tusc. 1.49; D/v. 1.53.
Obedience to the senate is often noted see Lig. 7.20 (4x), 22; Phil. 6. 3.5, 9 (2x); 4.9; Phil. 7, 1.2; 4.14;
9,26 (disobedience equates to war on the Roman people); Phil. 13, 6.14; Prov. cons. 10.25; Sest. 63.143. Obedience
to the state or officials of the state is seen in Cicero, Leg. 3.4, 7, 19; Resp. 1.36, 40 (refusal to obey magistrates); Off
2.7 (tyrant).
Cicero offers a cosmological argument at this point, "Nothing, moreover, is so completely in accordance
with the principles of justice and the demands of Nature (and when 1 use these expressions, I wish it understood that
I mean Law) as is government, without which existence is impossible for a household, a city, a nation, the human
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Such an emphasis on obedience to the magistrates and authorities along with the
admonition to honor them helps us to understand the expectations placed on the citizens of Rome
and those who lived within the Empire. Good cities are made up of good laws and good citizens.
Those in Rome were to obey, love, and honor those in authority over them. In light of this
context, the audience of Romans might have understood the admonitions in 13:1, to submit to the
authorities; and 13:7, to give honor to whom honor is due. These fall within the parameters of
"good citizenship.""'
Two sections of Cicero's Tusculan Disputations provide important examples of
obedience. The first example comes in 2.4. where Cicero criticizes philosophers who do not
obey their own teachings:
How few philosophers are found to be so constituted and to have principles
and a rule of life so firmly settled as reason requires! How few there are to
think that the tenets of their school are not a display of knowledge but a law
of life! To control themselves of their own will and obey ipareat) their own
dogmas! Some of them we may see guilty of such frivolity and vanity that it
would have been far better for them never to have been students.
Cicero's rebuke of his fellow philosophers for their hypocrisy bears resemblance to
Paul's crifique of his fellow Jewish teachers in Rom 2:1-3, 17-23."" Both Cicero and Paul are
critical of teachers who see their schools simply as "displays of knowledge" and do not obey
their own teachings."^
race, physical nature, and the universe itself. For the universe obeys (paret) God; seas and lands obey (oboedimt)
the universe, and human life is subject to the decrees of supreme Law" (Leg. 3.1).
On obedience to the laws see Cicero, Clu. 53.146; Leg. 3.8, 13; Inv. 1.38; Resp. 3.1 1 (3x); Tusc. 4.9 (laws
of a philosophical school); 5.31 (to maxims).
Although Cicero's Att. 293 is helpful, "1 see you are in favour of sending my letter to Caesar. Well, I was
very much of the same opinion, especially as it contains nothing unbefitting a loyal citizen�loyal, however, as the
times permit. Obedience (parere) to them is the precept of all experts on politics."
''^ See a similar idea in Cicero, Caecin. 18.52, "Even our authority at home will cease to exist if we allow
our slave-boys to obey (obediant) our orders to the letter only, without paying any attention to the meaning implied
in our words."
''^ Cf Cicero, Parad. 5.33. "First let him curb his lusts, despise pleasures, restrain his angry temper, control
his avarice, repulse all the other defilements of the mind; let him start commanding others only when he has himself
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A second example is Cicero's discussion of self-mastery in 2.20ff. Cicero moves his
argument to the two-fold division of the soul: "one ofwhich is gifted with reason, while the other
is destitute of it. . .It is man's duty to enable reason to have rule over that part of the soul which
ought to obey (obedire)" (2.21.48)."" When seeking to show how this process takes places, he
uses three social metaphors: that of the master and slave, the general and solider, and the parent
and son. Each of these examples provides a social context where obedience is assumed."^ Such
a conclusion is reached by Cicero, who concludes his argument, returning again to the military
image, "The weaker part of his soul was submissive {paruit) to reason in the same way that the
disciplined soldier obeys the strict commander (2.21.50)."^
Such an example is important for several reasons. First, Cicero uses obedience and
submission nearly synonymously (cf. Rom 13:1). More importantly, Cicero's examples from
the domestic and military spheres reinforce the point that obedience was assumed within these
contexts. Thus to evoke their imagery is to evoke the expectation of obedience as well.
Turning to Romans, slavery metaphors appear in Rom 5-8, where the ideas of obedience
to a master are not far behind. Abraham Malherbe rightly notes that, "Paul and other early
Christians were not unique in using martial imagery. It was used in a transferred sense by all
kinds of persons including philosophers, adherents ofmystery cults, and orators.""'
left off obeying iparere) those most unprincipled masters, unseemliness and turpitude: so long as he is subservient
iobediet) to these, he will be altogether unworthy to be deemed not merely a commander but even a free man.
On obedience to reason see Cicero, Clu. 58.159 (conscience); Fat. 11.25; Off. 1.23, 28, 29 (3x); Tusc.
2.20; 4.9, 17.
Obedience in a specifically religious context is seen in Cicero, Div. 2.33; Leg. 2.8 (2x of priests); Nat. d.
2.3.%; Resp. 2.1.
Obedience in military contexts is frequent see [Letter to OctavianJ 10.38; (to kings); Cat. 4.22; Fam.
9.25.2; 15.1.5, 4.10; Phil. 3 4.8-9; Leg. man. 15.48 (of enemies); Phil. 5 1 1.29-30 (envoys); Phil. 6 2.4 (3x); Phil. 9,
3.6 (obedience to death); Rah. Perd. (to orders) 8.22; Resp. 1 .39; 3.29; 6.11.
''^
Abraham J. Malherbe, "Antisthenes and Odysseus, and Paul at War," in Paul and the Philosophers
Minneapolis: Fortress, 1989), 95. He goes on to note, "It is not clear who first used martial imagery to describe the
spiritual or intellectual struggle of individuals. For our purposes it suffices to note that the custom had attained
currency by the time of Socrates' immediate followers (96).
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The equivalence of slavery and obedience is supported by another important passage in
Cicero. In his Paradox Stoiconim, Cicero states:
All wicked men are slaves therefore, slaves! Nor is this really so startling a
paradox as it sounds. For they do not mean that they are slaves in the sense
of chattels that have become the property of their lords by assignment for
debt or some law of the state; but if slavery means, as it does mean, the
obedience (obedientia) of a broken and abject spirit that has no volition of
its ow n, who would deny that all light-minded and covetous people and
indeed all the vicious are really slaves? (5.35).
Cicero defines slavery as obedience and having choice revoked. Most important is the
metaphorical use of the slavery language, which Cicero goes out of his way to establish.
Namely, slaves are persons who are characterized by vices that control them. Such imagery and
usage is quite close to Paul's discussion in Rom 6:16-23; 7:14-20.
One final example in Cicero concludes this section. Its importance is the combination of
the terms faith, obedience, justice, and persuasion�usage not dissimilar from Paul's own. In his
discussion on the importance of rhetoric and persuasion, he offers the following consideration:
Consider another point; after cities had been established how could it have
been brought to pass that men should learn to keep faith and observe justice
(fidem colere et iustitiam retinere discerent) and become accustomed to
obey (parere) others voluntarily and believe not only that they must work
for the common good but even sacrifice life itself, unless men had been able
by eloquence to persuade their fellows of the truth of what they had
discovered by reason? Certainly only a speech at the same time powerful
and entrancing could have induced one who had great physical strength to
submit to justice without violence (Inv. 1.2.3).
Cicero envisions the task of rhetoric and persuasion as essential in bringing people to
keep faith, observe justice, and obey others. The task of rhetoric is persuasion to the truth; in this
context, the truth is discovered through reason to keep faith, observe justice, and obey others."^
See Dale B. Martin, Slavery as Salvation: The Metaphor ofSlavery in Pauline Christianity (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1990), 1-49.
Also similar is Cicero in a discussion of Antony, Ep. Brut. 17.4, "If he remains loyal (fide) and obeys
(paruerit) me."
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Such a task aligns with Rome's purpose: "success in a military career counts for more than any
other. It is this which has won renown for the people of Rome and eternal glory for their city,
which has compelled the world to obey our rule" {orbem terrarum parere huic imperio coegit)
{Pro Murena 22). Indeed, C. E. W. Steele concludes that Cicero's presentation of Roman
acquisition of subjects was a reward to those conquered by the Empire. "The Romans do not
simply conquer: they make their subjects glad to have been conquered."^"
Cicero's aims at persuading individuals to accept the truth certainly parallel Paul's aims
in Romans. However, Paul's persuasive task is quite unlike Cicero's in one important aspect: the
tmth Paul presents is not something discoverable by reason. Rather, obedience and faith are
tasks given to Paul by God, and ultimately, this is a justice revealed (dTioKaA-UTtxco) by God
himself (cf. Rom 1:16-17).
Cicero's work show several examples of how obedience language was used in various
kinds of discourse. Obedience to the various functions of the state, whether the Senate, the laws,
or the generals, are the primary ways that obedience language is employed in Cicero's works.
Cicero is helpful for showing the importance of rhetorical discourse in ordering a political
society. Likewise, Cicero is particularly beneficial in regards to understanding how obedience is
used in social metaphors that would have been drawn from everyday life, such as slavery and
parent-child relationships. Finally, Cicero is quite instructive for our understanding of how
obedience fiinctioned in the construction of civic life.
Seneca the Younger
Seneca the Younger was both a statesmen and a rhetorician, rising to influence in the
mid-first century. By the reign of Gaius, he was a notable rhetor. Although ultimately banished
by Gaius, Seneca would retum to Rome to be a political advisor to the young Nero (49 CE). In
Steel, Cicero, Rhetoric, and Empire, 75.
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54 CE, with Nero's ascension to Emperor, Seneca moved from tutor to advisor.^' Seneca's
literary output includes ten ethical works, four philosophical works, the satire Apocolocyntosis,
and several poetic works. The importance of Seneca the Younger is his proximity to Nero.
More than any other writer, Seneca provides insight into Nero's reign and thus offers one of the
best parallels to the period of the Roman communities with which Paul corresponds.
We begin with Seneca's work De dementia, written around 55 or 56 CE, where he
advises Nero on mercy (dementia). The time of writing of De dementia and Romans should
not be missed. De dementia begins by reminding Nero of the immense power at his disposal
(1.1.2�4). This catalog of power centers around the nations and Nero's ability to give them
freedom or slavery. Seneca s opening foray showcases the central importance of Nero to the
Roman Empire. The ability of a national leader to maintain safety and stability is the reason
people pray and defend this "one man" (1.3-4). The desire for their own safety leads people to
go to war on behalf of their leader. Such importance is seen by Seneca's quotation of Virgil:
"If safe their king, one mind to all; Bereft of him, they troth recall" (Georg. 4.2).^^ The safety of
the nation is tied to the safety of their leader. Seneca concludes that the demise of Nero would
be to the detriment of the Roman people:
Such a calamity would be the destruction of the Roman peace, such a
calamity will force the fortune of a mighty people to its downfall. Just so
long will this people be free from that danger as it shall know how to submit
to the rein; but if ever it shall tear away the rein, or shall not suffer it to be
replaced if shaken loose by some mishap, then this unity and this fabric of
mightiest empire will fly into many parts, and the end of this city's rule will
be one with the end of her obedience (parendi) (4.2-3).
^'
See the helpful overview in OCD, 96-8.
"
On obedience in military contexts see Seneca, Ep. 59.7; 90.5; Ira, 9.4; 18.6; [Octavia], 458.
"
Seneca can also use the imagery and quotation ofVirgil of the safety of a king as a metaphor for the soul
see Seneca, Ep. 1 14.2, "if the soul lose its balance, down comes all the rest in ruins. If but the king be safe, your
swarm will live Harmonious; if he die, the bees revolt. The soul is our king. If it be safe, the other functions remain
on duty and serve with obedience (parent, optemperant); but the slightest lack of equilibrium in the soul causes them
to waver along with it."
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Seneca posits two dangers in this small section. The first danger is that the removal of
Nero would be the removal of stability in the Empire. The second danger present in the section
is the disobedience of the people that would lead to the fraying of the Empire into dissolution.^"
Seneca quite plainly indicates that the demise of obedience would result in the demise of Rome.
Obedience to the various aspects of Rome's rule is the glue holding the Empire together.^^
Seneca concludes that this "rein" must be moderate and that mercy is key to moderation (5.1-2).
The larger discursive point of Seneca's entire work is applicable to Romans. The topic of
mercy appears at several important places in Romans (9:15-16, 18, 23; 11:30-31; 12:1; 15:9).
Both ideas�mercy and obedience�are part of the verbal currency of the day, both in Seneca
and Paul. Seneca argues that the gods are mercifijl (7.2, cf. Rom 15:9) and likewise that mercy is
extended to the disobedient (5.1; Rom 11:30-31). Further, the importance of obedience for
Seneca, essentially tied to the stability of Rome itself, gives proper context for understanding
Paul's call for obedience in Rom 1:5 and his admonition for the Christian communities in Rome
to submit to the governing authorities (Rom 13:1). To be disobedient is a threat to the Empire.
Slavery and obedience also occur at several places in Seneca's other works, most notably
De Beneficiis. The importance of slavery and obedience for our study is Paul's use of the
imagery to discuss the reigns of Adam and Christ in Rom 5-6. Seneca notes that, "a slave does
not have the right to reftise; thus he does not confer, but merely obeys {paret), and he takes no
credit for what he has done because it was not possible for him to fail to do it" (3.19.1).^^
However, Seneca seems to differentiate between internal and external criteria of obedience. In
^'^
Obedience functions several ways in Seneca's writings: Virtue: Ep. 67.16; Vit. beat. 1 1.3; Fate: Ep. 76.4;
91.5; De Providentia, 5.9 (of God); Nature: Ben. 5.9.1; Ep. 93.2 (2x); 99.21; 107.9; De Constantia, 2.1.1 (of
women); Vit. beat. 13.2 (of virtue); God: Ep. 16.5, 76.4; 96.2; Vit. beat. 15.4; Reason: Ep. 90.5 (2x), 94.44; Ira
17.2; Mind: Ep. 8.5; Commands/ Law: Ep. 94.38; Ira, 13.6; Tranq. 9.1.3, 10; Parents: Ben. 3.38.2; One's
executioner: Nat. 2.59.8; Passions: Ben. 2.18.5; contra the Stoics, Ben. 4.2.1.
' On obedience to the emperor or his decrees see Seneca, [Octavia], 840, 863, De Ira, 20.5; Clem. 24.2.
"the more indulgent the ruler, the better he is obeyed (paretur)."
"Cf Seneca, Ben. 3.21.2.
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3.20.2 he regards it as a mistake to suppose that "slavery penetrates into the whole being of a
man." For Seneca, "the better part," that is the mind and reason, are not subject to slavery, only
the body (3.20.2). Rather, "the mind is its own master, and is so free and unshackled that not
even this prison of the body, in which it is confined, can restrain it from using its own powers
(3.20.2)." Further in subjection, the master can only buy and sell the body, but not the mind
(3.20.2). Seneca also notes the logical limits of a slave's obedience: "nor, indeed, are we able to
command all things from slaves, nor are they compelled to obey (parere) us in all things; they
will not carry out orders that are hostile to the state, and they will not lend their hands to any
crime" (3.20.2). Obedience in this sense is limited by the larger authorities.
Several aspects of Seneca's discussion of slavery stand out in comparison with Romans.
The equation of slavery and obedience is again highlighted by Seneca and was also maintained
by Cicero and Epictetus. The invocation of the image carries the assumption of obedience. A
slave obeys. Also of importance from De Beneficiis are the limits of obedience. Obedience ends
when civic laws are transgressed or when requests would be subversive to the state. Here, the
authority of the state transcends the request of the master. Obedience is not blind and
unyielding. In an analogous fashion, Rom 13:1, with the idea of submission to the governing
authorities, perhaps also envisions such a caveat. By instructing the Roman communities to
submit�that is, obey�Paul does not mean unwavering obedience, but obedience to a certain
extent, namely the specific situation envisioned in 13:3^.
We conclude with an example of obedience in Seneca's treatise De Vita Beata. In this
moral essay, he utilizes a military metaphor to discuss obedience. In the pursuit of the "happy
life," Seneca advises his brother Gallio to follow virtue (15.5). Personifying virtue, Seneca states
that virtue, "like a good soldier she will submit to wounds, she will count her scars, and, pierced
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by darts, as she dies she will love him for whose sake she falls�her commander; she will keep
in mind that old injunction, 'Follow God'" (15.6)." Seneca concludes, "This is the sacred
obligation by which we are bound�to submit to the human lot, and not to be disquieted by those
things which we have no power to avoid. We have been bom under a monarchy; to obey (parere)
God is freedom" (15.7). In a world with limited freedom, Seneca offers a middle way. Given
one's "human lot," everyone can experience freedom by obeying God.
The importance of this final example is the utilization of military imagery in a moral
discourse. Seneca takes as his example that of a soldier to explain a moral concept. Just as a
soldier obeys, so must the virtuous man and the one who desires to have a happy life, obey God.
The significance of this section is the accessibility of such imagery for moral persuasion. In a
similar way, Paul likewise utilizes common Roman imagery in his persuasive discourse (cf Rom
6). Such a background would have been familiar to many in the Roman world and hence, its
potency as a metaphor would be apparent.
Although writing from different social positions, both Seneca and Paul are Roman
citizens constmcting discourses under the reign ofNero, and have influence within the household
of Caesar (cf Rom 16:1 1; Phil 4:23). Seneca, therefore, serves as a helpful aid in understanding
the historical situation at the time of the writing of Romans. Most notable is Seneca's discussion
of mercy, slavery, and obedience, topics also occurring in Romans. Although there are
significant differences between these concepts and how they are understood and utilized, it
shows their importance at this point in the Roman Empire.
^
Seneca quotes Cicero, Fin. 3.22.
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Conclusion on Obedience in the Philosophers
From Aristotle to Seneca, obedience forms a central component of their discourses,
whether in their admonitions for subjects to be good citizens, to their exhortations to allow
reason to dominate and provide progress in virtue. Paul's aims are perhaps closest to the
philosopher Epictetus, who offers similar arguments and examples. Historically speaking, the
most beneficial works are those of Cicero and Seneca, the latter because of his proximity to
Nero. Their works aid us in our understanding of the Empire in the first century. The survey of
obedience within the Greek and Latin philosophers show that obedience language was alive and
well at the time of Paul, and perhaps forms the background for how some Roman Gentiles in the
Roman communities may have been familiar with such concepts.
At this point, a word must be said about the appropriate background for understanding
Romans from an audience's perspective. One need not necessarily bifiircate the historians versus
the philosophers as important for the audience's understanding of the message of Romans. In
fact, they inform one another. As seen in many places in the philosophical material, the
philosophers rely on language and images from the realm of Rome's military and political
program. From Cicero to Epictetus, many philosophers drew on the language of the soldier or
war as a way of talking about obedience. Along with slavery, the sphere of the military offered
the best examples for obedience.
Turning to Paul's discourse in Romans, we ought to emphasize that we need not choose
one domain of background over another.^^ We can, however, note that the examples from the
historians make best sense in the first several chapters of Romans. By the time we get to Rom
12-15, the philosophers clearly provide the closest examples for how such instruction would
Although attentive to the military language in Paul, it is surprising that Malherbe, "Antisthenes and
Odysseus" does not mention Romans.
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have been heard. Such persuasive discourse as that encountered in Rom 12-15 did not fall
within the purview of the historians. However, as we encountered in this chapter, the
philosopher s imagery and language for obedience is often derived from historical examples and
as such, cannot be totally disregarded.
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CHAPTER SIX:
THE NON-LITERARY SOURCES
Augustus, Res Gestae
After his death, on August 19, 14 CE, Augustus had commissioned four documents to be
read aloud in the Senate House by the Vestal Virgins (Suet, Aug. 101). One of these documents
was the Res Gestae Divi .Augusti (RG hereafter). Although the original is now lost, the document
was to be published in bronze at the entrance to his mausoleum in the Campus Martins in Rome.
Our knowledge of the document comes to us via Ancrya, the capitol of Galatia, where both
Greek and Latin copies of the document were affixed to the temple dedicated to Rome and
Augustus. Smaller fragments of the document have also appeared in Apollonia (Latin) and
Psidian Antioch (Greek) leading some to suggest that copies were disseminated widely
throughout the provinces.'
The RG is important for several reasons. First, it is one of only three sources that are
contemporary to the Augustan period. Second, we possess copies of the record in both Latin and
Greek. For our concerns in this work, this is immensely helpful as it not only shows the
crossover between Latin and Greek, but also conveys the importance for both the Greek and
Latin speaking world(s). We know that the Latin original was to be displayed in Rome, but
copies throughout Asia Minor (in Greek) show the importance of the document for non-Latin
speaking regions, as the accompanying introduction to the Greek copy in Ankara explicates.
Third, as Karl Galinsky has argued, "It suffices to say that the Res Gestae is the most important
historical document of the period ... it presents Augustus' own perspective on his achievements
'
OCD, 1309.
^ The Greek introduction differs from the Latin: Me9rip|ariv�unevai ij;reYpd(prioav Tipd^eii; re Kai Scopeai
IePocjtou Oeou, aq ctTueXmEV ettI 'Pwiariq evKexapajiisvaq %aXKa\q a'cr[kaiq 5uol.
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and on what he wanted to be understood as their quintessence."^ Composed late in his life,
perhaps around age seventy-five, and perhaps as early as 13 CE, this is what Augustus wanted
the wider Roman world to know about his rule. In the words of Suna Giiven, the RG is a
"monumental text" in every sense of the word." As an inscription, the RG is monumental in that
it was literally inscribed upon monuments in both Rome and the province of Galatia. In another
sense of the word, the RG is monumental in that it is essentially a self-portrait of Augustus
including, describing, and interpreting the events that he deemed most important.
In Rome, the placement of the record was of major significance. Matthew Roller has
recently reminded us, "Scholars have long recognized that the erection of public monuments in
Rome, from the middle Republic into the Augustan age, was an arena of intense competition."^
Of course, the competition for Augustus was non-existent, but the placement of Augustus's own
monument, by its very namre, certainly established and furthered this aura of competition. The
area known as the Campus Martins was a "monumentalized open space" that during the
Republican period was increasingly filled with temples and monuments of gratitude to the gods
for military victories.^ The area included not only Augustus's massive mausoleum, which
dominated the area between the Tiber and the Via Flaminia at some eighty-seven meters wide
and forty meters high, but the Pantheon (5 BCE) and the Ara Pacis (9 BCE). Such an area was
made for visitors and, with the addition of a large park, those strolling through would not only
^
Karl Galinsky, Augustan Culture: An Interpretive Introduction (Princeton; Princeton University Press,
1996), 10.
Suna Guven, "Displaying the Res Gestae of Augustus; A Monument of Imperial Image for All," JSAH 57
(1998): 30.
^
Matthew Roller, "On the Intersignification ofMonuments in Augustan Rome," AJP 134 (2013): 119.
"
OCD, 284.
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see Augustus's mausoleum bearing the RG, but also the enormous Ara Pacis and the Horologium
(see below).'
It is into the monumental context that Augustus' RG was to be inscribed and
memorialized. It comes as no surprise, therefore, that the first lines of the RG discuss the
subjugation of the whole world (orbem terrarum) under the Roman people. The process by
which these nations (gentesIethne) were subjected was, of course, by war (3.1). As Augustus
states, "The foreign nations which could with safety be pardoned I preferred to save rather than
to destroy. The number of Roman citizens who bound themselves to me by military oath was
about 500,000" (3.1). Although obedience is not explicitly mentioned, it is clear from other
historical sources that obedience was crucial to securing peace with Rome, and that destruction
awaited those that would not obey (see Tacitus, ch. 4).
Towards the end of the RG, obedience is explicitly mentioned in Augustus's recounting
of his deeds. In 26.1, Augustus remarks, "I enlarged the boundaries of all the provinces of the
Roman people who bordered peoples (gentesri%vx\) not obedient (non parerent/\)noxaGa6[ie\'a)
to our empire." Such a line is revealing. Augustus divides his own empire along the lines of
obedience. The nations included in the boundaries of the Roman people are those who are
obedient, while those "outside" are the ones not (yet) obedient.
This section also parallels the introduction to the RG and augments the subjection
language that appears there. The Latin and Greek verbs are in line with what we have seen in
our survey of obedience language (chs. 3^). It should not be missed that we have the language
of obedience in one of the most influential documents of the Roman Empire.
^
Paul Zanker, The Power ofImages in the Age ofAugustus, trans., Alan Shapiro (Ann Arbor: University
Michigan Press, 1988), 72-3.
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The following sections of the RG lay out the long list of subjected or obedient nations.
This includes the Gauls. Spain, Germany, the Alps, Ethiopia, Armenia, Africa, Sicily,
Macedonia, Achaea, Asia, Syria, Psidia, Pannonia, Illyricum, and Egypt (26-30). Of those
listed, the Dacians are highlighted for submitting (i)7ro|ieveiv) to the Romans. The extensive
inventory of nations conveys the impressive breadth of the empire that Augustus had established.
The notion of obedience made explicit in the opening statement in 26.1 is completed by
reference to the obedience of the Dacians at the end of the list. Obedience thus begins and
concludes this portion of Augustus's RG.
In the final section of the RG, Augustus mentions nations such as the Parthians with
whom he had "friendships." He notes that Phrates, the King of the Parthians, "sent all his sons
and grandsons to me in Italy, not because he had been conquered in war, but rather seeking our
friendship by means of his own children as pledges" (32). Augustus mentions that this alliance
was not established by conquering Parthia in war, but by Phrates seeking a "friendship"
{amicitiam; (piXiav). According to Augustus, this process of friendship was used by a large
number of other nations who "experienced the good faith of the Roman People" (p. R. fidem/
'Ptoiialcov Ttioieox;) (32). This process should sound familiar as the exact phrases are used by
Polybius and Livy who also discuss the Roman faith (chs. 3^). As we saw in those contexts,
obedience was essential to maintaining "good faith" with the Roman people. Disobedience was
regarded as "breaking faith."
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Inscriptions and Monuments
Augustus's style of listing conquered or obedient nations was also used in various
inscriptions and monuments throughout the Roman Empire. For example in his Natural History,
Pliny references a triumphal monument to the Alpine victories (7-6 BCE) that had the following
inscription:
To the Emperor Caesar�The son of Caesar now deified, Augustus,
Pontifex Maximus, and emperor fourteen years, in the seventeenth year of
his holding the tribunal authority, the Senate and the Roman people, in
remembrance that under his command and auspices all the Alpine nations
which extended from the upper sea to the lower were reduced to
subjection by the Roman people�The Alpine nations so subdued
(DEVICTAE) were: the Triumpilini, the Camuni, the Venostes, the
Vennonenses, the Isarci, the Breuni, the Genaunes, the Focunates, four
nations of the Vindelici, the Consuanetes, the Rucinates, the Licates, the
Catenates, the Ambisontes, the Rugusci, the Suanetes, the Calucones, the
Brixentes, the Lepontii, the Uberi, the Nantuates, the Seduni, the Varagri,
the Salassi, the Acitavones, the Medulli, the Uceni, the Caturiges, the
Brigiani, the Sogiontii, the Brodiontii, the Nemaloni, the Edenates, the
Esubiani, the Veamini, the Gallitae, the Triulatti, the Ecdini, the Vergunni,
the Eguituri, the Nementuri, the Oratelli, the Nerusi, the Velauni, and the
Suetri." The twelve states of the Cottiani were not included in the list, as
they had shown no hostility, nor yet those which had been placed by the
Pompeian law under the jurisdiction (3.136-138).^
The verb used to describe all these nations is devictae from devictus, which means to
conquer or subdue. In this small inscription are forty-eight nations that had been subjected,
through obedience, to Rome. Of note is that Pliny mentions that the twelve state of the Cottiani
were not included because they had not shown hostility.^ Judging from our surveys of the
historians, when Rome met disobedience, they responded with war and defeated the various
nations and tribes. When Rome encountered obedience, they formed a treaty of surrender
Cf. Strabo, Geog. 4.6.6-9.
See also ILS 94 and the Arch of Cottius from 9-8 BCE that lists several communities under the prefect oi
Cottius and ends with the line, "and the communities which have been subject {sub. .fuerunt) to this prefect.'
Cottius was a prefect under Augustus and ruled over the Alpine regions. On the monument there are six tribes listed
that also appear on the arch mentioned by Pliny above.
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(deditio) and established a friendship with the nation. In this case, it is apparent that the Cottiani
did not refute the advances of Rome and most likely obeyed the demands and thus were not
"conquered."
The Pisan Decrees of 2 and 4 CE
A fragment from a decree from Pisa around 2 CE illuminates how colonies outside of
Rome positioned themselves as obedient to Augustus and Rome.'� On Sept 19, 2 CE, on hearing
of the death of Augustus's son Lucius, the Pisan council issued a decree honoring Lucius Caesar.
At the end of the decree are the following lines: ". . . what the senate of the Roman people will
decree about these things should be followed . . . and ask him [Augustus] that it be allowed to the
Julian colonists of the Loyal (opsequenti) Julian colony of Pisa to do and carry out all these
things in accordance with this decree."" Greg Rowe has argued, "The Pisan decree for Lucius
presents a picture of continuing loyalism in a town with a tradition of allegiance to the
dynasty."'" The Pisan self-description represents Pisa as an obedient or loyal colony. This
honorific title is important as it represents the attempt of the colony to establish itself before
Rome.
Two years later, at the death of Gaius Caesar, the grandson of Augustus (4 CE), the
residents of Pisa would issue another decree. This time the decree would be accompanied by a
monument in honor of the victorious campaigns of Gaius Caesar. In the decree, Gaius would be
honored for "successfully waging war on the furthest boundaries (finis extremas) of the Roman
people, after he had carried out his state duties properly, with the most warlike and greatest
See also the Augustan Edicts from 15CE mentioning loyalty, LACTOR 17, pg. 287-8.
''/Z.5 139.
'"
Greg Rowe, Princes and Political Cultures: The New Tiberian Senatorial Decrees (Ann Arbor:
University ofMichigan Press, 2002), 108.
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peoples subdued or brought into alliance."'^ The Pisans would highlight his role as "protector of
the Roman Empire and the guardian of the whole world." Gaius is praised for subduing and
bringing into alliance the most powerful nations. These alliances were, of course, struchired
along the lines of obedience, as seen in the examples above and in chapters 3^. This time the
Pisans would go fiirther and construct a monument to document the conquered nations. The
Pisans decreed "that an arch be set up in the most frequented place of our colony decorated with
the spoils of peoples subdued or brought into alliance by him {devictarum aut in fidem
receptarum ab eo gentium), and that on top of it should be placed a statue of him on foot in
triumphal dress, and on either side of this statue two gilded equestrian statues of Gaius and
Lucius Caesars."'"
In previous examples, literary documents portrayed the Roman victories over nations and
their subsequent obedience. That which could only be heard or read before could now be seen.
Now the honorific monument, the Gaius Arch, would graphically represent Roman conquest for
all who had eyes to see. Both the decrees and the monument stress the loyal sentiments of the
colony. The monument was a powerful reminder to Rome of Pisan obedience and was, at the
same time, a celebration by the colony of its own loyal status due to Roman victory. By being
one of the first to honor Gaius, "on the map of politics, they would appear as leaders, not
followers."'^
'^715140.
I^Ibid.
Rowe, Princes andPolitical Cultures, 118.
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The Oath to the Emperor
In 1899, an oath of loyalty was found on a sandstone slab in the Northern Turkish city of
Paphlagonia at its capital Gangra. One of many oaths of loyalty found in the Greek East, this
oath would have administered around 3 BCE, three years after the region was organized as a
province (6 BCE).'^ The inscription reads as follows:
In the third year after the twelfth consulate of the emperor Augustus,
the son of the divine Caesar, 6 March, at Gangra, in the marketplace: this
oath was swom by the Paphlagonians of the area and the Romans engaged
in business among them.
I swear (6|iv6co) to Zeus, Earth, Sun, all the gods and goddesses, and to
Augustus himself, that I will be loyal (euvofioeiv) to Caesar Augustus, his
children, and descendants all through my life, both in word, deed, and
thought, holding as friends those they hold as friends and considering those
as enemies whom they judge to be such, that with regard to things that
concem them I will not be sparing of my body or my soul or my life or
children, but will face every peril with respect to things that affect them. If
there is anything that I should recognize or hear as spoken, plotted, or done
contrary to this, I will report this and be an enemy of the person speaking,
plotting, or doing any of these things. Whomever they judge to be enemies, I
will pursue and defend against them by land and sea with arms and steel.
If I should do anything contrary to this oath or fail to follow up what I
have swom, I impose a curse upon myself encompassing the destmction and
total extinction of my body, soul, life, children, my entire family, and
everything essential down to every successor and every descendant ofmine,
and may neither earth nor sea receive the bodies of my family and
descendants nor bear fmit for them.
The same oath was swom by all throughout the regions in the
countryside at the temples to Augustus by the altars to Augustus. So did the
Phazimonians inhabiting what is now called the New Town, all assembled at
1 n
the temple ofAugustus by the altar to Augustus.
1 8
This oath of loyalty to Augustus was swom at a number of towns in the near region. In
a recent study of oaths in Greek society, Serena Connolly has drawn attention to its importance,
noting that, "Although the practice of swearing loyalty to mlers was nothing new in Greece and
'*Ibid., 193-194.
"
IMTSiy, PHI 288053; ILS 8781. Translation by T. Parkin and A. Pomeroy, Roman Social History: A
Sourcebook (Routledge, 2007).
Cf, the denarius struck with such an oath in 16 BCE in RIC Augustus 358; BMC Augustus 92; Lactor 17
pg. 262.
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Asia Minor, the Paphlagonian oath was important because it is the first attested to a Roman
emperor in the Greek East."'^ Such an oath indicates the importance attached to loyalty,
especially given the political climate of the time with the rebellions in Parthia and Armenia.
Although the specific terms for obedience we have been using do not appear in the primary text,
the clear intent of the passage concerns the theme of obedience. The one swearing the oath
offers his obedience to various tasks, such as refusing friendship with the enemies of Augustus,
among other things. Disobedience or failing to maintain the oath of loyalty invokes an
imprecatory curse on oneself, demonstrating the importance of maintaining loyalty and
obedience.
Similar oaths were vowed under subsequent emperors, such as the Cyprian oath of
loyalty to Tiberius.
"� In 1959, this oath was found in the village ofNikoklia inscribed on white
marble."' The contents of the inscription are striking. After swearing by their own Cyprian
deities, by Caesar Augustus, and Rome eternal, they swear:
We, ourselves and our children, [swear] to barken (uTiaKouoeoGai) unto and
to obey (7i8i9apxriaeiv) alike by land and sea, to regard with loyalty and to
worship Tiberius Caesar Augusms, son of Augustus, with all his house, to
have the same friends and the same foes as they, to propose the voting of
[divine honors] to Rome and to Tiberius Caesar Augustus, son of Augustus,
and to the sons of his blood, to these only, together with the other Gods, and
to none other at all. [If we keep this oath, may prosperity be ours; if we
break it, may the opposite befall us].
"
Serena Connolly, '"Onvijco Atjtov Tov Sepaoiov: The Greek Oath in the Roman World," in Horkos: The
Oath in Greek Society (ed. Alan H. Sommerstein and Judith Fletcher, Exeter: Bristol Phoenix Press, 2007), 203.
She notes several other oaths such as the Baeticans to Augustus, Gaius and Lucius. Importantly she notes that there
was not a standard oath, but that it was flexible. In case her argument could be misunderstood, she notes the long
history of the swearing of oaths to foreign leaders going back all the way to the Hittites (208)! For example she
mentions that the Greeks swore an oath of loyalty to Flamininus and Sulla during the Roman republic (203). The
point to be remembered is that this oath of loyalty is not unique to Rome or any of its emperors.
^� SEG 18 578. Cf T. B. Mitford, "A Cypriot Oath of Allegiance to Tiberius," JRS 50 (1960): 75-9;
Takashi Fujii, Imperial Cult and Imperial Representation in Roman Cyprus (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag, 2013).
Other emperors include Caligula who in 37 CE received an oath of loyalty from the people from Assos (PHI
288053).
^'
Mitford, "A Cypriot Oath ofAllegiance to Tiberius," 75.
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Several features stand out from the oath of allegiance to Tiberius. First, the verbs UTiaKouco and
jieiGapxecD appear side by side showcasing their synonymous nature, as was established in
chapter three. Second, this oath shares several important similarities to the oath to Augustus,
such as swearing by the gods, the mention of loyalty in regards to the emperor, the phrase "by
land and by sea," and although broken off, the conditional blessing and curse. Third, the explicit
obedience language in the oath to Tiberius helps us to understand the oath to Augustus more
clearly and bears out some of the working assumptions we had with that oath. Fourth, T. E. J.
Wiedemann has argued that such oaths were swom in Rome by the Senate, the equestrian order,
and the Roman people (cf. Rom 1:5; 13:1).""
We should not underestimate the importance of inscriptions such as oaths and discharges.
The function of this type of an inscription is manifold. From the Roman point of view, it
naturally solidified the terms of agreement, both penalties and promises. Second, these oaths
served to ward off the threat of revolution, as the outcome of disobedience was clear for all to
see. However, from the viewpoint of the swearers, it also functioned as a celebration of their
inauguration into the Roman Empire. It served as a reminder of the safety and security Rome
offered them and affirmed what Rome could do on their behalf."^ In short, it was part of the
process of Romanization in the provinces.""
During his reign, Claudius had dissension to suppress because he had inherited the
continued unrest in Alexandria, Egypt between the Jews and the local Greek residents. In an
important find, a papyri was discovered from Egypt containing a letter from Claudius to one
"^ CAN pg. 203. An oath of allegiance (Latin) was also given to Gaius by the residents of Aritium on May
1 1, 37 CE. It bears similar language to the other oaths above. See ILS 190. Another oath to Gaius has been found in
Greek in the Assus (LACTOR 19, J19d, pg 187). See also the oath of the Maroneia as shown in LACTOR 19, MlOa-
c, pg. 247-9.
The younger Agrippina is depicted as secuhtas on an sestertius from 37-38 CE (RIC Gaius 33).
Connolly, "The Greek Oath in the Roman World," 212.
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Lucius Aemilius Rectus. This letter dates from Nov 10, 41 CE and it was copied onto papyrus
by a wealthy local resident.^^ Claudius's threat to discipline the troublemakers in Alexandria
bears sev eral important elements for our study here. Claudius's annoyance with the disturbance
is on full display. He remarks, "I am storing up an unyielding indignation against those who
renewed the conflict" (cf. Rom 1:18-32).^^ He continues, "1 tell you plainly that, unless you
immediately put a stop to this destructive and mutual enmity, I shall be forced to show you what
it is like when a benevolent ruler is moved to righteous indignation."'' The threat of force is
levied against the community if they fail to obey. Obedience is in view as Claudius continues
with a list of demands for both sides and concludes, "If they [Alexandrian Jews] disobey, I shall
proceed against them in every way as fomenting a common plague for the whole world."^^
Claudius lays out the terms for obedience. He makes clear that disobedience comes at the cost of
his wrath. Paul's admonition in Rom 13:4 comes into closer view in light of accounts such as
these.
The Campus Martius
A short survey of the Campus Martius is important for this study as this was the place
where armies practiced their exercises and gathered for the triumphal procession that celebrated
their victories. Most importantly, the Campus Maritus was decorated with monuments, porticos,
and temples dedicated to celebrating and thanking the gods for Roman military victories.^^ Our
survey of the historical sources has noted the dominance of obedience language occurring within
military contexts, whether between a general and his army or between nations engaged in battle
This text was brought to my attention by LACTOR 19, pg. 228. For full text see P. Lond (Greek Papyri
in the British Museum) VI 1912.
E. Mary Smallwood, Documents Illustrating the Principates of Gaius, Claudius and Nero (London:
Cambridge University Press, 1967), 370.73.
"ibid., 370.79.
-'*Ibid., 370.96.
-�^
OCD, 284.
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with Rome. As such, the Campus Martius is a source of great importance for the representation
of Roman victories to the masses. That such monuments could be called upon as examples is
shown in Cicero's De Republica, where Philus comments, "What is the meaning of those words
of praise inscribed on the monuments of our greatest generals, 'He extended the boundaries of
the empire'" (Resp. 3.15). The monuments and their inscriptions not only communicated to the
masses, but found their way into the examples and argumentation of Rome's elite. Such a
resource with its temples and monuments helps communicate Roman dominance to the large
swath of the illiterate population. Hence, this section will help bridge some of the gap between
the literary sources (most likely read by the elite alone) and the representation of those narratives
to the public masses through inscriptions, monuments, and temples. Our focus will be on the
development of the Campus Martius during the imperial period.
Walking north on the Via Flaminia in Rome, one would pass a series of temples, tombs,
and theaters. The resident of Rome would pass by the Altar of Mars before coming to the Ara
Pacis and the Horologium on the eastern side of the road, and just before arriving at the
Mausoleum ofAugustus to the north.^� Karl Galinsky's comments are instructive, in speaking of
some of the monuments. He writes, "They use a concrete historical event as a starting point for
illustrating, in an associative manner that is never imprecise, some wider dimensions and
meanings for Augustus' rule."^' The Campus Martius housed not only Augustus's Mausoleum
bearing the RG (28 BCE), but also the Solarium (10 BCE) and the Ara Pacis (9 BCE). Also
worthy of note was the Theater of Pompey, dedicated in 52 BCE. It housed fourteen statues of
the nations that he had subdued.^^
The Theater of Pompey was situated west of the Tiber River and just south of the
The Altar of Mars was of course where many would meet to complete their military obligations.
'
Galinsky, Augustan Culture, 53.
The Augustan Mausoleum will not be discussed, for the RG (see above).
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Pantheon. The entire complex stretched some 45,000 square meters. Dedicated in 52 BCE,
Pompey's theater was the first "leisure complex" intended to entertain the masses of Rome.'"'
The theater of Pompey would continue to play an important role throughout the history of the
empire, as is suggested by both the retainment and refurbishment of the theater by Augustus (32
BCE), Tiberius (21-37 CE), Caligula (37- 41), and Claudius (41 CE), and even Emperors in the
late Empire.^'
The building was much more of a theater-temple structure as at one end it had a temple to
the goddess Venus Victrix (Victory).^^ The combination of this goddess with Pompey's theater
pointed to the guarantor of Pompey's victories across the Mediterranean. One part of the
complex contained a huge nude statue of Pompey holding a globe representing his domination of
the world.^' Somewhere around the theater-temple complex were fourteen statues of "nationes"
whom Pompey had conquered along with plants from those regions.^^ Mary Beard has noted that
"these were presumably new commissions, personifications of the peoples conquered in his
campaigns" so that their inclusion of the nations was intended to re-create the experience of
Richard C. Beacham, Spectacle Entertainments of Early Imperial Rome (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1999), 65-71.
Beacham, Spectacle Entertainments, 71. He goes on to note, "After its construction and for many
decades to come, architecturally speaking, Pompey's theater was the 'only show in town.'"
" Roland Mayer, "Impressions of Rome," GR 54 (2007): 158; Charmaine Gorrie, "The Restoration of the
Porticus Octaviae and Severan Imperial Policy," GR 54 (2007): 6. New excavations have been undertaken in Rome
on the theater Cf John R. Patterson, "The City of Rome Revisited: From Mid-Republic to Mid-Empire," HJRS 100
(2010): 210-32; Maria C. Gagliardo and James E. Packer, "A New Look at Pompey's Theatre: History,
Documentation, and Recent Excavation," AJA 110 (2006): 93-122; James E. Packer, John Burge, and Maria C.
Gagliardo, "Looking Again at Pompey's Theatre: The 2005 Excavation Season," AJA 1 1 1 (2007): 505-22. Cf Suet,
Aug. 31; Claud. 21; Tib. 47; Cal. 21 ; Tacitus, /l�/7. 3.72; Cass. Dio LX 6.8. LXII 6.1.2.
The construction of Pompey's theater represents a turning point in the building program of Rome. As
Andrew Wallace-Hadrill has noted, "the Republic. . .is characterised by frenetic temple building, and the Empire by
secular building" See "Mutatas Formas: The Augustan Transformation of Roman Knoweldge," in The Cambridge
Companion to the Age ofAugustus (ed. Karl Galinsky, New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 79.
"
Mary T. Boatwright, Daniel J. Gargola, and Richard J.A. Talbert, eds., The Romans: From Village to
Empire (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004), 227. Augustus would move this statue out of the Senate Hall,
Suetonius /iwg. 31.5.
Pliny, Nat. 36.41. Cf Vitruvius, Arch. 5.9.1; Cicero, Fat. 8. The placement of the statues is debated the
text of Pliny is corrupt and is hard to distinguish whether the statues were around the theater complex or around the
statue of Pompey himself
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Pompey's triumph for the visitors
" Most hkely these nations were Pontus, Armenia,
Cappadocia, Paphlagonia, Media, Colchis, Iberia, Albania, Syria, Cilicia, Mesopotamia,
Phoenicia, Palestine, Judaea, and Arabia.""
In 32 BCE, during the Augustan restoration of the theater, it appears that Augustus added
the "Porticus ad nationes.""' Stephen Dyson has noted that the "Porticus ad nationes became the
place of dedication by governors and foreign ambassadors, suggesting an ongoing association
with the provinces.""' The subjected nations represented here became the place for future
Roman foreign diplomacy.
The theater and portico complex also played an interesting role in the time period most
important for this study, the reign of Nero. Mary Beard again rightly notes, "The statues
certainly continued to make an impression well into the Empire: Suetonius claims that, after he
had murdered his mother, the emperor Nero dreamed that was he was being menaced by them; it
was a nightmare that foreboded provincial uprising from the peoples whom Pompey had once
conquered" (cf. Rom 1:5; 13:1)."^
Moving from north to south along the Via Flaminia, immediately after the Altar to Mars
and the Temples of Isis and Serapis, and directly across from Tiberius's altar to providence {Ara
Providentia), a visitor would come to one of the best known features of the Campus Martius, the
"
Mary Beard, The Roman Triumph (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2007), 25. The number
fourteen is also the number of nations that were led in triumph.
The nations are recorded by Plutarch, Pomp. 45.2. Pliny the Elder writes that Varro created the 14
statues (Ency. 36.41).
'" This is mentioned in two sources: Servius ad Aen 8.721; Pliny, Nat. 36.39. Augustus mentions the
restoration of the theater in his RG (20. 1 ). Cf. Lawrence Richardson, A New Topographical Dictionary ofAncient
Rome (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1 992), 316-7.
Stephen L. Dyson, Rome: A Living Portrait of an Ancient City (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 2010), 103.
Beard, The Roman Triumph, 25. Cf Suetonius, Nero 46. 1 ; Pliny, Nat. 7.98.
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Ara Pacis Augustae.^^ In his RG, Augustus links the commissioning of the altar with his retum
from a successflil three-year military campaign in Gaul and Spain (RG 12.2). The altar was
promised in 12 BCE and dedicated three years later in 9 BCE. The honor of the altar is
mentioned precisely before the closing of the doors of the Temple Janus to signify peace (RG
13). As Karl Galinsky comments, "The Ara Pacis thus is linked with the concept that peace is a
resuh of military victories which secure the imperium Romanum on land and sea."""^ Such a
connection between victory and peace is found repeatedly in the ancient sources. Peace with
Rome is mediated through the obedience of the conquered nations to Rome's demands. Rome is
victorious when the nations obey their mle. Such is explicitly stated by Augustus himself in the
RG.
Two panels on eastem side of the Ara Pacis draw out this connection between war and
victory which lead to peace with Rome."^ One panel contains the image of the god Mars, the god
of war, but this is balanced with another panel on the north east side of the monument that
depicts the goddess Roma sitting on a pile of weapons accumulated as spoils of war (Insert
picture) where she is watching over Romulus and Remus."' Directly across from Roma is
perhaps Pax, the goddess of peace. Supporting the identification of the woman on this panel as
the goddess Pax is the comparison and contrast that would be gained from juxtaposing Roma and
Venus. As Paul Zanker has noted, "The viewer was meant to read the two images together and
understand the message, that the blessings of peace had been won and made secure by the newly
The best overview of the entire monument is given by Galinsky, Augustan Culture, 141-55. Cf The
respective sections in Zanker. The Power ofImages.
""^
Galinsky, Augustan Culture, 141 .
""^
Even a professional association of musicians set up honorary monuments honoring the Roman Dynasty,
hailing both Tiberius and Germanicus as "hailed victorious commander." See LACTOR 19, J12f, pg 180-1.
The Cambridge History of Greek and Roman Warfare: Greece, the Hellenistic World and the Rise of
Rome. ed. Philip A. G. Sabin, Hans van Wees, and Michael Whitby (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007),
2:27.
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fortified virtus of Roman arms.""**"
The association between peace and war in the Ara Pacis is carried further as directly west
of the altar was the Horologium Augusti, an enormous sundial which was buih in conjunction
with the altar The Horologium was constructed with "obelisks brought from 'captured Egypt';
the paved ground under the feet of pedestrians was itself the sundial; and the equinoctial line on
the ground passed through the Ara Pacis and subtended a right angle to the Mausoleum by the
Tiber."^� The sundial was built in 12 CE after Augustus was made Pontifex Maximus. The
sundial also bore an inscription that notes that Augustus "gave this as a gift to the Sun, once
Egypt had been reduced to the power of the Roman people (Aegupto in potestatem | populi
Romani redacta)."^' The inscriptions on the monument were provided in Greek, apparently so
that residents and visitors from the Roman East could read it. As if the inscription was not
enough, completing the imagery of subjection was the globe on top the sundial symbolizing
world power.^^
Conclusion and Summary
The intersection of all these monuments profoundly displayed the message of victory and
domination that Rome set out to construct. By capitalizing on their conquests, the monuments
gave graphic depictions of their military success, a success that was dependent on the surrender
and defeat of the nations. As James Harrison has pointed out, "The sundial celebrates Augustus'
victory at Actium (3 1 BC) that secured peace in the Greek East, whereas the ara Pacis Augustae,
Zanker, The Power of Images, 175. The woman could also be identified as Venus, Italia, or Tellus as the
imagery was used interchangeably by poets and artists.
Paul Erdkamp, ed. The Cambridge Companion to Ancient Rome (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 2013), 140.
CAH, 96.
^'
ILS, 91. See also ILS 103, the base of a golden statue in the Augustan forum honoring Augustus in an
inscription that notes the province of Hispania was "pacified."
"
Zanker, The Power ofImages, 1 44.
"
James R. Harrison, Paul and the Imperial Authorities at Thessalonica and Rome: A Study in the Conflict
ofIdeology (Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 201 1), 107.
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Strategically placed nearby, eulogises Augustus' establishment of peace in the Latin West."^"
The monuments ser\ e to communicate the overarching narrative of world-wide subjection.
Rome has conquered and made obedient nations from Actium to Egypt (cf. Rom 1:5). Judging
from our historical sources, these images of globes, victory, and peace collapse a much wider
narrative that involved a specific process whereby the defeated nations surrendered in obedience
to Rome's rule. The ability for these monuments to continue representing these aspects of
Rome's rule was conditioned on the continued obedience of those defeated nations.
Ibid.
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CHAPTER 7
OBEDIENCE IN ROMANS 1:1-15; 15:14-16:23
Our task in this chapter is twofold. Having surveyed the role of obedience within
the Greco-Roman historians and philosophers, we are now in a better position to reflect
on the ways that obedience might be understood by a Gentile Roman audience. As
mentioned in chapter one, how would the book of Romans sound to a slave, a freedman,
a poor stoneworker, or a migrant worker in one of the Roman house churches? Perhaps
some of Paul's audience had walked the via Flaminia in Rome themselves and had seen
the Res Gestae or the massive Horologarium. Perhaps if some were from a more well-to-
do household, they would have heard of Rome's conquests from a public reading of a
Roman historian. If the residents of Rome had swom the oath of loyalty to Tiberius or
Nero then they would at least have been informally acquainted with obedience language.
The topic of obedience was surely not lost on those who lived in Rome and were
confronted daily with Rome's message of domination and victory, whether by literary,
numismatic, or epigraphic witnesses.
As stated at the onset of this work, our second task is to trace the theme of
obedience through Romans to show that it is a consistent theme from Rom 1-16.
Previous works have not traced this theme through the entirety of Romans. Given the
rhetorical features at work and the mentions of obedience in both the exordium and
peroration, Paul has rhetorically signaled the importance of the obedience theme which
functions as rhetorical bookends to his entire discourse. This chapter focuses on those
rhetorical bookends.
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These two tasks, understanding the obedience language from a Roman Gentile
\ iewpoint and tracing the theme of obedience, will form a dialectic as we continue in
these next three chapters. Our focus in this chapter will be on the obedience language
and imagery in the exordium and peroration sections of Romans before we turn in
chapter 8 to look the main portion of the discourse (1:16-1 1:39), before finally turning in
chapter 9 to Rom 12:1-15:13. Before diving into our survey of obedience in Romans, we
must first discuss some introductory matters to situate our study.
INTRODUCTORY MATTERS
The Rhetorical Situation
The rhetorical persuasion in a text is irreducibly connected to the social context of
the author and his relationship to the community.
' A keen awareness of this involves the
identification of the situation of Paul and the community, the events, as well as the
problems that surround those situations.^ We may begin by analyzing Paul's role as
rhetor and his rhetorical task in Romans through the issues raised in the exordium? We
will then move to the rhetorical situation in Rome and its bearing on Paul's rhetorical
task.
' Research on the relationship between the rhetoric and the situation began with the work of L.
Bitzer, "The Rhetorical Situation," PR 1 (1968): 1-18. Further research has taken up his claims, with
modifications. Cf A. Brinton, "Situation in the Theory of Rhetoric," PR 14 (1981): 234-48; George A.
Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation through Rhetorical Criticism (Chapel Hill: Univeristy of North
Carolina, 1984), 35-6; David E. Aune, The Westminster Dictionary of New Testament and Early
Christianity Literature and Rhetoric (Lousiville; Westminster John Knox, 2003), 422-5.
" Various commentaries provide the helpful background see Ben Witherington, Paul's Letter to the
Romans: A Socio-Rhetorical Commentary (Grand Rapids; Eerdmans, 2004), 7-16; James D. G. Dunn,
Romans, 2 vols. (Dallas; Word, 1988), 1: xxxix-liv; Richard N. Longenecker, Introducing Romans:
Critical Issues in Paul's Most Famous Letter (Grand Rapids; Eerdmans, 2011). Cf The pertinent sections
in Karl P. Donfried, ed. The Romans Debate: Revised and Expanded Edition (Peabody: Hendrickson,
1991). For a socio-historical description see Karl P. Donfried and Peter Richardson, eds., Judaism and
Christianity in First-Centwy Rome (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998); Peter Lampe, From Paul to
Valentinus: Christians at Rome in the First Two Centuries (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2003).
^
Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation, 35-6.
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At the forefront, my argument is that one of Paul's purposes, as indicated by the
exordium in 1:1-15 and supplemented by the peroratio in 15:14-33, is that obedience is
central to his purpose(s) in Romans, especially in bringing the Roman communities
alongside himself in order to make it possible to move west to Spain." The similarities
between the exordium and the peroratio indicate that Paul's purpose in writing to and
visiting Rome includes the issue of obedience.^
Paul and the Exigencies ofWriting
The current situation is not as simple as that of Paul merely writing and visiting
Rome before traveling to Spain. Paul's absence has caused a new problem for him to
address. As Karl Barth noted, "In him a void becomes visible."^ The exordium and the
narratio is Paul's attempt to persuade the communities at Rome of his previous intentions
of visiting. Paul must overcome the distrust of the Roman communities in order to enlist
them for his purpose of getting to Spain. From Paul's perspective, this is one of his
rhetorical exigencies.
Another issue that Paul faces is that he did not found this community. Contrary to
Melanie Thuren's opinion, however, Paul was not merely desiring more power in an
''Along with Jewett, I view Rom 1:1-15 as part of the exordium {Romans: A Commentary
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 2007), 95ff).
^ On the relationship between the exordium and the perorations see Wilhelm Wuellner, "Paul's
Rhetoric of Argumentation in Romans: An Alternative to the Donfried-Karris Debate over Romans," in
The Romans Debate: Revised and Expanded Edition (ed. Karl P Donfried, Peabody: Hendrickson, 1991),
135-6. Also supported by N. T. Wright, "Romans and the Theology of Paul," in Pauline Theology (ed.
David M. Hay and E. Elizabeth Johnson, Minneapolis: Fortress, 1995), 30-67; Robert Jewett, "Ecumenical
Theology for the Sake of Mission: Romans 1:1-17 + 15:14-16:24," in Pauline Theology (ed. David M.
Hay and E. Elizabeth Johnson, Minneapolis: Fortress, 1995), 89-108. Cf. Lauri Thuren, Derhetorizing
Paul: A Dynamic Perspective on Pauline Theology and the Law, Wunt, vol. 1 24 (Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck,
2000), 96-101.
^
Karl Barth, The Epistle to the Romans, trans., E.C. Hoskyns (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1968), 33. Cf James D. Hester, "The Rhetoric of Persona in Romans," in Celebrating Romans: Template
for Pauline Theology (ed. Sheila E. McGinn, Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2004), 99.
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"ecclesiastical no-man's land."' Rather, one of Paul's own exigencies was establishing
communication with the Roman community(s). Paul functions as an outsider with this
community, and the a priori task is to establish contact in a heightened honor-shame
context in which he starts off in the negative.
The Rhetorical Situation at Rome
The situation between Paul and the Roman communities is only half of the reality
that Paul encounters in Rome. The situation in Rome is also fraught with its own
difficulties. Indeed, one of the primary problems in Rome is not only the community's
relationship with Paul, but their relationship with one another. Rom 12-15 bears witness
to the fraying fabric of these Roman communities. The problems in Rome derive from
some of their own historical exigencies, such as the retum of the Jews exiled by Claudius
to Rome in 54-55 CE.^ The Jews have retumed to primarily Gentile-dominated
congregations and are seeking to reclaim their old status and, possibly, their previous
positions. They are met with contempt by the Gentile members of those congregations, if
they are not meeting separately. This recent arrival by the Jews, combined with a high
degree of Roman imperialism and anti-Jewish sentiment, creates some of the problems
encountered in the Roman churches.
Both Paul's exigencies in writing and the problems occurring in Rome shape his
rhetorical task and tact. Paul's practical goal is to get fianding to go on to Spain (Rom
1:8-15; 15:23-33); however, in order to do this, he needs a united, obedient force at
Rome�which is currently in a state of disarray (Rom 12-15). Paul's rhetorical task in
^
Thuren, Derhetorizing Paul, 100.
Leonard Victor Rutgers, "Roman Policy Towards the Jews: Explusions from the City of Rome
During the First Century C. E.," in Judaism and Christianity in First-Century Rome (ed. Karl P Donfried
and Peter Richardson, Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 199S), 93- 11 6.
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writing the main section of Romans (Rom 1:1-1 1:36) is to achieve the unity he desires in
those churches in order to secure strong support from the communities in Rome. He
hopes to establish a basis for his expansion west.
The Ideal Audience
It is here that we must offer a broader description of some of those who initially
heard the book of Romans. The audience of Romans is a perennial issue of debate.^ This
thesis operates on the assumption that the communities in Rome were predominately,
though not exclusively. Gentile. Several internal features of Romans bear out this point.
First, in Rom 1:5-7, Paul indicates that he is the Apostle to the Gentiles, seeking the
obedience of the Gentiles. He then specifically indicates in verse 6 that his audience is
part of this group (Kal Ufietq KA.r|Tol 'Ir|ooi) Xpioxoij). Second, in Romans 11:13, Paul
explicitly states, 'Y|iTv Se ksyui xoXq eOvsoiv, again referencing his Gentile congregation.
Third, we also mention the cryptic reference in 16:4 to ai eKKlrjolai xcov eGvuv. Again, it
bears repeating that although the churches in Rome were predominately Gentile, this does
not exclude the appearance of Jewish Christians within the communities, as some
arguments in Rom 2:17-29 and the numerous OT quotations from Rom 9-1 1 bear out.'"
Our task in this dissertation is not to deny that there was a Jewish component to
the house church(s). There certainly was. Nor is the aim it to deny what Paul meant by
the phrase UTiaKofiv Jiiaxecoq. This has been adequately dealt with in previous studies (see
'Cf. Select articles in Donfried, The Romans Debate, 65-84, 85-101 ; 203-15; 216-30; ; A. Andrew
Das, Solving the Romans Debate (Minneapolis; Fortress, 2007). 53-114; Francis Watson, Paul, Judaism,
and the Gentiles: Beyond the New Perspective (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2007), 167-91; Mark D. Nanos,
The Mystery ofRomans: The Jewish Context ofPaul's Letter (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1996), 41-84; Stanley
K. Stowers, A Rereading of Romans: Justice, Jews, and Gentiles (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1997). 21-33; A. J. M. Wedderbum, The Reasons for Romans (Edinburgh; T&T Clark, 1988), 44-65; Paul
S. Minear, The Obedience ofFaith: The Purposes ofPaul in the Epistle to the Romans (Naperville: SCM,
1971), 1-45.
See Paul's statement in Rom 1 :7 - ;iaoiv xoXq ouoiv ev 'Pcbmi ctyaTtriToiq Qeov.
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ch. 2)." Our task, instead, is to draw attention to the neglected issue of how various
Gentiles in Paul's audience may have understood the images and terms related to
obedience. Chapters 3-6 have sought to set out the background for such an
understanding. Now we turn to a more detailed description of the identity of such
persons \\ ithin the Roman house churches.
We have two ways of understanding the make-up of the house churches in
Rome.'" First, as with all history, we can reconstruct a portrait of Roman society and
submit the hypothesis that the Roman house church(s) represented a cross-section of
society. To use a Pauline expression, both Roman and Greek, Jew and Gentile, male and
female, and slave and free (Gal 3:28).'^ The house church(s) in Rome were probably not
monolithic and most likely consisted of a broad swath of Roman society.'" To reiterate
our question, how would Gentiles within the Roman communities understand obedience
from their various socio-cultural backgrounds?'^
Similar work has been undertaken by Peter Oakes. Although relying on a
different set of data (and location) Peter Oakes 's sociological and archeological
description of a "typical" house church is beneficial for this discussion.'^ Based on his
" Cf. Garlington, Miller, Davies, etc.
See the helpful articles by Rudolf Brandle and Ekkehard W. Stegemann, "The Formation of the
First "Christian Congregations" in Rome in the Context of Jewish Congregations," in Judaism and
Christianity in First-Century Rome (ed. Karl P. Donfried and Peter Richardson, Grand Rapids: Eerdmans.
1998), 117-27.
Cf James S. Jeffers, "Jewish and Christian Famlies in First-Century Rome," in Judaism and
Christianity in First-Centwy Rome (ed. Karl P. Donfried and Peter Richardson, Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1998), 128-50. He concludes, "Jews and Christians in first-century Rome were for the most part poor,
noncitizen, Greek-speaking foreigners, slaves and former slaves" (149). Cf
Following Edwin A. Judge, "The Social Pattern of the Christian Groups in the First Century," in
Social Distinctives ofChristians in the First Century: Pivotal Essays by E. A. Judge (ed. David \1. Scholer,
Peabody: Hendrickson, 2008), 1-56. Cf. Lampe, From Paul to Valentinus, 173-83.
Richard Longenecker emphasizes the importance of the addresses asking, "What were their
civic and social circumstances in the city?" (Introducing Romans, 75).
Peter Oakes, Reading Romans in Pompeii: Paul's Letter at Ground Level (Minneapolis:
Fortress, 2009).
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detailed analysis of Pompeian evidence, he concludes that the makeup of a household
would possibly include a craftsman and his family, craft-working slaves, a domestic
slave, and a dependent relative. The house would also include other renters and their
spouses who would rent space above the householder, and their slaves and dependents.
The house church would also be composed of family members of the owner who do not
participate in the house church, slaves whose owners do not participate, freed persons,
perhaps some homeless people, and finally those who are renting space in shared rooms
(like migrant workers)." It is these types of people that this study envisions as some of
the first hearers of the book ofRomans.
The recent dissertation by Ben Holdsworth also takes a similar approach to our
work and offers helpfiil considerations for our project.'^ Although his thesis is directed
towards issues of ethnicity, the questions concerning the audience are particularly helpfiil
for our work. He raises the primary question, "To what extent can Romans be heard and
understood by a readership in Rome within its religio-economic, socio-political, and
ethnic context, especially by non-Judeans?"'^ The concerns and questions he poses are
similarly shared in this work. Holdsworth continues, "While the audience situation is
discussed by many commentators on Romans, it is often presented from the perspective
of Paul and his intended meanings, but not audience reception and their interpretation of
20
Romans. The question is 'What did the audience hear?' versus 'What did Paul say?'"
Holdsworth rightly attempts to "hear Romans from this generally neglected perspective,
of 'sitting in the audience,' especially with non-Judeans within the context of Roman
'Mbid.,96.
Ben Holdsworth, "Reading Romans in Rome: A Reception of Romans in the Roman Context of
Ethnicity and Faith" (PhD, Durham University, 2009).
''Ibid., 11.
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life."'' In his attempt to "hear Romans," Holdsworth focuses on the primary issue of
how ethnic identity was understood in the ancient world. He then pays particular attention
to the themes of honor, faith, piety, and righteousness. The approach of Holdsworth is
beneficial and raises the precise questions and audience issues that this thesis attempts to
address.
While the approach may be similar, however, our scope is different. Rather than
focusing on ethnicity, this thesis focuses on obedience language. To repeat the question,
when Paul spoke of obedience, what did his audience hear?
Returning to some of our questions, if we were able to "sit in the audience," in
light of the evidence from the historians, how would Persis (16:12)�probably a slave
named for the region from which she was enslaved and taken to Rome�hear discussion
of the nations' obedience (Rom 1:5)? How would she hear that one has peace based on
entering into faith with God (Rom 5:1)? Or how would slaves or freed persons
understand Paul's discussion of slavery in Rom 6? We have in mind individuals like
these as part of the audience of Romans. They would have been people from diverse
backgrounds, various places, and various stations in life who are now part of the Roman
congregation(s) and who would bring with them a whole set of assumptions and ideas
about obedience.
The Species of Rhetoric
Rhetorical argumentation was tied to specific social contexts and the audiences
from which it had arisen.^^ In the case of Romans, the situation Paul envisioned was
determinative of the type of rhetoric he would use. In spite of all the commentaries on
J' Ibid., 11.'^
Aristotle, Rhet. 2.18.
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Romans, few have rhetorically analyzed the entire letter. Among the rhetorical
treatments, Romans is typically identified as either deliberative or epideictic rhetoric.
Several factors negate the possibility of Romans being epideictic rhetoric.""
First, praise or blame is the primary mode of reasoning in epideictic rhetoric, and
Romans hardly appears to be of this sort. In Romans, Paul seeks to persuade and
dissuade the Romans of certain beliefs and behavior (cf Rom 12-15). Second and more
importantly, Witherington has noted that "a narratio is out of place in a piece of
epideictic rhetoric, but is quite appropriate in a deliberative piece, especially when it
includes travel plans.
""^ It appears then, that Romans should be understood as a piece of
deliberative rhetoric that seeks to persuade the church in Rome to accept certain beliefs
and behaviors. In other words, the rhetorical task is aimed at the practical obedience of
this community.
Invention, Arrangement, and Style
The division of an argument is essential for its communication to an audience
who will hear the letter. Rhetoric was organized around the categories of exordium,
narratio, propositio, probatio, refutatio, and peroratio^^ For the purpose of this section.
"'
See Witherington, Romans, 20; David E. Aune, "Romans as Logos Protreptikos," in The
Romans Debate: Revised and Expanded Edition (ed. Karl P. Donfried, Peabody: Hendrickson, 1991); A. J.
Guerra, Romans and the Apologetic Traditiom: The Purpose, Genre, and Audience ofPaul's Letters (New
York: Cambride University Press, 1995); Christopher Bryan, A Preface to Romans: Notes on the Epistle in
Its Literary and Cultural Setting (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), 21-2.
See Wuellner, "Paul's Rhetoric", 134-6; Robert Jewett, "Following the Argument of Romans,"
in The Romans Debate: Revised and Expanded Edition (ed. Karl P. Donfried, Peabody: Hendrickson,
1991), 268; Jewett, Romans: A Commentary.
Witherington, Romans, 20.
Catherine Steel, "Divisions of Speech," in The Cambridge Companion to Ancient Rhetoric (ed.
Erik Gunderson, New York: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 78.
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only the exordium and the peroratio will be analyzed."' The propositio will be discussed
throughout the chapter at the appropriate junctures.
The Exordium
The rhetorical speech began with an exordium which was part of the introduction.
Both Cicero and the Rhet. .Ad. Herr. begin their rhetorical speeches with an exordium as
the first major section and do not include a separate introduction before an exordium is
giv en."*" The function of the exordium is to gain the goodwill of the audience and the
"paving of the way for what follows.""'^ Quintilian states. "The sole purpose of the
exordium is to prepare our audience in such a way that they will be disposed to lend a
ready ear to the rest of our speech." Cicero added that the exordium brings the mind of
the audience "into a proper condition to receive the rest of the speech by making him
well-disposed, attentive and receptive."^' In this section, an author would gain the
benevolence of his audience so that they would listen to him, preparing the way for the
introduction of the main themes of the speech.
In Romans, the exordium is found in 1:1-12.^^ Although many have noted that
Paul's introduction is much longer than his typical introduction, few have taken note of
Cicero who mentions this type of exordium. In De Invention 1.18.26, Cicero notes
somewhat negatively that there are six types of exordium; among them are the general.
'''
On the importance of the propositio and specifically with Romans in mind see Witherington,
Romans, 47-57; Quintillian, Inst. Or. 4.4.2-4.
Cicero, Inv. 1.14.19; Rhet. Ad. Herr. 1.3.4.
^"^
Ax'kXoWq, Rhet., All.
Quintilian, Inst., 4. 1 .5.
^'
Cicero, Inv., 1.15.6-7. For a overview of Cicero as a rhetor see James M. May, "Cicero as
Rhetorician," in A Companion to Roman Rhetoric (ed. William Dominik and Jon Hall, Maiden: Blackwell
Publishing, 2007), 250-63; Andrew Riggsby, "Rhetoric," in The Oxford Handbook ofRoman Studies (ed.
Alessandro Barchiesi and WaUer Scheidel, New York: Oxford University Press, 2010). 391.
" In support, Jewett, Romans, 99; Neil Elliott, The Rhetoric ofRomans: .Argumentative Constraint
and Strategy andPaul's Dialogue with Judaism (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1990), 69-72.
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the common, and the tedious. Cicero notes that the tedious exordium "is one which is
spun out beyond all need with a superabundance of words or ideas." The rules of the
rhetor were, of course, elastic and easily amenable to the situation at hand, and perhaps
this is what leads Paul to include such a lengthy exordium in Romans.
In 1:1-7, Paul not only introduces himself and his aposdeship (1:1) but begins
laying the groundwork for the rest of the letter. The exordium also contains Paul's
statement on the purpose of his apostleship: to bring about the UTtaKofjv nioxewq ev Tcamv
Toiq S0VEOIV (Rom 1:5). In this short but densely packed section, Paul has introduced
himself, his apostleship, and obedience.
The Peroratio
The last section of any speech, according to several rhetors, was what Cicero
identified as the peroration. The later Rhet. Ad Herr identified it as the conclusio. In
Greek rhetoric, Aristotle identified this as the epilogos or epilogue (3.13). The main
function of this section was to sum up arguments that had been put forth in the previous
sections.^^ Whether rhetors divided their speech up into four, five, or six parts, an
epilogue or conclusion was included as a way of reminding the audience of their
intentions and purposes.^"
According to Aristotle, both the exordium and epilogos are "aids to memory"
(3.13.5). Correspondingly, Aristotle argues that, in the epilogos, "all that remains is to
recapitulate what has been said" (3.19.4). Aristotle, in fact, acknowledges the similarities
of the exordium and epilogos, and notes the frequent confusion on a rhetor's part because
" This section is included by both Greek and Latin rhetors. Cf. Aristotle, Rhet. 3.13; Cicero Top.,
97-n;Inv. 1.14.19; Orat. 2.80; Quintilian 3.9.1 .
See the helpful chart of sources in David E. Aune, The Westminster Dictionary of New
Testament and Early Christian Literature and Rhetoric (Louisville: WJK, 2003), 62-4.
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of their similarities. He writes, "In the exordium we should state the subject, in order that
the question to be decided may not escape notice, but in the epilogue we should give a
summary statement of the proofs" (3.19.4).
Both Cicero and Quintillian indicate that the peroratio consisted of two or three
35
parts. One part of the perorar/o was aimed at "the summing up" (/a7v. 1.52.98). Cicero
further elaborates on the nature of "summing up," indicating that this is where "matters
that have been discussed in different places are brought together in one place and
arranged so as to be seen at a glance in order to refresh the memory of the audience"
(1.52.98). The maimer in which this is accomplished is by stating the "topics" of the
"most important points" that were covered (1.52.99-100). The Rhet. Ad. Herr also
includes the conclusio as the final part of a speech, briefly noting that "the conclusions
will be brief, in the form of a summary at the end of the discourse" (3.8-9).
The peroration occurs in Rom 15:14-21 and includes a reference to the UTiaKofiv
80v(ov (15:18). The meaning of this phrase and its connecfion to obedience imagery will
be discussed in the next chapter. What is clear is that we have a reference to obedience at
the beginning and ending of Romans proper.^^ It is certainly revealing that in Rom 16:19,
obedience is also mentioned in a second peroration (see ch. 8). The rhetorical signals are
clear because Paul has included a topic both at the beginning and ending of this letter,
indicating the importance Paul attached to the subject. Such an inclusio forms rhetorical
bookends and causes us to search further to see how this theme of obedience is
interwoven into the discourse. We turn now to begin our study of obedience in Romans.
The other two parts according to Cicero are indignatio {Inv. 1.53-4) and conquestio {Inv. 1.55-6)
Quintillian lists exciting the feelings {Inst. Orat 6.1). Cf. Cicero, Top. 25.98-99.
^*In agreement with Witherington viewing Rom 16 as a "letter of recommendation" {Romans,
375-6).
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ROMANS 1
Rom 1:5 is the first occurrence of obedience language in Romans. Obedience
appears within Paul's exordium as the purpose for his apostleship: to bring about
UTiaKofiv maxecoc; among the nations. T\\ o important factors must be considered; the first
is more obvious than the second. As seen throughout Greco-Roman literature, obedience
is the prerogative that Rome expects from the "nations" whether amicii or socii, friend or
ally. As we saw in numerous examples in the historians, obedience is crucial to securing
peace with Rome. The nations were expected to obey all that Rome demanded of them,
no matter how outlandish the request might have seemed. Obedience was the piece that
solidified Rome's Republic and Empire as it grew throughout the ancient world. Paul is
certainly in line with the notion that nations are expected to obey.
Ifwe compare Paul's argument in Rom 1 to some of the conceptions that Gentiles
may have had with obedience, one clear point of similarity for the Gentiles in the
audience of Romans is the notion that nations obey. The Roman audience might have
been familiar with certain aspects of this victorious tradition, especially if they had come
to Rome via conquest. Or as Roman citizens who had seen the imagery of conquered
nations in the Campus Martius area, they would have been familiar with the idea of
nations obeying Roman rule. One only needs to remember Pompey's Portico of Nations
that shows how Rome viewed such nations. Certainly one aspect of Roman identity as
seen through the poets, historians, and monuments (chapters 3-6) was that Rome ruled
the nations and expected their obedience. A call for the obedience of nations was not
"
A similar approach is undertaken for various topics in Romans see Paula Fredriksen, "Paul's
Letter to the Romans, the Ten Commandments, and Pagan "Justification by Faith"," JBL 133 (2014): 801-
8; James R. Harrison, "Paul's "Indebtedness" to the Barbarian (Rom 1:14) in Latin West Perspective," NovT
55 (2013): 311-48. On immigration see the work by David Noy, Foreigners at Rome: Citizens and
Strangers (London: Duckworth / The Classical Press ofWales, 2000).
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unusual in the Roman rhetoric both before and during the first century. One stark
contrast would have been the person calling for obedience, namely, a Jewish messenger,
on behalf of a minority religious group. Also surpising to many would have been that the
call for obedience was to follow a crucified "king."
Whether Paul's call for obedience from the nations is anti-imperial is a discussion
that will be fully entered into in chapter 9 in a discussion of Rom 13. Suffice it to say
here, we do have examples of obedience being offered to various kings and lords that
evidence no anger or resentment against Rome. In the sprawling socio-political climate
of the ancient world, Rome certainly needed local kings and officials to run the day-to
day operations, and obedience from the top down allowed the Empire to run smoothly.
Likewise, obedience also appeared in the philosophical works of the same period, most
notably in treatises on good cities and citizenship. If Rom 1:5 is read out of context of
the rest of Romans, it is possible to see anti-imperial rhetoric at work. Whatever Paul
38
means by the obedience of faith must be tempered by Rom 13:1 (see ch. 9).
The second important feature to note from our survey of obedience in the Roman
historians helps solve the perennial difficulty with the grammar of the phrase UTtaKofiv
TiioTsox;. The genitive construction has been no small source of debate in Romans
scholarship.^^ The solution to this grammatical problem is assisted by the evidence from
the historical sources. The main ways of understanding the genitive construction
UTittKofiv TtioTeccx; is either as an objective, subjective, adjectival, or appositional genitival
See the recent article by Matthew V. Novenson, "What the Apostles Did Not See," in Reactions
to Empire: Sacred Texts in Their Socio-Political Contect (ed. John Anthony Dunne and Dan Batovici,
Tiibingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2014). 55-72. The last line of his article is helpful, "If the Romans could not be
bothered to take notice of the apostles, well, neither could the apostles the Romans" (72).
All commentaries engage in a debate on the nature of this genitival phrase.
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phrase
"" The latter two options can be dismissed rather quickly, at least from historical
usage. The appositional understanding is the least likely as it blurs the lines between
faith and obedience too much. From the historical sources that we surveyed, obedience
and faith are distinguished to a large degree, and this distinction ought to be maintained
with Rom 1:5."'
The adjectival genitive category translates the genitive phrase as "believing
obedience." From our survey, this fails to take into account the fimctional aspect of
obedience. Belief has relatively little to do with the obedience that Rome expected,
although if the phrase is translated as "faithfiil obedience," this is not too far from the
mark of what we see in these historical sources. Continued loyalty is stressed as an
outworking of entering into the faith of the Romans. However, again, maintaining a
distinction between the two genitives is important as these appear to be two concepts
within the Greco-Roman sources. One enters into "the faith of the Romans," and then
offers obedience.
The two best options for understanding the phrase are the objective and subjective
genitive categories. The objective genitive takes faith as the object of obedience, and
could be translated as "obedience to the faith," as in the sense of obedience to doctrinal
concepts. Such an understanding of concepts seems to introduce an overly Christian or
theological sense to the terms."" Although Paul could have been doing this, it is not clear
that his audience would have been familiar with such an attempt. The objective category
''"Cranfield still provides one of the best layouts of the grammatical features and thus serves as a
primary partner in this small section. Cf C. E. B. Cranfield, The Epistle to the Romans: A Critical and
Exegetical Commentary, 2 vols. (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1980), 1 :66.
Also dismissed is the argument by Friedrich that, "Diese fiir Paulus selbstverstandliche
�erbindung von Verkiindigung und Glauben wurde ebenfalls dafur sprechen, unaKorj JiioTecoi; Rom 15 zu
ubersetzen mit �Predigt des Glaubens�" Cf Gerhard Friedrich, "Muss Hypakoe Pisteos Rom 1:5 Mit
"Glaubengehorsam" Ubersetzt Werden.," ZNIV72 (1981): 123.
See also, Fredricksen, "Paul's Letter to the Romans," 807-8.
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could also translate the phrase as "obedience to faith" with "faith" fiinctioning as a sense
of authority or even obedience to God's faithfulness as shown in the gospel.
Of the objective understandings of the phrase, the sense of obedience to faith, or
faith's authority, carries the most historical weight. This understanding incorporates the
themes of authority alongside those of obedience and faith that, to a degree, reflects our
evidence in the historical sources. The Roman authority as victor carries with it the
demand of obedience.
The subjective genitive category takes faith as the subject of obedience, and is
translated either as "the obedience that faith produces" or "the obedience faith requires."
Of these two options, the best translation is the latter where obedience is understood as
something required by faith. Throughout the Greco-Roman sources we showed how
obedience was a fiinctional requirement of entering into the Roman faith, as seen in
Polybius and Livy. Obedience was expected by those who entered into a treaty with the
Romans. Disobedience broke the treaty with Rome and was the antecedent to war.
Likewise, continued loyalty or obedience to Rome resulted in receiving the blessings that
Rome could provide, whether through military protection or other incentives.
Furthermore, such imagery serves as the foundation for later philosophical discourse.
Thus, when Paul invokes the concept of obedience and faith, many in the audience would
have been familiar with those ideas.
One aspect missing in previous treatments of the "obedience of faith" phrase was
sufficient attention to the historical usage of both obedience and faith. The previous four
chapters have documented the usages of obedience and faith in similar contexts, and have
provided insight into this grammatical construction. Among the grammatical options, the
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two best categories are the subjective and objective. The weight of the historical
evidence in Greco-Roman sources points towards the subjective understanding that
obedience is something that is required by faith."^ The content of the obedience will be
unpacked throughout Paul's discourse (cf. Rom 6:17; 10:16; 12-16).
The call for obedience in Rom 1:5 raises the specific issue of the identity of the
recipient of this obedience. From the evidence gathered in chapters 3-6, several figures
called for obedience, namely the Emperors, generals, and Reason personified (from the
philosophers). Paul's call for obedience certainly involves at least two, if not three,
components. First and most immediately, obedience is directed to Paul himself Paul
issues forth a call for obedience. Certainly this is part of the orientation of the narratio in
Rom 1:8-15�gathering authority for Paul himself so that he can issue commands in the
latter part of his discourse (Rom 12-15; see ch. 9). Part of Paul's assertion of apostolic
authority among the Gentiles indicates that obedience is certainly directed towards him
and the issues he raises.
This is, of course, not the entire story. Paul indicates in Rom 1:5 that the call for
obedience is vnep xou ovoiaaxoq auxou. Certainly obedience to God and the gospel is
also part of where their obedience is directed. In Rom 6:17, Paul will specifically praise
the Romans for unriKouoaxs 58 8K KapSiaq eiq 6v TrapeSoGrjxe xuttov SiSaxfjq. Paul
commends their obedience to the gospel. Likewise, the inverse of 6:17 is found with
Israel in Rom 10:16 where Paul indicates that some did not uTifiKOuaav xq 8i)ayy8?ii(p.
Paul's call for the obedience of faith is certainly directed first and foremost to God and
the gospel and, subsequently, to Paul himself as its apostolic herald.
Even if one is not persuaded by the subjective treatment of the genitive construction, the
historical evidence helps to rule out the appositional category.
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In light of the whole message of Romans, however, this good news includes the
world-wide encompassing message of unity with one another (Rom 12:1-15:13), Jew and
Gentile. The Gentile Christians reflecting on the call for the obedience of faith would
understand and respond, aware that this call has come from God himself, and that
entering into faith with God includes the corollary of obedience to his commands and his
messengers (i.e. Paul). Paul, as the divinely commissioned representative of God, shares
the good news, and this includes obedience to the directives. In the latter halfof Romans,
this is spelled out in detail with regard to a very important issue, namely with the
welcoming of one another (Rom 14:1) and fellow Jewish Christians (Rom 16). The
obedience that flows from faith has this communal component. The obedience of faith to
the gospel includes the welcoming of one another (Rom 14:1) and also the list of persons
Paul mentions in Rom 16.
We should not miss the profound importance of the obedience of faith as it relates
to welcoming of one another, especially Jewish Christians by Gentile Christians. In light
of Israel's failure to embrace God's world-wide encompassing SiKaioouvTiv for all (Rom
10:4)�i.e. not accepting the Gentiles�this message is particularly crucial. Paul's
admonition for the Gentile Christians to accept the Jewish Christians in the community is
the direct parallel to Israel's own opportunity. The Gentiles are now called to exercise
the obedience of faith to the gospel in receiving and accepting their fellow Jewish
Christians back into community (Rom 16).
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ROMANS 15
The Peroration
As mentioned in the prev ious chapter, the final section of a rhetorical argument
was the Greek epilogos or the Latin peroratio or conclusio. '^^ Part of the peroratio was
the "summing up" whereby a rhetorician reminded the audience of the key themes of his
discourse in a final rousing appeal. It is worthwhile to restate Cicero's definition of a
peroration. He say that this is where "matters that have been discussed in different places
are brought together in one place and arranged so as to be seen at a glance in order to
refresh the memory of the audience" {Inv. 1.52.98).
As most scholars recognize, the peroratio in Romans is 15:14-21."^ Relevant to
our thesis, we have the appearance of the phrase UTtaKofiv eGvfov in 15:18 signaling the
importance of the obedience theme observed throughout the discourse and appearing
appropriately in the peroration.
The peroration is broken up into two unequal sections, 15:14-16 and 17-21. The
first section focuses on Paul's communication strategy with Rome, while the second
section focuses on the Gentile mission."^ The themes encountered in these sections
'"Ch. 6pgs. 10-12.
Witherington, Romans, 350; Jewett, Romans, 902-3; Wilhelm Wuellner, "Paul's Rhetoric of
Argumentation", 128-46. Although not noting the rhetorical aspects see Frank J. Matera, Romans (Grand
Rapids: Baker, 2010), 329-30. He provides a excellent chart showing the similarities between exordium and
the peroration. Contra, Cranfield, Romans, 2:749 who misses the theme of obedience entirely, also Ernst
Kasemann, Commentary on Romans (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980), 390. Fitzmyer disappointingly
translates raoKofiv as "commitment" {Romans (New York: Doubleday, 1993), 713. Entirely missing any
discussion of the section or phrase is Bryan, Preface to Romans, lll-Z; Wright, Romans, 754; Phillip F.
Esler, Conflict and Identity in Romans: The Social Setting ofPaul's Letter (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2003);
Thomas H. Tobin, Paul's Rhetoric in Its Contexts: The Argument ofRomans (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2005).
"^Stanley N. Olson, "Epistolary Uses of Expressions of Self-Confidence," JBL 103 (1984): 585-
97. He notes, "A language pattern characteristic of Paul's letters is the expression of confidence�a first-
person report or assertion that the writer's emotional state is or was one of certainty, confidence, or hope
(585). . .In other Hellenistic letters and speeches, expressions of self- confidence are found almost
exclusively in the immediate context of apologetic or self-commendation. Further, this commendatory
section is usually followed (or preceded) by a section of advice (587).
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correspond "in style and content to Rom 1:1-12, providing a sober recapitulation of
Paul's earlier argument.""^ It is the second section of the peroration that is most
important for this study and will be the primary focus.
In 15:15. Paul reintroduces his apostolic vocation to the Gentiles through the
"grace given to me" language. This phrase appears not only in 1:5, but also most recently
in 12:3, and reiterates his ministry of obedience."*' He then characterizes his mission as a
priestly vocation to present the Gentiles as an acceptable offering to God (15:16)."^
Verse 17 functions as a transition verse from the first section of the peroration to the
second section. If the first section of the peroration is a summary of the authority and
basis of Paul's ministry, the second section is a summary of the features and aspects of
that ministry and contains the purpose for writing Romans.
One aspect that Paul chooses to highlight and recapitulate is the phrase UTtaKofiv
sGvcov (15:18) which is a restatement of the UTtaKofiv moTecoq of 1:5 and yet another
reminder of the importance Paul placed on his mission to the Gentiles.^" Paul's
elaboration that this obedience among the Gentiles be in both ?i6ycp Kal epyco, highlights
the all-encompassing nature of Pauline obedience (Rom 12:1) as "word and deed" was
often used in ancient literature "as a way of summarizing all behavior or demonstrating
Jewett, Romans, 902.
I'm not as confident as Das that much can be ascertained as it regards the audience and these
sections. Cf A. Andrew Das, '"Praise the Lord, All You Gentiles': The Encoded Audience of Romans 15.7-
13,"JW34 (2011): 90-110.
""Cf David J. Downs, ""The Offering of the Gentiles" in Romans 15.16," JSNT 29 (2006): 173-
86. I do not think Downs is correct, given the rhetorical aspects of a peroration this would be an entirely
new topic to introduce. Rather in light of 15:15, Paul is referring to his mission or activity, not the activity
of his Gentile converts.
^�So Dunn, Romans, 2:856; Jewett, Romans, 909; Luke Timothy Johnson, Reading Romans: A
Literary and Theological Commentary (Macon: Smyth & Helwys, 2001), 224; Leander Keck, Romans
(Nashville: Abingdon, 2005), 361; Colin G. Kruse, Paul's Letter to the Romans (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
2012), 539.
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behavioral consistency with verbal claims."^' The theme of obedience has been a uniting
feature throughout Paul's discourse. As Dunn rightly notes, . . the thematic UTiaKofi (v
18) provides a thread which unites missionary impulse, theological rationale, and
paraenesis (1:5; 5:19; 6:16)."'" Our work has shown how much this theme has been
central to the argument throughout Romans.
Paul's repetition of his purpose in the peroration not only summarizes his
argument in Romans, but his apostolic vocation both in Rome and in Spain on the near
horizon." By emphasizing the obedience of faith, Paul pulls the Roman Christians into
his apostolic orbit, aligns and corrects their local problems, and brings them into the
broader context of the mission of God for the upcoming mission to Spain (15:21).
ROMANS 16
Any discussion of Rom 16 must take into account the varied and complicated
textual tradition that lay behind the letter before addressing the particulars of Rom 16.^"
^'
Craig S. Keener, Romans (Eugene: Cascade, 2009), 175.n20.
Dunn, Romans, 2:856. "The use of the thematic UTiaKor] is no accident: it was part of Paul's
most basic conviction regarding his mission" (862).
" Cf. A. Andrew Das, "Paul of Tarshish: Isaiah 66.19 and the Spanish Mission of Romans 15.24,
28," NTS 54 (2008): 60-73. Das challenges Jewett's identification of Spain as a primary purpose of
Romans.
Harry Y. Gamble, The Textual History of the Letter to the Romans: A Study in Textual and
Literary Criticism (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1977). Harry Gamble's work still sets the precedent for
accepting a full sixteen chapter letter and most studies in Romans have followed his work. Witherington
comments, "In other words, the textual problems need not affect our assessment of vv. 1-23" {Romans,
317). Few today doubt that authenticity of the sixteen chapter form of Romans, although there is debate as
to where the final doxology (vv. 25-27) appeared in the original form. Cf Karl P. Donfried, "A Short Note
on Romans 16," in The Romans Debate: Revised and Expanded Edition (ed. Karl P. Donfried, Peabody:
Hendrickson, 1991), 44-52; Bruce M. Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament, 2 ed.
(Stuttgart: UBS, 2006), 471-7; D. C. Parker, An Introduction to the New Testament Mamiscripts and Their
Texts (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 270-4; Kurt Aland and Barbara Aland, The Text of
the New Testament: An Introduction to the Critical Editions and to the Theory and Practice of Modern
Textual Criticism, trans., Erroll F. Rhodes, 2nd ed. (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1989), 294-7; Richard N.
Longenecker, Introducing Romans: Critical Issues in Paul's Most Famous Letter (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 2011), 16-30. For the commentators see Kasemann, Romans, 409; Dunn, Romans, 2:884;
Fitzmyer, Romans, 55-67; Stuhlmacher, Romans, 244-6; Wright, Romans, 761, 767-8; Witherington,
Romans, 375-7; Keck, Romans, 27, 368; Keener, Romans, 182: For arguments against see Jewett. Romans,
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This thesis follows the work of Harry Gamble and accepts the authenticity of the entire
chapter. Rom 16 represents a letter of recommendation where Paul names and greets
twenty-six individuals in Rome.^^ Witherington correctly identifies the social force of
such greeting. He argues that it aimed to "create a new social situation in Rome,
overcoming the obstacles to unity and concord dealt with in chs. 14-15."^^ We are
reminded that it is those issues in Rom 12:1-15:13 where Paul expects the Gentiles to
exercise the obedience of faith.
After greeting numerous individuals in Rome, Paul includes one final admonition
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in 16:17-21 in a second peroratio. Paul advises this recently mentioned group to avoid
those who would cause more discord {xb.q Sixoaiaoiaq Kai id aKdv5aXa) or continue
much of the same discord referenced in chapters 14-15. Paul then states in 16:19 that
ydp i)|ic5v UTtaKof] eiq navxac, dcpiKeio, a phrase that echoes Rom 1:8, where the previous
reference was to their TriaTiq that was proclaimed "in the whole world." Such similar
phrasing between 1:8 and 16:19 shows once again the close nature of UTiaKof] and nxoxxc,,
or to put it in a more Pauline way, the UTiaKofiv TiioxsoLK;. Dunn's comments are worth
ftill quotation:
This closing echo of Paul's introductory remarks right back at the
beginning of the letter (1:5, 8) is no accident. It shows how readily
Paul can sum up the meaning and force of the gospel in terms of
"obedience" and so confirms for the last time the importance Paul
places on a faith which works out in a daily discipline under Christ's
lordship ("obedience," v 19 = "serving Christ," v 18)�as a faith, that
985ff; J. K. Elliott, "The Language and Style of the Concluding Doxology to the Epistle to the Romans,"
ZW 72 (1981): 124-30.
Such practice was common see Keener, Romans, 184 cites P Oxy. 114.16-18; 1296.9-19;
Cicero,^/?. 6.3; Pronto, Verum Imp. 2.6.
Witherington, Romans, 380. Also see his four issues of rhetorical effect on pages 381-2.
"
Contra Jewett, Romans, 986-988, 1 do not think this is a interpolation. Wuellner's comments are
very helpful ("Paul's Rhetoric ofArgumentation", 136-9).
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is, in fiill continuity with the obedience of faith which characterized
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the witness of the scriptures.
Further, in context, Paul contrasts the obedience of this group with those who cause mq
SixooTttoiaq Kai id aKdvSaXa to the teaching (16:17-18; cf. 6:17).^^ Such a contrast
provides further confirmation for understanding Rom 14-15 as places where Paul expects
the Roman community to exercise the v)7raKof)v nioxewq.^^ We ought not to miss, either,
that the Gentile acceptance of these Jewish Christians mirrors the inverse of Israel's
opportunity and subsequent disobedience in Rom 9-11, where they were disobedient to
God and the gospel by not including the Gentiles within the scope of God's world-wide
encompassing SiKavoouvriv for all (Rom 10:4). The Gentiles are now presented in Rom
16 with their own opportunity to be all-embracing. Paul's command "to welcome" the list
of people he references indicates a specific component of the obedience of faith that Paul
wants them to exercise.
In 16:25-27, Paul concludes with a doxology.^' The doxology contains numerous
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parallels to the previous contents of the letter, most notably the introduction in 1:2-15.
Dunn, Romans, 2:907.
Peter Stuhlmacher, Paul's Letter to the Romans: A Commentary, trans., S. J. Hafemann
(Louisville: WJK, 1994), 252-3. Cf Bryan, A Preface, 231.
Contra Dunn, Romans, 2:901 who states, "the dangers addressed are not those of 14:1-15:6."
^' The textual history of this section is complicated as it appears in several places in the
manuscripts. This section follows the recommendation ofMetzger, "While recognizing the possibility that
the doxology may not have been part of the original form of the epistle, on the strength of the impressive
manuscript evidence the Committee decided to include the verses at their traditional place in the epistle" {A
Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament, 476-77.) Commentators accepting the doxology are
Keener, Romans, 192; Stuhlmacher, Romans, 256; Grieb, Romans, 146; Witherington, Romans, 400;
Wright, Romans, 768; Cranfield, Romans, 2:208-9; Douglas J. Moo, The Epistle to the Romans (Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1996), 936-7. Cf Larry W. Hurtado, "The Doxology at the End of Romans," in New
Testamen Textual Criticism: Its Significance for Exegesis: Essays in Honor ofBruce M. Metzger (ed. E. J.
Epp and G. D. Fee, Clarendon: Oxford University Press, 1981 ), 185-99; Don Garlington, "The Obedience
of Faith in the Letter to the Romans: Part 1," ^^77 52 (1990): 201-24; I. Howard Marshall, "Romans 16:25-
27-an Apt Conclusion," in Romans and the People of God: Essays in Honor of Gordon D. Fee on the
Occasion ofHis 65th Birthday (ed. Sven Soderlund and N. T. Wright, Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999),
170-84. Rejecting are Kasemann, Romans, 409; Dunn, Romans, 2:912-7; Fitzmyer, Romans, 753; Jewett,
Romans, 998; Donfried, "A Short Note on Romans 16,"), 44-52; Brendan Byrne, Romans (Collegeville:
Liturgical, 2007), 461-2. Although even JeweU notes, "the list of those favoring interpolation is about as
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One of the most important echoes is the UTiaKofiv TiioTecoq in 16:26 which appears as the
final subject of the final lines of Romans. The obedience of faith is the mystery
(|iUOTr|piou) that was disclosed ((pavepcoQsvioq) and made known (yvcopiaGevToc;) to the
Gentiles.^^ Among the last words heard by the Romans is UTiaKofiv mmeoiq, indicating
the importance of the phrase and the last item Paul wanted his audience to remember.
CONCLUSION
The inclusion of obedience both in the exordium and the peroratio rhetorically
indicate Paul's concem for this as a theme of his argument. Previous studies have not
drawn out this theme to its full extent as has been done in this chapter. In Rom 1:5, Paul
declares his purpose to bring about the UTiaKofiv Tiioxecoq among the nations. Our survey
of the Roman historians offered new insight into how to translate the genitival phrase
UTittKofiv TTiaiecoq in light of the Greek and Latin usage. As well, Paul's conclusion in
15:14-16:27 indicates the importance of obedience by reference to it in the peroration{s)
of Romans, where rhetors repeated the important themes they wanted their hearers to
remember. The rhetorical inclusion of obedience language signals Paul's intention of his
purpose as stated in 1:5. Specifically, Rom 15:7-29 represents the highest confluence of
the term sGvoq in Romans and is the fiirther explanation of Paul's purpose in Rom 1:5.
Paul concludes one of his most important letters with a final reference to the unaKofiv
Tiioieax; in the final sentences of Romans (16:26), thus indicafing the primary importance
of obedience for Paul and the Roman audience.
long as that of defenders of its authenticity as a Pauline creation designed for the end of chapter {Romans,
998).
"See the excellent chart in Keener, Romans, 192 and Matera, Romans, 330. Cf Stuhlmacher,
Romans, 256, "This section corresponds to 1:1-7 and is likewise formulated with great care." Contra
Cranfield, Romans, 1:5-1 1 who argues this is post-Pauline; Dunn, Romans, 2:916-7.
Cf Cranfield, Romans, 2:812; Wright, Romans, 769; Matera, Romans, 347.
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CHAPTER 8:
OBEDIENCE IN ROMANS 1:16-11:36
In this chapter our goal is to continue our effort to trace the obedience theme in
the main body of Romans (1:16-11:36) and reflect on the ways that Gentiles in Paul's
audience would understand his obedience language. That is, how would Gentiles from
various backgrounds and statuses in the city of Rome hear and understand the emphasis
on obedience in this section of the discourse?
Turning to the thesis statement in 1:16-17, we must ask what relationship does
Paul's purpose in 1:5 have with the propositio in 1:16-17?' Two issues in the latter
sections of Romans help illuminate the connection between 1:5 and 1:16-17. Although
they anticipate our argument in those sections, it is important to mention some details in
passing. First, in 10:16, Paul reports negatively that Israel did not UTiriKouoav icp
EuayyeXicp. Paul directly connects obedience and the euayyeXiov. Second, Paul's
admonition in 1:17, quoting Habakkuk 2, is that, 6 5e SiKaioq sk Tiioxeocx; ^rjosxai.^ Paul
explicitly connects obedience and righteousness in Rom 6:16 in his synkrisis of the first
and last Adam, stating that one is a slave to what one obeys, whether sin, resulting in
death, or ujtaKofiq ziq 5iKaio<Juvr|V. In chapter 6, Paul indicates that the righteous one is
On the importance of the propositio see Katherine Grieb, The Story ofRomans: A Narrative
Defense of God's Righteousness (Louisville: WJK, 2002), 138; Ben Witherington, Paul's Letter to the
Romans: A Socio-Rhetorical Commentary (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2004), 47-50; Thomas H. Tobin,
Paul's Rhetoric in Its Contexts: The Argument ofRomans (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2005). 104-5; Craig S.
Keener, Romans (Eugene: Cascade, 2009), 25-7. Surprisingly not identified by Neil Elliott, The Rhetoric of
Romans: Argumentative Constraint and Strategy and Paul's Dialogue with Judaism (Minneapolis: Fortress,
1990), 80-2. Contra Lucian Legrand, "Rm 1.11-15 (17): Proemium or Propositio?," NTS A9 (2003): 566-72.
He argues, "La propositio de la lettre aux Romains commence done en 1.1 1 et se prolonge jusqu'au v. 17."
-
Noting the importance of Hab 2:4 for Rom 1:1-5 is Stephen L. Young, "Romans 1.1-5 and Paul's
Christological Use of Hab. 2.4 in Rom. 1.17: An Underutilized Donsideration in the Debate," JSNT 34
(2012): 277-85.
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the person that enslaves himself or herself to obedience.^ Living by faith entails living a
life of obedience to the gospel. Jewett rightly notes, "The major point in the thesis
statement, that the gospel is God's means of restoring righteous control over a
disobedient creation, dovetails with Paul's understanding of his mission to extend that
reign."" The obedience of faith showcases the extent of God's power at work in the
gospel. Thus, Paul's admonition to bring about the UTtaKofiv Tilaxecoq relates directly to
his thesis statement in 1 : 1 6-1 7.^
While obedience is not explicitly mentioned in the rest of chapter one,
disobedience occupies a central role. Rom 1:18-32 contains Paul's second "apocalyptic
reveal." In 1:17, the 5iKaiocn3vri Qeov was apocalyptically revealed, but now it is the
opyfi 9eoi5 that is being unveiled.^ What follows in 1:18-32 is a series of Gentile vices
that Paul groups under the main themes of dae|38iav and d6iKiav.^ Such themes would be
accepted by Paul's Jewish contemporaries, as Eckstein has noted, "Entsprechend kann
Paulus auch mit der Zustimmung seines judischen Gegeniibers rechnen, wenn er in V.
19f und V. 21 mit traditionellen Wendungen ausfuhrt, inwiefem die Menschen um die
Wahrheit wissen und sie in Ungerechtigkeit niederhalten."^
So Witherington, Romans, 48. "The focus in this discourse is both on God's faithfulness and on
humans who have faith and live out the obedience of faith."
Robert Jewett, Romans: A Commentary (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2007), 138. Cf Keener, Romans,
29-30. Keener on verse 1 7, "the term pistis includes the sense of "faithfulness"-loyalty and allegiance"
(29).
^ Robert Matthew Calhoun, Paul's Definitions of the Gospel in Romans I (Tubingen: Mohr
Siebeck, 2011), 147-92.
* On the importance of apocalyptic in Romans see the recent edited volume. Apocalyptic Paul:
Cosmos and Anthropos in Romans 5-8, ed. Beverly Roberts Gaventa (Waco: Baylor University Press.
2013).
'
For the Jewish parallels such as the Wisdom ofSolomon see Witherington, Romans, 63.
Hans-Joachim Eckstein, ""Denn Gottes Zom Wird Von Himmel Her Offenbar W erden":
Exegetische Erwagungen Zu Rom 1:18.." ZNW IS (1987): 87.
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Paul's invective catalogues the ways that humanity has been unrighteous through
acts of disobedience.^ In view are disobedient acts that result from "suppressing"
(KaiexovTcov) the truth (1:18). The catalogue of Gentile disobedience is the outworking
of d6iK{a. Disobedience explicitly appears in the list in Paul's description of children
who are disobedient (dTievGelc;) to parents in 1:32.'� Jewett has drawn proper attention to
the fact that this wrath is being "revealed against" the very group Paul focuses on for
their obedience of faith. Both are ongoing processes." We should not miss the fact that,
immediately after Paul signals his intention to bring about the "obedience of faith"
among the Gentiles, he cites a long list of ways Gentiles disobey. Rom 1:18-32 is
backward referencing to Rom 1:5 by showing the drastic situation of disobedience among
the nations.''
Of importance for the audience at the end of this section of Paul is the relationship
between disobedience and wrath. Such a conceptual link between disobedience and wrath
was readily identified in the previous sections (ch. 3-6). Disobedience provokes the
wrath of Rome, both globally and locally. Various nations faced destruction as a result of
Rome's wrath towards their disobedience and this was documented and illustrated in
Roman imagery throughout Rome (ch. 6). Members of the audience who reflected on
'
Entirely unpersuasive is the reading by Douglas A. Campbell, The Deliverance of God: An
Apocalyptic Rereading ofJustification in Paul (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2009), 542-7. He suggests that
Rom 1:18-32 is "speech in character" from the opponents of Paul. In fact, such an overemphasis on this
permeates the entire work and thus makes interaction difficult given the starting premises.
'� Both Senecas discuss obedience. Seneca the Elder noted, "Remember, fathers expected absolute
obedience from their children and could punish recalcitrant children even with death" {Con. 1 .2). While
Seneca the Younger noted, "I obeyed my parents; I deferred to their authority, whether it was fair or unfair
or even harsh; I showed myself compliant and submissive" {Ben. 3.38.2). Both cited in Jewett, Romans,
188.
"
Ibid., 151. See also Epictetus who mentions disobedient people {Discourses 3.11.1), also in
Witherington, Romans, 70.
Also noting this backward reference, but to Rom 1:8-17 is Nijay Gupta, "Human Idolatry and
Paul as Faithfiil Worshipper of God: Reconnecting Romans 1:18-32 to 1:8-15 (Via 1:16-17)," Neot 46
(2012): 29-40.
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these images would readily understand the connection between disobedience and wrath.
Disobedience in Rome by its citizens was also met with resistance and was a threat to the
stability of Rome. As we saw in Dionysius of Halicamassus, the Plebian's disobedience
at various stages in the history of Rome provoked punishment. A point of comparison
would be established with the audience with their previous understanding of disobedience
provoking wrath. However in the continuing argument Paul is making the audience may
be surprised that disobedience and wrath need not be the final outcome. Highly unlike
their previous conceptions of obedience and disobedience, new pathways are opened up
through the obedience of one man (Rom 5-6).
ROMANS 2
In 2:1, Paul shifts his argument to diatribe style in castigating a fellow Jewish
teacher who fails to li\e up to the demands they expect from others (2:1-5).'^ In 2:6,
Paul states, "God will give to each person according to what he has done," quoting
Proverbs 24:12 with a slight change of the verbs to reflect a future situation.'" The
contrast with the previous section (2:1-5) that focused so strongly on "the teacher" is the
shift in verse six, universalizing the argument to include the Roman audience in the
diatribe. As Oda Wishmeyer has noted:
On diatribe see David E. Aune, The Westminster Dictionary of New Testament and Early
Christian Literature and Rhetoric (Louisville: WJK, 2003), 127. Boyarin's comments are helpful, "Paul
has essentially produced a sermon to which many if not most Pharisaic preachers. . .could have and w ould
have assented" (92). He goes on. "Insofar as Paul is simply attacking hypocrisy, then, there is nothing in
his preaching that is foreign to the prophets or indeed the Rabbis (93). Cf Daniel Boyarin, A Radical Jew:
Paul and the Politics ofIdentity (Berkeley: University ofCalifornia Press, 1994), 92-3.
Jewett, Romans, 204, root the future tense verbs as a quotation of Ps. 61:13b (LXX).
'^Gathercole goes too far in suggesting that in 2:1-11 Paul uses categories, "not only that are
thoroughly Jewish, but also that could be only Jewish (italics original)." Cf Simon J. Gathercole, Where Is
Boasting: Early Jewish Soteriology and Paul's Response in Romans 1-5 (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002),
198. Contrast with Leander E. Keck, Romans (Nashville: Abingdon, 2005), 74.
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Kapitel 2 ist in seinen Reden und Kommentaren dieser universalen
Perspektive verpflichtet und stellt diese zugleich her, und zwar im
Sinne einer all- gemeinen Anthropologie, die als Korrelat zur
Universalitat von Gottes Gerechtigkeit verstanden wird. Die
Paradigmatik der Reden macht deutlich, dass es hier nicht um
religiose Polemik, sondem um anthropologische Vorfmdlichkeiten,
dargestellt in ethischer Typologie, geht.'^
The importance of the outworking of God's judgment are the contours of that
judgment. We will take these in reverse order. In 2:8-9, the focus is on disobedience,
and Paul indicates two actions: disobeying the tmth (d7iei0oi5ai xfj dXriGsia) and obeying
unrighteousness (TieiBopevovq 5e tfj dSiKia). These references to obedience and
disobedience are important as they are formed from the TteOo) root, similar to our
evidence from the Roman historians and philosophers (chs. 3-5). What is most striking
about the disobedience is the result, opyf) Kai Qv^ioq. Disobedience to the tmth (most
likely rejecting the gospel) results in incurring God's wrath. From Rom 1:5, the nations
have been summoned to a new obedience to their tme and rightfiil King, who is Lord
(Rom 1:3^). Disobedience to this Lord is met with the same outcomes that we saw in
the Roman historians, i.e. disobedience provokes wrath." As Dunn has noted, this wrath
should not be sharply distinguished from the wrath described in 1 : 1 8-32 that was a strong
summary of disobedience.'**
Oda Wischmeyer, "Romer 2.1-24 Als Teil Der Gerichtsrede Des Paulus Gegen Die
Menschheit," NTS 52 (2006): 374. She also rightly notes that this is not anti-Jewish polemic.
Jewett draws attention to this dyad in the LXX, Josephus, and pagan magical curses, but not the
Greco-Roman historians. Cf. Jewett, Romans, 207.
James D. G. Dunn, Romans, 2 vols. (Dallas: Word, 1988), 1:92. Dunn goes onto mention the
difference as, "The only difference is that the process of divine retribution is already in clear evidence
among the Gentiles (1:1 8-32, particularly 1 8-27), whereas the too-confident Jew is simply storing it up for
the ftiture, for the day of final judgment. In that day such a one will be surprised to find that he has stored
up not treasures of good (Tob 4:9-10), but treasures of divine wrath!" Likewise Johnson notes that
obedience and disobedience continues the line of thought from 1 : 1 8ff. Cf. Luke Timothy Johnson, Reading
Romans: A Literary and Theological Commentary (Macon: Smyth & Helwys, 2001), 38; Keck, Romans,
77.
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The surrounding verses, ahhough not exphcitly mentioning obedience, certainly
contribute to the theme of obedience that Paul is establishing. Rom 2:7-10 revolves
around two groups: one is explicitly described as disobedient (2:8-9) and the other is, of
course, the inverse or contrast, established in verse eight by the 58, those who are
obedient.'^ The obedient group frames the disobedient in this section (2:7 and 2:10).
Paul's description of this "obedient" group is more elaborate as he describes them as
those who epyou ctyaOoi) (2:7) and tco epya^ojisvcp to ctyaOov (2:10). The second
description represented by the present middle participle (tco spya^ojisvcp) stresses the
continuous nature of obedience. A contrast is formed, therefore, with obedience related
to "the good" and disobedience related to "evil." The two groups are given as the
ultimate contrast between good and evil, built on the concepts of obedience and
disobedience.
Although many note the chiastic structure of the passage, this remains
20
unconvincing as chiasm(s) are seen and not heard. More promising is the rhetorical
feature of synkrisis. This entire section is also linked back to the thesis statement of Rom
1:16-17 by the use of the phrase "'Iou5aicp xs TipcoTOV Kai "EXXrivv" which is repeated
twice (2:9-10). The concepts of obedience and disobedience are integrated closely with
the topics of gospel, righteousness, and Jew/Gentile.
The importance of this section for a Roman audience is highlighted not only
through the themes of judgment and obedience but also in the outcomes. If we carry
through the contrast from verses 8-9, obedience includes obeying the truth and obeying
" So agrees Ernst Kasemann, Commentary on Romans (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980), 60.
^"Keener, Romans, 43; Keck, Romans, 11; Colin G. Kruse, Paul's Letter to the Romans (Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 2012), 123; Douglas J. Moo, The Epistle to the Romans (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1996), 135-6.
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righteousness. The result of this obedience is "glory, honor, and peace," three highly
prized Roman values."' The connection between glory and obedience was highlighted in
the reign of Tiberius by Tacitus, who used the phrase "the glory of obedience" (obsequii
gloria) {Ann. 6.8)." Because these are three highly prized Roman values inscribed in
texts and enshrined in the imagery of the Roman world, a Gentile audience would see
familiar concepts of obedience at work between their previous understanding and Paul's
point in Rom 2:8-1 1.
The contrast between obedience and disobedience is the result of opposite
outcomes. While disobedience provokes the wrath of God, obedience secures peace
(2:10). Rom 2:11 concludes with the rhetorical maxim that there is no favoritism with
God. Similar to our survey, friendship with Rome does not entail a privileged position
that can somehow usurp obedience or undercut Rome's demands. Such confusion was
evident in Polybius's description of the Aetolians who misunderstood what "faith" meant
for the Romans (Hist. 20.9.10-12). Friend and foe alike must be obedient to Rome's
demands or face wrath. In an analogous way, some in the audience of the book of
Romans may have had similar thoughts from this section, as God himself does not show
favoritism and obedience and disobedience carry consequences.
In 2:12, Paul introduces the issue of the law (voiioq) for the first time in
Romans.^" He shifts his argument slightly from a general discussion of obedience and
Witherington, Romans, 81.
On Paul and the law see E.P. Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism (Minneapolis: Fortress,
1977); Heikki Raisanen, Paul and the Law, 2nd ed., vol. 29 (Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1987);
N.T. Wright, "The Law in Romans 2," in Paul and the Mosaic Law (ed. James D. G. Dunn, Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 2001); James D. G. Dunn, "Paul and the Torah: The Role and Function of the Law in the
Theology of Paul the Apostle," in The New Perspective on Paul (ed. James D. G. Dunn, Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 2008); Brian S. Rosner, Paul and the Law: Keeping the Commandments of God (Downers
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disobedience to the specific issue of obedience and disobedience to the law (2:12-29).
To this extent, the two groups are first described indirectly as those who are "dvofiax;"
and those who are "ev voficp." The identity of the latter group is easily identifiable as
Jews. The identity of the first group, the dvo^cog, has caused great debate. While it is
clear that those who are "dv6|i(0(;" are Gentiles, the precise identity of these Gentiles, as
either pagans or Christian Gentiles, has served as a crux interpretum for the passage as a
whole.'^
The debate concerning the exact identity of this group would take us too far from
our goal in this chapter."" Our attention will be directed toward how Paul describes this
group vis d vis the Jew s. rather than who Paul describes, although particular comments on
this passage will have a bearing on the identifying the specific identity of this Gentile
group.
Paul begins this argument on law, obedience, and righteousness by contrasting the
"oi dKpoaxai v6|io\)" with the "ol 7ioir|Tal vofiou." It is this latter group who will be
declared righteous (SiKaicoOrjoovTai) on the last day (2:13). The situation envisaged is
eschatological, as the future passive verb indicates. It is important to note that this
reinforces the idea made clear in 2:7 that those who "work the good" will receive "eternal
Grove: IVP, 2013); Hans Hubner, Law in Paul's Thought, ed. John Riches, trans., James C.G. Greig
(Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1984); Brendan Byrne, "The Problem of Nomos and the Relationship with
Judaism in Romans," CBQ 62 2 (2000); Frank Thielman, Paul & the Law: A Contextual Approach
(Downers Grove: Intervarsity, 1995); Thomas R. Schreiner, The Law and Its Fufillment: A Pauline
Theology ofLaw (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1993); N. T. Wright, The Climax of the Covenant: Christ and the
Law in Pauline Theology (Philadelphia; Fortress, 1991).
For a more recent short survey of the interpretive options and a short bibliography Cf Jewett,
Romans, 212-3. For a robust defense of the Christian Gentile view see N. T. Wright, "Romans," in The
New Interpreter's Bible: Acts-1 Corinthians (ed. Leander Keck, Nashville: Abingdon, 2002), 436-43.
I have written on this topic Cf Jason A. Myers, "Who Are Those Who Do the Law? A Critical
Analysis of Gentiles, Righteousness, and Justification in Romans 2:14-15" (Grand Rapids Theological
Seminary, 2010).
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life."'^ In both 2:13 and 2:14, the primary emphasis is on the verb Jioieo). It is those that
"do" (7ioir|Tai) the law in 2:13 or "do (tiovcooiv) the things required by the law" in 2:14
that will be justified in the eschatological scenario Paul envisions (2:13, 16). The clear
sense of ttoisco in this context is obedience. The hearers of the law are not contrasted
with those that disobey the law, but rather with those who actually hear and obey.
Obedience is contrasted with the "mere hearers" of the law. Regardless of how we
identify the basis of this Gentile obedience, i.e. natural law or the new covenant, the
emphasis is on obedience to a law. This is certainly the case when we see where Paul
proceeds with his argument in the next verses.
In Rom 2:17-27, Paul returns to the first group, leaving behind the generic
identity marker of "oi dKpoaxai v6|iou" and replacing it with the more explicit
"louSaioq." In contrast to Rom 1:18-32 that listed general Gentile vices, Rom 2:21-23
is a short list of Jewish vices described in terms of nomistic violations, or what Simon
Gathercole has termed "phenomenological evidence." Similar in some ways to
Cicero's Tusc. Disp. 2.4, Paul critiques vices such as hypocritical teaching, stealing,
adultery, and robbing temples. All these vices Paul deems "xfjq napapdaecoq xou v6|iou."
The noun Trapdpaoiq often refers to disobedience.^^ The primary thrust of Paul's
argument is on the disobedience of certain Jews in light of their national identity. Paul
quotes Isaiah 52:5 precisely at this point to reaffirm Israel's vocation as a light unto the
nations. Paul indicates that Jewish disobedience results in the misuse of God's name
(ovo^ia xou Geou) among the nations, the very nations of Paul's apostleship in Rom 1:5
See the creative, yet unpersuasive thesis by Jane Heath, "The Righteous Gentile Interjects
(James 2:18-19 and Romans 2:14-15," NovT 55 (2013): 272-95.
Gathercole, Where is Boasting?, 211.
BDAG. 758.
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for obedience i)7C�p ton ovoiiaToq anion. Paul has juxtaposed the disobedience of the
nation of Israel with his own prerogative of bringing about obedience among the nations.
In 2:25-27, Paul reiterates similar themes found in the previous section. So far,
Paul's argument has moved progressively in concentric circles. As Dunn has noted, "The
argument has narrowed from a vaguely defined 'doing good,' through the more specific
'doing the law,' and now to the single issue of circumcision."^^ Paul clearly drives home
the point of the importance of Jewish obedience by singling out circumcision, perhaps the
most identifiable Jewish marker of identity.
According to Paul, disobedience, in a sense, undoes the physical marks of
circumcision (2:25). Paul again uses the terminology of "breaking" to indicate
disobedience. This nofion is familiar in light of Livy and Dionysius Halicamassus's
descripfion of disobedience as "breaking faith." Whereas obedience, mentioned twice
with two different verbs for "keeping" (verses 26-27) the law, is described as being
counted as circumcision, using the verb Xoyi^oiiai, foreshadowing Paul's argument in
Rom 4. James Dunn rightly notes again, "In view of the important role filled by
Xoyi^eaGai from 3:28 through chap. 4, the word will be pregnant with significance as the
focus steadily narrows to the Christian Gentile as such."""'
Paul's comparison throughout Rom 2:13-27 revolves around the twin themes of
obedience and disobedience. Obedience serves as a new identity marker that clearly
identifies one's place within the eschatological situation now in-breaking on Paul's
community. The overall arc of Paul's argument in 1:18-2:27 is on the impartiality of
28
Dunn, Romans, 1:120.
^'See Gen 17:9-14; 1 Mace 1:48, 2:46; 2 Mace 6:10; Josephus Ant. 13.257-8. Cf. Keener,
Romans, 49-50.
^'^Dmrn, Romans, 1:123.
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God in botli judgment and salvation. The clear emphasis lands on the importance of
obedience and disobedience as impartial arbiters of identity, whether Jew or Gentile.
ROMANS 3
In Romans 3:1, Paul carries forward his discussion on circumcision by focusing
on the benefit to the circumcised. Given Paul's previous statements in 2:25-29, the
argument raises the validity of circumcision, to which he must offer an answer. In this
chapter, Paul will continue his task of showing the impartiality of God's righteous
judgment on humanity, both Jew and Gentile. Paul's argument in Rom 3 will focus on
the Jewish side of the equation. The similarities between Rom 3 and Rom 9-1 1 ought
not to be missed as they revolve around the key issue of divine faithfulness contrasted
with Jewish infidelity.
Obedience language does not explicitly appear in chapter three. As mentioned in
the introduction, the goal is to show how the theme of obedience works its way through
Romans. As was also mentioned, certain passages will have to be argued for in context.
This applies to Romans 3. Although obedience is not specifically highlighted, it is
certainly "looming in the background" at various points in the chapter. Certainly, Paul's
discussion of dTtiaiia, dSiKia, and diiapxia all point toward the domain of disobedience.
Paul's cento in 3:10-18 also drives home the point of human disobedience. The
discussion in Rom 3 will immediately be contrasted in Rom 4 with the character of
Abraham. He is presented as a paragon of faithfulness, preparing the way for Paul's
discussion of Adam and Christ and the climactic section of obedience in Romans. Rom
3, therefore, prepares us for Paul's argument in the next several chapters. To briefly
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summarize tlie next argument in tliis discussion, Rom 3 points towards the inverse of the
obedience of faith, namely the infidelity of disobedience.
In Rom 3:3, Paul poses the rhetorical question, "li yap; ei fi7iiaTr|0dv iiveq, |if| f]
ctTtiOTia auTcov ifiv Triaiiv tou Qeov Kaxapyrjoei." In this diatribe section, Paul poses a
series of "probing questions" to his interlocutor. The interpretation of the section centers
on the understanding of the noun dTiioxia. Specifically, does ctTiiOTla mean "unbelief or
"unfaithful?"
' ' A bifiircation of the meanings is certainly not helpfiil as both emphases
are definitely present. Witherington offers one explanation concerning the identity of
these unfaithful ones, referencing Rom 15:31 and the "disobedient ones in Judea" as
those who not only rejected the Christ, but also the Gentile mission. First, as
Witherington has suggested, if the identity of the dTtiaiia are the disobedient ones of Rom
15:1, then both belief and actions are present as not only did some fail to believe Jesus
was the Christ, but this resulted then in disobedience and failure to carry out the Gentile
mission. Second, certainly the meaning of dTiioiia is connected to the preceding verse of
Rom 3:2 and Israel being eTiioT8U0r|oav "entrusted" with the td Xoyia tou 0eou.
Shedding some light on the matter is the second half of Rom 3:3, where God will remain
faithful (Ttiativ) despite the lack of dTiiatla on behalf of Israel. Certainly TriaTiq in this
context does not mean belief�as if God would not continue to "believe" the promises�
but focuses on the actions of God to remain true to his promises, i.e. that he continues to
"do" what he said he would do. It is within this context, then, that we understand the
dTrioTia of "some" (liq) of the xou 'Iou5aiou (3:1) who have failed to act consistently with
the id A.6yia tou 08OU. This is not in the sense that they have not believed in God's words,
^^BDAG, 103.
Witherington, Romans, 93.
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although this certainly is not excluded, but that they have not acted in obedience to those
words, specifically to fialfill their divine vocation (cf. Rom 2:13-16). BDAG includes
Rom 3:3 underneath the category of being "unfaithful." It notes that this means "lacking
a sense of obligation" and cites as an example the disloyal soldiers in Xenophon' s Annals
2.6.19."
An understanding of ctTiioTia was also represented in our survey of obedience
language in the Greco-Roman historians (see chs. 3^). Third, the context of 3:5ff bears
out fiirther evidence to take dTrioxia to denote conduct rather than belief The
combination of the negated nouns dTtioTla and dSiKia points in this direction as well, as
does the subsequent cento of verses from the Psalms in verses 3:13-18 that focus on
actions such as cursing and murder (3:15).
In Rom 3:5, Paul reintroduces the notion of d5iKia, last menfioned in 2:8 and
most famously in 1:18.^" The noun d6iKia often refers to acts of wrongdoing or behavior
that can be characterized as disobedience.^^ The combination of both the negated dTiioxia
and dSiKia show the interplay between the failure to believe and the notion of
disobedience, with the negated noun d5iK(a bearing the fiinctional aspect of disobedience.
Clearly for Paul, the terms faithful/ unfaithfiil and righteous/unrighteous are parallel
ideas, as Rom 3:3 and 3:5 demonstrate.^^ Paul introduces both 3:3 and 3:5 with ei as a
marker of condition, both verses are posed as questions that receive negative answers,
both involve wordplays on the mox and 6ik roots, and both appear in similar
constructions as shown below:
dSiKia is mentioned in Rom 1:18, 29; 2:8; 3:5; 6:13; 9:14.
BDAG, 20.
In agreement is Dunn, Romans, 134.
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Rom 3:3 and 3:5
f) ctTiioTia auTcbv Tf|v tiiotiv toij Qeov (3:3)
r\ dSiKia ri)i(ov 0�oi5 5iKaioouvr|v (3:5)
Finally, in this short section of 3:10-18, Paul quotes a powerful set of OT
passages to round out his argument. This catena of verses from the LXX is introduced in
the typical Pauline way with KaGcbq YeypaKiai functioning rhetorically as an in-artificial
proof that strengthens his pre\ ious argument. The negative aspect of the argument is
roundly made through the fourfold use of the negative ou in 3:10-12 and six times in the
broader context of 3:10-18. The summary of the negative indictment is equally shown
by the quotation of Eccl 7:20 in 3:10 that demolishes the presupposed distinction between
the righteous and the unrighteous that some in the audience might have assumed.^^ By
incorporating Eccl 7:20 and SiKaioq, Paul has tied this section of his argument back into
the thesis statement of Rom 1:16-17. The next three quotations in 3:11-12 are
rhetorically structured with the similar introduction of ouk eoiiv 6 followed by
substantive participle, stressing the parallel nature of the three clauses that explicate the
head quote of Ecclesiastes.
Paul's argument that there is none who are righteous is rounded out by the three
parallel clauses from Ps. 13:2-3 (LXX) where no one "understands" or "seeks" God and
all have "fumed away." Finally, a general indictment concludes this minor section,
where Paul notes that ouk eoiiv 6 tiokSv xprjOTOTrixa (Rom 3:12b). The combination of
Simxoq in 3:10 with xpriOTOTTiq in 3:12 carries through the notion of 5iKaiO(; as not only
one's righteous standing before God, but also as the moral imperative of justice (similar
"
Following Dunn, Romans, 1 : 149.
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to Micah 6:8).^^ The emphasis on "good" then allows Paul to pivot and introduce the
next series of quotations that focus on actions. Rom 3:13-18 includes another seven
citations that focus on various parts of the body, thus bringing a unity to the
condemnation. As Fitzmyer has noted, "The connotation of such elements is that all parts
of a human being are involved in sin . . . and [have] participated in evil."^^ The rhetorical
fiinction of such indictments are to indicate that from "head to toe," humanity has
engaged in sin, or since these quotations are mostly from the Psalms, all have disobeyed
the way that leads to life (Psalm 1).
Disobedience is the prime leitmotif of the section that culminates in the final
indictment that Ttdvieq ydp fifxapiov Kal uoxepouviai xfjq hofyyq xou Geou (3:23), thus
summing up Paul's long argument begun in Rom 1:18 emphasizing the negative
implications of the thesis statement in Rom 1:16-17. The entire section of 1:18-3:20
revolves around the disobedience of both Jews and Gentiles, although each has disobeyed
in their own unique ways. Thomas Tobin rightly directs the reader's attention to the fact
that the entire argument of 1:18-3:20 is "temporally or historically oriented" by noting
that Rom 3:21 emphasizes the changing of the times, Nuvl 5s."� Although the past aeon
was one characterized by rampant and trenchant disobedience that Paul categorizes as
dSiKia, a new aeon of 6iKaioauvr| has been unveiled (3:21). The shifting of the times
introduces here what Paul will explicate in Rom 5-8, but first he must discuss the
character ofAbraham.
Cranfield comes close to this idea, but does not connect Rom 3:10 to 3:12. Cf C. E. B.
Cranfield, The Epistle to the Romans: A Critical and Exegetical Commentary, 2 vols. (Edinburgh: T&T
Clark, 1980), 1:192.
Joseph A. Fitzmyer, Romans (New York: Doubleday, 1993), 334.
Tobin, Paul's Rhetoric, 123. Cf Johannes Woyke, ""Einst" Und "Jetzt" in Rom 1-3? Zur
Bedeutung Von Nyni De in Rom 3,21," ZNW 92 (2001): 185-206.
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At this point of the discourse, if we were able to "sit in audience" and attempt to
understand how Gentiles would have heard Paul's discourse two notable issues of
comparison and contrast stand out. In 1:18-3:23 the thematic emphasis has been on the
disobedience of humanity and God's righteous judgment. Two similar notions would
offer both a profound comparison and contrast for a Gentile audience. First, disobedience
resulting in punishment would be well understood, as we previously stated. However,
Paul's statement about 'justice' or 'righteousness' for those who were disobedient would
have been surprising (3:21-24). particularly the element of hope that was accompanied
such a statement. Destruction and defeat is not the final note of Paul's argument nor the
story of the Gentiles. Rather than bearing their own punishment or destruction, the offer
of hope through a crucified Lord (3:25) would have been startling for Gentiles in Paul's
audience.
ROMANS 4
Rom 4 and the use of Abraham have long puzzled scholars and commentators."'
Specifically, Abraham's position and purpose in the broader context of chapters 1^ is
debated. Abraham is seen to some as the classic example of justification by faith
employed by Paul to illustrate his theological point."^ Others perceive a more sociological
emphasis, and see Abraham employed to theologically underpin Paul's mission to the
^'
For the grammatical issues of 4:1 see Richard B. Hays, '"Have We Found Abraham to Be Our
Forefather According to the Flesh?' A Reconsideration of Rom 4:1," NovT 27 (1985): 76-98. See also
Michael Cranford, "Abraham in Romans 4: The Father of All Who Believe," A^r5'41 (1995): 71-88.
''^As examples: Brendan Byrne, Romans (Collegeville: Liturgical, 2007), 140-3; F.F Bruce,
Romans: Revised Edition (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1986), 140-5; Thomas R. Schreiner, Romans (Grand
Rapids: Baker, 1998), 212; Gathercole, Where Is Boasting, 232-4: Moo, The Epistle to the Romans, 225;
Kasemann, Romans, 105; J. A. Ziesler, Paul's Letter to the Romans (Philadelphia: Trinity International,
1989), 120-1.
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Gentiles and explain how Jews and Gentiles can form one unified community."^ Further,
a number of scholars identify Rom 4 as a backward reference to Rom 1, where
Abraham's obedience is the antithesis of the disobedient Gentiles of 1:18-32."" If
Abraham is meant to contrast Gentile disobedience in l:18-32ff, then the obedience of
Abraham is certainly in view, namely his obedience to believe or trust in God's promises
in Gen 15 (cf Rom 2-3).
Paul does not recount the entire story of Abraham, but only selective portions of
the Abrahamic narrative, specifically focusing on the "timing" of the blessing."' The
timing of the event(s) is theologically important for Paul. Several phrases are used in
Rom 4 that are pertinent for our discussion of the theme of obedience in Romans. The
first is the genitive construction xf\q 6iKaioouvr|(; xfjq TtioTecoq in 4: 1 1 and second is the
promise of the nations to Abraham repeated twice�implicitly in Rom 4:11, 16 and
explicitly in Rom 4:17-18.
A quick search of the nouns that precede or follow tiiotk; in Romans reveals that
only a few persons or ideas dominate Paul's modification of tiiotk;."^ Apart from the
UTittKofiv Ttioxecoq phrases (Rom 1 :5; 16:26), the noun tiiotk; is modified by the faith of/in
Jesus (Rom 3:22, 26), the faith of Abraham (Rom 4:16), and law or principle (Rom 3:27).
As examples: Jewett, Romans, 307; Paul J. Achtemeier, Romans (Louisville: WJK, 1985), 77-9;
Stanley K. Stowers, A Rereading ofRomans: Justice, Jews, and Gentiles (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1997), 227-9. Cf. Nancy Calvert-Koyzis, Paul, Monotheism and the People ofGod: The Significance
of Abraham Traditions for Early Judaism and Christianity (New York: T&T Clark, 2004); Richard J.
Bautch, "An Appraisal of Abraham's Role in Postexilic Covenants," CBQ 71 (2009): 42-63; Gregory C.
Bradley, "Abraham as the Jewish Ideal: Exegetical Traditions in Sirach 44:19-21," CBQ 70 (2008): 66-81.
'''' Edward Adams, "Abraham's Faith and Gentile Disobedience: Textual Links between Romans 1
and 4," JSNT 65 (1997): 47-66; C. K. Barrett, The Epistle to the Romans: Revised Edition (Peabody:
Hendrickson, 1991), 98; Kasemann, Romans, 125; Fitzmyer, Romans, 388; Dunn, Romans, 1:221; Johnson,
Reading Romans, 79.
''^ See the helpful work by Ronald Hendel, Remembering Abraham: Culture, Memoiy, andHistory
in the Hebrew Bible (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005).
""^ On faith in Romans see Ben C. Dunson, "Faith in Romans: The Salvation of the Individual or
Life in Community?," JSNT 3,4 (201 1): 19-46.
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The only other instance of TTiatK; being modified by another genitive is in 4:13, with
SiKaiooruvTiq Tiiotsooq, and the inverse in 10:6, with Ttvoxeax; SiKaioauvt]. To put this in
another way, apart from persons, both obedience and righteousness are the two main
ways of modifying faith in Romans. So how exactly do the UTiaKofiv Tiioiewq and the
SvKaioouvriq nioTecoc relate to one another? Getting ahead of ourselves a bit, it is critical
to remember that in the following sections obedience and faith will be linked in both
Rom 5:19 and Rom 6:16.
Concerning the relationship of these phrases, it is important to note that these
genitive constructions have the same social domain of the nations/Gentiles. Rom 4:13-
25 is focused on the promise or blessing coming to the sGvoc; (Rom 4:17-18, 1:5). The
genitive constructions, unaKofiv niaxeaq and the 5iKaioouvriq TrloTsooq, form a triad of
faith, righteousness, and obedience. Connecting these ideas is the notion of the "promise
language" to Abraham. God's promise to Abraham is the theological underpinning for
Paul's apostolic mission. As Paul indicates, it is because Abraham is Tiaifip Tidvxcov
fiiimv (4:16) and the promise to to K>tr|pov6)iov auiov slvai k6o|_iou (4:13) that this
promise serves as the theological rational for the inclusion of the Gentiles."'' It is this
storied theology that allows Paul to indicate that his apostolic purpose is to bring about
' � 48the unaKof|v Triaiecoq among those very people of Abraham's promise and inheritance.
The relationship of v)7iaKof]v Tiiotecoq and the 5iKaioai3vr|(; TiioTSOx; is, therefore,
drawn along mutual lines of thought. Both obedience and righteousness come, not from
On the uniqueness of Paul highlighting inheriting "the world" Cf. Keck, Romans, 126.
On Paul's storied worldview Cf Ben Witherington, Paul's Narrative Thought World: The
Tapestry of Tragedy and Triumph, 1st ed. (Louisville: WJK, 1994): Bruce W. Longenecker, Narrative
Dynamics in Paul: A Critical Assessment, 1st ed. (Louisville: WJK, 2002); James D. G. Dunn. The
Theology ofPaul the Apostle (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 18; N. T. Wright, Paul and the Faithfulness
ofGod, 2 vols. (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2013), 1 :456-537. For the importance of these "stories" in Romans
see Grieb, The Story ofRomans.
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the law (Rom 4:13), but by or through faith. Abraham's righteousness came not through
his observance of the Mosaic law, but through his belief or trust (sTiioieuoev) that God is
the one tou ^cooTiovouvToq tovc, veKpouq Kal Ka?LOuvTO(; Td iif\ ovm cbq ovTa (4:17).
Likewise, Paul draws a direct line between Abraham's belief bringing dead things to life
to his Gentile audience who also believe "like Abraham" in life coming back from the
dead in the person of Jesus. They are those who Toiq TiiaTsuouoiv 87il tov eysipavTa
'Irjooiiv TOV Kupiov f|}i(ov 8K veKpcov (4:24). Abraham's belief is also his trust, believing
not only what God says, but "trusting" God, evidenced by action consistent with that
belief"^ Luke Timothy Johnson rightly stresses, "Responding in trust and obedience to
this action [God's resurrection of Jesus] of the living God now represents the possibility
of having 'faith like Abraham's.
"'^� In Paul's thought, both righteousness and obedience
flow from faith. This case will be made in the next section when Paul indicates that the
obedience of Jesus results in the "many" being Skaioi KaTaoTa0r|aovTai (5:19).
A second important consideration for Rom 4 is the fourfold repetition of nation
language (twice implicitly in Rom 4:1 1, 16 and twice explicitly in Rom 4:17-18). Such
an invocation of nation language clearly ties into a theme that Paul has been developing
from 1:5 onwards and will conclude in 16:26.^' The first and final occurrences of the
nation language in Romans are connected to the theme of obedience. To recall such
language at this point barkens back to Paul's initial usage of eQvoq and their obedience as
the aim of his apostleship (Rom 1:5). The discussion of the nafions at various points in
Romans is as much about their inclusion as it is their purpose within God's plans for the
"'On resurrection themes in Romans see J.R. Daniel Kirk, Unlocking Romans: Resurrection and
the Justification ofGot/ (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2008).
Johnson, Reading Romans, 80.
''Rom 1:5, 13; 2:14, 24; 3:29; 4:17-18; 9:24. 30; 10:19; 11:11-13,25; 15:9-12, 16, 18,27; 16:4,
26.
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world. Restating the point, Paul argues not only for Gentile inelusion in Romans, but
also their theological and teleological purpose of obedience as indicated by Rom 1:5 and
16:26.
The nations are referenced implicitly in both 4:11 and 4:16. In verse 11, the
phrase Ttdvxcov xcov Trioxeuovxcov 5i' dKpopuaxiaq fiinctions as long description for the
shorter eGvoq.'" In 4:16, the use of naq indicates not only those 8k xou vofiou, but also
those not under the law, referring indirectly to the eGvoq. The two direct references to
eGvoq appear in 4:17-18, where Paul cites Gen 17:5 (LXX) where Yhwh changes
Abram's name to Abraham and states, Tiaxspa noXkcbv sGvcov xe0siKd oe, which Paul
follows up with a direct quote of Gen 15:5 (LXX). Dunn connects both these verses to
Paul's own context and argues that the "many nations" would most obviously refer to
"the rapidly growing Gentile mission.
"^^
Following Dunn, Jewett draws in the broader
horizon of Romans and connects this to Paul's "project of the mission to the end of the
known world, Spain.""" By connecting the divine promises to Abraham to the "nations,"
Paul has linked his own apostolic mission with that of divine undertaking. Paul finds his
place calling for the obedience of faith among those very nations that God had promised
to Abraham.
If we retum to our approach of reading Romans from a Gentile point of view, we
must ponder how a Gentile audience would have heard this portion of Paul's argument.
The person of Abraham represents for Gentiles their inclusion into God's mission in the
world. The use of persons as moral examples was a common ancient practice and this
would have been familiar to Gentiles in Paul's audience. In our previous sections, notable
"
Ibid., 75.
Dunn, Romans, 1:217.
"
Jewett, Romans, 333; Keck Romans, 131.
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figures such as Juhus Caesar, generals, and soldiers, as well as Odysseus are held up as
examples to follow, specifically for their obedience. Part of this ethical discourse could
have been familiar to many in Paul's audience. Also similar would have been the idea
Abraham responding in faith and obedience. Such a parallel structure of thought was
also seen throughout the historians where one enters into faith and then offers obedience.
Some preconceptions Gentiles may have had that would have been different from Paul's
argument certainly include the content of that faith. Namely, faith in God raising Jesus
from the dead (4:24).
ROMANS 5
Rom 5:1-2 forms an appropriate rhetorical transitio from the preceding section
of chapter 4 and introduces subsequent themes that will appear through chapter eight.
The Rhetorica AdHerrenium indicates that the transitio is "a figure which briefly recalls
what has been said, and likewise briefly sets forth what is to follow. Paul's transitio
includes references to righteousness and faith that look backwards to the previous
chapter, while the references to the topics of grace, hope, and glory look forward to the
themes of the next several chapters. Rom 5 represents the theological foundation of
Paul's call for the obedience of faith (1:5).
Together Rom 5 and 6 form the climax of obedience language in Romans. Both
Rom 5:19 and Rom 6:16 explicitly refer to obedience and disobedience (uTtaKorj and
TiapoKori). However, like ascending and descending a great precipice, Paul mounts his
argument in several crifical stages. To carry the metaphor farther, if Rom 5:19 and 6:16
represent the dual peaks of the obedience language, then Rom 5:1-17, 19-21 and Rom
6:1-15 and 17-23 are the flanks.
Rhet. Her. 4.26.35. Noted by Jewett, Romans, 346.
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It is also important, at this stage of the argument, to be mindful of our survey of
the Greco-Roman historians and philosophers. Their use of imagery and language inform
our understanding of these passages from a Roman Gentile viewpoint. Ben Witherington
correctly draws attention to this Roman background in Rom 5, when he notes that Paul
"argues in terms a Gentile could readily understand and identify with. The language of
peace, reconciliation, and the pacification of enemies would be familiar to those in Rome
used to hearing the honorific propaganda about the emperor and his accomplishments, vis
a vis the Pax Romana.'"^^ The following section seeks to highlight further examples
alluded to by Witherington.
First, notice at the outset of Rom 5:1 that we have a pattern similar to that which
was identified in the historians. In 5:1, those that have been established in right standing
before God (6vKai6co) by "faith" now have "peace" (eipfivrj) with God.^^ The structure of
logic parallels similar patterns in the Greco-Roman historians, such as Polybius and Livy,
as seen in the previous chapters. Perhaps such a structure would have been familiar to a
Roman audience. Jonathan Bersot has rightly reflected on the logical argument of Rom
5:1-1 1 and the audience's understanding, noting that:
le texte paulinien suggere que les premiers lecteurs de I'epitre aux
Romains devaient accepter la these de la pericope sans difficulte,
celle-ci faisant reference a des preacquis implicites. En effet, si
cette these avait ete nouvelle pour les destinataires du texte, du
moins pour ce qu'en connaissait I'auteur, celui-ci se serait donne la
58
peine de developper la question.
Witherington, Romans, 131.
"On the textual and grammatical issues of 5:1 see Frank J. Matera, Romans (Grand Rapids:
Baker, 2010), 125-6.
Jonathan Bersot, "La Paix Avec Dieu, Passage De La Justification A La Reconciliation:
Observations Structurelles Et Narratives En Romains 5,1-11," Science et Esprit 62 (2010): 1-5-42.
Although he is focusing on the relationship between justification by faith and peace, his question is
appropriate to our own task.
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Applying this pattern of faith, peace, obedience that we saw in the historians to
Rom 5:1-2, Paul's audience were previously objects of God's wrath (Rom 1:18) because
of their disobedience. Now, by entering into faith, they have peace and are saved from
God's wrath (Rom 5:9). Similar to the Roman treaties, entering into the faith of the
Romans was the pre-requisite for peace. The progression between wrath, faith, and peace
may have been very familiar to some in Paul's audience who may have come to Rome as
conquered peoples.^^ Such an argument may have been similar with what some Gentiles
thought about when they thought about the obedience of the nations.
Many commentators note that Paul has in mind the OT concept of salom, but this
still misses the component of how a Roman audience would have been familiar with
peace language as residents of the Pax Romana�through a lord that achieved peace
through victories {Res Gestae 13).^� Peace was a benefit given to Rome's allies or
friends as a result of entering into their faith and obedience (Rom 1 :5).^'
Rom 5:3- 11 focuses on the theme of reconciliation. However, we do not want to
miss the broader scope here and in the following section. At a structural level, we have
reconciliation of God's enemies in Rom 5:3-1 1, followed by a discussion of obedience in
5:19. Reconciliation from enemy status to obedient "subjects" of God's kingdom follows
the similar Roman pattern of treaty making. Groups who were previously enemies of
See Peter Lampe, From Paul to Valentinus: Christians at Rome in the First Two Centuries
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 2003), 153-83. Cf. Klaus Haacker, Der BriefDes Paulus an Die Romer (Leipzig:
Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, 1999), 126; Jeffrey B. Gibson, "Paul's "Dying Formula" : Prolegomena to an
Understanding of Its Import and Significance," in Celebrating Romans: Template for Pauline Theology (ed.
Sheila E. McGinn, Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2004), 20-41. Gibson draws attention to dying formulas used
in not only Jewish sources, but also military contexts between commanders and soldiers (36-37). So also
Witherington, Romans, who draws out that this was the language of the "pacification efforts of the Roman
emperor" (134).
*�
For the Jewish background Cf Fitzmyer, Romans, 395.
Interestingly, Cranfield draws attention numerous times to being "God's friends" but without
any recourse to the Greco-Roman background {Romans, 1 :256-8).
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Rome are now "obedient" amicii or socii of Rome. One point of notable contrast for a
Gentile audience may have been the idea of "having hope" which could have been a
novel concept for a Roman audience.
In 5:10-11 we have the expansion and explanation of the phrase eiprjvriv exofisv
npbq TOV Geov 5id tou KUpiou r\\i(hv 'lr\aov XpioToi) in 5:1. The description of "enemies"
is a continuation of Paul's characterization of the previous state of his audience who were
ctoepfiq (5:6) d|iapTca>i6(; (5:8) and now ex^poq (5:10). The piling up of terms showcases
the continuity between them, all of which include the concept of disobedience. Contrary
to Roman expectations, this Kupioq dies for his enemies rather than going to war against
them. Paul clearly anticipates such a unexpected turn of events based on his parenthetical
statement in 5:7. Such a counter-revolutionary idea would not have been lost on an
audience saturated with the discourse of an Empire that brought peace through victory
over their enemies.
Reconciliation (KaxakXaaao)) is effected through the death of God's own son that
leads to salvation (5:10).^^ Jewett rightly notes that the reconciliation language is drawn
from "spheres of conflict, in which warring groups, quarreling citizens . . . make
peace."^^ Such a background to this language, combined with the absence of any OT
quotations in this section, lends credence to reading Romans from a Gentile point of
view. Perhaps the intention of Paul was to use temis his Gentile audience would have
been familiar with. The current stage of Paul's argument is that of a contrast between
what God did while his creation was "weak," "sinners." and "enemies," but anticipating
"
Jens Schroter, "Der Heilstod Jesu - Deutungen Im Neuen Testament," Luther 84 (2013): 139-58.
"
Jewett, Romans, 364. Although the suggestion of Hengel and Hahn that Paul drew this
language from the Greco-Roman ruler cuh seems overdrawn (noted by Jewett). On the broader theological
concept of reconciliation see the still excellent work by Ralph P. Martin, Reconciliation: A Study ofPaul's
Theology (Atlanta: John Knox, 1981).
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that there is "much more" {KoXkib [lalXov) to come. This language anticipates his next
argument in Rom 5:15-21 and also in Rom 6 and 8.
Rom 5:12-21 is a small synkrisis between two people and two alternate actions.^"
The synkrisis revolves around the two persons of Adam and Christ, and their
corresponding actions of transgression and the "grace-gift."^^ Paul's accounting of sin's
origin occupies the argument in the first half of this section (5:17) with a dominant
emphasis on the Adam side of the equation. Paul focuses on Adam's sin, trespass, and
resulting judgment of death that has extended to all mankind (5:15). In 5:15, Paul
introduces Christ into his argument, focusing on the grace and gift of God. The gulf
between Adam and Christ is extended in 5:15-21. Paul reaches the "climax of his
comparison" in verse 19, when he specifically focuses on the disparate actions of Adam
and Christ�their disobedience and obedience. Don Garlington has noted the
parallelism of verses 18-19, where the "trespass" of Adam in verse 18 is replaced by the
"disobedience" of Adam in verse 19. Likewise, the "act of righteousness" (5vKaico|ia) of
Christ in verse 1 8 is replaced by "obedience" of Christ in verse 19.^^ In 5:19, we have
two explicit references to obedience and disobedience. Adam's sin and transgression are
now identified clearly as an act of disobedience. Paul sets up his antithefical parallelism
with the two nearly identical phrases of 6id xxiq JiapaKofjc; tox> svoq dvGpwJiou and 5id Tr\q
Helpful is Ryan S. Schellenberg, "Does Paul Call Adam a "Type" ofChrist? An Exegetical Note
on Romans 5, 14," 105 (2014): 54-63.
On the rhetorical features of a synkrisis Cf Witherington, Romans. 141-2. Contra Tobin, Paul's
Rhetoric, 1 84 who argues that Rom 5:18-21 isa comparison between equals.
''^
Fitzmyer, Romans, 42 1 .
"
Don Garlington, Faith, Obedience, and Perseverance: Aspects ofPaul's Letter to the Romans
(Eugene: Wipf& Stock Publishers, 2009), 103.
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uTraKofji; to\5 evbq Skaioi. The argument put forth in 5:12-18 has now been reduced to
its essence for Paul, namely the acts of disobedience and obedience.''^
For a Gentile audience, the notion that one person's actions could lead to a grave
result for many has clear parallels in a nation's representatives before Rome. Throughout
the sources, the rulers of various territories hold this type of decision-making power. One
example is the relationship between King Philip of Macedon and Rome, highlighted by
Polybius, where he notes that Rome demanded, "If he [Philip] acted so, they added, he
might consider himself at peace with Rome, but if he refused to obey (TieiGeaGai) the
consequences would be the reverse" (16.27.3). One person's actions have the ability to
affect a large number of people. Paul's concept of sin and grace seem share a similar
framework. That such background may be in play is supported by Paul's use of
Paai?ieuoL) in 5:17 where he focuses on death "ruling or reigning" as a resuh of Adam's
disobedience. Jewett draws attention to the fact that the Latin equivalent of this term
would be regnere that "implies irresistible coercive power."^^ Although not relying on
Greco-Roman background, Kasemann bears out the implication of the evidence we
showed in the previous chapter, whereby, "ruling powers . . . implicate all people
individually and everywhere determine reality as destiny."^� One person's actions
resulting in two different outcomes is a frequent refrain of the Greco-Roman sources,
where a representative such as a king or ambassador carries the power to either obey or
disobey Rome's requests. The result is either peace and life or wrath and destruction for
Rightly noted by Michael J. Gorman, Cruciformity: Paul's Narrative Spirituality of the Cross
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2001), 107-9.
Jewett, Romans, 371.
Kasemann, Romans, 150. Witherington likewise notes some similar features (7?off7a�5, 144).
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an entire community. Perhaps such concepts and imagery would be familiar to a Roman
audience.
We have a similar example from the philosophers, such as Cicero's De Republica,
where, in a discussion of the promises and perils of kingship, he notes, "They thought
that life, honor, and glory had been granted to them through the justice of their king. And
the same good-will toward kings would have abided in their descendants had the tme
image of kingship abided; but, as you know, it was through the injustice {iniustitia) of
one man alone that this whole form of govemment was overthrown" {Rep. 1.41). For
Paul, these representatives of the human race are Adam and Christ. Through Adam's
disobedience, the "many" were made sinners; or, in other words, became objects of
God's wrath.^' The opposite is tme for Christ; his obedience leads to life and the
removal ofwrath (Rom 5:9).
In 5:19, Paul explicitly connects obedience and righteousness. Christ's obedience
opens up the charmel for "many" to be made righteous (KaGioirmi), reflecting the
righteousness language used in the thesis statement of 1:16-17. We see the interplay
between obedience and faith in Paul's thought world and, as such, Rom 5:19 brings us
again to the obedience of faith (Rom 1 :5).^^ We should not miss the fact that by "many"
Paul means both Jews and Gentiles. The logic of Paul's argument is that through the
obedience of Christ, the Gentiles will be made righteous and now able to pursue the
obedience of faith. Paul's argument about Christ anticipates the next stage of his
"
See Gunter Rohser, "Paulus Und Die Herrschaft Der Sunde," ZNW 103 (2012): 84-110. He
argues, "Der griechische Begriff fur �Sunder� (d|iapT(o>.6(;) kommt in den Briefen des Paulus nur selten
vor, jedoch sind zentrale Aussagen mit ihm verbunden. In Rom 5,19 kommt das Sundenverhangnis zur
Sprache, welches in der UnausWeichlichkeit des Sundigens fur alle Menschen aufgrund des Ungehorsams
Adams besteht und �die Vielen� als �Sunder� hingestellt, d.h. sie zu Sundem gemacht hat, die dieses auch
durch ihr eigenes Tun und Wollcn bestandig ratifizieren (vgl. 5,12; s.u. in Abschn. 2)" (84).
On the vocabulary of faith in Romans Cf Jean-Noel Aletti, God's Justice in Romans: Keys for
Interpreting the Epistle to the Romans (Rome: Gregorian & Biblical Press, 2010), 103-14.
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argument in 6:16 about those "in Christ." For Paul, the person of Christ serves as not
only the basis and reality of the righteous life, but also its forming pattern as we will see
in Rom 6.
Paul's argument in Rom 5 bears several notable similarities to how Gentiles may
have encountered obedience language in their day to day lives. If we sat in the audience,
we may be surprised at the number of parallels a Gentile audience would have with
Paul's argument in this section. The structure of thought that moves from wrath-faith-
peace-obedience would have been a familiar refrain for those familiar with Rome's
history and their dealings with various nations. Our research in chapters 3-4 bore out this
theme repeatedly. Secondly, Paul's introduction of two figures (Adam and Christ) with
the ability to affect the outcomes of entire peoples also parallels the decision making
power of a nation's representatives before Rome. Third, the movement from being an
enemy to being reconciled members of a group was an often repeated action by Rome.
One notable contrast for a Gentile audience, however, would have been that God has
enacted this reconciliation through the death of his own son (5:10). If one remembers the
images of conquering from Rome's landscape (ch. 6), nations are shown in the defeated
positions. In Paul's discourse, God himself through Christ, assumes the defeated position
for the sake of the world. Rather than conquering and defeating disobedient persons, this
Lord dies for his enemies. Such a point offers a profound moment when Gentile
members in Paul's audience would see the stark contrast to any previous held notions of
not only obedience, but of the nature ofGod himself
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ROMANS 6
Beginning in Rom 6:1, Paul must now confront some of the logical implications
and explain the realities of this new "reign" (PaoiXeuoo) being exercised through Jesus
Christ (5:21). Paul's argument shifts from a discussion of the disobedience, sin,
transgression, and wrath that "reigned" from Adam that dominated chapter five, whereby
he only briefly introduced the concepts ofChrist, grace, and obedience (5:18-21) to focus
now on this new reign "in Christ." For his Gentile audience, Rom 6 focuses on the
inverse of the type of life that was described in 1:18-32.^^ C. K. Barrett has righfiy noted
the importance of obedience in Rom 6. He states that Paul wants "to show that obedience
has a place in the system of grace and faith . . . indeed, it would not be wrong to say that
the whole of ch. vi is an attempt to vindicate that place.
One of the persistent social metaphors that Paul will use to describe this transition
from being "in Adam" to being "in Christ" is the imagery of being set free from slavery.
Slavery is part of Paul's own self-description (Tlav'koq dovXoq Xpicxov 'Iriooi)) in Rom
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1:1, so it should not be surprising that this imagery plays a prominent role. The social
language of slavery is incorporated throughout the chapter. Paul will use the language of
slavery�SouXeuco, Kupisuo), 6ou?tO(;, sA-euGepooj�alongside obedience language such as
uTiaKouo) and uTiaKor). As James Dunn has noted, "Paul would not have cherished the
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image of believer as 'slave' if he had not also embraced its corollary: the slave obeys."
" So also Stowers, Rereading Romans, 256.
Barrett, Romans, 123. He also rightly connects this to Rom 1:5.
This point is highlighted by Phillip F. Esler, Conflict and Identity in Romans: The Social Setting
ofPaul's Letter (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2003), 220.
''^
Dunn, Theology ofPaul, 635. Although Dunn is certainly wrong that obedience was a little-
known word at Paul's time (635) as our previous chapters have shown this is unsustainable.
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The theme of obedience is included as a corollary of Paul's discussion and usage of
slavery language.
The first reference to obedience in chapter six occurs in 6:12 after Paul's
conclusion that the believer has died to "sin" by being crucified with Christ through
baptism (6:3-4). Now that the believer has been transferred from the realm of Adam,
death, sin, and disobedience, the believer is now under the rule of Christ marked by life,
righteousness, and obedience. In light of this new reality, one is to be "dead to sin," but
alive to God. This new "life in God" can no longer be marked by obedience to the
former ruler, so Paul exhorts those in his audience to no longer "obey" sin's desires
(6:12). This bears a striking similarity to the concepts in the philosophers, such as
Epictetus, previously cited (ch. 5), and confirms the same sentiment expressed in 1:18-32
and the forthcoming actions in chapters 14-15.
Such a transfer of allegiance�where obedience is directed to one's new ruler and
their aims or desires�would have been familiar to many in Rome, whether natural
citizens or conquered subjects, although especially the latter. Those conquered by Rome
would have been aware of the requirements to enter into the new reign of Rome where
obedience was paramount to maintaining that new relationship. A nation's previous
goals and aims were by necessity now aligned with the directives of Rome. The formerly
independent nation would have to lay aside its own desires as a new reign had begun.
Paul's argument in Rom 6 offers some avenues for how Gentiles may have
thought about obedience. Gentiles in Paul's audience could be tempted to think that this
new freedom in Christ meant no longer having to obey (see Rom 6:1), could express the
same sort of shock or dismay as the Aetolians had in their interactions with Rome. In
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chapter 3, we showed how various groups could misinterpret their relationship with
Rome and begin to think that their continued obedience was no longer necessary.
Gentiles in Paul's audience may have been under the same assumptions, whereby now
having entered into faith with God, their obedience was optional. The idea that obedience
could curry favoritism was not out of the question. There would be both a comparison
and a contrast with Gentiles hearing Paul's argument, where like Rome, Paul also
envisions continued obedience to this Lord, despite the new relationship recently
established.
Paul's terms in Rom 6:13 evoke Roman imagery as well. Paul instructs those in
Rome to refrain from using their [lekoq as "weapons" for unrighteousness (ctSiKla) or
disobedience (Rom 1:18-32) and to present themselves as "weapons" for
righteousness/obedience.^^ Again, obedience and disobedience are integral to the
argument Paul is making. His use of "weapon" language invokes a Roman military
context as well. As Jewett has pointed out, "Rome used its weapons to dominate others
and, if they refused to be subjugated, to destroy them."^^ The imagery would have been
familiar to anyone who had visited Augustus's mausoleum (see ch. 5) and seen the image
of Mars sitting on top of a pile of weapons. The war imagery is carried further by the
dative usage of Tfj a^aptig in contrast of presenting one's body (cf. Rom 12:1) to God as
id \i�h] uficov oTtA-a 5iKaioouvriq iw Q&& (Rom 6:13b).^^ The idea of laying down one's
weapons was paramount in the examples of the Roman historians of those nations who
submitted to Rome (chs. 3^). Failing to Lay down one's weapons was cause for
Stowers, Rereading Romans, 255-6 also notes this point.
Jewett, Romans, 410.
Witherington draws attention to the noun onXov, noting that these were often spears carried in a
Greek army known as the hoplites (Romans, 163).
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termination of the peace treaty. In an analogous fashion, here in 6:13, one's body is now
given over to God himself in obedience (cf. Rom 12-15). Similar military imagery was
also employed in moral discourses as seen in the works of the philosophers (ch. 5). The
corollary of Paul's argument is that if an individual is using his body in service to sin, he
is taking up arms against God himself.
Roman imagery pervades this verse and would have been familiar to a Roman
audience or anyone who walked along the Via Flaminia in Rome. We noted in ch. 6 that
one of the large structures that dominated the Roman landscape was the Ara Pacis which
contained an image of Roma sitting on top a pile of weapons. Such imagery may have
been part of a Gentile's previous notions about weapons and familiar imagery to draw
upon during Paul's discussion in 6:13. Likewise, the war imagery of Paul's statement
about using ones "members" in service of disobedience comes in stark contrast to the
requirement of laying down one's weapons in the historical sources. Indeed, in ch. 3^
we showed how taking up arms was equivalent to breaking a treaty and declaring war
against Rome. Such illustrative images would have been familiar to those within the
shadow of numerous images throughout Rome.
In 6:14, Paul personifies sin as he had done in the previous chapter, where sin is
pictured as formerly reigning as a "lord" with the subject being obedient to its master
(sin).^� Paul wants to make clear that this new transfer of lordship (from sin to Christ)
does not include the corollary that obedience is no longer necessary (6:15). One is
reminded of the confusion on behalf of the Aetolians who thought that by submitting to
Rome they would get better bargaining conditions, when only unconditional surrender
The personification of concepts would have been familiar to a Roman audience, used to the
personification of virtues such as peace, concord, fortune, and victory.
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was acceptable to Rome. Paul seems to be dispelling a similar type of confiision,
whereby some in his audience may have thought that "not being under law" afforded
them the freedom to do whatever they wished (6:14). They are reminded that their new
Lord requires obedience as well.
Similar to Roman treaty language, unconditional surrender or obedience is non-
negotiable. This is seen in a speech ofNero at the Isthmian games in Corinth around 66-
67 CE on freeing Greece, where he notes that they "were enslaved either to foreigners or
to one another."*'' The imagery used in this section, whether in a military context or a
slavery context, all conveys the same effect. As Dunn has noted, "Whether the image is
that of slave-owner (w. 16-18), of king ... or of military force ... the effect is the
same�acknowledgment of a superior power and authority to whom the only proper
response is submission and obedience."'^"
According to Paul, obedience is the mark of every person in his audience. The
only question is the object to which that obedience is directed�either their former kurios
of Sin leading to death, or to the new reigning kurios Christ, leading to righteousness
(6:16). Obedience serves as a primary identity marker to indicate the lordship under
which one lives. As Michael Gorman has rightly identified, "In Romans 6, death to sin in
baptism leads to life in Christ (6:1-11), and life in Christ is a life of obedience (6:12-
23).
"'^''
Paul connects obedience and righteousness, thus tying the theme of obedience to
the thesis statement of Romans.
Smallwood 64 {LACTOR 19, M14b, pg. 254). Plutarch records this event in Life of Titus
Flaminius 12.8. Later on under Vespasian, Greece would lose their tax immunity due to civil war and
Pausanias indicates that Vespasian, "ordered them to pay taxes once more and to obey a govemor" (7.17.3-
4).
~
Dmn, Romans, 1:337.
" Gorman rightly connects this to Paul's purpose in 1 :5 {Cruciformity, 32).
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The recent work of Jean-Sebastian Viard also sheds light on 6:15-23. He argues
that if freedom for Paul is really obedience, as many note, then "Je m'interroge alors: si le
message paulinien relatif a la liberie a pour objet final I'obeissance du croyant, doit-on
encore considerer la liberte comme un des themes majeurs de Paul?"^" Viard's study of
6:15-23 focuses on the nature of obedience for Paul, and there is broad agreement that:
Paul ne recommande pas une obeissance aveugle, mais une ecoute
intelligente, toujours aux aguets et toumee vers la justice. . .La
liberte n'est pas non plus le point focal de la pericope et n'a pour
fonction que de nier Vobligation d'oeuvrer pour le peche: bien au
contraire, les Chretiens peuvent et doivent oeuvrer pour la justice et
pour Dieu, puisqu'ils ont ete � rendus esclaves � de ces maitres. Paul
desire que les Romains changent d'atti- tude et il se base pour cela
sur I'imitation de leur comportement sous le peche, auquel ils
presentaient leurs membres (activement). Comprenons I'utilisation
surprenante en 16c a'ecoute-obeissance par le fait que les Chretiens
ont justement la possibilite de ne pas obeir, meme apres avoir ecoute.
Ainsi. pour paraphraser la toumure de Paul, il faut rester a I'ecoute
de I'ecoute-obeissance, sans preter au peche une oreille distraite.
L'ecoute, voire I'obeissance tacite ne suffisent pas pour etre de bons
serviteurs de la justice et de Dieu : il faut mettre l'ecoute en pratique,
85
de tout son cceur.
Although Viard notes correctly that freedom is not the focal point of the section,
86
he wrongly concludes that obedience is not one of the main topics of the section. His
concluding statements, if they do not indicate obedience, are quite puzzling:
Le V. 19, qui constitue la pointe emergente du chiasme, nous oblige a
reconnaitre que le theme central de Rm 6,15-23 porte sur la
participation active du croyant a I'agir justificateur de Dieu. La
pericope n'a done pas pour objectif d'appeler le lecteur a I'obeissance,
ni d'exposer la liberation ou la liberte du croyant, mais bien de
sensibiliser la communaute romaine aux imperatifs ethiques du
christianism.^^
Jean-Sebastien Viard, "Obeissance Ou Liberte? Redecouverte Structurelle De Rm 6,15-23,"
ScEsSA (2002): 351.
85 .
86 ,
Ibid., 364-5.
Ibid., 366.
Ibid., 366.
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Although much of his argument is to be commended, it is hard to see how "la
participation active" is not obedience, or likewise how "sensibiliser la communaute
romaine aux imperatifs ethiques du christian ism" do not lead to obedience to those
ethical admonitions. A strong case can be made by utilizing Viard's thesis, but with the
added emphasis on the importance of obedience is crucial in this section.
In 6:17, Paul signals through the use of the imperfect 8i|i(, that his audience's
status as slaves to sin is something in the past (also see 7:5-6). Rather out of a profound
gratefiilness to God (perhaps in contrast to his profound agony in Rom 9), Paul declares
that UTiriKOuaate sk KapSiaq eiq 6v ;iaps660r|T8 tutiov SiSaxfjg (6:17).^^ At a moment
where one would expect Paul to use a pist root to emphasize this audience's belief, he
89
emphasizes their obedience. He can characterize them now as e6ou?Ld)0riT8 ifj
5iKaiO(TUVT| or, in the terms of Rom 6:16, obedient to righteousness. The parallelism
between verses 16 and 18 indicates that for Paul slavery and obedience go together.
Again, Dunn offers insightful comments: "The use of UTraKofjq here is surprising and
striking, since 08oi3 or equivalent would seem to be more appropriate. It must be the
consequence of the close association between the two ideas, slavery and obedience,
which dominate these two verses."^� Or as Wright has noted, obedience functions "as
another synecdoche for the entire grace/righteousness sphere."^' Paul's audience is made
up of those who have been transferred from the realm of sin, death, and disobedience to
the new realm in Christ which is marked by righteousness and obedience. Obedience
The content of Paul's phrase is a notoriously debated issue. I follow those that see this as some
type of oral tradition regarding the Jesus tradition. Cf. Dunn, Romans, 1:343-44; Fitzmyer, Romans, 449-
50; Byrne, Romans, 206; Peter Stuhlmacher, Paul's Letter to the Romans: A Commentary, trans., S. J.
Hafemann (Louisville: WJK, 1994), 95. Contra Jewett, Romans, 418-9 who identifies 17b as interpolation
by later authors.
Gorman, Cruciformity, 133.
Dunn, Romans, 1:342.
''
Wright, Romans, 544.
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corresponds to Rom 1:17, as these are the "righteous who will live by faith" in
conformity with the righteousness ofGod (Rom 1:16-17).
Rom 6:20-23 concludes the major portion of Paul's argument thus far on those
who are "in Adam" and those who are "in Christ." Paul indicates such a transference
through the paradoxical imagery of 8X,eu08pcoe�VTS(; ciTro Tfjq d|iapTiaq 5ou}lo)08vt8(; 58 xtp
08cp (6:22). For Paul, human reality is a bounded experience�an experience bound by
obedience, whether to God or Sin, and one that results in life or death, respectively.
The slavery language used in this section gives us an excellent opportunity to
reflect on how a Gentile audience would encounter such imagery. If studies of ancient
slavery are any indication, anywhere between one-third and two-thirds of the Roman
population were slaves or former slaves, and thus this imagery and language of slavery
92would have been quite potent. The experience of obedience would have been a
practical reality for most, if not all, of Paul's audience in Rome.^^ The daily reality of
obedience to some higher authority�whether a master, patron, or ultimately the
Empire�was not something that would quickly fade. In chapters 3-5 we noted that one
of the main domains for obedience language was in regards to slaves. Philosophers
frequently drew upon such imagery. One is also reminded that Epictetus who uses similar
language of being "enslaved to God." Cicero calls "wicked men" slaves {Parad. 5.35).
Likewise, when nations were subjected to Rome, many of them became slaves. Thus
''
Peter Gamsey, Ideas ofSlavery from Aristotle to Augustine (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1996), 1-22; Peter Gamsey and Richard Sailer, The Roman Empire: Economy. Society, and Culture
(Los Angeles: University of Califomia Press, 1987), 107-24; Robert Knapp, Invisible Romans (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 2011), 125-69; John K. Goodrich, "From Slaves of Sin to Slaves of God:
Reconsidering the Origin of Paul's Slavery Metaphor in Romans 6," BBR 23 (2013): 509-30; Leonhard
Schumacher, "Slaves in Roman Society," in The OxfordHandbook ofSocial Relations in the Roman World
(ed. Michael Peachin, New York: Oxford University Press, 201 1), 589-608. See also Keener, Romans, 81
for a list of important ancient sources on this subject.
'�^
A short search of the language of eternal life in Romans indicates the linked relationship
obedience has with etemal life. Most notably in Rom 2:7, but also 5:21; 6:22-23.
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Gentiles sitting "in the audience" may themselves have understood all too well the
implications of obedience. What might not have been as familiar was to Gentiles was the
language of slavery to sin, although slavery to the vices was a familiar notion. Further,
Paul's paradoxical image of being "set free" in order to be "enslaved to God" may also
have confounded some Gentiles' conceptions of obedience. Either way, Paul's Roman
audience would have perceived this need for obedience acutely at "ground level."
ROMANS 7
Rom 7:1 begins a new subsection of Paul's argument in the unfolding argument
of Rom 5-8. The new portion of the argument is signaled rhetorically through Paul's use
of the diatribe style with a question to his interlocutor, " H dyvoeiTe" (7:1). The
discussion of law comes right after Paul effectively showed that obedience to God is
paramount (Rom 6:15-23). Paul turns to a much more specific example, one of volatile
importance given the Jew-Gentile relationship in Rome. Specifically, what about
obedience to the law?^" Paul must engage in a two-pronged conversation. On one hand,
he must continue his emphasis on obedience from chapter 6, while at the same time not
insisting on obedience to the Mosaic law (7:1-6). Jacob Thiessen rightly grasps Paul's
dual problem in Rom 7: "In Romer 7,7-13 geht Paulus auf die Frage ein, ob denn das
�Gesetz" Siinde sei, und betont einer seits, dass das �Gesetz" nicht an der verstrickten
Lage des Menschen schuld ist, da es heilig ist, "andererseits aber auch, dass es nicht in
Contra Bryan to some degree, I think this is a more specific example of the obedience
conversation rather than a "broader question" {Preface to Romans, 138).
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der Lage ist, die Sundhaftigkeit des Menschen zu iiberwinden."^^ For Paul, this is
another instance of understanding the antitypes of Adam and Christ.^^
Over the next two sections, 7:7-25 and 8:1-39, Paul will lay out two very
dissimilar arguments. In short, Rom 7:7-25 spells out the reality of an "in Adam" type
existence, while Rom 8 envisions an "in Christ" existence. This is not only
communicated rhetorically through the use of prosopopoeia in Rom 7 as a "speech in
character" utilizing the voice of Adam, but also through the argument devoid of
references to the Spirit in chapter 7. This is in contrast to the plethora of Spirit language
in chapter 8.^^ Paul is not comparing two similar types of stories, but two divergent
pictures of reality. One corollary of this rhetorical feature is that the voice of Adam
represents the world of sin, death, and disobedience. As such, one expects the argument
in Rom 7 to be more focused on disobedience rather than obedience, which will be the
focus of Rom 8.^^
Paul's last extended argument on the law occurred back in Rom 2: 12-27, but now
the law appears again in Rom 7:1-25.^' The discussion of law necessarily involves the
concepts of obedience and disobedience. As Neil Elliott has pointed out, "The point of
the analogical argument in 7:1-6 . . . is the ever-binding force of Law ... it compels
obedience to the 'lord' or 'dominion' one has chosen to serve (7.2, cf 6:16) and it
Jacob Thiessen, "Paulinische Versus Jiidische Und Hellenistische Anthropologie? Zur Frage
Nach Dem Verstandnis Von Romer 7,7-25," EuroJTh 21 (2012): 26.
To illustrate the differences between the transference from the realm of Adam to the realm of
Christ, Paul employs an analogy from marriage law (7:1-6). The Augustan legislation on marriage would
have been familiar to many in Rome and might form part of the purpose of Paul's inclusion of such
imagery. One should note the differences between Roman and Jewish law on marriage. Cf OCD. 928-9;
Keener, Romans, 85-6. However, one must be careful as Paul is offering a metaphor and it should not be
pressed too literally. Paul is not expounding a legal case in the present context.
Cf Witherington, Romans, 179-206; Jewett, Romans, 441-5.
'*Cf L. Ann Jervis, "The Commandment Which Is for Life' (Romans 7.10): Sin's Use of the
Obedience of Faith," JSNT 21 (2004): 193-216.
''31% of the occurrences of vopo? appear in Rom 7 (23/74). The second highest percentage is
Rom 2 with 26% (19/74)
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releases from that compulsion the one who through death has left one dominion 'with the
resuh of becoming obligated to another."''�� Through the use of voiioq and svToX,fi, Paul
invokes a discussion of obedience in a similar way to slavery language. The inclusion of
legal language carries with it the notion that a law must either be obeyed or disobeyed. In
Rom 7, the line of argument Paul pursues is one of disobedience, although he certainly
stresses the "inability" of an individual rather than the "intentionality" (cf Aristotle, Pol.
2.5.14). Rom 7:7-25 is part of the Adamic framework. As part of the Adamic
framework it is included underneath the rubrics of sin, death, and disobedience in Paul's
symbolic world.
In 7:23, Paul reintroduces military language similar to what we saw in 6:13 where
one's body was used as a weapon in umighteousness.'"' Now in 7:23, Paul relates the
internal "war" of the in-Adam type life. Jewett notes the importance of the military
language for Paul's Roman audience, as some were either slaves or former slaves. He
rightly notes, as our evidence in chapters 3-5 showed, that defeat by Rome was followed
1 02
by enslavement or death in most circumstances. The language of enslavement and
captivity again point to the inferred obedience demanded therein. Although obedience
and disobedience language do not explicitly appear in Rom 7, the contours of the
argument are shaped around such notions and form an integral part of Paul's
discussion.
'""Elliott, Rhetoric ofRomans, 245. I am inclined with others to take this reference to 'law'
throughout the section more generally, rather than as a specific reference to the Mosaic Law.
Barrett also draws attention to 7:1 1 and d(pop|af| that was often used in military contexts to
denote the origin of a war (Romans, 133).
102
Jewett, Romans, 470-1, so also Keener, Romans, 94-5.
'"^ One should note similarities in language between chapters 6-7 including death and slavery. Cf
Dunn, Romans, 367.
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Returning to our framework of reading Romans from a Gentile point of view,
Gentiles in Paul's audience would be reminded again of the slavery language and
imagery that dominated the previous section and continued to be a primary image in this
part of Paul's discourse. Paul's introduction of the law and the issue of obedience in
Rom 7 might also have sounded familiar as philosophers debated the merits of laws.
Cicero, for example, regards freedom as "submitting to the law" {Paradox 34). In similar
ways, both Paul and Aristotle express the same frustration at the inability of persons to
fulfill the law. Likewise, Rome was a city built on laws and Gentiles would have
understood that obedience to Rome's laws was paramount. Likewise some Gentiles may
have seen some continuity, apart from hearing where the discourse goes, for those in
Paul's audience who had pursued moral progress only to experience defeat along the
way. The lamentations of the "I" in Rom 7 may have resonated deeply with those who
had attempted philosophic laws. However, some of their expectations may have been
confronted and challenged by the degree of futility that Paul ascribes to the "flesh" and
its ability to do "the good." In contrast to the more optimistic tone of the moral
philosophers of the day, the argument presented in Rom 7 would have been quite unlike
some of the assumptions at work in the culture on the ability for one to obey and to do
good.
ROMANS 8
Romans 8 is an explication of how Paul's thesis statement (1:16-17) about the
5iKaiocTuvr| Geoi) is truly seen as working God's power unto salvation.'"" Rom 8:1^
serves as a climax in Paul's argument that those "in Christ" are no longer under
condemnation, but set free from the law of sin and death, which had been the focus of
Helpfully pointed out by Wright, Romans, 575.
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Paul's argument from 5:1-7:25.'�^ Whereas Rom 7:7-25 focused on the reign of sin and
death that characterizes those who were "in Adam," Paul shifts gears in chapter 8 in order
to discuss the other half of his archetypal synkrisis: those who are "in Christ," and the
subsequent characterization of this group with the language of "spirit" and "life."'"''
Kasemann is right that, in light of chapter 7, "it is not accidental that v. 2 sets all that
follows under the heading of liberation."'"^ Paul's continued usage of slavery language is
evident in his description of those who are in Christ as "set free" (ri^euGepcoosv) in 8:2.'"^
An interesting parallel to this freedom language is seen in Cicero. He states, "Then what
is freedom? The power to live as you wish. {Quid est enim libertas? Potestas vivendi, ut
velis) Who actually lives as he wishes if not the one . . . who submits to the law not out of
fear but honors and obeys it because he believes it is advantageous" {Parad. 34).'"^ Paul
likewise signals this new obedience is brought about by being set free from the powers of
sin and death and by being invigorated by life according to the Spirit.
The decree in Rom 8:1 that there is no longer condemnation (KatdKpi)ia) links 8:1
back to the only previous reference to condemnation (5:16-18) and the two figures of
Adam and Christ."" Wright notes, "The clue is to remind ourselves, not for the first
time, that we are sfill watching the unfolding of the Adam/Christ contrast in 5:12-21.""'
In 5:12-21, KaiaKpi^a was mediated to "all" through the one person of Adam (5:18)
On the notorious issue of the identification of the law at work here cf Stuhlmacher, Romans,
118; Wright, Romans, 576-7; Dunn, Romans, 1:423-4; Fitzmyer, Romans, 482; Cranfield, Romans, 1:374-
8; Bryan, Preface to Romans, 145-6.
On the placement of Rom 8 in the structure of Romans see Tobin, Paul 's Rhetoric. 251-6.
'"^
Kasemann, Romans, 215.
On ways to take the dative phrase ev XpioTCp 'Irioou in 8:1 see Fitzmyer, Romans. 482. I am
inclined to the instrumental understanding. Cf Eduard Lohse, "D No^oi; Tou FlveuijaToc; Tt]^ Zax\c,:
Exegetische Anmerkungen Zu Rom 8:2," in Neues Testament Und Christliche Existenz (ed. Hans Dieter
Betz and Luise Schottroff, Tubingen: J. C. B Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1973).
1 09
As quoted in Jewett, Romans, 482.
"�Such use of figures are part of the overall deliberative strategy at work in this section of the
discourse. See Quintillian, Instit. Or. 3.8.61-36; Witherington, Romans, 208.
"'
Wright, Romans, 51A; Keener, Romans, 99.
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through his act of disobedience, or what Paul labels "transgression" (5:16). According to
Paul the logical link is as follows: Adam�disobedience/transgression�condemnation
death to all humanity. The inverse of this story is Christ�obedience/righteous act
righteousness�life for all humanity.
Several contrasts are at work in 5:16-18. Paul contrasts Adam's transgression
(7rapa7tT(b|iaTO(;) with Christ's "one righteous act" (evoq 5iKaid)|iaT0(;). Likewise, the
outcome of Adam's disobedience resulted in condemnation for all (TtapaTiTcbiiaToc; eiq
navxac, dvGpQTrouq eiq KaidKpiiia) in 5:18, whereas Christ's obedience led to
righteousness leading to life for all (evoq 5iKaid)paT0<; eiq navxaq dvGpwTiouq eiq
SiKtticoaiv C,oif[q) in 5:18. Christ's obedient action undoes and outdoes Adam's
disobedient action. Therefore, in 8: 1, when Paul states, Ou5ev dpa vi3v KaidKpiiia loTq ev
XpioTW "Ir|oou, he is invoking these previous parallel stories and their operating actions
of obedience and disobedience. Stated more specifically, behind the decree of "no
113
condemnation," stands Christ's obedience.
In Rom 8:4, Paul emphasizes that those who walk according to the Spirit have to
8iKa{(o^a Toi5 v6|iou Ti^ctipcoGfj ev r||4Tv. The noun SiKaico^a appears five times within the
letter to the Romans, twice in the singular and three times in the plural form. The
occurrence in 1 :32 is important for our discussion of the term in 8:4.""
"'On the coherence of Rom 5-8 cf Nils Alstrup Dahl, Studies in Paul: Theology for the Early
Christian Mission (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1977), 70-94.
Certainly the reference to KateKpivev ttiv ctiaapriav ev ifj oapKi in 8:3 refers to Christ's act of
obedience on the cross. So Wright, Romans, 574.
"^The third usage and fourth usage of SiKaicona a in 5:16, 18 reflect the definition provided by
Aristotle in his Nicomachean Ethics. Aristotle defines SiKaicona as, "rectification of an act of injustice".
Within Paul's argument in Rom 5, clearly Paul is setting up a contrast between competing 'works' or 'acts.'
Specifically the acts of Adam and Christ, with the acts of Adam leading to sin and death and the acts of
Christ reversing or setting to right the acts of Adam and leading to righteousness and life (Rom 5:18).
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Excursus on ^lKa^(o^a
The first occurrence of 5iKa{(0|ia appears in 1 :32 at the chmax of Paul's diatribe
against abhorrent Gentile behavior. This is where Paul notes that the Gentiles to
SiKtticona TOU Geou imyvovxeq, yet praise those who do not practice it. In chapter 1,
5iKai(D|ia appears to represent a moral or behavioral aspect of God's law. This stands in
contrast to the pracfice of the behaviors in 1:18-32 and results in a decree of death. In
the subsequent section of 1:29-31, Paul provides a vice list of immoral behaviors of
Genfiles that stands under the "wrath of God" (1:18). God's 5iKa(co|ia appears as the
contrasfing term to the list of behaviors Paul describes in 1:29-31 that result in death (cf.
8:2, 10-13).
From the viewpoint of chapters 5-8, the list of behaviors Paul describes in 1:18-
32 fall under the Adamic state of being and are the epitome of "walking according to the
flesh" (cf Gal 5). While this instance is not found in direct relationship to v6[ioq, it best
reflects the usage in 8:4, where Paul refers to a single aspect ofGod's law without further
explanation.
The usage of 6iKaico|ia in Romans 8:4 is similar to the usage in 1 :32, although this
time Paul qualifies 6iKa{cL)|ia with the law. Rom 8:4 appears to be the inverse of 1:32.
Those who "walk according the Spirit" have the 5iKai(0|j.a of God "fulfilled" in them.
When Paul refers to the to 5iKaico)ia tov v6|iou in 8:4, he is referring to the realm of
moral behavior as described in the law that was "rebelled againsf in 1:18-32, but is now
ftilfilled or completed in those who have the Spirit. The relationship between Rom 1 :32
and Rom 8:4 is important as it represents the positive and negative responses to God's
8iKaio)|ia. 6iKa{(D^a in Rom 8:4 should be taken as the behavior that corresponds to
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God's righteousness as found in the law; or in other words, a life that is lived in
obedience to God's intention."^ From 8:4 onward, this is the life that is characterized by
those who "walk according to the Spirit" and thus their lives correspond to God's intent
in giving the law. Sanders rightly states, "Living in the Spirit results in obeying the
law.""^ The lives of those "the law has been fulfilled in" are characterized in opposition
to the litany of descriptions found in 1 :29-3 1 . Therefore, they respond in obedience
rather than rebellion to God's decree."
Rom 8:1-11 is Paul's continuing argument (probatio) concerning the Spirit and
the life of those "in Christ." Several important terms are linked with the Spirit and flesh
language of this section. Paul links the terms of death and hostility to the "flesh" and
"life and peace" to the Spirit (Rom 8:6). These terms are reminiscent of Paul's
language in Rom 5-6 and continue his comparison between the two figures of Adam and
Christ. The reference to peace in 8:6 harkens back to Rom 5:1 and the new peace with
God established through Christ, whereas the flesh is "at war" with God as indicated by
exOpa (8:7) (see Roman historians in chs. 3-4).
Paul indicates that the flesh is hostile to God because it does not "submif
(uTtOTdoaeiai) to God's law (xw v6|i(p zov Geou). The verb UTOidoaco in the middle
reflexive position carries the sense of a voluntary submission, usually rendered to a
So Charles H. Talbert, Romans (Macon: Smyth & Helwys, 2002), 204.
"^E. P. Sanders, Paw/, the Law, and the Jewish People (PMadelphia: Fortress Press, 1983), 105.
Perhaps there is no difference for Paul between the to SiKaicona xou Oeoi) (Rom 1:32), to epyov
TOU vouou (Rom 2:15), m SiKaicbuaTa Toi5 v6\iov (Rom 2:26), ypdmaaToq (Rom 2:27), m TMym tou Geou
(Rom 3:2), or to 5iKaicona zox) vouou (Rom 8:4). All these occurrences refer to the same semantic
category, namely God's law. This however, does not mean that Paul cannot stress certain aspects of the
law, such as, the penal character in 1:32 or the positive aspects in 2:14-15, 26, and 8:4. Pressing a great
distinction between these categories or terms may be to distinguish to a greater degree than Paul himself
may have differentiated.
'"ForOdvaToqsee Rom 1:32; 5:10, 12, 14, 17, 21; 6:3-5, 9, 16, 21, 23; 7:5, 10, 13, 24; 8:2, 6,38.
For^fflf) see Rom 2:7; 5:10, 17-18, 21; 6:4, 22-23; 7:10; 8:2, 6, 10, 38; 11:15. For eipfjvn Rom 1:7; 2:10;
3:17; 5:1; 8:6; 14:17, 19; 15:13,33; 16:20.
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superior authority."' We find a similar formulation in the Roman peace treaties from our
survey of the Greco-Roman historians, where obedience or submission to a higher
authority resuhs in the cessation of war or hostilities (chs. 3-4). The inverse of Paul's
logic in Rom 8:7 is that those of the Spirit can obey God's law as indicated in Rom 8:4.
Obedience or disobedience to God's law results in either hostility or peace (eiprivr]).'^"
As Paul's argument continues, he issues two contrasting conditional clauses in
8:13, indicating, as Cranfield has noted, that "life and death are presented as the
consequences of the alternative ways."'^' Paul wams his audience that those who
continue to live according to the flesh, i.e. hosfile and disobedient to God's law, will end
in death (Rom 8:13). Continued disobedience to God's gracious activity resuhs in
destmction. Conversely, the one who lives by the Spirit receives life, whereby fulfilling
the just requirement of the law, namely obedience.
If we reflect on our Gentile audience again, many may have understood and seen
a comparison with Paul's argument where disobedience leads to death and obedience to
life, with the similar outcomes for obedience and disobedience as we saw with peace
treaties with Rome. In those sources, disobedience to Rome results in destmction and
death, whereas obedience results in peace and ultimately, life (temporally speaking, of
course). Gentiles aware of Rome's interactions with the nations would not have been
surprised by such a framework as this was shown repeatedly in the historians of Rome's
rise to power (ch. 3^). Indeed many who may have been from peoples conquered by
Rome, may have understood this all too well. Certainly the imagery of the God Mars on
"'fiZ)^G, 1042. Submission language appears here for the first time in Romans, but is used four
times in the remainder of Romans (Rom 8:7, 20; 10:3; 13:1, 5).
Grieb is helpful at this point, but only points to the Jewish traditions on "holy war," and
neglects the Roman background (Story ofRomans, 11).
Cranfield, Romans, 1 :394.
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the Ara Pacis drove home the imagery of Rome's prowess and destructive capability.
Quite surprising to many Gentiles would be that a "spirit" would aid one in obeying the
requirements of a law. Further that God himself would aid his subjects in obedience
would starkly contrast the demands Rome made of its subjects without any help at all.
At the end of chapter 8, Paul's triumphant conclusion contains two important
terms for the consideration of our thesis of obedience as a theme of Romans. Like an
intricate tapestry, Paul has continued weaving together key themes throughout the work.
First, in Rom 8:28, Paul famously states that all things work together for the good for
those who love God and are called {Kkx\To\q) according to purpose. The adjective
K^TiToq is important as it only occurs three other times in Romans (Rom 1:1, 6-1)}^^ In
Rom 1:1, the adjective KXriToq is applied to Paul himself, and in Rom 1:6-7 it is applied
to Paul's audience. In Rom 1:6, Paul includes his Roman audience as those who are
"called" to belong to Jesus Christ; this group is "among them" (ev oiq). The relative
pronoun oiq is a backward referent to 1 :5 concerning the Gentiles to whom Paul is called
to bring about the iJ7taKof|v Trioxecoq. The reference to calling in 8:28 links his powerful
conclusion to the beginning of the discourse. Additionally, we should not miss that this
is the first reference to the word ;tp69eoiv in Romans and that it clearly dovetails with
Paul's explicit purpose in Rom 1:5.'^"
Secondly, in Rom 8:37, Paul includes himself in the group described as
^)7t8pvlKc5^ev, conquerors. Fitzmyer is right to categorize this entire section as one where
'^^
Witherington rightly notes that "His" is not in the text {Romans, 227). Interestingly Cranfield
refers to a number of patristic commentators who understood the "called" to refer to a smaller group who
"meet the di\ ine call with obedience" {Romans, 1 :430).
Noted by others such as Jewett, Romans, 528; Keener, Romans, 108n.42.
The calling language also anticipates the next major discussion in Rom 9-11.
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"Paul utters a cry of victory,"'"^ although such victory is stridently counter-cultural, as
they are conquerors through the death of their leader. The love of Jesus as evidenced by
his death on the cross is the climactic event that secures the "complete victory" for those
in the Roman audience. Rather than victory through conquest of others, we have victory
through the conquered by the death of that conquered one.
We should not miss the profound contrast with the relationship between
obedience and victory for Gentiles who had come from pagan backgrounds. For Gentiles
in Paul's audience, those led by the Spirit, they now have complete victory, through a
defeated figure who was obedient (Rom 5:18; 8:1)! The notions of victory through defeat
may have been quite unlike what some Gentiles had previously thought. For Paul's
audience in Rome, victory comes not through "Victoria," but through their crucified Lord
who has inaugurated a new reign of peace through his own death. Jesus' own obedience
to death leads to victory. Victory through defeat, in spite of one's own obedience, would
have confounded previous conceptions ofwhat obedience secures. The key to this victory
for the Roman audience is living according to the Spirit. Such victory imagery would
have certainly been important for Paul's Roman audience. As seen in chapter six, the
themes of victory and conquest dominated the landscape of Rome. As one walked along
the via Flaminia, one could not help but be impressed by such a massive array of victory
symbols. Rome's victories over the nations were often celebrated, not only through
Roman literature, but through architecture and coins that would have been important for
any resident or visitor to Rome (see ch. 6).
Fitzmyer, Romans, 481. Although speaking of Rom 8:1 it applies equally here.
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ROMANS 9
In Rom 9:1-1 1:36, Paul begins the third proof of his argument (probatio) on the
SiKaioouvri 0soi5.'^^ Cranfield rightly orients us towards this major transition in the
discourse stating, "there are very many features of chapters 1 to 8 which are not
understood in full depth until they are seen in light of chapters 9 to 11�the
characterization of the scope of Paul's apostleship by eiq UTiaKofiv Jtiatecog ev Tiamv toTc;
e9veoiv in 1:5."'"^ Rom 9-1 1 is not an aside to the statement about his own identity in
Rom 1:5. but an integral part as "Paul's own role and vocation become topics within the
story."'-'
The unfaithfiilness of Israel, represented most poignantly by their disobedience,
places a profound question before Paul and his audience, a question that has been
"simmering" throughout the letter.'^' Does the disobedience of Israel call into question
the "power of God" to bring about the obedience of the nations?'^" As Peter Stuhlmacher
notes, "Paul is concerned with the very life nerve of his mission and with the question of
This section is far from an afterthought as many now point out see Witherington, Romans, 237;
Fitzmyer, Romans, 541 ; Krister Stendahl, Paul among Jews and Gentiles: And Other Essays (Minneapolis:
Fortress, 1976). 4: Keck, Romans, 223-6; Barrett, Romans. 164; Byrne, Romans. 281-4. Cf Klaus Haacker,
"Das Thema Von Romer 9-1 1 Als Problem Der Auslegungsgechichte," in Between Gospel and Election:
Explorations in the Interpretation ofRomans 9-11 (ed. Florian Wilk, J. Ross Wagner, and Frank Schleritt,
Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2010), 55-72; Mark Reasoner, "Romans 9-11 Moves from Margin to Center,
from Rejection to Salvation: Four Grids for Recent English-Language Exegesis," in Between Gospel and
Election: Explorations in the Interpretation ofRomans 9-11 (ed. Florian Wilk, J. Ross Wagner, and Frank
Schleritt, Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2010), 73-90.
''^Cranfield, Romans, lAAS. He also cites the use of kX.tit6<; in 1 :6 and 7, God's promises in ch. 4,
the golden chain of 8:29-30, and the ekXektcov Geoij of 8.33 as a "only a few examples." See also
Christoph Stenschke, "Romer 9-11 Als Teil Des Romerbriefs," in Between Gospel and Election:
Explorations in the Interpretation ofRomans 9-11 (ed. Florian Wilk, J. Ross Wagner, and Frank Schleritt,
Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2010), 197-226.
Wright, "Romans," 624. Interestingly Wright notes that self-references of Paul in the early parts
of chapter 9 invoke Paul's self-introduction in 1:8-17, however he does not mention Rom l:5ff
'^'Matera, Romans, 211. Cf Bruce W. Longenecker, "Different Answers to Different Issues:
Israel, the Gentiles, and Salvation History in Romans 9-11," JSNT36 (1989): 95-123.
'^�As Johannes Munck concluded long ago, "The salvation of the Gentiles and of Israel are
inseparable" {Paul and the Salvation ofMankind (Richmond: John Knox, 1959), 44.) Cf Keck, Romans,
224.
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the faithfulness of God." If the obedience of one nation was not accomplished, what
hope (a key Pauline tenn) is there for the Gentiles? It is to these types of questions that
Paul must offer a refutatio on behalf of God himself. Rom 9-11 is nothing other than a
defense of the faithfulness and righteousness of God in spite of the continued
disobedience (of some) of Israel.
Given Paul's defense of the faithfulness of God vis-a-vis the unfaithfulness of
Israel, it is not surprising that Rom 9-11 is his most scripturally saturated argument. '^^ If
Paul is responding to his own question posed in 9:6�"Has the word of God failed?"�it
should not surprise us that Paul uses several citations of that "word" as proof, hence all
the OT quotations.
'^^
Therefore, we should not be surprised that the contours and logic
of the passage are not amenable to a Roman understanding of obedience.'^"
Our goal is not to read every occunence of obedience in light of Greco-Roman
usage, but to acknowledge the theme of obedience (or disobedience) that occurs
throughout the discourse. Neil Elliott's comments on Rom 9 are thought provoking. He
says, "The sovereignty of Israel's Lord is not like the caprice of Zeus." Even without
direct reference to Roman conceptions of obedience, we should not miss the contrast that
Gentiles with pagan origins would have seen between their former gods and the God of
Israel. One particular difference a Gentile audience may have seen with God's treatment
Stuhlmacher, Romans, 144.
See Witherington, Romans, 237. Indeed some 31% of all of Paul's citations of scripture in the
undisputed letters occur in Rom 9-11. Cf Fitzmyer, Romans, 539; Richard B. Hays, Echoes ofScripture in
the Letters of Paul (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993); Stanley E. Porter and Christopher D.
Stanley, eds.. As It Is Written: Studying Paul's Use ofScripture (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature,
2008); Craig A. Evans and James A. Sanders, eds., Paul and the Scriptures of Israel, vol. 83 (Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 1993); Richard B. Hays, The Conversion of the Imagination: Paul as Interpreter
ofIsrael's Scripture (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2005).
Cf Tobin, Paul's Rhetoric, 339ff
Although see Stowers proposal of how Greek Gentile hearers would have understood Rom 11.
Cf Stowers, Rereading Romans, 314-15.
Elliott, Rhetoric ofRomans, 266.
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of Israel is the extension ofmercy at their disobedience. As we saw in chapters 3-4 with
the historians. Rome met disobedience with destruction and wrath. Throughout Rom 9-
11 there is an an optimistic tone whereby there is still hope for a remnant of Israel's
restoration. The God of Israel's long-suffering patience, seen throughout Rom 9-11,
highlights that the obedience expected is retumed to a gracious and merciful figure. Such
ideas may have contrasted with a Gentile's understanding of both Rome and their former
deities.
In light of the audience issues (see ch. 1) J. Ross Wagner proposes that "In these
chapters, the apostle carefully constmcts for his Gentile hearers a negative identity as
outsiders with respect to God's elect people Israel.
"'^^ The rhetorical feature of this
argument (Rom 9-11) is to pose the question to his Gentile audience: In light of God's
grace and mercy, how will you respond? Will you exercise the UTtaKofiv Ttioiecoq or not?
Paul then offers a short rehearsal of Israel's story of disobedience.
In 9:1-5, Paul attempts to offset his next arguments conceming the
unrighteousness and disobedience of Israel. Paul's aim in this section seems to have
two intended effects. First, Paul wants to ward off anti-Semitic sentiments on behalf of
his Roman congregation.'^^ Second, Paul is also refuting contentions that the failure of
Israel places a massive question mark on God's faithfulness to the Gentiles. Florian Wilk
has argued, rightly, that this section revolves around the contradiction of nations flocking
'^^ J. Ross Wagner, ""Not from Jews Only, but Also from the Gentiles": Mercy to the Nations in
Romans 9-11," in Between Gospel and Election: Explorations in the Interpretation ofRomans 9-11 (ed.
Florian Wilk, J. Ross Wagner, and Frank Schleritt, Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2010), 420.
'"On the arrangement of Rom 9-11 see the helpful article by Jean-Noel Aletti, God's Justice,
159-81.
'^''See Witherington, Romans, Thl; Elliott, Rhetoric of Romans, 262; Wright, Romans, 623;
Keener, Romans, 135. Kasemann rightly reminds that this is not a dialogue with the Jews {Romans, 260).
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to Israel's God despite Israel's rejection of their own salvation.'^' Paul's aim in Rom 9-
1 1 is directly connected to his thesis statement in Rom 1 : 16-17. Jewett rightly notes:
The question raised here is the fundamental matter of divine
reliability, thus related to the doxology in 9:5, namely, whether God
in Christ is powerful enough to be "over all." In this sense the thesis
of Rom 9-11 is a direct expression of the main thesis of Rom 1:16-
17 conceming the gospel as the "power of God" capable of setting
right the entire world. The failure of Israel to respond to the gospel
appears to invalidate this main thesis . .
Our primary focus is the function of obedience or disobedience within Rom 9 and the
broader context ofRom 9-11.
In Rom 9:7-8, we have another discussion of Abraham and the flesh that mirrors
the previous argument in Rom 4. Paul juxtaposes one group, the "flesh," with another
group, the ict isicva Tfjq enayyekiaq (Rom 9:8). Paul uses Israel's own history, through
the choosing of Isaac instead of Ishmael, to establish his distinction between the two
groups. Simply being "bom of Abraham is not a guarantee of the divine promises
therein. Paul's juxtaposition of "flesh" and "promise" sheds a negative light on the flesh
component, evoking his previous discussion in Rom 5-6.'"' In this light, we should not
miss that Paul simply replaces "Spirit" with the word "promise." As a corollary, Paul's
previous discussion of disobedience as a characteristic of the octp^ cannot be far removed
from this conversation about the "tme descendants." Paul indicates that some
descendants have more in common with Adam than Abraham.
'^'Florian Wilk, "Rahmen Und Aufbau Von Romer 9-11," in Between Gospel and Election:
Explorations in the Interpretation ofRomans 9-11 (ed. Florian Wilk, J. Ross Wagner, and Frank Schleritt,
Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2010), 227-54.
Jewett, Romans, 574. So also Aletti, God's Justice, 163; Wright, Romans, 621-2. Stanley
Stowers connects Rom 9-11 as a response to Rom 2:17-5: 1 1 {Rereading Romans, 286).
Aletti shows a strong connection between Rom 8-9 with similar repeated themes and
frameworks {God's Justice, 204). Cf. Boyarin, A Radical Jew, 57-85.
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Paul connects his argument about Abraham's descendants with the issue of
calling. We encounter "calling" language twice in chapter 9.'"' The first occurrence
appears in 9:7, in Paul's quotation of Gen 21:12 with the passive KA.ri0f|O8Tai. This bears
out Paul's point: the promises rest, not on the actions of individuals, but on the God who
calls and promises. The children who are called (K>.r|0fioeTa{) in 9:7 are also counted
(KoyiC^eTax) in 9:8 as the true "seed" of Abraham. God issues forth a call that comes to
fruition. The same God who calls light of out of darkness, who calls forth children from
barren wombs, who calls forth a family from Abraham, also calls forth an apostle (Rom
1:1) with yet another calling, this time for the obedience of faith among the nations (Rom
1:5-6).'"' Paul's discussion of Jacob, Esau, and Pharaoh (Rom 9:13-18) offers further
specific examples of Paul's emphasis on the divine will and calling of God, and are
poignant examples of disobedience.
We should not miss how some Gentiles in the audience may have understood
Paul's selection of certain individuals, like Jacob, Esau, and Pharaoh, as negative
examples of disobedience. Similar to both the historians and the philosophers (ch. 3-5), it
was helpful to put forth models, both positive and negative, to illustrate one's point. One
might compare the usage of such figures in Livy's account of the general Popilius and his
disobedient actions (42.9.1-6). There certainly was a degree of correspondence between
how some Gentiles may have thought about these figures and grasped the rhetorical
usage of such figures - do not be like them!
'"^ On the rarity of calling language in Rom see KaXeco 4:17; 8:30; 9:7, 12, 24-26; id-Tiioq 1:1, 6-
7; 8:28. Our discussion in Ch. 6 pg 52-53. On the use of Hosea by Paul see David I. Starling, Not My
People: Gentiles as Exiles in Pauline Hermeneutics (Berlin: De Gruyter, 201 1), 107-66.
'"^ Gaventa highlights the creation aspect of the calling and the connection to Rom 1:18-32. Cf.
Beverly Roberts Gaventa, "On the Calling-into-Being of Israel: Romans 9:6-29," in Between Gospel and
Election: Explorations in the Interpretation ofRomans 9-11 (ed. Florian Wilk, J. Ross Wagner, and Frank
Schleritt, Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2010), 255-70.
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The second occurrence of calUng resurfaces in Rom 9:24-26 with Paul's
quotation of Hosea 2, where he argues that the Gentile Christians are part of God's
"people."'"*" Such an emphasis would be drawn out by the awkwardness of the phrase,
ovq Kttl tKokecsy fniaq that, as Dunn has noted, "would have to be taken slowly and with
emphasis."'"^ The calling of Gentiles into God's family is under the domain of Paul's
apostolic vocation that includes the purpose of obedience (1:5). Rom 9:24-26, therefore,
serves as Paul's missional rational for seeking the "obedience of faith" among the
Gentiles. Further, in 9:26, Paul indicates that these "not my people" (ou Xaoq )iou) are
"sons and daughters of the living God." That resounds with reverberations from Paul's
discussion of adoption as God's children through the Spirit in 8:14-23. In 9:27-29, Paul
concludes the first sweep of his argument in response to his own question in 9:6
conceming whether or not the divine word had failed. The answer is no. In 9:29, Paul
envisions a world-wide realization of God's promises that reaffirms the faithfulness of
the divine word and promise (Isaiah 10:22-23).'"^
After addressing the issue of election (9: 1-29), Paul moves on to address the issue
of Israel's failure to obey the gospel in 9:30-10:21.'"^ The section of 9:3-33 is a
"decisive tuming point" as it sums up the discussion so far and introduces the key themes
On the issue of Paul's wording in his quotation of Hos 2:25 and that he changed it from "say"
to "call" see Cranfield, Romans, 2:498-500; Jewett, Romans, 600; Dunn, Romans, 2:571. Dunn comments,
"The KaAioco is almost certainly Paul's insertion: it sustains his main thematic emphasis" (571). So also
Keener, Romans, 121.nl 8; Johnson, Reading Romans, 164-5.
'"''Dunn, Romans, 2:570. Cf Haacker, Die Romer, 197. Haacker argues this section "Hier
vollzieht sich ein gleitender Ubergang zu einem neuen Thema."
On the difficulty of this wording see Cranfield, Romans, 2:501-2. On Paul's use of Isaiah see J.
Ross Wagner, Heralds of the Good News: Isaiah and Paul "in Concert" in the Letter to the Romans
(Boston: Brill, 2002).
'�'^
We should be mindful of E. P. Sander's note that Rom 9:30-33 is the beginning of an argument
that concludes in 10:21. See Sanders, Paul, the Law, 37.
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of the next chapter. Cranfield rightly notes the relationship between 9: 1-29 and 9:30-
33: "both the nature of Israel's disobedience and the nature of the Gentile's obedience
need to be defined more closely ... in \ v. 30-33, Paul gi\ es this necessary definition in
summary form."'"'' At this point Paul reintroduces the discussion of Gentiles, faith, and
righteousness, thus reconnecting this section to his propositio in Rom 1:16-17.
In 9:30, Paul begins with a rhetorical question, Ti ouv epoupev. (cf Rom 4: 1 ; 6:1;
7:7; 8:31; and 9:14. 30). In verses 30-33, we have the tight and ironic argument that
some Gentiles received righteousness, although not intending to pursue it. while Israel
has not received righteousness, despite their pursuit.'^" In 9:32, Paul poses the obvious
question in his audience's mind: "Why not?" Paul's response is one of the common
refrains of Romans, moTiq. Paul emphasizes that the law was not pursued sk Ttioiscoq.
Such a phrase is important in Romans and corresponds to the second half of the thesis
statement of 1:17, 6 5s SiKaioq sk TtioTScoq ^f|OETai.'^'
We should not neglect the role that obedience plays in these "pursuits." In Rom
6:18, Paul argues that obedience leads to righteousness. Gentiles now, through the
acceptance of Christ through faith, can offer themselves as slaves to obedience leading to
righteousness. Paul's statements in Rom 9:30-31 then fall into place. Paul is most likely
referencing Rom 1 : 1 8-32 when he states that the Gentiles did not pursue righteousness
(Rom 9:30). Similarly, the inference then is that e\'en though Israel "pursued"
Stuhlmacher, Romans, 152.
Cranfield, Romans, 2:504
'""Contra Schleritt, this is not intentionally formulated in an incongruous manner. Cf Frank
Schleritt, "Das Gesetz Der Gerechtigkeit. Zur Auslegung Von Romer 9,30-33," in Between Gospel and
Election: Explorations in the Interpretation ofRomans 9-11 (ed. Florian Wilk, J. Ross Wagner, and Frank
Schleritt, Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2010), 271-98.
On the importanceof this theme in Romans see 1:17; 3:26. 30; 4:16; 5:1; 9:30, 32; 10:6; 14:23.
Matera is correct that this is not a disparagement of the law, but the starting point {Romans, 241-2). Also
making this point is Bryan, Preface to Romans, 165.
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righteousness, in the sense of obedience to the law, they were not able to obtain it. Dunn
is right to note, "It is not the 'pursuing' which Paul criticizes but how that was
understood." Paul's critique of (some of) Israel is that they did not pursue it by faith
(9:32; cf 2:17-29). This failure parallels the "in-Adam" type description of Rom 7:7-25.
For Paul, Christ is the fulfillment or telos of the nomos (10:4). By rejecfing Christ, some
of his kinsmen failed to obtain the righteousness to which the law points, namely
Christ.'"
These micro-stories of Israel and the Gentiles culminate around the issue of faith,
evoking Paul's argument in Rom 5: Iff. Obedience leads to righteousness and
disobedience leads to unrighteousness, but it is only the UTiaKofiv Ttioxecoq that can both
pursue and obtain righteousness. The obedience that flows from the faith in Jesus as
Lord invokes the changing of stories from Adam�death�sin�disobedience to Christ�
the Spirit�life�obedience.
Paul's argument throughout Rom 9 provided opportunities for Gentiles in his
audience to reflect on the message of obedience and disobedience in light of their
previous understanding of these categories. One aspect of Paul's argument that would
have been quite unlike their previous understanding was God's mercy to those who were
disobedient (Rom 9:16). From the historians, the nofion of disobedient nafions was a
common refrain in those sources and typically resulted in their punishment or destruction.
In the reign of Claudius, Dio's record of the conquering of Britannia showed that mercy
is extended to the obedient, not the disobedient (62b. 1 1.2). For some Gentiles, this may
explain why they could assume that God was finished with this disobedient nafion. Israel
Dunn, Romans, 2:581; Sanders, Paul, the Law, 36-43. Contra Kruse, Romans, 395-6.
'"witherington, Romans, 259; Tobin, Rhetoric of Romans, 341-2; Dunn, Romans, 2:594:
Cranfield, Romans, 2:512.
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had disobeyed, end of story. God should move on to more obedient nations. Paul's
continuing argument, drawing on his own story, might have confounded some
expectations of Gentiles "in the audience" who would be surprised at the nature and level
ofmercy that Israel's God extends to his own disobedient people.
ROMANS 10
Rom 10:1^ is a parallel explanation of Paul's statements in Rom 9:30-33 and the
continuation of his argument that runs through 10:21. Paul continues his discussion of
Israel, the law, and righteousness that recapitulates the previous discussion in 3:19-22.
In 10:3, we are reintroduced to the language of the thesis statement of 1:16-17 and the
08OU SiKaioouvTiv. In a point that Paul will explain over the next several verses, he
argues that in Israel's ignorance of the righteousness from God, they sought to establish
their own (xfiv iSiav) righteous standard. Within the context of 10:13, it appears Israel
failed to pursue a righteousness for "all." Their own (xfiv i6iav) righteousness,
consequently, is something exclusive of Gentile inclusion. Paul characterizes Israel's
activity as UTtexayrioav (Rom 10:3). Understanding 10:3 hinges on the meaning of
unoxdooco (which will reappear in 13:1). In her excellent study of the relationship
between UTiaKOueiv and UTioxdaaco, Cynthia Kittredge has shown in the literary evidence
from Paul's contemporaries, that the two words:
do not have substantially different meanings ... the quantity of
evidence from these contemporary authors [suggest] that Paul . . .
uses both words to designate "obedience" as a feature of
relationships of subordination. The claim that the two verbs have
different meanings is not supported by contemporary Greek
literature.'""
Cynthia Briggs Kittredge, Community andAuthority: The Rhetoric ofObedience in the Pauline
Tradition (Harrisburg: Trinity Press International, 1998), 51. Contra Jewett who argues that this verb in the
middle does not imply obedience (Romans, 618).
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The importance of her study for the analysis of Rom 10:3 is that it highlights
another instance of obedience and disobedience language within Romans. In establishing
their own righteousness, Israel disobeyed or did not submit to God's righteousness.
If we reflect on how some Gentiles might have understood Rom 10:3, we might
be surprised at the degree of continuity they would have with Paul's thought on the
ignorance of Israel not submitting or obeying God's righteousness. Throughout the
historians (ch. 3^) we showed that one crucial aspect of a relationship with Rome was
submission or obedience to all of Rome's demands. There was no example of nations
allowed to define their own terms of obedience. The group in a superior position laid out
the terms for obedience. Likewise, some Gentiles may have seen the ftitility of Israel
trying to define righteous standards on their own terms and how this would equate to not
submitting or obeying God's demands.
The issue at the end of Rom 9 is that God has included a people within the scope
of salvation that Israel had written out of the story. Paul explains in 10:1-3 how this took
place. By defining righteousness too narrowly around Jewish identity markers, (some of)
Israel had failed to obey God's world encompassing 5iKaioauvr| (cf Rom 3:29). This
point is proven in Rom 10:4 when Paul states that through Christ, and the end of the law,
there is SiKaioouvriv Tiavxi t& TriaieuovTi. with the stress falling on the Travtl. The TeXoq
of the law is righteousness. This, Paul and his A5eX,(pol would have agreed on.'^^ George
Howard rightly notes that Rom 10:4 means that the "very aim and goal [of the law] was
"' Here I follow Jewett and others as seeing TeXoq as goal and not 'end.' He cites as support
Plutarch Princ. iner. 780e, 5iKr| \itv ouv v6|iou xiXoq eoti, vojioi; 8' oipxovToq epyov, ap^fov 5' bcmv Geou
TOU ndvTa KOOjiOUVToq ("Now justice is the goal of law, but law is the work of the ruler, and the ruler is the
image of God who orders everything") (Romans, 619). Cf Friedrich Avemarie, "Israels Ratselhafter
Ungehorsam. Romer 10 Als Anatomie Eines Von Gott Provozierten Unglaubens," in Between Gospel and
Election: Explorations in the Interpretation ofRomans 9-11 (ed. Florian Wilk, J. Ross Wagner, and Frank
Schleritt, Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2010), 299-320.
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the uhimate unification of the nations under the God of Abraham according to the
promise."'^'' Paul ends this small portion of his argument by signaling the thesis
statement, where "to all" is another way of saying both Jew and Gentile. Reading Rom
10:4 alongside Rom 6:16 and 1:5, Paul has laid the theological groundwork for the
possibility of his stated purpose in Rom 1 :5, the UTiaKofiv mcxecac, sv naoiv xoXq eOveavv.
In Rom 10:5-13, Paul continues with the theme of righteousness he established in
9:30-10:4. '''' In 10:5-13, Paul again utilizes prosopopoeia whereby it is the
"righteousness by faith" that speaks a "word ofwaming from Deuteronomy" (Rom 10:6-
8).' "** The phrase sk TrioTSCDt; 5iKaioauvri echoes the former use of this phrase by Paul
(1:17, 3:26, 30; 4:16; 5:1; 9:30, 32).'^' According to this interpretation, Rom 10:5 and 6
are not antithetical; Paul is not citing Moses versus the "righteousness by faith. "'^� Paul
appears to be allowing the "righteousness of faith" to follow up Moses' statement taken
from Deut 30:11-14.'^' This is, of course, to confirm the conclusion in Rom 10:4 that
Christ is the telos of the law leading to righteousness, not away from it! The citation of
Deuteronomy conceming righteousness personfied shows that this "righteousness by
George Howard, "Christ the End of the Law: The Meaning of Romans 10:4ff," JBL 88 (1969):
336. So also Thomas C. Rhyne. "Nomos Dikaiosynes and the Meaning of Romans 10:4," CBQ 47 (1985):
486-99. Contra John Paul Heil, "Christ, the Termination of the Law (Romans 9:30-10:8)," CBQ 63 (2001):
484-98.
On the use of Leviticus 18:5 in Rom 10:5 see Nicole Chibici-Revneanu, "Leben Im Gesetz: Die
Paulinische Interpretation Von Lev 18:5 (Gal 3:12; Rom 10:5)," A^ovr50 (2008): 105-19. A novel view is,
Chibici-Revneanu's point that, "In Rom 10:5 hingegen stellt Paulus dem "Menschen im Gesetz" aus Lev
18:5 das "Gesetz (bzw. eher Gebot) im Menschen" (119), although powerful rhetorically, misses the point
by assuming a distinction between the theological outlooks of Lev and Deut.
Stowers, Rereading Romans, 309. Although see the recent work Matthew W. Bates, The
Hermeneutics of the Apostolic Proclamation: The Center of Paul's Method of Scriptural Interpretation
(Waco: Baylor University Press, 2012), 225-32. He argues for a prosopological exegesis of Rom 10:5 and
6-8. Although he seems to set this against a rhetorical reading ofprosopopoeia.
Jewett, Romans, 625.
On this relationship see Akio Ito, "The Written Torah and the Oral Gospel: Romans 10:5-13 in
the Dynamic Tension between Orality and Literacy," NovTAS (2006): 234-60.
On the role of Moses in 9-1 1 see Michel Quesnel, "La Figure De Moise En Romains 9-11,"
�Vr^ 49 (2003): 321-35.
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faith" is consistent with God's previous revelation. '^^ The similarity between the
righteousness of faith and the obedience of faith is noted by Brian Rosner: "Paul reads
Deuteronomy as affirming that the presence of God's word in the community of God's
people empowers the obedience of faith. "'^^
The theme of faith and obedience is highlighted extensively within the section of
10:6-17. This is seen in the fact that the pist root is used ten times and in the explicit
reference to disobedience in Rom 10:16 and 21.'^'" This emphasis on the pistis
vocabulary contrasts dramatically with Paul's argument about the disobedience of (some
of) Israel.
Paul's theme of faith and obedience would have sounded quite familiar to some of
the previous understanding Gentiles may have had conceming obedience. Throughout
the historians, such as Polybius and Livy, we established the paradigm of entering into
faith with Rome and the importance of continued obedience thereafter. Gentiles who
reflected on (some of) Israel who had heard God's message and yet still responded with
disobedience may have been shocked. The contrast between Paul's emphasis on faith
and some of Israel's disobedience could naturally lead some Gentiles to understand why
God "could" reject Israel if he wanted. A Gentile's previous notion, informed by Rome's
treatment of disobedient nations, provides a framework for how they might expect God to
act as well. Tmly shocking would be the response of Paul to this disobedience in 11:1,
which we will discuss below.
So Wagner, Heralds, 160, Wright, Romans, 662, Matera, Romans, 249, Keener, Romans, 126.
Contra those who see a contrast Fitzmyer, Romans, 589, Byrne, Romans, 317,
'^^ Brian S. Rosner, Paul and the Law: Keeping the Commandments ofGod (Downers Grove: IVP,
2013), 141.
'^"Rom 10:6, 8-11, 14, 16-17
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In this third and final unit of 10:14-21, Paul focuses on Israel's disobedience to
the gospel and ultimately their disobedience toward God himself Paul again highlights
the connection between the gospel and obedience. Paul uses the corollary of Israel's
disobedience to defend the notion that God's word has not failed (9:6).
In 10:16, we have cle\er wordplay on the dKouco root.'^^Paul reports that Israel
has not "obeyed" (uTiriKouoav) the "report" (dKofi). After laying out the importance of
preaching, hearing, believing, and calling in 10:14-15, Paul highlights the one point
where the link in the chain was broken: obedience to what was "heard." In Paul's
formulation, Israel has been preached to through the prophets (Isaiah and Joel), they have
heard God's word, but they have failed to obey the ifj dKofj.'^^ The quotations in 10:1 1-
13 echo Paul's thesis statement through the linguistic parallels of 6 TiioTeufov (10:ll)/Tcp
TiiaTeuovTi (1:16), ou KaxaiaxuvOriosxav (10:11) /8;raiaxuvo|iav (1:16), 'Iou5aiou re Kai
"EXkqvoq (10:12)/Iou5a{cp Kal 'T,Xkr\vi (1:16), naq (10:ll)/mvTl (1:16), and
ocoBfioeTai/ocoTTipiav (1:16).
In 10:16, Paul connects the 6 8uaYysX,iov and obedience, linking obedience to his
thesis statement in 1:16-17. Paul is left bewildered, like the prophet Isaiah, that some of
his people have not responded in obedience to God's message.^^^ Both Isaiah and Paul's
proclamations share a "fiindamental correspondence." Paul is not just looking
retroactively at a prefiguration of his own ministry in Isaiah, but as Wagner has shown.
However. C. Bryan's translation "not all have listened to the good news' (10:16a) is too weak
[Preface to Romans, 1 76).
This is not "Christian preaching." Contra Kasemann, Romans, 295.
Wagner, Heralds, 179.
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"Isaiah remains a living voice for Paul, one who speaks alongside the apostle as an
1 68authoritative witness to the gospel."
Rom 10:16 also shows the correspondence for Paul between "faith and
obedience" as UTtfiKouaav in 10:16a is paralleled with e7iioT8uo8v in 10:16b. Some are
surprised that Paul did not utilize "faith" in 10:16a.'^' Rather, 10:16 shows the interplay
between faith and obedience in Paul's mind, most dramatically represented in his own
apostolic purpose�u;iaKofiv Ttiatscoq. We should not miss the parallels between Rom
10:16 and 1 :5. While Paul laments his own people's disobedience, he is the apostle to the
Gentiles for the obedience of faith which has been, up to this point, quite successful.
From the standpoint of the Christian Gentiles in the Roman house churches, this is
not their position. They are quite unlike Israel at this point in Paul's argument, for they
have responded with the UHaKofjv Ttioxecoc; and were praised for it (Rom 1:7). As stated
previously. Gentile obedience contrasted with (some of) Israel's disobedience could
easily lend itself to a presumed arrogance for their own position and a disdain for those
who had been disobedient. In our survey of the primary source material (ch. 3-5),
obedience was courted and rewarded by Rome with numerous benefits and disobedience
was met with punishment or destruction. We ought to be reminded of Livy's account of
colonies who were thanked before the Senate (27.10.8-10). The colonies publicly
thanked were those who were obedient, while those who were disobedient were "silently
passed over" (27.10.10). Such an emphasis on disregarding disobedient peoples could
have informed how some Gentiles would treat those who were obedient and disobedient.
Ibid., 179-80.
Moo, Romans, 665. Keck, Romans, 259 notes the surprise as well.
"�
Jewett rightly notes, "The choice of UTtaKoueiv also resonates with the missionary goal of
eliciting "obedience of faith" in 1:5 and the "obedience of the Gentiles" in 15:18." {Romans, 641).
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Paul must now propose a solution to this dilemma of Gentile obedience, on the
one hand, and the disobedience of his own people to the message of the gospel on the
other. Paul removes two major possible objections to his argument in 10:18-21.'^' He
rejects two notions, first that perhaps Israel has not heard. According to Psalm 19:4 (Rom
10:18). they did. He also dismisses the possibility that they did not understand. According
to Deut 32:21 and Isaiah 65:1 (Rom 10:19-20), they have.
We should notice again the scope of Paul's argument as highlighted in his
quotation of Psalm 19:4, eiq naoav Tf|v yfjv and siq ict Tispata xfjc; oiKou^evric;. Paul
argues that the gospel message has always included this world-wide vision. The
inclusion of obedient Gentiles is not a novel thought, but one prophesied by Moses, the
psalmist, and the prophet Isaiah. Michel Quesnel notes, "Le personnage de Moise
n'endosse alors plus la tenue du legislateur mais plutot celle du prophete. II enonce orale-
ment un message proche et precurseur de celui d'Isaie. Par le biais de la jalousie, il invite
I'Israel infidele a un changement de comportement."'^" Paul has mounted a very
effecti\e argument drawing on the main corpuses of Israel's scriptures: the law, the
writings, and the prophets. The rhetorical point seems to indicate that "all the scriptures"
bear witness to this point.' ^
Paul concludes this portion of his argument with a two-pronged quotation of
Isaiah 65:1-2 that uniquely summarizes Paul's dilemma: Gentile obedience and Israel's
disobedience. Wagner argues that the two questions in Rom 10:18-19 echo the challenge
Sanders rightly reminds that this is part of the larger argument building from 9:30 (Paul, the
Law, 37).
'^^
Quesnel, "La figure de Moise en Romains 9-11," 334.
Noticed as well by Dunn, Romans, 2:634.
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of Israel's unbelief in Isaiah 40:1-2.'^" He also asserts that the similarities between
Paul's dual questions about hearing and knowing address Isaiah's questions to Israel once
again. Paul's questions reflect Isaiah 40 and are aimed at the "moral nature of
knowing . . . these are not idle inquiries, but challenges to respond in faith and
1 76
obedience." In Isaiah, Paul finds a mirror image of his own ministry: a disobedient
(otTteiGouvTa) Israel juxtaposed with the discovery and reception of the gospel message by
those that did not seek it (i^r|TOuoiv), the Gentiles. Just as Isaiah experienced an Israel
that questioned and disobeyed God's message of salvation, Paul finds himself at similar
crossroads.
Romans 10 ends on the emphatic note of Israel's disobedience. We should not
miss the unintended rhetorical effect of Paul's message thus far. As mentioned above,
the Gentiles in Paul's audience is certainly not in this precarious position. Indeed, a
juxtaposition exists between the Xabv dTteiGouvia (Rom 10:21) and the U7iaKof|v Ttiotecoq
�v Tcamv TOiq eGveoiv (Rom 1:5) and more specifically, the forthcoming UTiaKofiv eGvcov
(15:18). Cranfield likewise notes that the words "disobedience" and "stubborn" in verse
21 "may not unfairly be regarded as expressing the direct opposites to the obedience of
faith."' The Gentiles in the Roman house churches responded to the gospel message
with the UTittKofiv TiioTecoq representing the "nations" prophesied through the scriptures
that would respond positively to the gospel.
Wagner, //eraW^, 181.
Ibid., 182-3. Indeed as he points out yivwoKco and okouco only appear in parallel questions in
Isaiah 40 in the entirety of the LXX (183).
'�
Ibid., 187-8
'
Cranfield, Romans, 2.541. Cf. Stuhlmacher, /?o/wa/75, 160.
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Paul's statements could indirectly play into the Gentile pride and anti-Semitic
sentiments within the Roman house churches.' This is why Paul moves to his
discussion of the root and the branches in Romans 1 1 as a means of offsetting this
possible but unintended consequence of his narrative defense of God's faithfulness to his
word in 9:6-10:21.
ROMANS 1 1
In Rom 1 1:1-2, Paul takes up another possible objection in his ongoing defense of
God's faithfulness.'^' This time the question directly proceeds from the previous context
of 10:18-21. If Israel has rejected God, has God now rejected Israel?'^" In other words,
since Israel has disobeyed, has God rejected them in favor of accepting the obedient
Gentiles? Such pressing matters are raised and refuted in this section in response to what
was surely a pressing question. This would have been a topic of discussion in Roman
house churches as well as in the early Christian missionary movement as a whole,
especially given the tide of Gentile obedience that had been crashing on the shores of the
early church.'^' Paul gives a flat-out rejection in the strongest terms (pf) ysvoixo) by
invoking his own personhood as proof that God has not rejected Israel (11:1). Paul not
only appeals to himself as proof, but mounts other in-artificial proofs through the
quotations of scripture in this section.
'^^
' ^
Too strong is Stow ers, Rereading Romans, 312 where he suggests that this section is a "dark
riddle. . .a snare designed to catch gentiles in their own arrogant presumption."
On the organization of the chapter and its relationship within 9-1 1 see "Rm 1 1 - Its
Arrangement and Interpretation in Aletti. God's Justice, 213-40.
Cf "Paul and the People of Israel" in W. D. Davies, Jewish and Pauline Studies (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1984), 130-52.
Jewett. Romans, 671 rightly connects the rhetorical questions in 1 1:11, 12, 15, and 24 to the
Gentile mission. Cf Boyarin. A Radical Jew, 201-6.
So Witherington, Romans, 264 "The proof he gives immediately is himself" Cf Cranfield,
Romans, 2:544: Keener, Romans, 130; Fitzmyer, Romans, 603. Stuhlmacher, Romans, 164 draws attention
to Prisca and Aquila, Andronicus, and Junia as other examples.
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Perhaps most shocking to a Gentile audience, accustomed to the Roman pattern of
obedience and disobedience seen in ch. 3-4, would have been that Israel's disobedience
does not result in outright rejection and destruction. As mentioned above, Paul's
response that even in spite of Israel's disobedience, God would remain true to his
promises might have appeared shocking and quite unlike how some Gentiles might have
expected God to act. Given the role disobedience played in Roman relationships with
other nations, disobedience was met with wrath, punishment, and destruction. Many
Gentiles may have tacitly assumed that God would outright reject Israel for its
disobedience. The surprise for many is that God extends further mercy to a disobedient
people. Perhaps what stood out most is that despite Israel's killing of God's messengers
(Rom 1 1:3-5), God was preserving part of this group on the basis of grace (1 1:5). Such
far-ranging mercy would have upended many Gentiles conceptions, if merely not
following Rome's commands could provoke war with Rome, killing Rome's messengers
would certainly have been a death knell to any potential hope for that people. We ought
only to remember how Rome responded to the Varian disaster (Dio, Hist. 56), when the
Germanic tribes killed Varus. Gentiles familiar with these recent events would be quite
astounded at a God who responded in grace and mercy even at the death of his own
messengers.
Paul returns to the theme of stumbling in 11:11�last mentioned in 9:32-33�but
this time indicates that Israel's stumbling has resulted in salvation for the Gentiles (f]
ocoxripia toiq eGvsoiv), utilizing an argument a minore ad maius.^^^ In 11:11, Paul
mentions Israel's singular "transgression" (TiapaTiTwpaTi) which most likely refers to
Witherington, Romans, 267.
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their act of disobedience in 10:16 and their refusal to obey the gospel.'^" The resuh of
this stumbling and hardening is that salvation now comes to the Gentiles, and as in 10:19,
the purpose is eiq to ;iapa^r|>tCoaai auTOuq. Therefore, Paul states, Israel's current status
and state is temporary and for a divine purpose. Certainly Israel's "stumbled state" is not
permanent. Paul alludes to this in 11:12 when he speaks of their to TrA-fipcopa.'^^
Gentiles in the audience who reflected on Paul's discourse at this point may also
have been surprised at the outcome of restoration or "inclusion" (11:12). The notion that
disobedience might work good may have seemed a foreign concept to most Gentiles that
saw the aftermath of disobedience in the defeated cities. Such imagery was displayed
throughout Rome in the monuments and imagery that decorated the Roman landscape (cf.
Campus Martius - ch. 6). In light of the Roman themes of victory through conquest (cf
Res Gestae). One area of both continuity and discontinuity with how Gentiles thought
about obedience would have occurred with Paul's notion that defeat or failure (f^TTripa in
11:12) results in something positive {nkomoq in 11:12). At first, such a statement may
have sounded very similar to how some Gentiles may have thought about the defeat of
other nations. Certainly in Rome the defeat of various nations contributed to the "riches"
of Rome, both in the form of tribute payments, slaves, and the grandeur of Roman
dominance. However, the next clause of 1 1:12, whereby restoration of a defeated group
results in even "more" (;t6o(p paXXov) might have been a puzzling thought for some
Gentiles.
So Cranfield, Romans, 2:555-6. Although he goes on to note that he sides with Barth and that
this could possibly signify Jewish rejection of Jesus as Messiah. Also Wright, Romans, 680. Contra Dunn
who states. It is not necessary to specify more closely what "trespass" Paul had in mind" {Romans, 2:654).
See Richard H. Bell, The Irrevocable Call of God: An Inquiry into Paul's Theology of Israel
(Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2005). See also the discussion in Fitzmyer, Romans, 611; Davies. Jewish and
Pauline Studies, 153-63.
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In 11:13, Paul specifically addresses Gentiles in the audience ('YpTv 6e Xeyu) xoiq
e9v8oiv), and reiterates his apostolic vocation in 11:13, before embarking on his
extensive metaphor of the olive tree. '^^ As Paul turns to specifically address the Gentile
Christians in the Roman house churches, he reminds them that he is the apostle to them
(�1)11 eyw sGvmv ixnooxokoq), highlighted through the emphatic use of eipi syd).'^^ The
last time Paul invoked his apostolic role was in 9:24-26 that echoed Rom 1:1 and 1:5.
In 11:13. Paul again reminds them of his "ministry," one that sought to bring
about the obedience faith (1:5). Such an echo of his apostolic vocation comes right on
the heels of Israel's disobedience or transgression (11:12).'^^ In this sense, 11:13-14 is
an expansion of Rom 1:5, placing it in its broader theological context. The obedience of
faith looms in the background with the discussion of Israel's disobedience. Given the
progression of Paul's argument, he reminds his Gentile audience of the necessity of their
own obedience to the gospel (intimating his next argument in Rom 12-15), lest they end
up in a precarious position like Israel (11 :20-21).
Many now take this as the beginning of a new section. Cf Barrett, Romans, 211-2; Dunn,
Romans, 2:650-1; Witherington, Romans, 242-?>. Contra, Cranfield, Romans, 2:558. For audience issues
see chapter one. On the olive tree metaphor see Rainer Schwindt, "Mehr Wurzel Als Stamm Und Krone:
Zur Bildrede Vom Olbaum in Rom 11,16-24," Bib 88 (2007): 64-91. He notes, "Die Reflexion auf die
Wurzel als die fur Juden wie Heiden grundlegende BezugsgroBe verankert die gottlichen VerheiBungen in
dem vormosaischen, "gesetzesfreien" Gotteswort, das uber die Vater zu einer unwiderbringlichen
Heilszusage an alle Volker der menschheitsgeschichte eingepflanzt wurde" (91). Cf Phillip F. Esler,
"Ancient Olelculture and Ethnic Differentiation: The Meaning of the Olive-Tree Image in Romans 11,"
7^26(2003): 103-24.
Jewett, Romans, 678-9 rightly points out that Paul's phrase lacks the definite article, thus
placing "his task alongside other and implies that service to the cause of the Jewish mission is a generic
obligation of every Gentile apostle."
Wagner, Mercy to the Nations, 426. On the jealousy motif see Richard H. Bell, Provoked to
Jealousy: The Origin and Purpose of the Jealousy Motif in Romans 9-11 (Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr (Paul
Siebeck), 1994): Jean-Noel Aletti, "Interpredng Romans 11:14: What Is at Stake?," in Celebrating Paul:
Festschrift in Honor ofJerome Murphy-O'connor, O.P., and Joseph A. Fitzmyer. S.J. (ed. Peter Spitaler,
Washington: The Catholic Biblical Association of America, 2011), 245-64. See also Stuhlmacher, Romans,
174 who interestingly connects this section to Paul himself "who was once conquered by the obedience of
faith on the road to Damascus."
'^^ Contra Tobin Paul's Rhetoric, 363 who argues, "Paul is not directly addressing the Gentile
members of the Roman community in 11:1 3-24."
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In 1 1:30-32, Paul explicitly mentions disobedience (ctTieiGeia) four times in three
verses. The first occurrence of disobedience language in verse 30 highlights the
disobedience (fiJtevGrioaTs) of the Gentiles, most likely referring back to 1:18-32.
However, as Paul indicates, and we should note, disobedience was their former status.
Indeed, the Gentiles and Israel ha\ e "switched places" in regard to disobedience, perhaps
reflecting an actix e sense of the Gentiles exercising the UTiaKofiv Triaiecoq from Rom 1:5
in the present context, as Paul stated himself directly in Rom 1:7."� The next three
instances of disobedience in 11:30-32 all refer to Israel's disobedience.''^ Similar to
3:23. God consigns all to "disobedience" again so that (iva) he might show impartial
treatment to all."^
In light of the theme of disobedience that dominates this section, and reflecting on
Paul's previous argument in Rom 5-8, Israel finds itself paradoxically within the Adamic
realm marked by disobedience. The Gentiles are marked by the inverse, the UTiaKofiv
moTeccx; (Rom 1:5)."^ Dunn rightly notices such an emphasis and deserves full
quotation:
The emphasis on disobedience ... in this final summary formulation
is certainly intended to recall not simply 10:21, but also once again
the Adamic disobedience expressed in the earlier climax of 5:12-21
by means of the synonym 7tapaKor| (5:19; cf 2:8) and the preferred
Keener, Romans, 139. So also, Dunn, Romans, 2:695. Contra, Michael Wolter, "Apokalyptik
Als Redeform Im Neuen Testament," NTS 51 (2005): 171-91. Wolter argues that Paul has an unsolvable
problem, "Paulus kann sich aus dieser Aporie nur befreien, indem er apokalyptisch redet" ( 1 84).
On the translation of the dati\ e phrases see Bryan, A Preface to Romans, 193.
Wagner, Mercy to the Nations, 425 rightly highlights that the similarities in this short section
break down as the Gentiles never take the place as "Israel's benefactors." Robert Jewett also rightly notes
that "mercy" in a Roman context was only reserved for the worthy among captives and enemies (Romans,
711). Cf. Keener. Romans, 133 for a comparison of Israel and the role of Christ in Rom 5; Kasemann,
Romans, 317; Tobin, Paul's Rhetoric, 362; Dunn, Romans, 2:677; Christopher Zoccali, "'And So All Israel
Will Be Saved': Competing Interpretations of Romans 1 1.26 in Pauline Scholarship," JSNT 30 (2008): 289-
318.
Contra Jason A. Staples, "What Do the Gentiles Have to Do with "All Israel"? A Fresh Look at
Romans 1 1 :25-27," JBL 130 (201 1): 371-90. Staples argues that "Paul sees the eiocXTioia in full continuity
with Israel" (388).
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antonym OTiaKori (so also 10:16). Note also that Paul sums up his
own mission in terms ofbringing Gentiles to "the obedience of faith"
(1:5; 15:18; also 16:26). The choice of aneiQem to sum up the epoch
of Adam in its continuing effect on Israel even in the epoch of Christ
is therefore deliberate: it reinforces the thematic unity of the letter
and underlines the fact that the eschatological tension of this overlap
of the epochs period is not simply an individual experience (chaps.
6-8) but afflicts whole nations as such.'''"
Paul concludes his sweeping argument from Rom 9: Iff and ties the sub-points of
his argument to the issue of disobedience and, by implication, obedience. Certainly
Gentiles within the Roman house churches would be on flill alert as their own arrogance
and presumption risks their own "standing" (11:21-24). However, by putting Israel's
disobedience on full display, Paul intimates his next major argument in Romans. In the
next section, he will raise several current issues within the house churches, many of
which revolve around Jew/Gentile issues, such as table fellowship between the weak and
the strong. One of the rhetorical implications of Rom 9-11, with its focus on Israel's
disobedience, is that the Gentiles should not presume that their own status is secure. In
the next major section they too will be called on to exercise obedience to God's plan.
CONCLUSION
In Rom 1:5, Paul declares his purpose to bring about the UTiaKofiv nioxscoq among
the nations. After this declaration, Paul includes a list of vices in 1:18-32 that flow from
the disobedience of unfaithfulness or unrighteousness on the part of the Gentiles. Paul's
opening introduction, with his desire for obedience among the Gentiles, is immediately
countered with the drastic disobedience among the Gentiles. This obedience is directed
towards Paul himself as the divinely commissioned messenger of God (Rom 1:1-5).
Dunn, Romans, 2:687-8.
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Beginning in Rom 2, Paul's discussion of obedience and disobedience widens to
focus on Jews and Gentiles. In 2:8-9, obedience is initially shown negatively with the
group that disobeys the truth (otneiBouoi xfj d>.r|0eig) and obeys unrighteousness
(7r8i6o|ievoiq Se Tfj d6iKig) and results in the outcomes ofwrath and peace. We noted that
the framework of obedience, which results in peace, and disobedience, which results in
wrath, was similar to the evidence we saw present in the Greco-Roman historians and the
treaties Rome established with other nations. Paul concludes his argument in this chapter
by focusing on the namre of "true circumcision" that shows itself in an obedient posture
towards God's will and in obedient actions. Of primary importance is the eschatological
context of obedience that reveals who will be declared in the right (5iKaico0f|oovTai),
whether Jew or Gentile (cf. 2:13-16).
Romans 3 is Paul's rebuttal to his own perceived indictment that circumcision
may have no value. Although w e mentioned that obedience does not explicitly appear in
Rom 3, disobedience is certainly present throughout Paul's argument, especially through
his use of dTcioiia, d5uda, and dpaptia. Through Paul's use of the Psalms and
Ecclesiastes, he emphasizes the disobedience of humanity that has entrapped both Jews
and Gentiles. Somewhat anticipating his argument with Adam in Romans 5-6, humanity
falls drastically short of the obedience of faith. Romans 3 highlights the disobedience of
infidelity that characterizes the human race.
Romans 4 continues Paul's discussion of obedience through the character of
Abraham who serves as the inverse of Gentile disobedience in Rom 1:18-32. The
invocation of Abraham allows Paul to discuss Abraham's idenfity in relafionship to
God's blessing that came, not as a Jew through circumcision, but through
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uncircumcision. Paul's discussion of Abraham's blessing for the nations ties his
argument back into his purpose vis d vis the nations in Rom 1:5, namely their obedience.
The importance of this argument for Paul's audience is they must also exercise a faith
that both believes and obeys, or to put it another way, they must exercise the UTtaKofiv
moxecoq.
Together Romans 5 and 6 represent the climax of obedience language in Romans.
Chapter five utilizes an important structure that bears several similarities to the evidence
we examined in chapters 3-4. Specifically, we noted Paul's structure of faith, peace, and
obedience. The notions of peace would also have been very familiar to those in Rome as
residents in the heart of the Pax Romana. Paul's contention that reconciliation results in
obedience to a new Lord would also have been a familiar idea to those who had been
brought to Rome as conquered subjects. In 5:18-19 we have specific occurrences of
obedience and disobedience. Christ and Adam form a rhetorical synkrisis, where Christ's
obedience forms the basis for the obedience of faith among the nations.
Romans 6 carries the discussion of obedience fiirther through Paul's use of
slavery language and the implicit notion of obedience. If Rom 5 emphasized the
disobedience of Adam and its ramifications, Rom 6 emphasizes the form and pattern of
Christ as an example of obedience. Paul argues that obedience is a non-negotiable in
both the reigns of Adam and Christ. The question now is: to whom is one's obedience
directed? Similar to other Greco-Roman sources, obedience was not optional. Despite
the transference of rulers, obedience is integral to the reign of both. Paul's use of slavery
language also fiinctions powerfully as an image of obedience, one that his audience
would have been intimately familiar with. The climax of obedience language is that this
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obedience leads to righteousness (Rom 6:16) and thus links obedience with the thesis
statement of Romans 1:16-17.
The placement of Rom 7 within PauFs unfolding argument in Rom 5-8 is
centered on the life lived outside Christ and devoid of the Spirit. Using the categories he
established in Rom 5-6, Paul spells out the ramifications of Adam's story, one that was
characterized by sin, death, and disobedience. Although obedience and disobedience
language do not explicitly appear within this section, the entire section is colored with the
language of disobedience as part of the Adamic story that Paul is narrating.
Romans 8 concludes the first major argument in Paul's discourse. In contrast to
Rom 7, Rom 8 introduces us to the Spirit and the new reality of obedience offered
through the death of Christ. Romans 8 is a chapter organized around the themes of
liberation and victory. The chapter has important links to Paul's previous discussion in
Rom 5-6, specifically, that behind the decree of "no condemnation" stands Chrisf s
ultimate act of obedience (5:16-18; 8:1). Also important for our discussion of obedience
is the term SiKaicopa that not only links Rom 8:4 back to the Gentile vices of Rom 1:18-
32. but issues the new possibility of obedience on behalf of those who walk according to
the Spirit. In contrast to those Gentiles who did not obey the 5iKai(o^a of God, these
Gentiles now walk by the Spirit and "fulfill" the 6iKaico|ia and further represent the
fulfillment of Paul to bring about the UTiaKofiv Jiioxscoc; ev ;raoiv xoXq e9veoiv (Rom 1:5).
Finally, Paul's climacfic conclusion at the end of Rom 8 finished with the Roman theme
of victory. Those who by the power of the Spirit are obedient secure a victory that leads
to life and peace.
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In Rom 9-1 1, Paul mounts a defense of the 8iKaiO(Juvr| 08ou that was called into
question by Israel's disobedience. Given Paul's purpose of obedience among the nations,
the dramatic disobedience of God's own people places a profound question mark on the
implications for the obedience of the Gentiles, namely God's power to bring about their
obedience (1:17). Part of Paul's task in these chapters is to also defend against the notion
that Israel's disobedience caused God to reject Israel in favor of the Gentiles who are
"now" obedient. One of the rhetorical effects in this section is to pave the way for Rom
12:1-15:13 where Paul instructs those in Rome to exercise the obedience of faith in
response to God's vision for a unified community, in unified purpose, and in unified
mission. Israel's disobedience serves as a stark reminder to this community and their
need to be obedient.
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CHAPTER 9:
OBEDIENCE IN ROMANS 12:1-15:13
In Rom 12-15, Paul turns to the critical issues within the Roman house churches.'
Rom 12:1-15:13 provides the Roman house churches with their own opportunities to
respond to the gospel and to exercise the obedience of faith as it relates to God's mission,
both locally in Rome and globally abroad. In Rom 1:17, Paul, quoting Habakkuk, stated,
6 5e SiKaioq 8k Triotecoq ^rioeiai. It is these aspects of righteous living that Paul will now
sketch out for the Roman communities. Stanley Stowers has noted that chapters 12-13
"serv e as a positi\'e reversal and counterpoint to the programmatic criticism of the gentile
peoples in 1:18-32."^ If accepted, then just as 1:18-32 characterized the Gentiles as
disobedient and rebellious, chapters 12:1-15:13 open up a new avenue for the obedience
and faithfulness of the Gentiles to the gospel. Through their obedience, Rom 12:1-15:13
is how the righteousness of God will become visible to the world around them.^ Or as
Cranfield rightly notes, . . the life, which, according to 1.17, is the destiny of the man
who is righteous by faith, is a life of obedience to God.""
' On the issue of Rom 12-15 to the whole letter, see the foundational work of Paul S. Minear, The
Obedience ofFaith: The Purposes ofPaul in the Epistle to the Romans (Naperville; SCM, 1971). A very
"grounded" and helpful reading of this section is offered by Peter Oakes, Reading Romans in Pompeii:
Paul's Letter at Ground Level (Minneapolis; Fortress, 2009), 98-126. Cf Jeremy Moiser, "Rethinking
Romans 12-15," NTS 36 (1990); 571-82; Mark Reasoner, "The Theology of Romans 12:1-15:13," in
Pauline Theology (ed. David M. Hay and E. Elizabeth Johnson, Minneapolis; Fortress Press, 1995), 287-
99; A. J. M. Wedderbum, The Reasons for Romans (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1988). See also the relevant
articles in Karl P. Donfried, ed. The Romans Debate: Revised and Expanded Edition (Peabody:
Hendrickson, 1991).
^
Stanley K. Stowers, A Rereading of Romans: Justice, Jews, and Gentiles (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1997), 317. On the connections between Rom 1:18-32 and Rom 12 cf Leander Keck,
Romans (Nashville: Abingdon, 2005), 293; Luke Timothy Johnson, Reading Romans: A Literary and
Theological Commentary (Macon: Smyth & Helwys. 2001), 190; Seyoon Kim, "Paul's Common Paraenesis
(1 Thess. 4-5; Phil. 2^; and Rom. 12-13): The Correspondence between Romans 1:18-32 and 12:2, and
theUnity of Romans 12-13," TynB 62 (2011): 109-40.
^ Peter Stuhlmacher, Paul's Letter to the Romans: A Commentary, trans., S. J. Hafemann
(Louisville: WJK, 1994), 186.
"
C. E. B. Cranfield, The Epistle to the Romans: A Critical and Exegetical Commentary, 2 vols.
(Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1980), 2:592; Frank J. Matera, Romans (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2010), 283-4; N.
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Rom 12:1 is tightly linked to the previous section of 9-1 1 through the language of
mercy, especially 9:15-23 and 1 1:30-32.^ Other linguistic links to previous sections are
seen through the use of Tiapiatripi (6:13, 16, 19) and owpa (6:6, 12; 7:4, 24; 8:10-1 1, 13,
23). In chapter 6, Paul introduced the new life offered through the second Adam and
described this existence as one of slavery to righteousness and a life of obedience.^ It is
no surprise, then, that as Paul turns to the issues where the Romans must make decisions
and choose to exercise the obedience of faith, that Rom 6 would be looming in the
background. Rom 6 provided some of the most explicit references to obedience and
established the theological groundwork for it.
To rehearse our thesis, obedience forms a main theme throughout Romans. Using
the language of Rom 6, Rom 12:1-15:13 provides opportunities for those in Rome who
have been freed from sin (6:7) to now present their bodies and members as instruments
for righteousness (6:13, 16). The previous section ofRom 9-1 1 was one characterized by
the disobedience of Israel. As Paul turns to address the crucial issues dividing the Roman
house churches, the previous discussion of disobedience is not far-removed from view.
God's mercies should prompt the community to respond in obedience to God's plan(s).
The practical outcome or content of Paul's call for obedience in Rom 1:5 is Rom 12:1-
T. Wright, "Romans," in The New Interpreter's Bible: Acts-I Corinthians (ed. Leander Keck, Nashville:
Abingdon, 2002), 704; Keck, Romans, 290. Barrett notes, "obedience well summarizes the following
words" he is referring to Rom 12:1 (The Epistle to the Romans: Revised Edition (Peabody: Hendrickson,
1991),212.)
'
Despite the tendency of some in Pauline studies to see the ethical sections of Paul's letters as
"detached" or a "grab bag," Dunn rightly sees the intimate connection between Rom 1-11 and 12-15,
"chaps. 12-15 follow naturally from and constitute a necessary corollary to the overall argument of chaps.
1-11; they should not be regarded as a piece of standard paraenesis (sic) which has no direct material or
thematic connection with what has gone before and could have been discarded or wholly reordered without
loss" (Romans, 2:705). Cf Stowers, Rereading Romans, 317-9; Wright, "Romans," 700; Ernst Kasemann,
Commentary on Romans (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980), 323-4; Joseph A. Fitzmyer, Romans (New
York: Doubleday, 1993), 637-9.
Likewise Fitzmyer, Romans, 637; Thomas H. Tobin, Paul's Rhetoric in Its Contexts: The
Argument ofRomans (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2005), 388.
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15:13, where the Gentiles are given their own opportunities to exercise the obedience of
faith.'
The context of this obedience in Romans should not be missed. From Rom 5:1
onward, the Roman Christians are those who have experienced "peace with God" and a
removal of hostilities under their new Lord, Jesus Christ. As slaves to God, they offer
themselves as a sacrifice in obedience to to Qeh]\xa tou 9soi5 (12:1) as expressed in the
elaborations of Rom 12:1-15:21. The dynamic change in their relationship with God
correlates to the community as well.^ Those who have entered into faith with God are
now empowered and are expected to demonstrate obedience.
Reflecting again on Paul's Gentile audience, we should not be surprised that the
premise of faith and obedience relates well to the Greco-Roman sources on obedience.
Some Gentiles in the audience may have had such conceptions in mind. The intent of
Paul is very close to Witherington 's summarizing statements on Rom 12:1-21. He writes,
"Paul's appeal is for the people of the Roman house churches to become subjects
(emphasis mine), to follow the way of the King, the way of the cross."' As "subjects" of
Rome, such a framework of "faith and obedience" would be familiar (see chs. 3-6).
Gentile members in Paul's audience upon hearing this framework would have seen some
^
Contra Phillip F. Esler, Conflict and Identity in Romans: The Social Setting of Paul's Letter
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 2003), 307. Esler, is right to some extent that Rom 12-13 is an attempt by Paul of
"recategorization" or the "development of a common ingroup identity." However he limits this to the two
areas of faith in Christ and the influence of the Holy Spirit. He misses that there is also a common
obedience that would have been particularly important for Jewish Christians and Gentiles to unite around.
Noting this common obedience is James W. Thompson, Moral Formation According to Paul: The Context
and Coherence ofPauline Ethics (Grand Rapids: Baker, 201 1), 166-73.
^ Cf Tobias Nicklas and Herbert Schlogel, "Mission to the Gentiles, Construction of Christian
Identity, and Its Relation to Ethics According to Paul," in Sensitivity Towards Outsiders: Exploring the
Dynamic Relationship between Missions and Ethics in the New Testament and Early Christianity (ed.
Jakobus (Kobus) Kok et al., Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2014). 325. They note, "the relationships to other
members of the community had to become determinative for behavior."
^
Ben Witherington, Paul's Letter to the Romans: A Socio-Rhetorical Commentaiy (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 2004). 298.
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degree of eontinuity with how they had thought about obedience previously. For
example, in the historians one enters into faith and then offers continued obedience.
Paul's admonition, however, in 12:2-3 to not be conformed to the world or to think more
highly about oneself, would warn Gentile members to not allow their obedience to be a
basis for presuming arrogance or superiority over those who had been previously
disobedient (cf. 1 1 : 17-24. 30-32).
As Paul defines his "moral vision" for the communities, he draws attention to this
new eschatological scenario {vis-d-vis Rom 5-8). As Witherington has rightly noted
again, it is "a new and eschatological situation in which the Spirit of God has been fiiUy
poured out, enabling God's people to press on to the 'obedience of faith."''� Likewise,
Cranfield rightly titles this section, "The obedience to which those who are righteous by
faith are called (12:1-15:13)."" In summary, Rom 12:1-15:13 are specific areas where
the Roman Christians, both Jew and Gentile, can unite to exercise the obedience of faith.
In Rom 12:1, Paul persuades the audience to present their bodies as a sacrifice
(9uaia) that is alive, holy, and pleasing to God. The cultic context, both Jewish and
Ibid., 283. Also, James D. G. Dunn, Romans, 2 vols. (Dallas: Word, 1988), 2:705. Matera then
rightly titles this section, "Love and Obedience in the New Age" (Romans, 283).
"
Cranfield, Romans, 2:592. This makes the monographs on the "obedience of faith" that do not
deal with these sections all the more surprising and in turn was one prompt for the thesis of this
dissertation. Cf Garlington, Obedience ofFaith; Faith, Obedience, and Perseverance; Davies, Faith and
Obedience; James C. Miller, The Obedience ofFaith: The Eschatalogical People ofGod, and the Purpose
ofRomans (Atlanta: SBL, 2000).
The beginning of Paul's persuasive discourse has engendered no small debate as it surrounds his
use of UapaKakd. Since Bultmann, Paul's admonition has been understood as theologically motivated
persuasion intended to establish his ethics on a basis of authority. Jewett has argued, relying on the work of
Carl Bjerkelund on FlapaKa).�, that the term was prominent in diplomatic correspondence between allied
groups, where commands might prove offensive. Our survey of obedience language in the Greek sources
also noted that the TieiGco root was often used in contexts where one was not just 'persuaded,' but
'persuaded to obey.' In such contexts, the verb was used to obtain compliance or obedience to the
decisions of a superior authority. Jewett cites King Ptolemy II writing to Miletus (P.Milet. 1.3. #139).
Such usage comports with Paul's position of authority as apostle to the Genfile and his purpose (1:5).
napaKaX,cc) is an appropriate choice for Paul's task whereby he is advising a community he has not founded
or met, yet balanced with his own authority and purpose for the obedience of the Roman community. Cf.
Rudolf Bultmann, "Das Problem Der Ethik Bei Paulus," ZNW 23 (1924): 123-40; Victor P. Furnish,
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Greco-Roman, of Rom 12:1 has often been noted through the use of sacrificial language
in the section.'^ Paul's use of Trapaaxfjoai in 12:1 echoes language in 6:13-19, where he
instructed belie\ ers to "present" their members for righteousness. In chapter 6, Paul has
in mind not only "members." but entire bodies, as the use of demonstrative use of the
pronoun eauioi) indicates (6:13).'"* Reading 6:13 and 12:1 together, Paul is advocating
(TtapaKaXico) that this presentation of their bodies is an act of obedience.
The priestly/cultic setting of sacrifice in 12:1 will reappear in Rom 15:16, where
Paul characterizes his ministry in similar terms and obedience is explicitly mentioned in
15:18 as part of his purpose.'^ Such a context supports the reading we have put forward
here, namely that their sacrifice is and involves an act of obedience. This first act of
worship, marked by obedience, is forward-looking. It is intended to carry through the rest
of the sections so that the Roman Christians will carry through the obedience of faith
with the issues that arise in the next several chapters, assisted by a transformed and
renewed mind (12:2). Witherington rightly notes that the worship in view here "is an act
of submission ... if one does what this verse says, then it follows that one has committed
herself to obeying the commandments and exhortations that follow."'^
One act of obedience leading to continued obedience was repeatedly shown in the
Greco-Roman sources documenting obedience (ch. 3-4). Gentiles reflecting on the notion
Theology and Ethics in Paul (Louisville: WJK, 2009), 224-7; Carl J. Bjerkelund, Parakalo: Form,
Funktion Und Sinn Der Parakalo-Sdtze in Den Paulinischen Briefen (Oslo: Universitetsvorlaget, 1967).
Noted by Cranfield, Romans, 2:597-8; Kasemann, Romans, 326; Fitzmyer, Romans, 639; Johnson, Reading
Romans, 189; Robert Jewett, Romans: A Commentary (Minneapolis: Fortress. 2007), 726. Contra Matera
Romans, 283 that the function of persuasion is to "encourage people to do what they already know they
ought to do."
Jewett, Romans, 121-%.
Also Dunn, Romans, 709; Halvor Moxnes, "Quest for Honor and the Unity of the Community in
Romans 12 and in the Orations of Dio Chrysostom," in Paul in His Hellenistic Context (ed. Troels
Engberg-Pedersen, Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1994), 217ff
" Noted by Jewett, Romans, 729; Matera, Romans, 288; Johnson, Reading Romans, 190; Craig S.
Keener, Romans (Eugene: Cascade, 2009), 143.n4.
Witherington, Romans, 285.
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of continued obedience would see a correspondence between Rome's demand for
continued obedience of the nations and Paul's desire for the community to continue to
exercise obedience to his various directives. In both Polybius, Livy, and Tacitus,
continued obedience was a constant refrain throughout the their descriptions of a nation's
response to Rome. Roman peace (pax) was built on the notion of continued obedience.
Paul's admonition to present their bodies as a sacrifice functions as an act of obedience
that issues forth continued obedience to the instructions that follow. One point of
discontinuity that some Gentiles may have had with the expectation to obey was the
content of that obedience. Although some of Paul's admonitions would have been shared
with other philosophers, such as patience in suffering (12:12) and living in harmony
(12:16). Several of the admonitions in Rom 12-15 would have required obedience to
counter-cultural norms, such as associating with the lowly (12:16) and not repaying evil
for evil (12:17). Obedience to these directives may not have aligned with Gentile
assumptions about obedience in a Greco-Roman context.
Rom 12:3-21 provides numerous issues of community life where Paul wants the
believers to pursue unity through their common obedience.''' These maxims consist of
some of Paul's own ethical admonitions along with what is most likely some of the oral
Jesus tradition (12:14-21).'** That obedience is in view is indicated through Paul's
introduction of 5id Tfjq xdpnoq xf\q boQ&ior\q poi (12:3). He is clearly referencing Rom
'^The importance and parallels of these issues in the Greco-Roman world are noted by Keener.
Romans, 147-51. Cf. Walter T. Wilson, Love without Pretense: Romans 12.9-21 and Hellenistic-Jewish
Wisdom Literature (Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1991); Dieiter Zeller, "Pauline Paraenesis in Romans 12 and
Greek Gnomic Wisdom," in Greco-Roman Culture and the New Testament: Studies Commemorating the
Centennial of the Pontifical Biblical Institute (ed. Frederick E. Brenk and David Aune, Leiden: Brill,
2012), 73-86.
On this issue see the work of Michael Thompson, Clothed with Christ: The Example and
Teaching ofJesus in Romans 12:1-15:13 (Eugene: Wipf & Stock, 2011); Craig L. Blomberg, "Quotations,
Allusions, and Echoes of Jesus in Paul," in Studies in the Pauline Epistles: Essays in Honor ofDouglas J
Moo (ed. Matthew S. Harmon and Jay E. Smith, Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2014), 129-43.
1:5 and 15:15 (cf. 9:24-26; 11:13) where Paul indicates the basis for his autho
bring about obedience among the nations. The grace language invokes
apostleship, one that is aimed at the obedience of faith among the nations, to pe
and compel certain courses of action within the Roman communities. In short, 1
indicating that, given his task of bringing about the obedience of faith among the n
Rom 12:3-15:21 are the places where he would like to see the obedience o
exercised.
Although each of Paul's admonitions cannot be examined in detail, the ma:
12:21 stands out in light of our reading Romans from a Roman Gentile point of \
Paul's admonition not to be overcome by evil, but to overcome evil with good {
reverberates with the overtones of the Roman conquests and allows us an exi
opportunity to reflect on this section in light of the Greco-Roman evidence (ch. 6).
Gentiles in the Roman house churches would have been familiar with the nur
monuments to the Roman goddess Victoria, the Campus Martius, or the building
the via Flaminia (see chapter 6), and with the inscriptions and coins that document
subduing of the nations by the Romans. Such images, combined with the other sou
chapters 3-4, proclaim the oft repeated theme: Roman victory brings peace, a
requirements of both Roman victory and the attainment of peace is continued obec
If victory was key to the Pax Romana, it was the continued obedience of the natio
maintained this peace. Jewett rightly notes that Paul here offers a "subtle interactio
the Roman cultural context."'" Paul's words to the Roman congregation(s)
See again the helpfiil work of Oakes, Reading Romans, 123-6. Contra Kent L. Yinger,
12:14-21 and Nonretaliation in Second Temple Judaism: Addressing Persecution within the Comr
CBQ 60(1998).
Jewett, Romans, 779.
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Strikingly counter-cultural to a culture dominated by power and violence, yet his
exhortation presented the Roman congregation(s) with another opportunity to exercise the
obedience of faith.
We are reminded again, however, that for some Gentiles in Paul's audience the
notion of obeying an admonition to overcome evil with good would have been quite
counter-cultural. In an antagonistic culture of honor and shame, one's reputation hung in
the balance. Such obedience could lead to self abasement and may not have cohered with
how some Gentiles thought about obedience. Further, conquering language was usually
ripe with reverberations of violence, as seen in the historians and Rome's typical
response to disobedient peoples. Paul's commands would require a reevaluation for
some Gentiles of their previous conceptions of obedience and cultural norms.
ROMANS 13
Rom 13 has been subjected to an ever-increasing array of interpretations. These
range from political servitude to anti-imperial resistance literature meant to subvert
imperial programs. Romans 13:1-7 is a problematic passage in the history of its
reception.^' Rom 13:1 also has direct bearing on one aspect of our thesis, namely the
issue of whether Paul's call for obedience is anti-imperial. One's interpretation of Rom
13:1 has a direct impact on the implications on the obedience theme in Romans.
Indeed even the very integrity of the section has been challenged, but Cranfield's defense of the
integrity of the passage within the overarching section still persuades {Romans, 2:651-55). The
problematic reception of Romans 13:1-7 has been highlighted by South African theologians among others.
C.f Jean-Noel Aletti, "La Soumission Des Chretiens Aux Autorites En Rm 13,1-7: Validite Des Arguments
Pauliniens?," Bib 89 (2008): 457-76; Jan Botha, Subject to Whose Authority? Multiple Readings ofRomans
13 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1994); Jan Botha, "Creation of New Meaning: Rhetorical Situations and the
Reception of Romans 13:1-7," JTSA 79 2 (1992). Keener provides an excellent excursus on 'Church and
State' {Romans, 155-6).
^^The early church fathers struggled with Rom 13:1-7. Cf Gerald Bray and Thomas C. Oden,
eds., Ancient Christian Commentary on Scripture: Romans, vol. New Testament 6 (Downers Grove:
InterVarsity Press, 1998), 312-7.
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More recently, political readings of Paul have struggled to understand Rom 13:1-
7 when compared to other passages in Paul where it is argued that he is countering an
imperial ideology with the gospel of Jesus Christ." Rom 13:1-7 on a prima facie level
argues the exact opposite point of an anti-imperial reading of Paul. Indeed, many
commentators have struggled with the placement of these verses within a political
reading of Paul, characterizing this passage as the "Achilles heel" of all anti-imperial
readings of Paul. Several issues need to be examined to understand the
"appropriateness" of Rom 13:1-7 within the discussion of Romans. These are: (1) the
historical simation of Romans and (2) precision in regards to the particulars of Rom
13:1-7.
� See chapter 1 for full bibliography as well as works of Christopher D. Stanley, The Colonized
Apostle: Paul through Postcolonial Eyes (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 201 1); Richard A. Horsley, ed. Paul
and Politics: Ekklesia, Israel, Imperium, Interpretation (Harrisburg: Trinity Press International, 2000);
Richard A. Horsley, ed. Paul and the Roman Imperial Order (Harrisburg: Trinity Press International,
2004); Richard A. Horsley, Paul and Empire: Religion and Power in Roman Imperial Society (Harrisburg:
Trinity Press International, 1997); John Dominic Crossan, "Paul and Rome: The Challenge of a Just World
Order," USQR 59 (2005); Marcus J. Borg and John Dominic Crossan, The First Paul: Reclaiming the
Radical Visionary Behind the Church's Conservative Icon (New York: Harper One, 2009). Others have
looked to the notions of hybridity and constraints on Paul as a "subjected" person that limit the potential for
what Paul comW actually envision. Cf See John W. Marshall, "Hybridity and Reading Romans 13," JSNT
31 (2008): 157-78; Neil Elliott, The Arrogance ofNations: Reading Romans in the Shadow of the Empire
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 2008), 152-8. Jewett has issued a correction to his own argument about Rom 13,
see Robert Jewett, "Reinterpreting Romans 13 within Its Broader Context." in Celebrating Paul: Festschrift
in Honor ofJeromy Murphy-O'connor, O.P., and Joseph A. Fitzmyer, S.J. (ed. Peter Spitaler, Washington:
CBA, 2011), 265-74.
Seyoon Kim, Christ and Caesar: The Gospel and the Roman Empire in the Writings ofPaul and
Luke (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2008), 36. It should be noted that while Kim notes that this passage is the
'achilles heel' for anti-imperial readings, Kim's arguments fails at several points and is less than
convincing. A much better critique is offered by John M. G. Barclay, "Paul, Roman Religion, and the
Emperor. Mapping the Point of Conflict.," in Pauline Churches and Diaspora Jews Tubingen: Morh
Siebeck, 2011), 345-62. Also, Christopher Bryan, Render to Caesar: Jesus, the Early Church, and the
Roman Superpower (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), 77-94: Scot McKnight and Joseph B.
Modica, Jesus Is Lord, Caesar Is Not: Evaluating Empire in New Testament Studies (Downers Grove: IVP,
2013), 146-65.
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The Historical Situation: The Golden Age of Nero
Nero's ascension as Emperor was heralded as the "dawn of the golden age."''
His rise to power and early years of his reign were a sharp contrast to the dark and
murderous reign of Claudius. When he was named Emperor in 54 CE, Nero promised
positive relationships with the Senate and the army.^^ Although Nero's ascension was
not completely free of bloodshed�the deaths of Silanus and Britannicus come to mind�
it was noted by poets and historians to be the dawn of a new age. In a poem after the
death of Claudius and before the ascension ofNero, the poet Diodorus Siculus notes:
Clemency has commanded every vice that wears the disguise of
peace to betake itself afar: she has broken every maddened sword-
blade . . . Peace in her fulness shall come; knowing not the drawn
sword . . . right will come in fiillest force; a kinder god will renew
the former tradition and look of the Forum and displace the age of
oppression.-^
The emphasis on peace and distancing from the sword was a cardinal
characteristic of the early Neronian principate. Later sources referred to the early rule of
Nero as the quinquennium Neronis, the first five years of Nero's rule, marked by peace
and a moderation of his desires.-' Nero's early reign was so revered that Tacitus makes a
direct comparison between Nero and Augustus. This would quickly end in 59 CE in
what began as a power struggle with Agrippina and ended in her matricide.^" The
tyrannical and despotic reign of Nero was about to begin. The five years of peace were
Vasily Rudich, Political Dissidence under Nero: The Price of Dissimulation (New York:
Routledge, 1993), 4. Cf. Edward Champlin, Nero (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard University
Press, 2003); Miriam T. Griffin, Nero: The End of a Dynasty (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985).
37-66.
Mary T. Boatwright, Daniel J. Gargola, and Richard J.A. Talbert, eds.. The Romans: From
Village to Empire (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004), 332.
Library ofHistory 1.59-64, 69-73.
-** Martin Goodman, The Roman World: 44BC-ADI80 (New York: Routledge, 1997), 56. Cf
David Shotter, Nero (New York: Routledge, 1997), 14-24.
Tacitus, Ann. 13.5.
Goodman, Roman World, 56.
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quickly shattered and forgotten as a result of his later monstrous reign that eventually led
up to the Civil War of the Flavians and the mmultuous year of 69 CE.
It is specifically in light of this quinquennium Neronis that we can begin to
understand Rom 13:1-7.^' If Romans was written during these five years, then Paul's
instructions seem all the more fitting, especially Rom 13:3, where Paul states that the
"governing authorities" are of no fear for those who do right. If Romans was written
after the quinquennium, then Paul's statements were quite out of touch with the situation
of the Christians in Rome. The end of Nero's reign would strongly contradict Paul's
statement in 13:3.
Our material from the philosophers (ch. 5) is important at this juncture. Troels
Engberg-Pedersen offers a very helpful comparison to the Stoic writer Seneca's treatment
ofNero that offers a helpfiil parallel to Paul:
At the fime and place of the writing of these two texts there was a
conventional view of the good, divinely installed ruler to which one
might appeal without further ado�and then use the appeal for one's
own purposes. To say that this view was conventional is not to
suggest that 'people did not believe it'. On the contrary, the view was
probably generally accepted, otherwise, the appeal would have had
no point.^^
Witherington likewise states, "He [Paul] could in good faith exhort his audience to pay
their taxes and do their civic duties and live at peace with their neighbors because there
^' William L. Lane, "Social Perspectives on Roman Christianity During the Formative Years from
Nero to Nerva: Romans, Hebrews, and 1 Clement," in Judaism and Christianity in First-Century Rome (ed.
Karl P. Donfried and Peter Richardson, Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 196-244. C.f James D.G. Dunn,
"Romans 13.1-7- a Charter for Political Quietism?," Ex Auditu 2 (1986); William S. Campbell, "The Rule
of Faith in Romans 12:1-15:13," in Pauline Theology (ed. David M. Hay and E. Elizabeth Johnson,
Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995), 264-8. Also, Witherington, Romans, 305-8, Christopher Bryan,^
Preface to Romans: Notes on the Epistle in Its Literary and Cultural Setting (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2000), 205.
For the importance of the cultural milieu for interpretation see Bruce W. Winter, Seek the
Welfare of the City: Christians as Benefactors and Citizens (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1994), 4-5.
" Troels Engberg-Pedersen, "Paul's Stoicizing Politics in Romans 12-13: The Role of 13.1-10 in
the Argument," JSNT 29 (2006): 169. Likewise, Fitzmyer, Romans, 665; Bryan, Preface to Romans, 206-
7.
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was a widespread hope, and not only in Rome, that Nero would keep the peace and
govem wisely, fairly, and justly."^'' Such features are also assumed in the philosophers
like Epictetus and Seneca (see ch. 5).
Indeed, Gentiles in Paul's audience hearing Paul's directives to submit to mlers
who are no cause for fear bears out a similar understanding of just govemment offered by
Aristotle, Cicero, and Seneca the Younger. If some Gentiles in the audience were
familiar with any of the major philosophical groups in Rome, such admonitions and
assumptions, such as just mle, would not have appeared surprising. One aspect that may
not have cohered with some Gentiles preconceived notions of obedience would have been
the admonition not to resist authority. As seen in the historians (chs. 3^, particularly
Livy and Tacitus), the plebeian groups were highlighted several times for their
disobedience to Rome's laws. Further the Augustan legislation on marriage were met
with great resistance in Rome. Paul's admonition to be "good citizens" could have
surprised those in his audience who tended toward subversion or animosity towards
Rome. Obeying Paul's directives to submit may not have been met with whole-hearted
approval at "ground level" in Rome. Certainly the issue of taxation was fraught with
contention and contained the potential for revolt (see Judea). Paul's directive to obey in
this regard may have proved difficult for some in the Roman house church(s) who
Witherington, Romans, 306. Furthermore, Paul only comments on one side of the conversation,
that of the subjects responsibility to legitimate governments. There is no indication with 13:1-7 of a
discussion of govemment ordering or political theory. In the words of Kasemann, Paul is "silent about
possible conflicts and the limits of earthly authority" {Romans, 354). Likewise Jewett aptly states.
"Romans 13:1-7 was not intended to create the foundation of a political ethic for all times and places in
succeeding generations" {Romans, 786). One should not go as far as Carter in his article where he detects
Pauline irony. Carter's points are too subde for a historic or modem audience to grasp. He even states that
Paul was unaware of his own words. "Paul's words are pregnant with a significance of which he was
unaware." C.f T. L. Carter, "The Irony of Romans 13," NovT A6 (2004): 209-28. On the issue of taxation
at this time Cf Stuhlmacher, Romans, 200-1; Bryan, A Preface to Romans, 207; Keener, Romans, 154-5;
Thomas M. Coleman, "Binding Obligations in Romans 13:7: A Semantic Field and Social Context.," TynB
48 (1997): 307-27.
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thought that their new obedience to God could carry the corollary of disobedience to
Rome.
We will now move into a discussion of the particulars in Rom 13:1-7. With the
following context and the aims of this dissertation in mind, our primary focus will be on
the meaning of e^ouoiai(; uTiepexouoaK; UTioxaoaeaGco (13:1). Specifically, what is the
relationship between submission (unoTctooo)) and obedience (uTiaKouco)?^^ As already
mentioned, our understanding of the relationship between UTiaKouco and UTioTdaoco has
been greatly aided by the excellent, although too infrequently cited work by Cynthia
Briggs Kittredge, Community and Authority: The Rhetoric of Obedience in the Pauline
Tradition?^ She has shown that, in the textual evidence from Epictetus, Dionysius of
Halicamassus. Philo. and Josephus, the two words:
do not have substantially different meanings ... the quantity of
e\ idence from these contemporary authors [suggest] that Paul . . .
uses both words to designate "obedience" as a feature of
relationships of subordination. The claim that the two verbs have
different meanings is not supported by contemporary Greek
literature.
For example, she notes a passage in Epictetus where he remarks, ". . . nor would he have
suffered another to yield them more obedience and submission (ou5s ;tapsx(bprioev hXk(a
^aUov ;t8(6so9ai auxoTq Kal UTiaKoueiv)."^^ She notes that although Epictetus uses the
UTCoidaaco root less frequently than the UTuaKouco root, "the meaning of the passive sense
An older generation of commentators saw uTioidooco as equivalent to "obey." Cf. William
Sanday and Arthur C. Headlam, The Epistle to the Romans (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1902), 365; C. K.
Barrett, The Epistle to the Romans (New York: Harper, 1957), 254. Wright, "Romans," 720 comes the
closest in saying that to be subject does not necessarily mean obey, "though that will usually follow."
�'^ See previous discussion on pgs 10-11 of this chapter.
"
Cynthia Briggs Kittredge, Community and Authority: The Rhetoric ofObedience in the Pauline
Tradition (Harrisburg: Trinity Press International, 1998), 51. Contra Jewett who argues that this verb in the
middle does not imply obedience {Romans, 618). There certainly were other alternatives to blind
obedience that still entailed the necessity to obey. Cf Cranfield, Romans, 2:660-3; Kasemann, Romans,
351-2; Fitzmyer, Romans, 665; Matera, Romans, 294.
Epictetus, Diss., 4.1.154.
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of the word [uTtoTdooco] appears to overlap with the meaning of nTtaKoneiv in that one
who subjects oneself to another is also one who would obey that one."^' In summing up
the usage of obedience in Philo, Kittridge notes, "To be subjected (uTtoTdoaeoGai) is not
used in contexts where there is a choice. Rather, it describes where one fits in the order
of creation or where one is subjected to a political or military ruler (emphasis mine).""*"
Alongside her insights from the ancient philosophers, we marshaled our own
evidence in the previous chapters (chs. 3-4) that showed the synonymous nature between
obedience and submission in the Greco-Roman historians and the philosophers (ch. 5).
For example, in his Roman Antiquities, Dionysius of Halicamassus compares previous
empires to Rome and castigates the Persians for failing to reduce various nations to
"submission" (uTiriydyovTo) (1.2.2). Likewise, the Macedonians are castigated for they
did not "subjugate (u7rr|K00v) every country and every sea" (1.2.4). In light of the
historical e\ idence of the synonymous nature between UTcaKouco and ujioxdaooo, readings
ofRom 13:1 which posit a sharp distincfion between obedience and submission cannot be
upheld.
Paul's admonition to e^ouoiaiq UTiepexouoaiq uTioxaoosaGco means that the
Christians in Rome are to obey those in authority over them."*' However, we need to
connect Paul's remarks in 13:1 with Paul's stated purpose in 1:5. Whatever Paul means
by the UTtaKofiv Ttioxecoq, in light of 13:1, it cannot mean disobedience to the mling
'
Kittridge, Community andAuthority, 43.
Ibid., 47. Cf. Bruno Blumenfeld, The Political Paul: Justice, Democracy and Kingship in a
Hellenistic Framework (New York; T&T Clark, 2003), 389-95. Blumenfeld draws comparisons between
Paul's political outlook and that of the Hellenistic political thinking, particularly that of the Pythagoreans.
Keener also notes that "Ancient writers often addressed the topic of societal relationships to the
state" and lists several ancient examples (Romans, 152). Cf Engberg-Pedersen, "Paul's Stoicizing
Politics," 163-72.
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authorities.'*- Paul does not envision the obedience of faith as something inherently
antithetical to the obedience due to the Roman Emperor.^^ It is at this point that we must
keep in mind the specific historical situation in which Paul is writing, referred to above,
as there were certainly times coming when disobedience would need to be exercised. We
ought to remember also that the philosophers debated similar allegiances and obedience
(cf Epictetus, Disc. 1.14.16-18). Paul's point and the understanding of the audience
would be more along the line of thought outlined by Jean Noel Aletti, who argues:
Non qu'il demande aux Chretiens d'avaler et de benir toutes les
decisions des autorites, autrement dit d'etre politiquement corrects . .
. ou de se conduire en "bons citoyens" (cives)�ce qui aurait ete un
bel anachronisme, s'il est vrai que la communaute romaine etait
majoritairement composee d'etrangers et d' esclaves� , mais de
montrer que le groupe chretien, loin d'oeuvrer a la dissolution
sociale, veut faire advenir la Concorde et la paix.^"*
Paul's purpose for obtaining the obedience of faith, if read apart from Rom 13:1,
might indicate a revolutionary stance; however, when combined with Rom 13:1, it
tempers and contours Paul's call for obedience among the nations.'*^ As Christopher
Bryan has cogently argued, Paul's view of the Roman Empire aligns with the Hebrew
prophetic tradition, whereby, "it accepts and holds as legitimate Roman authority; on the
other it leaves Roman authority in principle open to prophetic challenge where and
^' Cf. Pierre Deberge, "Romains 13,1-7: De La Soumission Requise A La Desobeissance
Possible?," BLE 108 (2007): 289-314.
'^^ Elliott does conclude that Paul understands "obedience as subjection, including subjection to the
present governing authorities" {Arrogance ofNations, 56). However, this does stand at odds with his
statements in the early part of the chapters about the counter-imperial nature of the UTiaKofiv Tiiorecoq.
Elliott attempts to mitigate this tension by appealing that Paul suffers "ideological constraints" (56) as Paul
replaces one ""kjriarchal" program for another. However this explanation is not persuasive.
Aletti, "La soumisson," 475.
"�^
Although not discussing the obedience of faith cf Dorothea H. Bertschmann, "The Good, the
Bad and the State - Rom 13.1-7 and the Dynamics ofLove," NTS 60 (2014): 232-49.
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whenever it as claimed too much for itself or betrayed the purposes for which it was
instituted."'^''
Remembering our aim of reading these sections of Romans in light of a Gentile
audience, the implications for those in Paul's audience who had come from a subjected
background would have been manifold. First, since Rome demanded obedience as surety
of continued peace, most would have been familiar with this requirement of obedience.
Perhaps some had heard of the disastrous results that disobedience had for those who did
not submit to Rome and its commands."*^ For some in Paul's audience, this may have
been one of the most non-revolutionary statements within the letter, for this was the day-
by-day mode of operation for those living in the city and certainly abroad, had they come
from the provinces. Such a correspondence between obedience and submission may have
been quite similar to some Gentiles assumptions about obedience.
The counter-point could also be made that Paul's admonition to submit may have
been an unlikely notion for some Gentiles who thought that their obedience to God meant
a dismissal of Rome's authority or outright opposition to Rome itself Paul's admonition
in 13:2 would certainly close off the potential for subversive activity had some Gentiles
in Paul's audience thought that their obedience to Christ or the gospel put them in
opposition with Rome. Subversive activity was often associated with the collegia.
Perhaps Paul's intention here is to avoid any misunderstanding with this new
"'^
Bryan, Render to Caesar, 79. Also, Stuhlmacher, Romans, 201-2; Matera, Romans, 294, Tobin,
Paul's Rhetoric, 397.
Agreeing is Bryan. A Preface to Romans, 206, who notes that the reference to the 'sword' in
13:4 as "reference to the general life-and-death power of the Roman imperium." Cf A.N. Sherwin-White,
Roman Society and Roman Law in the New Testament (Oxford: Clarendon, 1963), 8-11.
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association.^** Certainly such apprehension could have been on Paul's radar given the
recent retum of the Jews after the Claudius expulsion. Paul's continued argument in
13:2^ aligns with the historical evidence in chapters 3^ of this work, whereby
resistance in the form of disobedience to Rome's mle or authority resulted in punishment
and possibly destmction. Although such features probably were not novel thoughts to
those living in Rome in fiall view of the architecture of victory that surrounded them (ch.
6). The implications of Paul's command may have surprised some Gentiles disaffected
with Rome's mle.^"*
The dichotomy of reward for good works and punishment for evil is a common
Greco-Roman ideal of govemment, although Emperors during certain periods may have
caused people to question this basic assumption. Given the historical setting of this
passage, Paul's assessment of the Roman Empire is neutral. Bmno Blumenfeld notes,
"Paul's vocal approval of taxation (13.6-7) is perhaps his most overt consent to the
existing political regime."^" Likewise, Paul's statement in 13:3 of "praise for good
conduct" was not hollow as Bmce Winter has pointed out in his research on public
honoring. Winter writes, "Epigraphic evidence clearly demonstrates along with literary
evidence that not only did mlers praise and honour those who undertook good works
which benefited the city. . . . they promised likewise to publicly honour others who would
undertake similar benefactions in the future."^'
Also Keener, Romans, 152-3; Tobin, Paul's Rhetoric, 399; Edwin A. Judge, "The Social Pattern
of the Christian Groups in the First Century," in Social Distinctives of Christians in the First Century:
Pivotal Essays by E. A. Judge (ed. David M. Scholer, Peabody: Hendrickson, 2008), 1-56.
Thus the ambiguity of Kpi(xa in 13:2 ought to be retained. Kasemann makes similar comments
regarding 'wrath' in verse 4 (Romans, 358). Contra Matera, Romans, 295.
Blumenfeld, Political Paul, 391 .
^' Bruce W. Winter, "The Public Honouring of Christian Benefactors: Romans 13:3-4 and 1 Peter
2:14-15," Journalfor the Study of the New Testament 34 1 (1988): 87. Although Witherington notes some
objection to Winter's conclusions. C.f Witherington, Romans, 3U-4; Jewett, Romans, 825.
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Finally, Romans 13:1-7 must be placed within the broader discourse of the Pauline
mission. As Luke Timothy Johnson argues, Paul might have seen the Empire as an
enabler of the Christian mission." Paul's attribution of the "governing authorities" as
"the servant of God" further highlights the positive aspects of the Empire.'^^ Johnson's
statements on the Christian mission carry important weight. We must not speak of
"Empire" in broad strokes, but come to the realization of the nuances each Emperor
brought to the Empire. There may have been times, in light of 13:1-7, where the Empire
was neutral in its relationship to the early Christian movement. This situation probably
changed after the fires in Rome. Certainly the book of Revelation indicates that times
54
were coming when the Empire would be bitterly hostile to the Christian movement.
The historical situation of Paul, situated in a relative positive period ofRoman rule and at
the onset of a new Spanish mission, cannot be forgotten in discussing Rom 13:1-7. The
limits for the interpretation ofRomans 13:1-7 is the Pauline mission.
To carry these statements fiirther to the purpose in this work, Paul's apostolic task
is securing the obedience of faith among all the nations to Irioou Xpioxou xoi) Kuplou
rmMv (1:4-5). In light ofRom 13:1-7, the Roman Christians' obedience to the governing
authorities is essential in the Pauline mission to call forth the obedience of the nations
beyond Rome. Stated conversely, the disobedience of the Christians in Rome to the
goveming authorities runs the risk of inhibiting Paul's own mission to call for the
obedience of faith among the nations. Bruno Blumenfeld notes, "Paul's genius was to
"
Johnson, Reading Romans, 199.
"For Paul's uses of the terms elsewhere see Rom 13:4; 15:8; Eph 3:7; Col 1:25. See also
Josephus, 9.55; J.W. 4.626.
C.f. Paul J. Achtemeier, Romans (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 1985), 205.
"Philip P Towner, "Romans 13:1-7 and Paul's Missiological Perspective," in Romans and the
People of God: Essays in Honor of Gordon D. Fee on the Occasion ofHis 65th Birthday (ed. Sven K.
Soderlund and N.T. Wright, Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999), 150-1.
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create a parallel state that posed no immediate threat to the existing political structure, the
Roman state."^^ The obedience of the Gentiles in Rome to the goveming authorities is
connected to the broader Pauline mission of obedience among all the nations.
In 13:8-14, Paul continues his discourse. We have a reintroduction of v6)iog, last
referenced in Rom 10:5 and now referenced for the final time (13:8)." In this section
there is a striking similarity to Paul's argument in Rom 8:1-4.'** What Rom 8:1-4
implied, 13:9-10 begins to explicitly state. When someone obediently loves one's
neighbor, they ftilfill the law. The social context of such love is certainly driven home by
the three-fold repetition in the section to "love one another/other" and forms a contrast
between the act of obedience to love and the disobedient actions mentioned in the next
section (13:11-14).^'
For Gentiles in Paul's audience the connection between obedience and love may
have appeared unusual and surpassed their previous expectations of obedience. Although
the topic of law was prominent in Roman discourse, particularly obedience to laws. The
unique Early Christian emphasis on obedience to law as a sign of love for one another
could have prompted new reflection for some Gentiles in the audience on the nature of
their obedience. Obedience as seen in the philosophers (ch. 5) was connected to just laws
and a well-mnning polis or the pursuit of virtue. Paul's admonition in 13:10, although not
contrary to those expectations would still provide a new notion for his Roman audience.
Blumenfeld, Political Paul, 389.
"
Dunn, Romans, 2:782. "as his readers would soon realize, these are the last references to the law
in the letter as a whole. They therefore fulfill a crucial role: they would reassure that Paul's gospel was not
antinomian�on the contrary, he counts fulfillment of the law as something important."
Wright connects this secdon not only to 8:1-4, but also 2:17-29; 3:27-31; and 10:5-11 {Romans,
724).
"Cranfield rightly titles the section of 13:11-14 as "The Eschatological Motivation of Christian
Obedience' {Romans, 2:679). He goes on to state, "throughout chapters 12 and 13 it [obedience] is
assumed" (679).
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A contrast appears between the fulfillment of the law in verses 8-10 and the xct
epya xoij OKOxouq in verses 12-14. Most notable is how the list of acfions in verses 12-
14 parallels the ideas expressed in 1:18-32 and 6:12-13, 16-18.^� In 1:18-32, these
disobedient actions are listed as examples of pagan disobedience. Gentiles who practiced
these things were the objects of God's wrath. The inner-textual link to chapter six in this
section is even more prominent. In the switch from the first Adam to the second Adam,
those in Rome were to present their bodies as slaves to obedience and to turn away from
those evil pracfices of disobedience. Likewise, we see in 13:12-14 that those in Rome
are to "put off the deeds of darkness�here actions of disobedience�and put on the
onXa xou cpcoxoq (cf. 6: 13).^'
Paul's admonition to "put on" (ev5ua(b|i80a) the onXa xou (pcoxoq in verse 12 is
paralleled by the similar admonition to ev5uaao08 xov Kupiov 'Iriaouv Xpioxov in verse
14. The putting on of the weapons of light is the same as putting on Christ.^^ In light of
6:13-16, with the language of OTiXa, we are again connected to our theme of obedience
and disobedience. Said another way, by "putting on Christ" the individual Christian
acfively puts away the list of vices in 13:13 and now operates in a new realm of
obedience as indicated in 13:8-10 (cf. Romans 8:1^). This is supported by relationship
between the list of commands in 13:8-10 and the vices of 13:13, i.e. to be in discord or
jealousy is not to fulfill, but rather to disobey the command to "not covet" or to love
one's neighbor. Paula Fredricksen rightly grasps the Pauline logic at work when she
notes that these "'righteoused' pagans, spirit-filled, enabled by their commitment to
^�Also noted by Ibid., Romans, 2:686; Stuhlmacher, Romans, 213; Fitzmyer, Romans, 683;
Keener, Romans, 158-9; Tobin, Paul's Rhetoric, 404.
^'
Wright, Romans, 722.
^�^ The language is often associated with the Greek moralists such as Plutarch or Demosthenes. Cf
Jewett, Romans, 823.
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Christ and, through him, to God, act 'righteously toward others in community.
"^^ She
continues, "This is what Paul meant by 'justification by faith.'"^'* More accurately, this is
what Paul means by ujiaKofiv TiioTecoq.
The language in 13:12 of 67r>ta, or weapons as a metaphor again connects Paul's
argument to a militaristic context of war, conquest, and victory�a background familiar
to at least some in Paul's audience (chs. 3-6). Gentiles in Paul's audience could readily
draw on such images from the Campus Martius and the numerous monuments throughout
Rome that depicted such images. Dunn rightly notes that "the idea of 'putting on
weapons' sounds somewhat stilted to us, but like the similar phrase 'to be in arms,' it is a
namral idiom (Herodoms 1.13; 7.218; LSJ, bnkov III.6); what is clearly in view is
dressing for battle, being fitted-out with the full panoply of war (weapons and armor; cf
Eph 6:11)."^^ We are also reminded that to lay down arms or weapons was part of the
treaty language and was one of the first aspects of obedience that Rome demanded of
conquered nations (ch. 3-4). Contrary to some Gentile expectations, Paul's admonition
to "put on the weapons of light" would result in the building up of the community, rather
than the tearing down of one another in destruction. Obedience to this command would
result in the fiirthering of life within the community, rather than contributing to its
destruction. Some Gentiles may have been surprised at such a paradoxical image.
The enfire secfion of 13:8-14 revolves around the new possibility of obedience (cf
Rom 5-8). By putting on Christ, or to use the language of Romans 5-6, by being "in
Christ," the Christians in Rome are prompted to leave the Adamic realm of sin, death,
" Paula Fredriksen, "Paul's Letter to the Romans, the Ten Commandments, and Pagan
"Justification by Faith"," JBL 133 (2014): 808.
Ibid., 808.
" Dunn, Romans, 2:788.
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and disobedience, as seen in the deeds of darkness, and live and operate in the new realm
of obedience offered through Christ, the second Adam.^^
By way of summary, in Romans 1 3 Paul admonishes and exhorts his audience to
practice the obedience of faith both outside the community (Rom 13:1-7) and within the
fragmented communities in Rome (Rom 13:8-14). This section spells out one
component of the content of the obedience of faith. Obedience to these issues is framed
not only by Paul's discussion of the new reality in Christ (Rom 5-6), but also by the
broader Pauline mission to bring about the obedience of faith among the nations. Both
obedience in the local context(s) of the Roman house churches and in the broader
context(s) of the Empire are key to securing that mission.
ROMANS 14
Paul's admonition in 13:14 to make no provision for the flesh sets the groundwork
for the following issues that arise in 14:1-15:1 with the strong and the weak.^^ The
disputes that plague the Roman house church(s) are again the places where Paul desires
the Roman Christians to exercise the obedience of faith. Stan Stowers notes the internal
coherence of Rom 1-1 1 and Rom 12-15: "If 1-1 1 finds its focus on God's righteousness
being made good through Christ's faithfulness . . . then 12-15 sketches an ethic of
So Cranfield, Romans, 2:688; Fitzmyer, Romans, 683, Stowers, Rereading Romans, 320; Dunn,
Romans, 2:792.
The identity of each group is strongly debated see the works ofMinear, The Obedience ofFaith,
8-17; Campbell, "Rule of Faith," 259-86; Mark Reasoner, The Strong and the Weak: Romans 14.1-15.13 in
Context (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1999); Mark D. Nanos, The Mystery ofRomans: The
Jewish Context ofPaul's Letter (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1996), 85-165; Francis Watson, Paul, Judaism, and
the Gentiles: Beyond the New Perspective (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2007), 175-81. Cf. Cranfield,
Romans, 690-8; Dunn, Romans, 191 Stuhlmacher, Romans, 219-21; A. J. M. Wedderbum, The
Reasons for Romans (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1988), 44-9. See the helpful and caudous article by John M.
G. Barclay, "Faith and Self-Detachment from Cultural Norms: A Study in Romans 14-15," ZNW 104
(2013): 192-208.
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community based on the principle of faithfulness."^^ The only addition to Stowers'
statement is to say that in these sections Christ's faithfulness is seen through his act of
obedience (5:19). Likewise, the new community's ethic and obedience are based on
Christ's obedience, having undone the powers of sin and death. The new community's
ethic of obedience is based upon their faith in Jesus, or in terms of the Pauline purpose,
the UTtaKofiv Ttioxecoq. Such an ethic is seen through the multiple imperatives that color
this section.
Romans 14:1-15:13 contains thirteen imperatives, rightly highlighted by Robert
Karris.^' By reading the imperatives in light of Rom 1:5, Paul desires the obedience of
faith be exercised regarding following issues: welcoming one another (14:1), not
despising the one who does not eat everything (14:3), being fully convinced in one's
mind conceming holy days (14:5), not passing judgment on one another (14:13), not
destroying a brother or sister by food (14:15), not letting good be spoken of as evil
(14:16), pursuing peace (14:19), not destroying a brother or sister by food (mentioned for
the second time in 14:20), not judging oneself by what one approves (14:22), pleasing
one another (15:2), and finally receiving one another (15:7). The issues presented in
14:1-15:13 expound on the central theme quite acutely: What does obedience look like
70
when applied to the issues of food, Sabbath keeping, and communal relationships?
� � 7 1
Perhaps no other issues were more important for the unity of these communities.
Stowers, Rereading Romans, 318. Although I disagree with Stowers' emphasis on faithfulness
as adaptability.
^'Robert J. Karris, "Romans 14:1-15:13 and the Occasion of Romans," in The Romans Debate:
Revised and Expanded Edition (ed. Karl P. Donfried, Peabody: Hendrickson, 1991), 65-84. Although 1
strongly disagree with Karris' conclusions that Rom 14-15 has nothing to do with the specific situation in
Rome.
� On the various issues surrounding food and vegetarianism in the ancient world see the very
helpful section by Keener, Romans, 161. Footnotes 2-8 offer an extensive number of primary sources.
^' Cf Oakes, Reading Romans, 161-2.
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Romans 14 is dominated by occurrences of Kupioq and Kupieuco which appear some
ten times in this short section (Rom 14:4, 6, 8, 11, 14) and carry the connotation of
obedience. The lordship language combined with Paul's identification of oiKetriq in 14:4
carries forward the theme of obedience. By including both the strong and the weak under
the same Kupvoq, Paul has sidelined the presumption and arrogance of both groups.'^
Both the strong and the weak are under the same Lord and owe their obedience, not to
one another's opinions or attitudes, but to their Kupioq to whom they are ultimately
accountable (14:12). Thus, Paul's conclusion that xov Kuplou eopev in 14:8 indicates that
their obedience is directed to that end.
In 14:1 1, Paul's citation of Isaiah 45:23 points to the global and missional scope of
his apostolic vision.'^ Paul places the disputes, the 5iaKpio8i(; from 14:1, within this
larger missional context. Not only are the Romans�who are currently dividing�
representatives of those from "every tongue" (yXoyooa), but their ability to resolve these
disputes is key to the furthering of this global purpose, one that closely aligns with Paul's
74
goal to bring about the obedience of faith among "all the nations" (1:5). The quotation
of Isaiah uses the imagery of Kdp\(/ei ;iav yovu that invokes the notion of obedience or
obeisance. As Dunn has noted, such a quotation would have a dual effect serving as a
"reminder to Jewish Christians that God's final purpose had always embraced the
Gentiles; and to Gentile Christians that their conversion was one of submission to the one
Cf. Witherington, Romans, 335; Matera, Romans, 312.
J. Ross Wagner, Heralds of the Good News: Isaiah and Paul "in Concert" in the Letter to the
Romans (Boston: Brill, 2002), 336-40.
''^ Keener rightly connects the Isaianic passage in context noting that this section emphasizes, "that
God is the only savior and source of righteousness, even for Gentiles" {Romans, 166). As does Kasemann,
Romans, 373; Wagner, Heralds, 336-7.
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God proclaimed by Israel and its scriptures."^^ From 14:11, it is "all" knees that will
bow (obedience) and "all" tongues who will praise (nations). In short, we have another
implicit reference to the obedience of faith among the nations as Paul's global mission
unfolds, dependent upon the obedience of faith of these Roman communities to resolve
their disputes.
Of particular importance for this study is Paul's final appeal in 14:23 that whatever
6e 6 OUK EK Ttiaxscoq dpaptla 8axlv, a phrase repeated twice for emphasis.^^ The phrase
SK TiioTeccx; appears at several critical junctures. Indeed, as Barclay suggests, it is a
''Leitmotif within the letter (Rom 1:17; 3:26, 30; 4:16; 5:1; 9:30, 32; 10:6; 14:23) and
most importantly connects 14:23 back to the thesis statement of 1:16-17.'' Such
language echoes and encapsulates not only the Adamic existence that was marked by
unrighteousness and disobedience (Rom 6), but more recently characterized Israel's
pursuit of righteousness (10:6). Paul's argument that all actions not flowing from faith
are regarded as sin or disobedience relates well to Paul's programmatic phrase in Rom
1:5 about obedience flowing from faith. To fail to operate in faith is to be led into sin and
disobedience, characteristics of the "in-Adam" type life. The urgent appeal of Paul in
this section is that to cause a "weaker" member to sin is to prevent them from exercising
the obedience of faith, his stated aim and purpose. Similarly, preventing another member
" Dunn, Romans, 2:809-10. Bert-Jan Peerbolte only grasps part of the issue, "In a number of
passages, Paul interprets the past state of the followers of Christ as one of submission. They served idols. .
.they submitted themselves to the powers of the cosmos. Now, Paul considers them liberated by Christ"
(222), Rather in light of Rom 6:16, submission is still an aspect of the Gentiles new identity in Christ. Cf
Bert-Jan Lietaert Peerbolte, "Morality and Boundaries in Paul," in Sensitivity Towards Outsiders:
Exploring the Dynamic Relationship between Missions and Ethics in the New Testament and Early
Christianity (ed. Jakobus (Kobus) Kok et al., Tiibingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2014). 209-25.
The meaning of the clause is debated. Cf. Fitzmyer surveys from the patristics {Romans, 699-
700); Cranfield, Romans, 2:728-9; Barrett, Romans, 267; Dunn, Romans, 2:829; Kasemann, Romans, 378-
80; Jewett, Romans, 872, Matera, Romans, 3\9-20; Barclay, "Faith and Self-Detachment," 195-8.
Ibid., 195. Barclay also rightly stresses that the same definition should be maintained for pistis.
Cf Dunn, Romans, 2:828-9; Wright, "Romans," 732-3.
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from exercising the obedience of faith runs counter to the thesis of Romans where Paul
adamantly declares that 6 6t SiKaioq 8k Ttlaxewq ^fjoexai (1:17).
Paul's discussion of the "weak and the strong" in 14:1-15:3 offers an important
place for Gentiles to reflect on how obedience and ones decision relate to one another.
We should not forget that Cicero remarked on the weak and the strong {Rep. 1.34, ch. 5)
and comes to the opposite conclusion of Paul in 15:1. Cicero argued that the weak
should obey the stronger. Both 14:1 and 15:1 offer places for the Gentiles to reconsider
what their strong status means and how they will exercise obedience in these delicate
matters. For Gentiles formed and shaped by a culture that praised the strong and
demeaned the weak, Paul's admonition to use ones choices and direct ones obedience
towards those who were weaker would have been quite unlike some Gentiles previous
notions of obedience.
ROMANS 15
In his final argument, Paul begins the first of two conclusions (15:1-6; 8-13) on the
note of obligation. The idea of obligation, represented by the verb ocpeiXco and the noun
6(p8iAixr|(; refer to the person(s) who are under moral or social obligation.'' This "ethic
of reciprocity" is found throughout the letter in not only Paul's own apostolic vision
(1:14), but in relationship to the Spirit (8:12) and the community life (13:8). The notion
of obligation or duty carries with it the notion of obedience.^' According to Paul, this
response to "owe" the "weak ones" or "powerless ones" is the obedience of faith that
springs from the gracious gift of God and fulfills the law (Rom 13:8) by acting in Christ-
Witherington, Romans, 341; Keck, Romans, 349; Wright, Romans, 744.
BDAG, 742-3.
Jewett, Romans, 876.
**' Cranfield, Romans, 2:730.
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likeness toward one's neighbor (15:2). Rom 15:1-2 is a recapitulation of Rom 13:8 (cf.
Cicero on the weak and the strong in ch. 5).
For Gentiles in Paul's audience, his admonition to take care of and welcome those
weaker is profoundly counter cultural moral advice. Numerous depictions throughout
Rome (see ch. 6) portrayed the defeated nations in positions of weakness. Often they
were depicted "under foot" of the stronger Romans. Such a cultural assumption that
Roman dominance shown through its strength over weaker neighbors may have
influenced some Gentile assumptions in the Roman house church(s). Likewise in the
philosophers, we saw similar notions that those who are weaker ought to obey those who
are superior or stronger (cf. Aristotle, Pol. 8.3.45). In spite of the tendency of the strong
to overrun the weak, Paul counters such notions with the opposite idea. The strong in the
Roman house church(s) may have expected the weaker to obey them and their
inclinations regarding food and sabbath issues. Paul's admonitions might have
confounded Gentile expectations conceming these issues and assumptions.
Paul's second conclusion (15:7-13) along with the peroration (15:14-21) is
dominated by a discussion of eOvoq. The larger context of Rom 15:7-29 represents the
highest confluence of the term eGvoq in Romans, appearing ten times in this short
section. The importance of such frequency is that Paul's discussion of Gentiles here
comprises 1 6% of the occurrences of the term in the NT, nearly 20% of the occurrences
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within the Pauline epistles, and over one-third of the occurrences m Romans. Most
importantly for Romans, in light of his purpose to bring about the UTiaKofiv TiioTeojq ev
Jtaoiv ToTq eOveoiv, this is most explicit discussion of the sOvoq in Romans. In light of
^- The next highest frequency is chapter 1 1 with three occurrences (11:11-13)
eOvoc; occurs explicitly 1 62 times in the NT, 54 times in the Pauline epistles (all thirteen letters),
and 29 times in Romans.
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such a heavy usage of eGvoq language, Rom 15:7-29 provides one of Paul's most detailed
explanations of the Gentile mission. The importance of 15:7ff is also marked by the
inclusion of the e.xphcit reference to obedience in 15:18 and the parallels to Rom 1:3-14
occurring in the section. In light of these similarities, it appears that 15:7-13, 14-21
unpacks Rom 1:5 and, therefore, Paul's understanding of his apostolic calling and
mission to UTiaKofiv Triaxecoq sv Ttaoiv xoiq s9vsoiv uTisp xou ovopaxoq auxou (1:5).
The last lines of argumentation in Romans revolve around the issue of Paul's
mission to the Gentiles. Paul begins his final argument, through yet another imperative,
for both Jew and Gentile in Rome, to TipooXappdvsaGs aXkr\kov(; (15:7). Paul roots his
argument in a widely held ancient ethic of reciprocity, where "Christ's acceptance of the
believer forms the basis for the obligation to accept a fellow believer."^'* Such reception,
thoroughly Christological (6 Xpiaxoq TrpoasXdpsxo upaq), aims at the unity of the Roman
congregations, something Paul regards as part of the zaq enayyekiaq (Rom 4:13-14, 16,
20; 9:4, 8-9; 15:8) on behalf akr]Qeiaq Gsou (15:8).^^ Christ becomes the exemplar of
God's faithfulness to both Israel and the promises. Cranfield rightly detects an
allusion to obedience, noting that "behind the use of the word 5idKovoq here is . . . His
ministry of teaching and healing�apparently with the deliberative intention of obeying
God's will."**' Christ again serves as the example of obedience for the community and
Reasoner, Strong and the Weak, 194; Jewett, Romans, 889.
See the discussion in Thomas Soding, "VerheiBung Und Erfiilling Im Lichte Paulinischer
Theologie," yV7'5'48 (2001): 146-70; Jan Lambrecht, "The Confirmation of the Promises: A Critical Note on
Romans 15,8," ETL 78 (2002): 156-60. Lambrecht notes that the phrase dX,ri0ela(; Geou is best understood
as faithfulness (157), contra Soding (167).
Cf Terence L. Donaldson, Paul and the Gentiles: Remapping the Apostle's Convictional World
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 1997), 96-100. He rightly notes that, this section although inclusive of Gentiles is
"explicitly and strikingly Israel-centered" (95).
Cranfield, Romans, 2:741 .
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the type of obedienee Paul expects from his audience on behalfof one another (cf. 8:29,
Phil 2:5).^^
In 15:9, the Gentiles glorify God for his "mercy," a key theme in Rom 9 and the
direct inverse of Rom 1:21. Likewise, 15:9 draws a sharp contrast with those who
suppress the truth in 1:18. If Rom 1:18-32 was a list of Gentile disobedience rooted in
their suppression of the truth and failure to give glory to God, Rom 15:9 displays the
inverse whereby the Gentiles now glorify God and, implicit in the logic, offer their
obedience. Thus 15:8-9 is connected not only to Paul's apostolic mission in 1:5, but also
to the thesis ofRom 1:16-17.
Rom 15:9-12 extends and grounds Paul's final argument with an appeal to an in
artificial proof through his citation of Psalm 17:50 (Ps 18 MT); 117:1 (15:9, 11); Deut
32:43 (15:10); and Isaiah 11:10 (15:12). As in 10:18-21, where Paul cited the Psalms,
Deuteronomy, and Isaiah, his point is that all scripture�the law, the prophets, and the
writings�bear witness to his point, with the catchword being "The Gentiles."**' Craig
Keener rightly identifies this section as the "rhetorical climax and his most compelling
exegefical case for Gentile inclusion. The catena of quotations fleshes out Paul's
previous point in 15:4 where he states that scripture functions as an acfive voice for the
Christian community.'' Indeed, the last quote in the catena ends on the note of "hope,"
aligning precisely with the point of the instruction in 15:4.
Kasemann, Romans, 381-2; Dunn, Romans, 2:846; Fitzmyer, Romans, 706.
Stuhlmacher, Romans, 232. Cf. Kasemann, Romans, 386; Cranfield, Romans, 2:746: Dunn,
Romans, 2:853. Not persuasive is Scot Hafemann, "Eschatology and Ethics: The Future of Israel and the
Nations in Romans 15:1-13," TynB 51 (2000): 161-92. Hafemann attempts to find unity in the passages
cited rather than through the term "Gentiles."
^"Keener, Romans, 172. Such was an effective rhetorical maneuver and cited so by Keener
(Cicero, Quinct. 25.78-80).
^' Richard B. Hays, Echoes ofScripture in the Letters ofPaul (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1993), 70-3.
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Part of Paul's appeal to seripture not only provides the rationale for Gentile
inclusion (15:10-12), but also the envisioning of his own task and vocation (15:9).
Jewett somewhat rightly concludes that 15:9 is the "most precise correlation with the
missional purpose of Romans," but fails to see that it is the broader context of 15:9-12
where Paul's apostolic mission from Rom 1:5 is given its fullest explanation.'^ Dunn is
closer to the point when he notes, "The final scripture, from Paul's favorite prophet (Isa
11:10), fittingly ties together again the thought of the Jewishness of Jesus (the Davidic
Messiah) and of the risen Christ, hope of the nations�an effective recall of the themes of
the letter's opening paragraph (1:2-5)."'^
In 15:9, Paul quotes Psalm 17:50 (LXX) as a description of his own vocation and
broader mission. Through the use of the first person future verb e^opoXoyfioopai in
15:9, Paul sees his own mission within the horizon of the Psalmist desire to confess
Yahweh among the nations. Most important is the immediate context of Paul's quotation
of Psalm 17:
Ps 17:44b KaTaaTf|oeiq )ie eiq Ke(pdk.r\v eOvcbv
Xaoq, 6v ouk syvcov, eSouX-euaev poi,
Ps 17:45a eiq otKofiv cbxiou uTifiKouaev poi-
The fiill context of the Ps 17 (LXX) includes the obedience of the nations to the Messiah,
which aptly summarizes the UTiaKofjv TiloTecoq. Such a quotation also anticipates and
reveals the logic at work in Paul's quotation from Isaiah 11:10 in Rom 15:12. Both the
Jewett, Romans, 894; Dunn, Romans, 2:848, Witherington, Romans, 343. Correspondingly, the
nations are envisioned from Deuteronomy 32:43 and Psalm 1 17:1 as rejoicing jiETd tou Xaoy auTou (15:10)
again stressing Paul's point of mutual reception and welcome (15:9).
"Dunn rightly notes the importance of 1:5 for the final quotation (Romans, 2:853). On the
importance of the resurrecdon for Romans see J.R. Daniel Kirk, Unlocking Romans: Resurrection and the
Justification ofGod (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2008).
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quotations of Ps 17 and Is 1 1 : 10 reveal the substructure of obedience at work. Matthew
Novenson has noted that "the psalm admits of use by authors, like Paul, who have in
mind one or another latter-day xpioxoq Kupiou, to whom the Gentiles are to be
subjected."''' The Gentiles offer their obedience to the root of Jesse who rises to "rule"
over the Gentiles. Paul's role, invoked by these quotations, is one of the eschatological
herald who calls the Gentiles to the obedience of faith in Messiah.'^
Paul's final quotafion from Isaiah 11:10 in 15:12 is particularly important and
ser\ es as the linchpin to his argument in its final stage. Paul uses Isaiah to speak of Jesus
as the prophesied one who comes from the root of Jesse to 6 dvioxdiievoq apxsiv eOvMV.
The idea of ruling over nations entails the idea of obedience, as the context of Isaiah
11:10 indicates. The flill context of the Isaiah 11 (LXX) includes the nofion of
obedience, specifically of the Ammonites to Israel (uTiaKouoovxai).'^ Paul can righty
appeal to this concept through his use of Isaiah. Paul's use of these texts is poignantly
captured by Novenson: "It is no accident that the two chapters in the Greek Bible that
include references to the urtaKof) xcov eOvcbv, both of which are specifically 'messianic'
textual units."''
Even though Paul quotes from the OT, Gentiles in Paul's audience would have
additional avenues to reflect on the language of obedient nations. As was shown in
chapters 3-6, Gentiles familiar with the Roman themes of victory, nations, and
Matthew V. Novenson, "The Jewish Messiahs, the Pauline Christ, and the Gentile Question,"
JBL 128 (2009): 370-1. This is one of only two instances of Gentiles and obedience in the LXX, the other
being Isaiah 11:10!
Wagner, Heralds, 310-3 makes similar points, however, Ps 17 does not refer to the Messiah or
Christ. So I disagree, Paul does not "read this psalm as words of the Christ" but Paul does read them as
words indicative of his own vocation. So Kasemann, Romans, 370, contra Cranfield, Romans, 2:745;
Wright, Romans, 748.
Novenson, "The Jewish Messiahs," 371.
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domination would clearly understand the appeal to offer obedience to one who rules.
Familiarity with such images and notions came not only from the historians (ch. 3^), but
also from the urban landscape of Rome itself full of monuments documenting such
features (ch. 6). One thinks of the Horologium where the nation of Egypt was portrayed
as "subjected." One profound point of reflection for Gentiles previous notions of
obedience would have been the difference between the rule of Rome and the rule of the
root of Jesse. The striking feature would be: "Christ died for his enemies rather than
subjugating them by force."''** As mentioned several times throughout these chapters,
Paul's use of Christ's death upends normal Roman / Gentile expectations about the true
nature of victory and strength. One immediate corollary for a Gentile understanding of
obedience would be that one now offers obedience not out of fear of death and
destruction. Obedience in this new Christian context is in light of the death of Christ
himself for those who were estranged, hostile, and enemies (cf. Rom 5:6-10). Such
motivations for obedience would have been quite dissimilar to some Gentiles
preconceptions ofwhy one obeys within a Roman context.
Paul ends his final argument with a concluding word about the inclusion of the
Gentiles into this new "hope" that confirms the eschatological vision of a united
community. There is reason to hope because of Paul's own apostolic mission to bring
about the obedience of faith among the nations. Wright comes to that same conclusion:
"the letter comes fiill circle, back to Paul's original self-introduction as the servant of
God, the apostle of the Messiah and his gospel."'' As Paul concludes his argument in
Jewett, Romans, 896. Similar anti-imperial concerns are noted by Witherington, Romans, 344.
Wright, Romans, 745.
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Romans, we retum to Paul's apostolic vocation and mission, the UTiaKofiv niazewq ev
;iaoiv ToTq eBveaiv (Rom 1:5).
CONCLUSION
In Romans 12:1-15:13, Paul tums to the critical issues that face this Roman
community, namely intemal and extemal threats to unity. As we have shown, these
chapters of Romans flesh out the obedience of faith in the practical matters of communal
life and are integral to Paul's future mission. Paul calls for obedience, not only to
extemal realities such as submission to the Roman Empire (ch. 13), but also with regard
to intemal issues such as the list of imperatives (14:1-15:13) that revolve around issues
of communal relationships such as food and the Sabbath. The u7iaKof|v Tiioxecoq finds its
specific expression with these issues in the Roman house churches.
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A SUMMARY OF A GENTILE READING OF OBEDIENCE IN ROMANS
1. The notion that nations obey (1:5) is a familiar theme in the Greco-Roman
sources and would not have been surprising to a Gentile audience in Rome.
2. The connection between disobedience and wrath (1:18-32) was a frequent theme
in the historians and the logic that disobedience provokes wrath may not have
been surprising. One aspect of surprise may have been that disobedience and
wrath are not the final outcomes. Although the unfolding argument and the idea
that wrath can be o\ ercome may have not been as typical.
3. The link between obedience, glory, honor, and peace (2:8-11) reflects common
themes of Roman victory and would not have been unusual for a Greco-Roman
audience.
4. Statements about justice or righteousness for the disobedient (3:21-24) might have
appeared as peculiar to a Roman audience who might have equated disobedience
with wrath and destruction. The offer of hope through a crucified Lord (3:25)
would surely have been revolutionary for many in the audience.
5. The use of a person as a moral example (Rom 4) was a common feature in moral
discourse, partly surprising for a Gentile audience may have been the use a Jewish
figure.
6. The structure of the argument with Abraham (Rom 4) of faith resulting in
obedience is similar to the structure in the historians where faith and obedience
are frequently found together. Such a conception would have been familiar to
some in the audience.
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7. The structure of thought in Rom 5:1 where one enters into faith and has peace
with God bears similarities to the historians and perhaps would have been familiar
to a Gentile audience.
8. The train of thought in Rom 5:3-1 1 shows that God's enemies are reconciled and
then offer obedience. However, the notion of having hope may have been novel
for some Gentiles in the audience.
9. Contrary to Roman expectations, this Kupioq dies for his enemies rather than
going to war against them (5:10-11). Such a counter-revolutionary idea would not
have been lost on an audience saturated with the discourse of an Empire that
brought peace through victory over their enemies.
10. The svnkrsis of Adam and Christ (5:12-21) where one person's actions resulting
in two different outcomes is a frequent refrain of the Greco-Roman sources,
where a representative such as a king or ambassador carries the power to either
obey or disobey Rome's requests. The result is either peace and life or wrath and
destruction for an entire community. Perhaps such concepts and imagery would
be familiar to a Roman audience.
1 1 . The transference of obedience from one rule to another (Rom 6) would have been
familiar to many in Rome, whether natural citizens or conquered subjects,
although especially the latter. Those conquered by Rome would have been aware
of the requirements to enter into the new reign of Rome where obedience was
paramount to maintaining that new relationship.
12. The imagery of laying down ones weapons (6:13; 7:23) was paramount in the
examples of the Roman historians of those nations who submitted to Rome. The
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landscape of Rome is dotted with images of war and weapons. Such imagery may
have been part of a Gentile's prev ious notions about weapons and familiar
imagery.
13. The slavery language (6:20-23) gives us an excellent opportunity to reflect on
how a Gentile audience would encounter such imagery. The experience of
obedience would have been a practical reality for most, if not all, of Paul's
audience in Rome.
14. The introduction of the law and the issue of obedience in Rom 7 might also have
sounded familiar as philosophers debated the merits of laws. Rome was a city
built on laws and Gentiles would have understood that obedience to Rome's laws
was paramount. Likewise some Gentiles may have seen some continuity, apart
from hearing where the discourse goes, for those in Paul's audience who had
pursued moral progress only to experience defeat along the way. In contrast to the
more optimistic tone of the moral philosophers of the day, the argument presented
in Rom 7 would have been quite unlike some of the assumptions at work in the
culture on the ability for one to obey and to do good.
15. Obedience or disobedience to God's law results in either hostility or peace (8:7)
bears similarities to the formulation in the Roman peace treaties, where obedience
or submission to a higher authority results in the cessation ofwar or hostilities.
16. A Gentile audience may have understood and seen a comparison with Paul's
argument where disobedience leads to death and obedience to life (8:13), with the
similar outcomes for obedience and disobedience as we saw with peace treaties
with Rome. In those sources, disobedience to Rome results in destruction and
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death, whereas obedience resuhs in peace and ultimately, life (temporally
speaking, of course).
17. Quite surprising to many Gentiles would be that a "spirit" would aid one in
obeying the requirements of a law (Rom 8). Further that God himself would aid
his subjects in obedience would starkly contrast the demands Rome made of its
subjects without any help at all.
18. The theme of victory (8:37) provides a profound contrast with the relationship
between obedience and victory for Gentiles who had come from pagan
backgrounds. For Gentiles in Paul's audience, those led by the Spirit, they now
have complete victory, through a defeated figure who was obedient. For Paul's
audience in Rome, victory comes not through "Victoria," but through their
crucified Lord who has inaugurated a new reign of peace through his own death.
19. In Rom 9-11, one particular difference a Gentile audience may have seen with
God's treatment of Israel is the extension ofmercy at their disobedience. The God
of Israel's long-suffering patience, seen throughout Rom 9-11, highlights that the
obedience expected is retumed to a gracious and merciful figure. Such ideas may
have contrasted with a Gentile's understanding of both Rome and their former
deities.
20. Gentiles in the audience may have understood Paul's selection of certain
individuals, like Jacob, Esau, and Pharaoh (9:13-18), as negative examples of
disobedience. Similar to both the historians and the philosophers it was helpful to
put forth models, both positive and negative, to illustrate ones point. There
certainly was a degree of correspondence between how some Gentiles may have
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thought about these figures and grasped the rhetorical usage of such figures - do
not be like them.
21. The argument throughout Rom 9 provided opportunities for Gentiles in the
audience to reflect on the message of obedience and disobedience in light of their
previous understanding of these categories. One aspect of Paul's argument that
would hav e been quite unlike their previous understanding was God's mercy to
those w ho w ere disobedient (Rom 9:16).
22. We might be surprised at the degree of continuity Gentiles would have with
Paul's thought on the ignorance of Israel not submitting or obeying God's
righteousness (10:3). Throughout the historians we showed that one crucial aspect
of a relationship with Rome was submission or obedience to all of Rome's
demands. Likewise, some Gentiles may have seen the futility of Israel trying to
define righteous standards on their own terms and how this would equate to not
submitting or obeying God's demands.
23. Paul's theme of faith and obedience (10:6-17) would have sounded quite familiar
to some of the previous understanding Gentiles may have had conceming
obedience. Throughout the historians, such as Polybius and Livy, we established
the paradigm of entering into faith with Rome and the importance of continued
obedience thereafter. Gentiles who reflected on (some of) Israel who had heard
God's message and yet still responded with disobedience may have been shocked.
24. The contrast between Paul's emphasis on faith and some of Israel's disobedience
could naturally lead some Gentiles to understand why God "could" reject Israel if
he wanted. A Gentile's previous notion, informed by Rome's treatment of
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disobedient nations, provides a framework for how they might expect God to act
as well.
25. Gentile obedience contrasted with (some of) Israel's disobedience (1:5; 10:16)
could easily lend itself to a presumed arrogance for the Gentiles own position and
a disdain for those w ho had been disobedient. In our survey of the primary source
material obedience was courted and rewarded by Rome with numerous benefits
and disobedience was met with punishment or destruction. Such an emphasis on
disregarding disobedient peoples could have informed how some Gentiles would
treat those who were obedient and disobedient.
26. Most shocking to a Gentile audience, accustomed to the Roman pattern of
obedience and disobedience seen in primary sources would have been that Israel's
disobedience does not result in outright rejection and destruction (11:1). Many
Gentiles may have tacitly assumed that God would outright reject Israel for its
disobedience. The surprise for many is that God extends fiirther mercy to a
disobedient people.
27. In light of the Roman themes of victory through conquest. One area of both
continuity and discontinuity with how Gentiles thought about obedience would
have occurred with Paul's notion that defeat or failure results in something
positive (11:12).
28. Those who have entered into faith with God are now empowered and are expected
to demonstrate obedience (12:1-15:3). Gentile members in Paul's audience upon
hearing this framework would have seen some degree of continuity with how they
had thought about obedience previously. Paul's admonition, however, in 12:2-3 to
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not be conformed to the world or to think more highly about oneself, would warn
Gentile members to not allow their obedience to be a basis for presuming
arrogance or superiority over those who had been previously disobedient.
29. One act of obedience leading to continued obedience (12:1-2) was repeatedly
shown in the Greco-Roman sources documenting obedience. Gentiles reflecting
on the notion of continued obedience would see a correspondence between
Rome's demand for continued obedience of the nations and Paul's desire for the
community to continue to exercise obedience to his various directives.
30. One point of discontinuity that some Gentiles may have had with the expectation
to obey w as the content of that obedience. Although some of Paul's admonitions
would have been shared with other philosophers, such as patience in suffering
(12:12) and living in harmony (12:16). Several of the admonitions in Rom 12-15
would have required obedience to counter-cultural norms, such as associating
with the lowly (12:16) and not repaying evil for evil (12:17). Obedience to these
directives may not have aligned with Gentile assumptions about obedience in a
Greco-Roman context.
31. For some Gentiles in Paul's audience the notion of obeying an admonition to
overcome evil with good (12:21) would have been quite counter-cultural. In an
antagonistic culture of honor and shame, one's reputation hung in the balance.
Such obedience could lead to self abasement and may not have cohered with how
some Gentiles thought about obedience. Further, conquering language was
usually ripe with reverberations of violence, as seen in the historians and Rome's
typical response to disobedient peoples. Paul's commands would require a
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reevaluation for some Gentiles of their previous conceptions of obedience and
cultural norms.
32. Gentiles in Paul's audience hearing Paul's directives to submit to rulers (13:1)
who are no cause for fear bears out a similar understanding of just govemment
offered by Aristotle, Cicero, and Seneca the Younger. If some Gentiles in the
audience were familiar with any of the major philosophical groups in Rome, such
admonitions and assumptions, such as just mle, would not have appeared
surprising. One aspect that may not have cohered with some Gentiles
preconceived notions of obedience would have been the admonition not to resist
authority.
33. For some in Paul's audience, the command to submit to Rome (13:1) may have
been one of the most non-revolutionary statements within the letter, for this was
the day-by-day mode of operation for those living in the city and certainly abroad,
had they come from the provinces. Such a correspondence between obedience
and submission may have been quite similar to some Gentiles assumptions about
obedience. The counter-point could also be made that Paul's admonition to submit
may have been an unlikely notion for some Gentiles who thought that their
obedience to God meant a dismissal of Rome's authority or outright opposition to
Rome itself.
34. For Gentiles in Paul's audience the connection between obedience and love (13:8-
14) may have appeared unusual and surpassed their previous expectations of
obedience. Although the topic of law was prominent in Roman discourse,
particularly obedience to laws. The unique Early Christian emphasis on obedience
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to law as a sign of love for one another could have prompted new reflection for
some Gentiles in the audience on the nature of their obedience.
35. Contrary to some Gentile expectations, Paul's admonition to "put on the weapons
of lighf (13:12) would result in the building up of the community, rather than the
tearing down of one another in destruction. Obedience to this command would
resuh in the furthering of life within the community, rather than contributing to its
destruction. Some Gentiles may have been surprised at such a paradoxical image.
36. The discussion of the "weak and the strong" in 14:1-15:3 offers an important
place for the Gentiles to reconsider what their strong status means and how they
will exercise obedience. For Gentiles formed and shaped by a culture that praised
the strong and demeaned the weak, Paul's admonition to use ones choices and
direct ones obedience towards those who were weaker would have been quite
unlike some Gentiles previous notions of obedience.
37. The admonition to take care of and welcome those weaker (15:1-2) is profoundly
counter cultural moral advice. Numerous depictions throughout Rome portrayed
the defeated nations in positions of weakness. The strong in the Roman house
church(s) may have expected the weaker to obey them and their inclinations
regarding food and sabbath issues. Paul's admonitions might have confounded
Gentile expectations conceming these issues and assumptions.
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CONCLUSION
Chapter one began our study by showing the lacuna in Romans' scholarship with regard
to the Greco-Roman language of obedience. We noted how much research has been undertaken
to understand what Paul meant by the UTiaKofiv niaxeoiq, but also that few have looked at the
pertinent Greco-Roman literature to construct a background for what a Gentile audience would
have associated w ith the language of obedience. After providing an overview of the recent
literature on obedience language in Paul, we showed that only the work of Cynthia Kittredge
comes close to what was undertaken in this study; however, her work was not applied
specifically to the book of Romans. Therefore, room for our study remained. Our thesis was that
fresh light is shed on the phrase "the obedience of faith" by studying the Greco-Roman use of the
obedience language during the Empire. In particular, it shows that this phrase would not have
seemed odd or alien to Gentile Christians in Rome. One aim was to highlight the importance of
obedience in Romans. This cohered with our second aim, situating that use of language within
the broader Greco-Roman discourse to understand how a Gentile audience might perceive the
call to and emphasis on obedience in a moral discourse like Romans.
Our second chapter focused on the methodology for this study. The methodology was
the historical-critical method. Attention was focused on the primary sources of the Greco-Roman
world�the historians, philosophers, and non-literary evidence�to construct a semantic domain
and background for obedience language (see Appendix 1). Although our smdy was limited to
select terms, they provided some key evidence for obedience to provide a background for how
obedience language was used in various discourses. This chapter also engaged the efficacy of
anti-imperial readings of Paul and the NT. We concluded that although one of the great benefits
of anti-imperial readings has been renewed interest in the first century world, anti-imperial
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readings are not tiie best choice for our understanding of Romans and would, therefore, not be
pursued in this study. Subsequently, our survey of the evidence (chs. 3-6) bore out the
importance of such a detailed study of obedience language.
In the third chapter, we began our survey of the Greek sources of the Roman period that
included obedience. From Polybius to Plutarch, several themes emerged. First, obedience was
the term applied to the nations or people groups under the control of Rome. Not only did
obedience language characterize these groups from a Roman point of view, in Polybius the
establishment of such a relationship was termed as "entering into the Roman faith." In these
contexts, obedience was required for maintaining peace and avoiding war. Disobedience was
regarded as "breaking faith." Paul's programmatic statement in Rom 1:5 assumes the idea that
nations obey, something bom out repeatedly in the Greek sources.
Further in this chapter, we noted the importance of stability in the city of Rome itself In
several examples, groups are deemed enemies, and are sought to be dissolved, if they carried a
risk of damaging the stability of the city. This emphasis illuminates the reason for Paul's urgency
that the Roman communities become obedient, not only to the gospel, but also as "good citizens"
of Rome (Rom 13:1). Finally, obedience language derived from the political and militaristic
contexts provided apt metaphors for moral discourse in the historians' accounts.
Perhaps most helpfiil for establishing a background for obedience were the historians
Dionysius of Halicamassus and Cassius Dio as they record several key examples of obedience
close to the time of the writing of Romans and perhaps were still within living memory of those
in the Roman house churches. Examples of obedience in the Augustan, Tiberian, and Claudian
reigns indicate the importance of obedience in the time of Paul and the Roman communities. Key
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examples of oaths to the emperor, the Varian disaster, and the annexing of Britannia were all
famous moments in the cultural memory ofRome and include references to obedience.
The fourth chapter in this work surveyed the Latin Historians and their usages of
obedience. In looking at Livy and Tacitus, we noted several important features. Most important
was the overlap of accounts between Greek and Latin historians, providing a bridge between the
Greek and Latin terms for obedience. From our survey, the verb pareo and the related noun
obsequiim, among other terms, provided the best evidence for obedience language in the Latin
sources. Further, similar to the Greek sources, several shared conceptual elements were at work
in these accounts, particularly the deditio. The survey concluded that similar concepts of
obedience were at work in the Latin authors, namely that obedience of the nations is important to
Roman rule and a prerequisite for continued peace.
Livy's historical work provided several important examples of obedience language.
Particularly important was his description of the Rome's primary rival, the Carthaginians (Book
38), and his description of their obedience. Such subjection of a premier rival is incorporated
into Rome's global dominance of the nations and was accompanied by the language of faith,
obedience, and justice (cf. 30.16.19). Similar language, of course, is pertinent to a Roman
audience (Rom 1 :5) in light of the justice of God that has been revealed from faith to faith (Rom
1:16-17). Likewise in Tacitus, we found similar features at work as in Livy and the Greek
sources. However, unique to Tacitus, is his description of the oath to the Emperor that explicitly
connects obedience to this oath. The importance of Tacitus was further highlighted by several
episodes involving obedience language that occur in close proximity to the writing of Romans.
In The Annals, we encounter obedience language both in the reign of Claudius and Nero. The
defeat of Britannia, accompanied by triumphal arches, testifies to the importance of obedience
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and subjection language some three to five years befi)re Romans was written. Second, during
Nero's reign. Tacitus showcases the importance of obedience, fahh, and nafions in his account of
Boiocalus.
Chapter five discussed the importance of obedience within the ancient philosophers. The
philosophers are valuable as their aims and mission are quite similar to Paul and Early
Christianity, namely as communities of moral discourse. As such, several examples from
Plutarch and Cicero, among others, provide helpfiil context for understanding the aim of
Romans. From Aristotle to Seneca the Younger, obedience is often connected with reason and
the pursuit of virtue. Likewise the philosophers draw on the military images and language of
obedience we saw in chapters 3-4 and apply this to their moral discourses. As we stressed in
chapter fi\ e, we need not pit the historians against the philosophers in terms of our understanding
of Romans. As we saw repeatedly, the philosophers draw on the obedience of soldiers as an
example of obedience in the moral life. The importance of the philosophers is particularly apt to
Paul's discourse in Rom 12-15 where similar notions of obedience and moral persuasion are at
work.
The aim of chapters 3-5 was to show how obedience language was used in manifold
ways in the literature of the Greco-Roman world, both prior to and contemporary with Romans.
The historians and philosophers provide the literary evidence of obedience language and show
how it was used in various discourses. The importance of these sources is that they give us a
glimpse into the Roman world and provide an alternative avenue for our understanding of how
obedience language functioned in the ancient world. In light of the audience of Romans, this
material becomes all the more important. A Gentile audience, without knowledge of the Hebrew
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scriptures or Second Temple literature, would have drawn on this background for their
understanding of obedience.
It was the goal of chapter 6 to move beyond the literary evidence and focus on the non-
literary examples of obedience as seen in the monuments, coins, and inscriptions of the ancient
world. Chapter 6 formed an excellent counterpart to the literary evidence in chapters 3-5. Not
only did we see similar features at work, namely obedience of the nations to Rome, but of greater
importance, this is how the illiterate portions of Roman society would have encountered
obedience imagery and language in their day-to-day lives in Rome. In light of the audience we
conjectured would hear the book of Romans�the slave, freedperson, craft worker, and migrant
worker�this imagery becomes all the more relevant for how some Gentiles in Paul's audience
may have encountered the language of obedience prior to Paul's call for the obedience of the
nations in Rom 1:5.
First, our evidence in chapter six showed that obedience language appears in the most
important document and inscription of the ancient world: Augustus's Res Gestae. In Augustus's
final words, he highlights the importance of the obedience of nations (26.1). Finally, as
subsequent copies have shown, this announcement of Augustus's reign was as significant in
Rome as it was in the wider Roman provinces. Second, Pompey's theatre was of great relevance
because it depicted the subjected nations of Rome that even appear in a nightmare of Nero,
where the nations rise up in disobedience to his rule. Such images are profoundly important for
communicating the Roman values of Roman victory, subjection, and obedience to the illiterate
portions ofRoman society.
Chapters 7 was part one of our to demonstrate how obedience is a main topic throughout
Romans by looking at the beginning and ending of Paul's rhetorical discourse. In light of the
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literature review, we noted that only a few have attempted a reading of obedience throughout
Romans. No one had endeavored to take the rhetorical clues in the exordium and peroration
seriously and, therefore, pursued a reading of obedience in the entirety of the letter. Chapters 7
represent the effort to identify the theme of obedience in the rhetorical bookends of Romans.
Our survey of the obedience (and disobedience) demonstrated that obedience appears in every
major section of Romans that begins in the exordium (Rom 1:1-12) with Paul's call for
obedience and concludes in the peroration(s) (15:14-33-16).
Chapter 8 looked at the main body of Paul's rhetorical discourse in Rom 1:16-11:39.
After Paul's call for obedience in Rom 1:5, one is immediately confronted with the disobedience
of the Gentiles and Jew s (Rom 1:18-3:23), followed by the paradigm of Abrahamic obedience
(Rom 4), to the climax of obedience language Rom 5-6, and concluding with the obedience
brought about by life in the Spirit in contrast to the Adamic disobedience (Rom 7-8). Obedience
forms a major contour in the first half of Paul's discourse. Further, at several important
junctures, the language of obedience in Romans intersected with major themes we found in the
Greco-Roman historians and philosophers. These include the structure of entering into faith and
then offering obedience, as well as the triad of wrath, faith, peace, and obedience (Rom 5). In
addition, the imagery of slavery and weapons in Rom 5-6 also identifies with the features we
discovered in chapters 3-6. The theme of victory that climaxes in Romans 8 echoes with the
themes of Roman victory that we demonstrated in chapter 6.
Rom 9-11 was a prime example of disobedience language in Romans, represented
through Paul's use of Israel's history. As such, we noted that a Gentile reading of this secfion
would not produce as great of a result as the other sections, although we did note that the contrast
between the God of Israel and the Genfiles' former pagan gods would have stood out. However,
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a second aim of this work to demonstrate that obedience was a theme throughout Romans and
Rom 9-1 1 fulfills this part of our task.
In chapter 9 in light of the disobedience of Israel just rehearsed in Rom 9-11, the
rhetorical quesfion to Paul's audience seems to be focused on their own choices and whether
they will exercise the obedience of faith to God's plans and purposes locally and globally.
Romans 12-15 was our primary focus for the practical outworking of the obedience of faith in
the Roman community(s). One crux interpretum of this section in regards to our reading of
obedience in Romans was Rom 13 and Paul's admonifion to "submit" to the goveming
authorities and the relationship to anti-imperial rhetoric. We argued that Paul's command to
submit is given in a specific historical context, where obedience was expected in light of a just
mle. Similar topics were also discussed by philosophers contemporary with Paul.
Theological Reflection(s)
Several important theological reflections flow from my research and bear further
comment now at the end of this work. If one accepts the argument of this dissertation, that
obedience is a theme throughout Romans, then several important theological conclusions follow.
First, obedience is a primary concem for Paul's theological formation of his congregation in
Rome. Obedience is not ancillary to Paul's main purpose and certainly not optional. We might
ask the all-important question, "if obedience is not essential, then why has Paul spent so much
time in his discourse on an opfional theme?" Rather this work shows the primary importance
that Paul places on obedience. In the formulation of Christian theology, obedience must at least
be given the importance that Paul attaches to it in this letter.
An emphasis on obedience has been as problematic in the first century, as it was in the
sixteenth, and even in the twenty-first century. For Paul's Gentile converts in the first century.
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obedience to the works of the law was clearly not an option Paul wanted his congregations to
pursue. How ever, as Paul stresses throughout Romans, obedience is still a necessary component
of life in Christ (Rom 6) and to the gospel and God's world-wide embracing dikaiosyne.
Importantly this obedience of faith fulfills the divine intent of the law (Rom 8:1^; 13:8).
Further, Paul's emphasis on obedience flowing from faith, should ward off discussion of
works-righteousness. Obedience does not establish ones relationship with God. This relationship
is established through grace by faith (Rom 5:1). In the ordo salutis, one enters into relationship
with God on the basis of his sheer grace through faith and obedience is a God produced result of
that relationship. To use the logic of Romans, by entering into faith in Christ, one enters into
relationship with God. By entering into faith in Christ one is transferred out of the realm of
Adamic existence and into a new identity in Christ. Being in Christ means receiving the Spirit as
a gift from God that supematurally opens new avenues to obey God. Obedience in both salvation
proper and Romans is a spirit-filled activity. To use a familiar Pauline phrase, it is God who is at
work to both will and to do his good purpose (Phil 2:13).
Second, throughout church history the relationship between obedience and faith have
been perennial topics of debate. Most notably since the sixteenth century, these debates have
dramatically shaped Protestant theology. Despite the popular tendency to over-emphasize faith
at the expense of obedience. This research shows the proper framework for understanding the
issues at hand. For Paul, obedience flows from faith. Obedience is not something that
establishes ones relationship with God. Nor for that matter, in the ancient sources, did obedience
establish a relationship with Rome. Continued obedience was how one evidenced their
relafionship with a superior party. Further, from Paul's argument in Romans, humans operate in
a default posifion of obedience. Humanity has to obey someone. This obedience, however, is
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oriented towards suppressing the truth (Rom 1) and leads to death (Rom 5-6). The obedience
that flows from faith is something that results by exchanging the archetypal stories of Adam and
Christ. The transference from the Adamic lordship to the new kingly reign of Christ, allows one
to offer this new type of obedience to God and the Gospel. Paul's letter to the Romans firmly
establishes this pattern, whereby the obedience of faith is a gift given by God himself
Finally, my research bears on the relationship of obedience to final justification/salvation
an issue of continued debate in the twenty-first century. If obedience is the sub theme of Paul's
main argument about the righteousness of God, then we ought to rethink what Paul means by
righteousness in Romans. Paul is not merely talking about the forensic idea of justification
devoid of character and behavior. There is something more at work, although certainly not less,
than a legal rendering. Rather the twin themes of righteousness and obedience that are sounded
throughout the discourse are about God's character and ours. How does God's creation rightly
reflect his righteous character to the world? For Paul, this is the obedience of faith that leads to
righteousness (Rom 6, 12-15). Further, and related to the point above, it does not appear that by
the 'obedience of faith' that Paul means faith is a form of obedience. This understanding does
not seem to make sense either of Paul's argument nor how Gentiles would have understood such
a phrase. Rather, obedience is a subsequent activity after entering into faith.
Although this work could not fiilly enter into all these debates, my argument has
attempted to show that throughout Romans Paul emphasizes obedience as a definitive aspect of
Christian experience, identity, and teleological outlook. The obedience that flows from faith
evidences that one has been incorporated under the reign of Christ as Lord. Disobedience marks
one as living out the in-Adam type existence of the old aeon and destined for death and
destruction. Such conclusions ought to be given their full weight in the formulation of Christian
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theology, especially in terms of final justification and Christian ethics. Obedience cannot be
sw ept aside. Rather a theology of obedience needs to be ftilly worked out ifwe are to understand
not only Paul, but the ftill theological arc ofGod's action in the world.
Common Emphases
Throughout our study we have focused on the importance of obedience, both in the
Greco-Roman sources and in Paul's letter to the Romans. We are now in a position to offer
some of the common emphases that we have seen throughout our study by way of summary.
First, obedience is a frequent topic in the ancient literature and non-literary sources. Our
surveys of the related Greco-Roman literature provided evidence that obedience was a frequent
topic among Greek and Romans both prior to Paul, contemporary with him, and subsequently
after this period. Obedience was connected to Roman identity and their global rule. Nations
from all across the Empire must have been familiar with Rome's rhetoric of obedience from the
Republic through the Empire. Certainly those in Rome were familiar with the language of
obedience that dominated their discourse and dotted their urban landscape. Obedience language
centered on Rome's relationships to other nations or territories and was essential to the peace of
the Roman Empire. When Paul calls for the obedience of faith, it is language his audience would
readily understand.
Second, given the historical and political realifies of obedience, this became a topic for
the philosophers within the Greek and Roman world to reflect upon. The nature of good cities
and citizenship provided the needed impetus for reflections on obedience. Obedience to reason
in the pursuit of virtue was a common refrain. The philosopher Epictetus perhaps provides the
closest analogy to Paul in his reflections on obedience to Caesar and obedience or loyalty to
other callings. Certainly within this spectrum of obedience to rulers, a variety of views existed.
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Paul's own discourse on obedience to goveming authorities reflects the importance of obedience
in the time of Paul and his contemporaries.
Third, we highlighted the fact that the historical and philosophical discourses on
obedience interacted and overlapped. Frequently, obedience language and imagery provided the
basis for philosophical reflection on the "proper" citizen or pursuit of the virtues. Likewise, the
philosophical reflection on obedience contributed to a well-mn polis and provided impetus for
good citizens and soldiers to obey their superiors. Both sources, historical and philosophical,
bore witness to the importance of obedience in the first century.
The language and rhetoric of obedience comes to bear, of course, on the thesis of this
dissertation and on Paul's stated goal of his apostleship to bring about the obedience of the
nations. Paul's language of obedience in Romans would have been heard in the light of Roman
rhetoric about obedience, and would have suggested, not merely continued submission to the
Roman goveming authorities (Rom. 13), but a higher and prior obedience to God in Christ.
Gentiles in Paul's audience, who notably came from a broad swath of society, would have had
muhiple avenues to reflect on obedience language in their various vocations. The logic and
argument of obedience in Romans at various points would have appeared quite similar to what
some Gentiles may have already thought about obedience, particularly with the stmcture of
wrath, faith, peace, obedience. While at other points, most poignantly with hope and
reconciliation of the disobedient, Paul's argument about obedience would have confounded
normal Roman expectations conceming obedience (see the summative list at the end of ch. 8 for
specific issues). If we take our examples of a slave, a freedperson, a craftsman, or an immigrant
worker, each of these persons in the house churches would have experienced the language,
imagery, and concept of obedience prior to Paul's call for obedience in Rom 1 :5. As a slave, the
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notion that slaves obey would have been all too apparent for some members of Paul's audience.
If some in Paul's audience had been conquered and brought to Rome as slaves, they would have
been intimately aware of the concept of Roman victory and peace built on the notion of
continued obedience. Anyone walking the streets of Rome and noticing the monumental
architecture, such as along the via Flaminia, would have been daily confronted with the Roman
images of \ ictory. subjugation, and obedience. Numismatic and inscriptional evidence bear
wimess to these features as w ell. The topic of obedience in a letter to Rome tapped into one of
the essential features of Roman discourse and rule. It should not be surprising, in light of our
survey of the Greco-Roman evidence, that in a letter to Rome, Paul would stress the obedience of
faith, an essential aspect ofRoman vision and identity.
Final Reflections
By way of final reflection, not every aspect of obedience could be explored given the
limits of this work. While this research attempted a survey of the obedience language in the
Greco-Roman world, we had to limit our survey to a manageable task. As such, this study was
only able to sample select authors in the Greco-Roman world. Two issues provide fiirther
avenues for the study of obedience in the Greco-Roman world. This includes authors that fell
outside the scope of this project�Dio Chrysostom, Catallus to name a few�as well as
inscriptional evidence from throughout the Roman Empire that could only be briefly highlighted
in this study. A survey ofmore authors, texts, and inscriptions would fill out the research begun
here.
Second, having shown the importance of obedience in the letter to the Romans and how
obedience was key to Paul's apostolic calling, further work remains to be done to show how
obedience formed part of Paul's apostolic activity and the how the language of obedience
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appears in other Pauhne letters. Clearly obedience is key to discourses such as Galatians and
Philippians, and it would bear much fruit to undertake a study of obedience in those letters. One
might also, in a much broader focus, go outside the Pauline corpus to see how other NT authors
discuss the issue of obedience in light of other early Christian communities.
Third, although we looked at obedience from the viewpoint of a Gentile audience,
another angle could also be pursued. Roman attitudes towards the early Jewish and Christian
movements and their conclusions about the obedience of Christians in light of the Empire could
be considered. The letters of Pliny to Trajan that directly discuss Christian allegiances to Rome
come to mind. Such a study would, of course, need to cover the period of the later Empire and
identify how the subsequent periods of the Empire discussed obedience and Christianity's
response.
Fourth, as w e noted in chapter two not every term was able to be pursued given the scope
and limits of this work. Although the terms we showcased provided a wealth of information,
more work could be done by investigating further terms for obedience (see appendix 1). Two
particular terms stand out, the Greek cikouco and the latin audio would provide further data to
survey in an understanding of obedience.
Fifth, several conclusions from my research are useful for theological reflection. The
relationship of obedience and faith has been an issue worthy of comment, debate, and fierce
exchanges throughout church history. The traditional questions of systematic theology such as
the relationship of obedience to works-righteousness, the human will, and final justification or
salvation could only be touched upon all too briefly in this work. Ahhough a large scale
discussion of these important theological issues fell outside the parameters and scope of this
work, my research should have further bearing on those questions. What this dissertation has
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demonstrated is tliat obedience is a central concem for Paul and cannot be easily pushed aside in
theological reflection on these matters. Those who wish to emphasize the importance of
obedience, not only for Paul, but for Christian theology, can more confidently assert such a
position based on this work.
Finally, although this dissertation looked at ancient texts and their impact on the first
century, much more remains to be done in subsequent Christian history. A study of how
obedience was of importance to the church fathers, but even into our own day, would be
instmctive. Paul's call for obedience amid a variety of allegiances, both political and otherwise,
shows the importance of obedience for modem Christianity. Such an emphasis on obedience is
vital for the church today in its contemporary and global contexts, and we would do well to listen
to the message and vocation of Paul, the apostle of obedience.
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APPENDIX 1:
TERMS FOR OBEDIENCE
Greek (bold terms used in chs. 3 and 5)'
7r�^6o^al; n�i9apx�(o: to submit to authority or reason by obeying � 'to obey.'
euXaPeopai: to obey, with the implication of awe and reverence for the source of a command �
ctKOUco; 87ii5exopai: to listen or pay attention to a person, with resulting conformity to what is
advised or commanded � 'to pay attention to and obey.'
t);raKOU(o; UTraKOTj, r\qf, eioaKouco: to obey on the basis of having paid attention to � 'to obey,
obedience.'
u;rf|K00(;, ov: (derivative of u;iaKou(o 'to obey,) pertaining to being obedient � 'obedient.'
dva7r)trip6co; d7i07tX.Tip6(o: to conform to some standard as a means of demonstrating its purpose
� 'to obey, to confonn to, to submit to.'
UTiotdaoopai; u7ioTayf|. fjg/; u;ieiKto: to submit to the orders or directives of someone � 'to
obey, to submit to, obedience, submission.'
(puXdoaco; Tripeco; Tr\pr\aiq, &coqf: to continue to obey orders or commandments � 'to obey, to
keep commandments, obedience.'
leXico: to obey as a means of fulfdling the purpose of a rule or standard � 'to obey, to keep.'
Soypaii^opai: (derivative of 56ypa 'law, rule,' 33.333) to conform to rules and regulations �
'to obey rules.'
8iKai6(o: to conform to righteous, just commands � 'to obey righteous commands.'
dTTEiGEto; d;r�i9�ia, aqf: unwillingness or refusal to comply with the demands of some authority
� 'to disobey, disobedience.'
dTTEiBfjc;, Eq: (derivative of dTrevesco^ 'to disobey,') pertaining to being continuously disobedient
� 'disobedient.'
Tipodyco: to go beyond established bounds of teaching or instruction, with the implication of
failure to obey properly � 'to go beyond bounds, to fail to obey.'
List derived from Louw and Nida, 36.12-36.30.
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dvuTiOTaKTOc;, ov: (derivative ofOTioTctaooiiai 'to obey,') pertaining to being rebelliously
disobedient � 'disobedient, rebellious.'
TrapaKouto; TrapaKorj, r\qf, Trapaiieopai: to refuse to listen to and henee to disobey � 'to refuse
to listen, to refuse to obey, disobedience.'
7iapaPaiv(o; napa^aaiq, �Viqf, Tiapavopeco; Tiapspxopai: to act contrary to established custom
or law, with the implication of intent � 'to disobey, to break the law, to transgress,
disobedience, transgression.'
TrapapdTTii. ou m: (derivative of jrapaPalvco 'to disobey, to break the law,') a person who
customarily breaks or disobeys the law � 'transgressor.'
Xuco: the failure to conform to a law or regulation, with a possible implication of regarding it as
invalid� 'to break (a law), to transgress.'
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Latin (bold terms used in ch. 4)"
oboedienta
oboedio (ira)
oboedientea
obtempreratio
obtempero
obsequium
obsequor
obsequens
obsequiter
audio
audiens
auris
observdre
parere
curare
obedience
to obey
obediently
obedience
to obey
obedience
to obey
obedient
compliant
hear / heed
hear / heed
give ear
to observe, obey
to obey
to attend to, take care of
List derived from Casseil's Latin Dictionary with the assistance ofDr. Joe Dongeil.
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